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### Abstract

This report presents the findings and conclusions from a research project to explore how the principles and strategies of smart growth can be applied to resolving land use conflicts around airports. The study entailed a literature review, interviews with airport and planning agency staff and others involved in airport land use planning decisions and detailed case studies. The work involved in performing the case studies constituted most of the research effort and the case study analysis and findings comprise the largest part of this report.

Based on the research, nine specific recommendations are made. Key among these are that Caltrans Division of Aeronautics should work to ensure adequate funding, staffing and training for planners charged with land use planning around airports. Airport Land Use Commissions should also be encouraged (and provided with incentives) to better disseminate their policies and decisions, and to track and report changes in land use within Airport Influence Areas on an annual basis. Caltrans Division of Aeronautics should also coordinate with other relevant state agencies to develop explicit guidelines that address smart growth planning in the vicinity of airports.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report presents the findings and conclusions from a research project to explore the extent to which the principles and strategies of smart growth have been applied in land use planning around airports in California, and to examine the effectiveness of existing airport land use compatibility planning in the state from the perspective of smart growth. The premise of this research is that applying the principles and strategies of smart growth can reduce the potential for conflicts around airports. The study entailed a literature review, interviews with airport and planning agency staff and others involved in airport land use planning decisions, and detailed case studies of 14 California airports. The work involved in performing the case studies constituted most of the research effort, and the case study analysis and findings comprise the largest part of this report.

INTRODUCTION

Airports are vital transportation and employment hubs that can generate significant economic activity as well as a variety of impacts on the surrounding environment, including aircraft noise, surface traffic, and ancillary development. The importance of appropriate land use planning around airports to avoid incompatible land uses has long been recognized. To date, efforts have been directed at preventing such uses as new residential development in areas experiencing high levels of aircraft noise or the construction of schools under aircraft flight paths. In California, this process has been formalized through the creation of county Airport Land Use Commissions (ALUCs). The success of these commissions at preventing incompatible development has varied widely, and relatively little attention has been given to changing existing land uses to achieve a more compatible pattern of land use around airports, as distinct from preventing new incompatible development. Indeed, the legislation establishing the ALUCs explicitly prohibits them from addressing existing land uses. Furthermore, efforts to achieve a more compatible pattern of land use often are complicated by resistance on the part of communities near airports toward the type of land use changes or development that would result in greater compatibility between airport activities and the surrounding land uses.

At the same time, there is a growing interest in land use and transportation planning circles in pursuing development strategies that have come to be known as “smart growth.” This term refers to a suite of design, land use planning, and infrastructure investment policies that aim to create more livable, equitable, and economically vital urban neighborhoods and regions while minimizing environmental costs. It is now a mainstream political movement—driven by both environmental and fiscal concerns—that seeks to implement principles of sustainable development, which is now a prominent urban and regional planning paradigm in California and elsewhere. Smart growth principles emphasize more compact development and better integration of interdependent land uses within metropolitan areas. To date, these have largely
been applied at the neighborhood level, and typically entail efforts to create livable residential developments with increased travel choices, thereby reducing dependence on automobiles and the ensuing need to expand roads.

Although the goals of smart growth policies and airport land use compatibility planning are commonly seen as different issues, there are at least three reasons to consider how they can be better linked:

- to explore how land use planning strategies that are being pursued to respond to smart growth policies can be adapted to meet airport land use compatibility goals;
- to identify ways in which smart growth policies might adversely affect airport land use compatibility planning (for example, infill development on land near airports could result in an increase in residential units near the airports); and
- to understand how longer-term airport development strategies, such as expanding or constructing airports on the perimeter of an urban region or encouraging associated commercial development on adjacent land, could conflict with smart growth policies.

The objective of the research described in this report is to examine the potential role of smart growth principles to enhance airport land use compatibility planning and the implementation of regional airport development strategies, as well as to identify potential conflicts between smart growth principles and projects and airport land use planning. The overall aim is to identify how the existing airport land use compatibility planning process can be strengthened in order to better achieve compatible land uses near airports.

Through a series of case studies, the research attempted to identify and document the extent to which the principles of smart growth have been applied to airport system planning in the state, either explicitly or by implication from the land use planning strategies adopted, and to explore the effectiveness of existing airport land use compatibility planning procedures in California from the perspective of smart growth policies.

An important goal of the research was to identify and document cases where the existing airport land use planning process appears to have been successful in achieving compatible land use near airports and cases in which it has not, and to develop recommendations for legislative or policy changes that may be required to strengthen this process.

**AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING IN CALIFORNIA**

For almost 40 years, the state of California has established a formal, statewide process to undertake land use planning for areas surrounding public use airports in the state. Originally enacted in 1967, and subsequently amended from time to time, the *California Public Utilities Code* authorizes the creation of ALUCs and defines their powers and duties. The legislation requires every county in the state in which there is an airport served by a scheduled airline to establish an ALUC or designate an alternate body to perform the function of the commission. Other counties in which there is an airport operated for the benefit of the general public shall
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establish such a commission or designate an alternate body to perform the function, unless the county board of supervisors determines that there are no noise, public safety, or land use issues affecting any airport in the county. In 1994, the legislation was amended to allow an “alternative process” by which a county and each affected city within it establish a planning process to prepare, adopt, and amend a land use compatibility plan for each public use airport in the county; adopt processes to mediate disputes regarding the preparation, adoption, and amendment of these plans; and update the general plans and specific plans, where necessary, to ensure that they are consistent with the land use compatibility plan. This alternative process shall include the designation of an agency responsible for the required actions.

State legislation defines two specific duties for each ALUC or other body acting in that capacity. The first is to prepare and adopt an airport land use plan for each airport within its jurisdiction. These are referred to as a Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) or Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP). The second duty is to review the plans, regulations, and other actions of local agencies and airport operators regarding consistency of local agency general plans or specific plans, or publicly owned airport master plans, with the commission’s airport land use plan. The legislation defines the process to be followed if the ALUC determines that an incompatibility exists or will exist between local agency plans and the airport land use plan. A local agency may vote to overrule the commission, but this requires a public hearing, a determination of specific findings that the proposed action is consistent with the purpose of the legislation, and a two-thirds vote by the governing body. If the ALUC has determined that an inconsistency exists, and the local agency has not voted to overrule this determination, the ALUC may require the local agency to submit all subsequent actions, regulations, and permits to the commission for review until its general plan or specific plan is revised or the specific findings are made.

The legislation explicitly limits the authority of ALUCs in two important respects: they have no jurisdiction over existing land uses, no matter how incompatible they may be with the operation of nearby airports, and they have no jurisdiction over the operation of an airport.

The legislation defining the powers and duties of the ALUCs requires the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) to provide training to ALUC staff and to publish an Airport Land Use Planning Handbook to provide guidance to ALUCs in the performance of their duties. The most recent update of this handbook was published in January 2002. The contents of the handbook address two broad concerns for airport land use compatibility planning—aircraft noise and safety.

Aircraft noise is addressed by defining land uses that are considered to be compatible with different levels of aircraft noise and attempting to restrict development to compatible land uses. Since aircraft noise is typically a significant, if not the most important, concern of communities located near airports, and a major consideration in airport land use compatibility planning, the way in which aircraft noise is measured and the associated criteria for what are considered compatible uses are significant determinants of the success of the airport land use planning process. California’s method for measuring aircraft noise differs somewhat from the
method adopted in most other states and recommended by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in its guidance material on airport land use planning. The California noise metric, termed the Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL), provides a threefold weighting for evening events occurring between 7 p.m. and 10 p.m., in addition to a tenfold weighting for nighttime events between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. that corresponds to the federal noise metric of Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL). The evening and night weighting of aircraft operations are intended to compensate for people’s greater sensitivity of noise at those times.

The California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook does not provide uniform criteria for what ALUCs should consider to be compatible land uses for a given level of aircraft noise, but rather states that these should be established taking into consideration the characteristics of the airport and its environment. However, the handbook notes that a CNEL of 65 dB or higher is generally not appropriate for most new residential development; a CNEL of 60 dB is recommended by the California Office of Planning and Research as the maximum “normally acceptable” noise exposure for residential areas, with a CNEL of 55 dB as a recommended noise standard for quiet suburban or rural locations.

The second broad concern is the safety of those on the ground and aircraft operating in the vicinity of the airport. The safety of those on the ground is addressed by restricting land uses in areas that are deemed to present an undue risk of fatalities or injuries from an aircraft crash, typically the areas adjacent to the ends of the runways. The safety of aircraft operating in the vicinity of the airport is addressed by establishing airspace protection surfaces that limit the height of buildings or other obstacles that could present a hazard to aircraft, as well as providing appropriate open land areas near the airport to accommodate forced landings by aircraft and ensuring that the land immediately beyond the ends of the runways is free of obstacles.

SMART GROWTH IN RELATION TO AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING

The Smart Growth Network—a joint activity of the U.S. Environmental Agency (EPA) and several nonprofit and government organizations that has been established to promote smart growth practices—identifies 10 strategic principles of smart growth:

1. Create a range of housing opportunities and choices.
2. Create walkable neighborhoods.
3. Encourage community and stakeholder collaboration in the development process.
4. Foster distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of place.
5. Make development decisions predictable, fair, and cost effective.
6. Mix land uses.
7. Preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty, and critical environmental areas.
8. Provide a variety of transportation choices.
9. Strengthen and direct development toward existing communities.

10. Take advantage of compact building design.

These strategic principles address the goals of creating vital, livable urban neighborhoods within the existing urban area in order to reduce sprawl, and countering the adverse environmental impacts of automobile use and an increasingly dispersed pattern of urban trips. These goals are different from those of airport land use compatibility planning, which are to reduce adverse impacts of airport operations on surrounding communities and avoid creating safety hazards around airports, either to aircraft or those on the ground. However, these two sets of goals are not inherently inconsistent, and both form aspects of sound land use planning.

From the perspective of airport land use planning, housing is generally viewed as incompatible with many areas in the immediate vicinity of airports, particularly near the runway ends or under aircraft flight paths, and the densities and mixed uses associated with walkable neighborhoods may be unsuitable with both the noise environment and safety criteria in areas close to airports. However, not all areas around airports are equally affected by aircraft noise or safety concerns, and to the extent that housing development can be located away from aircraft flight paths and land adjacent to the airport can be used for more compatible uses, appropriate application of smart growth strategies can address both sets of goals. Airports tend to attract a wide variety of related land uses in their immediate environs, but also can attempt to preserve open space or agricultural uses in the areas adjacent to runway ends. Airports often were located away from existing communities originally, but subsequently proved to be magnets for development in the surrounding area. Directing this development, particularly housing, toward existing communities located farther from the airport is consistent with the principles of both smart growth and airport land use compatibility planning.

In addition to using smart growth planning principles to encourage and achieve a pattern of compatible land use around the airport, the development of attractive, livable communities that draw their economic vitality from activities associated with the airport can help create a synergistic relationship between the airport and surrounding communities that can help minimize tensions between those communities and the flight and other activity generated by the airport.

RELATED RESEARCH ON AIRPORT ENVIRONS PLANNING

Land use planning in the area surrounding airports has been the subject of extensive study since the introduction of commercial jet aircraft and the resulting growth in both aviation activity and noise impacts on surrounding communities. The primary focus of these efforts has been to prevent incompatible land uses near the airport, particularly residential development under the approach and departure flight paths. The development patterns that have emerged are often dominated by airport-related activities, such as hotels, parking lots, air freight forwarders, and strip development along access roads leading to the airport. However, local communities recently have begun to encourage the development of office and industrial parks.
aimed at tenants who find proximity to the airport attractive. As a result, there has been a growing interest in proactive policies to encourage development in the airport environs to take place in a more strategic way that is responsive to the goals of both the airport and the adjacent communities.

In 2004, the American Planning Association (APA) launched a multiyear research initiative titled *Airports in the Region*. In the May 2004 edition of *Planning*, the motivation for the study was described as follows:

> Airports and their surrounding commercial districts are playing an increasingly important role in shaping urban and regional growth patterns.... a new term, “the airfront,” [may be] defined as the myriad commercial, industrial, and transportation facilities and services intrinsically tied to the airport.¹

The study attempts to define the requirements for a successful airfront district plan that would organize land use, environmental, and transportation systems for the entire airport district, address economic development and marketing considerations, and create an appropriate governance framework.

Along similar lines, Professor John Kasarda of the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, has developed an airport area planning concept that he terms “Aerotropolis.” This concept views the airport and its surrounding development as forming a major center of economic activity in the urban area, comparable to the traditional role of the central business district. This development could include aviation-related industry; freight-forwarding, logistics, and e-commerce activities; high-tech industries; and time-critical manufacturing.

**CASE STUDY APPROACH**

To help identify potential case study airports, a series of focused interviews were conducted with planning staff at Caltrans Division of Aeronautics, consultants involved in airport land use planning, and planning staff from selected ALUCs and regional planning agencies. These interviews explored the extent to which smart growth principles have been applied in airport land use planning and identified ALUCs that have successfully achieved or maintained compatible land uses near airports in their jurisdiction. This resulted in the selection of seven commercial service and six general aviation airports, located in six different areas of the state.

The approach followed in the case studies involved a review of publicly available documents, including Airport Land Use Plans prepared by the relevant ALUC; minutes of ALUC meetings; general plans of adjacent communities; reports and other information posted on airport or community web sites; and newspaper articles pertaining to airport development and land use issues. This review was supplemented by personal interviews with staff at the responsible agencies, including local and regional planning agencies, ALUCs, and
airport managers, as well as with relevant elected and appointed officials with policy authority over land use decisions.

CASE STUDY RESULTS

The case studies provided diverse perspectives on the wide range of issues confronted by different ALUCs in addressing airport land use compatibility planning for airports of widely different functions and sizes in different geographical situations. Although these represent only a sample of the ALUCs in California, the airports included in the case studies ranged from the second-largest airport in the state to small rural general aviation airports. Although the case study results are not statistically representative of all airport land use compatibility planning activities in the state, they give a reasonable overall profile of the types of issues being faced.

Application of Smart Growth Principles

The case studies found no explicit consideration of smart growth principles to date in the airport land use compatibility planning approaches adopted by the ALUCs. Where local jurisdictions had smart growth policies or programs, there had been no consideration of how to merge these with airport land use compatibility planning. In San Mateo County, the City/County Association of Governments (C/CAG) had a successful smart growth program and also is the ALUC for the county. Yet in this county the two functions had not been brought together, although discussions with the responsible C/CAG staff members indicated that they recognized the need for better coordination between the two activities.

Several of the case studies identified proposed or active projects near the airports in question that were explicitly designated as smart growth development. In the core of the San Francisco Bay Area, redevelopment of the Oakland Coliseum area to the east of Oakland International Airport is being planned as a “transit village” as part of the City of Oakland’s smart growth policies. Also in the Bay Area, the cities of Millbrae and San Bruno have approved transit-oriented development (TOD) around the Caltrain commuter rail stations that comprise mixed use with a strong residential component. Several of these developments are quite close to San Francisco International Airport, although not directly under the flight paths.

Elsewhere in the Bay Area, smart growth and airport planning collided head on in Contra Costa County with a proposal to close and relocate Buchanan Field adjacent to Concord and other fully developed lands and replace it with a mixed-use community designed along smart growth principles. The county’s other airport, in still-rural Byron, has sought air freight and other airport-related development, but its efforts have not been fruitful because of the airport’s relative isolation and lack of infrastructure to support development. Two other Bay Area airports, Livermore and Santa Clara County’s South County Airport, illustrate the challenges of airport planning in the path of suburban growth.
In San Luis Obispo on the Central Coast, serious conflict between the City of San Luis Obispo and the county-owned airport over development around the airport—much of it nominally smart growth—has generated a dialogue that has resulted in approved development plans agreeable to both parties.

In Southern California, the City of San Diego has pursued smart growth policies for some time, with a particular emphasis on infill residential development in the downtown area through the efforts of the Centre City Development Corporation (CCDC). Many of these developments are close to the primary arrival flight path to San Diego International Airport. The pace and extent of this development has become an issue of concern for the Regional Airport Authority, acting as the ALUC for San Diego County.

Some of the case studies identified development plans or projects that could potentially be regarded as smart growth, even if not formally designated as such. These included the Metro Air Park business park under development immediately to the east of Sacramento International Airport; the industrial and office development that has occurred around McClellan-Palomar Airport in Carlsbad, San Diego County; and the proposed Kohl Ranch development to the south of Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport near Thermal in eastern Riverside County. The first two do not include residential uses but provide a buffer between the airport and planned or existing residential areas, while creating local employment and improving the jobs-to-housing balance in the area. The Kohl Ranch development is envisaged as a mixed-use development that would include both employment and housing.

In two cases, planned mixed-use development close to airports has generated controversy over potential compatibility problems with airport operations. The proposed Douglas Park development on the site of the former McDonnell-Douglas Aircraft Company plant adjacent to Long Beach Airport, which would include both commercial and residential uses, has been vigorously opposed by existing airport users because of the proximity of the residential uses to the primary runway and the flight path to and from a secondary runway. The redevelopment of the former Naval Training Center adjacent to San Diego International Airport also has raised concerns about the proximity of the planned residential areas to the runway and primary departure flight path. In both cases, the residential uses comply with existing compatibility criteria on the basis of established aircraft noise contours. Whether the occupants of these residences will find the noise levels acceptable is another question.

**Airport Land Use Planning**

Although there has been some experience with smart growth in the vicinity of the case study airports, the primary focus of airport land use compatibility issues identified in the case studies has been over conventional residential development in the vicinity of the airports and associated airport planning and development considerations. The following discussion summarizes some of the principal findings in each of the counties and multicounty regions included in the case studies.
The case studies provide a fairly comprehensive overview of the current state of airport land use compatibility planning in California and have identified several critical issues that will shape the future effectiveness of this process in the years ahead. This study appears to be the first formal attempt to examine how well this process has worked to date. Although the scope has been limited to a sample of airports, these are sufficiently diverse to draw useful conclusions and formulate recommendations on how to strengthen the process.

**Overall Study Findings**

The current process for airport land use planning in California has steadily evolved over almost 40 years, and a well-defined set of policies, procedures, and institutional relationships has developed at the county level, focusing on the role of the ALUCs and other agencies performing the same function. There is a growing body of guidance material on airport land use compatibility planning at the federal level, and other states have recently been moving in similar directions, but in this area, as in many others, California has been well ahead of the state of practice not only at the federal level but also in most other states. Even so, this has not been a panacea—land use compatibility conflicts continue to occur, hampering the development of the California airport system, and subjecting many of its residents to what they perceive as unacceptable levels of aircraft noise. Although this process appears to have worked well in many cases, in others it has failed to prevent incompatible development, often through no fault of the parties involved. It is time to reassess the ability of the current process, policies, and regulations to meet the challenges that will arise in meeting the future development needs of both the California airport system and the surrounding communities.

The evolution of the paradigm that has come to be termed smart growth is more recent, although it has become widely accepted and its principles and strategies are forming a key component of urban planning throughout the state. Little consideration has been given to how smart growth principles and strategies should be addressed in airport land use planning, and vice versa, and there is an urgent need to rectify this situation. Although the literature on smart growth and airport land use planning is only beginning to intersect, useful lessons can be drawn from the existing material.

More specifically, the study made the following observations:

1. Smart growth and airport land use planning (ALUP) have evolved separately. This study appears to be the first to consider their relationship and potential confluence.

2. Smart growth has three potential relationships with ALUP:
   
   a. Conflicting. For example, a prototypical smart growth project (higher density/mixed-use) is proposed near an airport without adequately considering safety and noise issues.
   
   b. Complementary. For example, smart growth projects draw residential and residential supportive uses away from airports, reducing pressure to develop incompatible uses near airports.
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c. Transforming. The smart growth concept of Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) is extrapolated and expanded into a concept of Airport-Oriented Development.

3. Under the third of these relationships, smart growth concepts would actively help realize ALUP goals by establishing comprehensive planning around airports. The goal of such planning would be to assure that land near an airport is reserved and actively planned for uses that benefit from (and are not threatened by) being in close proximity to the airport. The literature review revealed two efforts in this direction:
   a. the Aerotropolis concept developed by Professor John Kasarda at the University of North Carolina
   b. the American Planning Association’s *Airports in the Region* initiative

4. The specific plan is a useful tool for California planning agencies to undertake comprehensive, proactive and positive ALUP.

5. ALUC staffs are overtasked, isolated, and undertrained. Most ALUCs do not have the equivalent of even one full-time planner; most of those planners report that they had to learn their jobs “on the fly,” and most want more forums for education and exchange with other ALUC planners.

6. We actively sought, but could not find, any ALUC (or other agency) that maintains records of changes in actual land use over time (either electronic or hard copy). Maps showing how the land use in the vicinity of an airport today compares with some years ago would be useful in assessing the effectiveness of ALUP procedures. In the major metropolitan regions of the state, the data and appropriate geographical information system (GIS) tools exist to track airport area land use over time, but no one is doing this at present.

7. Certain trends—quieter commercial jets, technological improvements enhancing both air navigation and aircraft noise monitoring and management, increasing noise complaints related to overflights rather than take-offs and landings—suggest that the basic framework of ALUP in California since the 1960s (exemplified by basing land use compatibility on a specific CNEL contour) needs rethinking.

8. The term “smart growth” is entering the lexicon of airport executives and planners. One aspect of what may be termed smart air traffic growth is using technology to make maximum use of existing airport infrastructure, saving on the need for costly and contentious airport expansion, which, even if approved by all the concerned agencies, takes a great deal of time and resources to implement. Another aspect of smart air traffic growth is shifting general aviation and shorter commercial flights to other airports in a region to accommodate growth in other types of traffic at the busier airports.

9. One clear opportunity for joint smart growth and airport planning is in planning for major transit links to serve large airports. Ground access travel at large airports by both air passengers and airport employees may justify the provision of improved transit services for a number of reasons: reducing vehicle traffic volumes generated by the airport, often through a congested corridor, and providing an alternative to the cost involved in parking.
a private car at the airport, especially for longer trips. Even so, the transit ridership generated by the airport is likely to be relatively low, and smart growth planning can ensure that other stations on the airport line produce ridership to make the line more cost-effective.

**Effectiveness of the Current Airport Land Use Planning Process in California**

Various conflicts identified in the case studies provide one perspective on the effectiveness of the current airport land use planning process in California and its ability to prevent incompatible development from limiting the ability of the airport system to meet future demands for air transportation. A second perspective can be obtained from the analysis of land use changes in the vicinity of those airports where suitable data is available.

The California *Airport Land Use Planning Handbook* provides detailed guidance to ALUCs in the preparation of the ALUCP. However, the extent to which the ALUCs have been able to translate this guidance into effective land use plans varies widely. Many ALUCPs are significantly out of date and have not been updated since the *Handbook* was last revised, limiting their value in shaping local general plans and associated zoning and other regulations. In spite of this, safety issues involving building heights and development density are generally well handled, in part because the relevant federal standards for airport protection have not changed in some time. However, aircraft noise issues are often a continuing source of controversy. The noise contours that form the basis of many of the older ALUCPs have not been updated since the phase-out of the Stage 2 jet aircraft in 2000, and thus may not reflect current conditions.

It is clear from many of the case studies that there are two very different situations. The first is where community expansion or other development forces are resulting in new development being proposed in the immediate vicinity of airports that will result in residential and other noise-sensitive uses (such as schools and churches) occurring in areas that do not already have these uses or that significantly increase the amount of these uses. The other situation is where changes in airport activity, such as the construction of new runways, reuse of former military bases, or changes in the traffic level or composition of the aircraft fleet using the airport, result in changes to the noise levels experienced by existing land uses near the airport. The distinction between these two situations is important, both because the options available to address the resulting or potential problems are different in the two cases and because there are issues of social justice in the latter case that do not arise in the former. However, the differences between these two situations are not well addressed in the current guidelines.

The other important observation from the case studies is that most airport land use compatibility problems, primarily involving issues of aircraft noise, arise in areas that are not subject to existing development restrictions. Thus, even if the ALUC is deeply concerned about the potential future problems that are likely to arise from a proposed development, they are often powerless to prevent the development from being approved. Aircraft noise impacts outside the 65 dB CNEL contour are often a major concern in nearby communities,
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particularly with general-aviation airports, where the noise contour rarely extends far from the airport property. The *Airport Land Use Planning Handbook* allows adjustments to the noise levels used in setting development restrictions, termed normalization, to tailor the restrictions to better reflect local conditions. However, ALUCPs typically do not take advantage of these opportunities.

**Improving the Airport Land Use Planning Process**

There appear to be significant opportunities to improve the airport land use planning process. Perhaps the most important is to strengthen the ALUCs through increased staffing and enhanced training opportunities. In many cases, the ALUC is assigned one person who combines the ALUC duties with other responsibilities. These planners have limited opportunities to interact with staff at other ALUCs and typically are expected to learn their skills on the job. Similarly, ALUC commissioners often have no formal training in airport land use planning practice and limited opportunities to exchange ideas with other ALUCs.

Consequently, the ALUCs typically focus on preparing the ALUCP and reviewing specific development proposals, rather than developing a broader strategy. ALUCs generally do not have the staff resources, nor perceive the need, to monitor land use changes around the airports in their jurisdiction and work proactively with relevant local planning agencies to define a common vision of future land use patterns around the airport that meets both airport and local needs. The case studies found no ALUCs that routinely track land use changes around the airports in their jurisdiction, apart from the quarterly reports prepared by noise-problem airports that are required by state law to obtain a variance from the California Department of Airports.

The other aspect of ALUC activities that presents opportunities for improving the visibility of the airport land use planning process is the extent to which information about airport land use planning issues and ALUC actions is readily available to interested stakeholders. ALUC web sites vary widely in quality and content. Several web sites do not even have the latest version of the ALUCP available. While many post the agenda and minutes of ALUC meetings, the minutes often lack sufficient detail for a reader to understand the basis for decisions or perform retrospective analysis of the overall effectiveness of the airport land use planning process. None of the ALUCs studied in this research produced an annual report that summarized land use decisions by the ALUC or relevant local agencies affecting development in the Airport Influence Area.

Beyond ways to increase the effectiveness of the ALUCs, there is a need to rethink the basic approach to airport land use planning that has evolved over more than 30 years. Many of the principles are still valid, but some of the underlying assumptions have been overtaken by events or are of questionable validity in the current (and likely future) environment. Trends in aircraft technology have changed the issues that need to be addressed. Quieter aircraft engines and the introduction of regional jets have changed the nature of the noise impact for many communities. At the same time, increased use of jet aircraft for business has resulted in a
significant increase in jet aircraft activity at some general-aviation airports. Noise complaint data and information from aircraft flight tracking systems show that CNEL is a poor predictor of community annoyance; in particular, 65 dB CNEL is an unacceptable criterion of compatibility for many communities. Finally, the current approach ignores the development pressures that many local jurisdictions are trying to resolve, particularly the need for tax base and affordable housing. Effective airport land use planning needs to grapple with these issues and have the tools to do so, and not be constrained to applying simplistic criteria without regard to local circumstances. Perhaps the most obvious limitation of the existing process is that ALUCs are only authorized to address changes in land use, not to address compatibility with existing land uses. As development continues around the state’s airports, the opportunities to achieve land use compatibility through restrictions on new uses will steadily diminish, and community concerns will increasingly result from existing land uses.

**Incorporating Smart Growth Considerations**

A number of steps can be taken to begin to incorporate smart growth considerations in airport land use planning in a more integrated way. Perhaps the most significant is to develop explicit guidelines on how to address smart growth planning in the vicinity of airports. These guidelines should be developed in coordination with state and interested local agencies involved in land use planning as well as other relevant Caltrans divisions and district offices.

A second useful step would be to incorporate economic planning considerations into airport land use planning guidance. This would begin to move the focus of the airport land use planning process beyond simply preventing incompatible development near airports to actively promoting compatible development and to viewing the airport as a community asset that needs to be protected and taken advantage of, rather than a locally unwanted land use that has to be protected from encroachment.

As part of this approach, there needs to be a proactive coordinated effort to addressing regional housing needs. ALUCs need to work with local jurisdictions to develop joint strategies to meet their housing needs in a way that is compatible with airport activities before projects are proposed to locate new housing close to airports. In many communities, the pressure to develop new housing is sufficiently intense that once plans are proposed to locate major new housing developments in the vicinity of an airport, the ALUC will be fighting an uphill battle to stop or scale back the project.

**Future Research Needs**

Although this research project has developed a significant amount of information about the current state of airport land use planning in California, much more could be done. Further research to expand the information on airport land use planning in other counties or at other airports would be desirable. That research could extend the findings of a recent study of airport land use planning in the state by the California Research Bureau and include additional surveys of ALUC staff to develop a more detailed quantitative profile of ALUC
activities. The outcomes of several of the airport land use planning issues identified in these case studies are subject to continuing activity by the ALUCs and airport sponsors, so it would be useful to update the case study information from time to time to ensure that the research findings do not become obsolete. Beyond this type of follow-on activity, many research activities could generate specific information to enhance the airport land use planning process.

The first of these activities is to obtain a better understanding of how community attitudes to aircraft noise vary with local conditions. The normalization adjustments permitted by current guidelines would more defensible (and more likely to be used) if there were a well-developed body of evidence that shows how the type of surrounding communities—urban, suburban, or rural—and the type and frequency of aircraft operations influence community attitudes and response. This research also could address the distinction between changes in the community and changes in airport activity by examining differences between the attitudes of established residents and those of newcomers to the area.

A third research topic would be to identify professional development needs for ALUC staff and commissioners, identify existing opportunities, and develop a program plan and curricula for new courses, workshops, or symposia. An additional research activity would be to work with ALUC staff to identify and document best practices in airport land use planning. These could address such aspects as coordination with local planning jurisdictions, development of airport area specific plans, monitoring land use changes and community attitudes, and successful efforts at community outreach and information dissemination.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the research findings, particularly the case studies, the following recommendations are made to facilitate and strengthen the airport land use planning process in California:

1. Caltrans should work with the FAA and the California legislature to develop an adequate source of funding to support appropriate levels of ALUC staff and activities.
2. The Caltrans Division of Aeronautics should work with ALUC staff to develop recommended standards of practice regarding how ALUCs document their land use decisions and what information they post on their web sites.
3. The Caltrans Division of Aeronautics web site should provide a single point of access to information on all ALUCs in the state.
4. The Caltrans Division of Aeronautics should work with ALUC staff to track and report changes in land use within Airport Influence Areas on an annual basis.
5. The Caltrans Division of Aeronautics should take the lead in improving the specialist training and professional interaction of ALUC commissioners and staff.
6. Caltrans should work with the state legislature to ensure appropriate levels of representation of both local communities and aviation interests on all ALUCs.
7. The Caltrans Division of Aeronautics should review the guidelines contained in the *California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook* to ensure that they adequately reflect the changing context of airport land use planning and are based on sound technical analysis of community response to aircraft noise and the safety risks posed to both aircraft and those on the ground by land uses and development adjacent to airports.

8. The Caltrans Division of Aeronautics should coordinate with other relevant state agencies, particularly the Department of Housing and Community Development and the Governor's Office of Planning Research (OPR), to develop explicit guidelines that address smart growth planning in the vicinity of airports.

9. To ensure that Caltrans and the ALUCs within the state are basing their regulations, guidelines, and decisions on the best available information, the Caltrans Division of Aeronautics should undertake an ongoing research program to better understand the issues that should be addressed to achieve effective airport land use planning in the state.

**FINAL THOUGHTS**

Effective airport land use planning will be an essential component in the future development of the California aviation system. Allowing incompatible land uses to develop around airports creates conflicts between the airports and the surrounding communities that constrains the ability of the airport system to meet future aviation needs and discourages other communities from allowing airport development in their vicinity. As with the motivation to develop smart growth policies in general, there is an increasing recognition that the land around airports is a limited resource, and that continuing existing patterns of development is not sustainable in the long term. New solutions are needed that balance the interests of all involved.
INTRODUCTION

This report presents the findings and conclusions from a research project to explore the extent to which the principles and strategies of smart growth have been applied in land use planning around airports in California and to examine the effectiveness of existing airport land use compatibility planning from the perspective of smart growth. The premise of this research is that application of the principles and strategies of smart growth can reduce the potential for conflicts around airports. The study entailed a literature review, interviews, and case studies. Detailed case studies of 14 California airports constituted the bulk of the investigation.

BACKGROUND

Airports are vital transportation and employment hubs that can generate not only significant economic activity but also a variety of impacts on the surrounding environment, including aircraft noise, surface traffic, and ancillary development. The importance of appropriate land use planning around airports to avoid incompatible land uses has long been recognized. Efforts to date have been directed at preventing such uses as new residential development in areas experiencing high levels of aircraft noise or the construction of schools under aircraft flight paths. In California, this process has been formalized through the creation of county Airport Land Use Commissions (ALUCs). However, the success of these commissions at preventing incompatible development has varied widely, and relatively little attention has been given to changing existing land uses to achieve a more compatible pattern of land use around airports, as distinct from preventing new incompatible development. The legislation establishing the ALUCs explicitly prohibits them from addressing existing land uses. Efforts to achieve a more compatible pattern of land use are often complicated by resistance on the part of communities near airports toward the type of land use changes or development that would result in greater compatibility between airport activities and the surrounding land uses.

As the demand for air transportation continues to recover from the drop in air travel after September 2001, there will be a corresponding growth in aircraft activity at the nation's airports. According to a recent aviation forecast by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), by 2025 the number of commercial aircraft operations at a national level will be 50 percent higher than in 2000. The ability of the airport system to handle this growth in air traffic will depend on the ability to develop new and expanded facilities.

However, these projects are often the source of considerable opposition by surrounding communities, opposition that can be exacerbated by incompatible land uses near the airport or the impact of increased airport-generated vehicle trips on the street and highway system near the airport. In many large metropolitan areas, these concerns impose significant constraints on the ability to further expand the existing commercial airports, and renewed consideration will have to be given to developing new airports on greenfield sites or providing commercial
service at former military airfields or general aviation airports. Since feasible sites are likely to be in relatively undeveloped areas some distance from existing urban development, such a strategy is likely to have important implications for land use planning in the vicinity of the new airports and significant impacts on urban growth patterns.

At the same time, there is a growing interest in land use and transportation planning circles in pursuing development strategies that are known as smart growth. This term refers to a suite of design, land use planning, and infrastructure investment policies that aim to create more livable, equitable, and economically vital urban neighborhoods and regions while minimizing environmental costs. It is now a mainstream political movement—driven by both environmental and fiscal concerns—that seeks to implement principles of sustainable development, which has become a prominent urban and regional planning paradigm in California and elsewhere, and its principles increasingly inform transportation planning.

As Bossard et al. note, there is no single definition of smart growth. In general, it emphasizes more compact development and better integration of interdependent land uses within metropolitan areas. Smart growth has largely been applied at the neighborhood level; these applications typically entail efforts to create livable residential developments with increased travel choices, thereby reducing dependence on automobiles and the ensuing need to expand roads. Proponents argue that the same principles can and should be applied to all elements of a metropolitan system, not just residential neighborhoods. Infill development, including reuse of previously developed land, is another key smart growth strategy. In the words of a leading advocacy organization, smart growth questions the “economic costs of abandoning infrastructure…only to rebuild it further out.” From this perspective, smart growth can be defined as a set of policies for achieving an optimal use of existing urban infrastructure and limiting the need for new infrastructure—policies with clear implications for airport system planning.

The alternative development strategies that could be pursued as part of the regional airport system planning process will need to balance the trade-offs between continued expansion of existing airports on constrained sites surrounded by established residential communities, with development of new airports that will tend to stimulate growth in less-developed parts of the region. To date, there has been little effort to understand the nature of these trade-offs in the context of the principles of smart growth and associated regional development policies.

Although the goals of smart growth planning and airport land use compatibility planning are generally seen as separate, it may be argued that they have a common enemy in urban sprawl. Urban sprawl may be identified as disjointed low-density development at the edge of metropolitan areas, comprised mainly of single-use development—housing, retail, and basic employment uses are separated from one another. This separation of uses, combined with low density and lack of planning, means that automobiles are often the only viable mode of transportation. Planning for more space- and energy-efficient transportation modes, such as walking, cycling, and public transportation, is typically neglected. From the standpoint of smart growth advocates, sprawl uses more resources per capita—notably land and
transportation energy—and has more environmental impacts (for example, air pollution) per capita than would more compact, better-integrated development of an equivalent size.

Where airports are surrounded by largely undeveloped land, planners view urban sprawl as a threat because its extensive use of land will put development pressure on land in the vicinity of these airports sooner rather than later. However, larger commercial airports traditionally have been (and increasingly are) attractive to uses that require or benefit from proximity to the air transportation system. Even development projects with little need for proximity to the airport are frequently attracted to the freeways and other physical infrastructure built to serve the airport. Thus, while sprawl is a problem for continued airport activities, airport activities themselves are a stimulus to development near the airport, some of which may prove to be incompatible with airport operations. For airports already surrounded by urban uses, concerns about infill development may be greater than concerns about sprawl.

There are at least three reasons to consider how airport area planning and smart growth planning can be better linked:

- to explore how land use planning strategies that are being pursued to respond to smart growth policies can be adapted to meet airport land use compatibility goals
- to identify ways in which smart growth policies might adversely affect airport land use compatibility planning (for example, infill development on land near airports could result in an increase in residential units near the airports)
- to understand how longer-term airport development strategies, such as expanding or constructing airports on the perimeter of an urban region or encouraging associated commercial development on adjacent land, could conflict with smart growth policies

In 2005 there were 254 public use airports in California; this means that approximately 4,000 square miles of California are within two miles of a public-use airport—an area eight times that of the city of Los Angeles. The geographic scope of the interface between airports and their surroundings is considerable.

In summary, it is clear that the continued development of the airport system to meet the future air transportation needs of society will require a sustained effort to achieve compatible land uses in the areas impacted by airport activity and to ensure that airport development occurs within a broader planning framework that integrates this development with efforts to address changing patterns of land use and surface transportation requirements at a regional level. Thus, the potential exists for airport development plans to take advantage of efforts to implement principles of smart growth in land use planning activities in surrounding communities and to be an engine for smart growth through the location of both airport activity within the region and airport-related development adjacent to the airport itself.
SCOPE OF THE CURRENT RESEARCH

The objective of the research described in this report is to examine the potential role of smart growth principles to enhance airport land use compatibility planning and the implementation of regional airport development strategies. Potential conflicts between smart growth principles and projects and airport-compatible land use planning are also discussed. The overall aim is to identify how the existing airport land use compatibility planning process can be strengthened to better achieve compatible land uses near airports.

Through the case studies, the research attempted to identify and document the extent to which the principles of smart growth have been applied to airport system planning in the state, either explicitly or by implication from the land use planning strategies adopted, and to explore the effectiveness of existing airport land use compatibility planning procedures in California from the perspective of smart growth policies.

The research also examined how existing airport land use planning efforts can be linked to smart growth planning initiatives at the federal, state, regional, and local levels, and developed recommendations on how these linkages can be improved.

An important goal of the research is to identify and document which airport land use planning strategies appear to be successful in achieving compatible land use near airports and which do not, and to develop recommendations for legislative or policy changes that may be required to strengthen this process.

RESEARCH APPROACH

Two primary methods were employed to meet the foregoing objectives. The first part of the research explored the current thinking on the application of smart growth principles to planning in general, and to airport land use planning in particular, through a review and synthesis of the existing literature on both airport land use planning and planning for smart growth, and a series of focused interviews. The review included existing legislative requirements in California and planning guidelines for airport land use planning. The reviewed research and interviews explored such issues as how current efforts by different federal, state, regional, and local agencies to address smart growth and airport land use are related and where gaps exist; what incentives could be used to encourage communities to promote smart growth and compatible airport land use planning; and which airports could benefit the most from such an approach.

The second part of the research comprised case studies to examine the effectiveness of different airport land use planning approaches at a sample of California airports from the perspective of the principles of smart growth. The airports chosen for the case studies reflect a range of size, function, geographical location, and planning opportunities. They include six general aviation airports, three smaller commercial airports, two medium-sized commercial airports, and three major international airports. These airports also were selected to include several airports from
the northern, southern, and central regions of the state, so as to examine the varying effectiveness of land use planning at different airports within the same region. The general aviation airports chosen include airports of varying size and function, and included three types of general aviation airport identified in the California Aviation System Plan: metropolitan, regional, and community. Five airports are surrounded by fully developed urban areas, and five airports are located on the suburban fringe, where new development is occurring or has been proposed on undeveloped land near the airport.

The effectiveness of land use planning strategies was addressed in two ways. The first was the subjective assessment of the planners and policymakers involved in the process, identified through the case study interviews. When possible, this was supplemented by more objective measures of changes in the extent of incompatible land use adjacent to each airport over time, as well as changes in land use zoning classification or other development restrictions.

**STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT**

The remainder of this report consists of six sections, plus supporting materials.

“Airport Land Use Planning in California” reviews current airport land use planning policies and procedures in California.

“Smart Growth in Relation to Airport Land Use and Transportation Planning” discusses the relationship between airport land use planning and smart growth principles and strategies. It reviews smart growth strategies and policies as they have been developed in other applications and their potential application to airport land use planning. It also addresses economic development considerations.

“Related Research on Airport Area Planning” discusses recent research on two aspects of proactive land use planning in the airport environs: an initiative by the American Planning Association and an approach to land use development around airports that has been termed the “Aerotropolis” concept.

“Literature Review Findings” summarizes the findings from the literature review and discusses the implications for the remaining research tasks.

“Case Study Analysis” describes the key findings from the case studies undertaken as part of the research. It summarizes discussions held with a number of airport industry experts familiar with airport land use planning issues in California, describes the process that was followed to select the case study airports, presents a brief overview of the selected airports, and discusses the key findings from the case studies. Detailed case study summaries are appended to the report.

“Conclusions and Recommendations” presents the project’s overall conclusions and recommendations.
Appendix A through Appendix M contain the detailed findings of the case studies; Appendix N contains comments from industry discussions. Each case study begins with a table summarizing the airport(s) examined, enabling readers concerned with a particular airport or issue to identify quickly the relevance of the case study to their situation and interests.

A general bibliography is followed by two annotated bibliographies, which respectively address the literature on airport land use planning, and the literature on planning for smart growth.

The final sections present the authors’ professional biographies and describe the peer review procedure.
AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING IN CALIFORNIA

Over a period of nearly 40 years, the State of California has established a formal, statewide process to undertake land use planning for areas surrounding public use airports in the state. Originally enacted in 1967, and subsequently amended from time to time, a part of the California Public Utilities Code designated the State Aeronautics Act authorizes the creation of Airport Land Use Commissions (ALUCs) and defines their powers and duties. The state legislation defines the purpose of these commissions as follows:

1. It is in the public interest to provide for the orderly development of each public use airport in this state and the area surrounding these airports so as to promote the overall goals and objectives of the California airport noise standards adopted pursuant to Section 21669 and to prevent the creation of new noise and safety problems.

2. It is the purpose of this article to protect public health, safety, and welfare by ensuring the orderly expansion of airports and the adoption of land use measures that minimize the public’s exposure to excessive noise and safety hazards within areas around public airports to the extent that these areas are not already devoted to incompatible uses.12

The legislation requires that each ALUC define the boundary of an Airport Influence Area (AIA) for each airport addressed by the ALUC within which land use restrictions apply. An ALUC typically defines areas within the AIA within which different restrictions apply.

In 1994, the legislation was amended to provide for what has come to be called an “alternative process,” by which the county and each affected city within it establishes a planning process to prepare, adopt, and amend a land use compatibility plan for each public use airport in the county; mediate disputes regarding the preparation, adoption, and amendment of these plans; and amend general plans and specific plans to be consistent with the compatibility plans. In such cases, an airport land use commission need not be created. However, an agency needs to be designated to be responsible for these activities. As of September 2001, San Francisco, Inyo, Kings, and San Bernardino counties had elected to follow this alternative process. Finally, the legislation provides specific exceptions that apply to Los Angeles, Kern, and Santa Cruz Counties, and designates the process by which airport land use compatibility planning will be conducted in those counties.

As of September 2001, 27 counties had established single-purpose ALUCs, and 20 counties had designated other bodies to serve in this capacity. These other bodies included regional planning agencies, airport commissions, planning commissions, and the county board of supervisors.
POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE AIRPORT LAND USE COMMISSIONS

State legislation defines two specific duties for the ALUC in a county (or other body acting in that capacity): to “prepare and adopt an airport land use plan” for each of the airports within its jurisdiction (Section 21674(c) and Section 21675(a)); and to “review the plans, regulations, and other actions of local agencies and airport operators” (Section 21674(d)) regarding consistency of local agency general plans or specific plans, or publicly owned airport master plans, with the commission’s airport land use plan. The legislation defines the process to be followed if the ALUC determines that an incompatibility exists or will exist between local agency plans and the airport land use plan. The ALUC does not have the final say. A local agency may vote to overrule the commission, but this requires a determination of specific findings that the proposed action is consistent with the purpose of the legislation, a public hearing, and a two-thirds vote by the governing body.

If the ALUC has determined that an inconsistency exists and the local agency has not voted to overrule this determination, the ALUC may require the local agency to “submit all subsequent actions, regulations and permits to the commission for review until its general plan or specific plan is revised or the specific findings are made” (Section 21676.5). Thus, the ALUC does not have the power to prohibit any development action, but it can require local agencies to make any development approval decisions involving incompatible land uses in an explicit and public manner, thereby providing an opportunity for opponents of the development to air their concerns and potentially opening the local agency to liability regarding future complaints about aircraft noise or safety hazards by occupants of any such development.

The legislation explicitly limits the authority of ALUCs in two important respects: they have no jurisdiction over existing land uses, no matter how incompatible they may be with the operation of nearby airports, and they have no jurisdiction over the operation of an airport. Although the exact meaning of “operation of an airport” is not defined in the legislation, it is generally regarded as prohibiting any actions affecting the day-to-day operations of the airport or the manner in which aircraft are operated. Thus, the primary focus of ALUCs is on preventing new incompatible development near airports rather than pursuing strategies to reduce the adverse impacts of aircraft activity on existing land uses. Although this focus is a worthy goal, it leaves the ALUCs powerless to address the problems that arise when established residential areas lie close to airport runway ends or the nature or level of aircraft activity at an airport changes in a way that increases the adverse impacts on surrounding communities.

GUIDANCE FOR AIRPORT LAND USE COMPATIBILITY PLANNING

The legislation defining the powers and duties of the ALUCs provides little guidance on how they should perform these duties. However, since 1994 it has required the California Department of Transportation to provide training to ALUC staff and to publish an Airport
Land Use Planning Handbook to provide guidance to ALUCs in the performance of their duties. The most recent update of this handbook was published in January 2002.\textsuperscript{14}

The handbook comprises nine chapters with ten supporting appendices. The first five chapters discuss ALUC procedures and plans, and address the following topics:

- establishment of Airport Land Use Commissions
- preparation and adoption of compatibility plans
- formulating airport land use compatibility policies
- ALUC review of local actions
- responsibilities of local agencies

The remaining four chapters address specific airport land use compatibility issues:

- measuring airport noise
- establishing airport noise compatibility policies
- aircraft accident characteristics
- establishing airport safety compatibility policies

It is clear from the contents of the handbook that there are two broad concerns for airport land use compatibility planning: aircraft noise and safety.

Aircraft noise is addressed by defining land uses that are considered to be compatible with different levels of aircraft noise and attempting to restrict development to compatible land uses.

Safety involves both those on the ground and aircraft operating in the vicinity of an airport. The safety of those on the ground is addressed by restricting land uses in areas that are deemed to present an undue risk of fatalities or injuries from an aircraft crash, typically the areas adjacent to the ends of the runways. Since this risk is a function of both the location relative to the runway ends and the number of people who might be gathered at that location, the land use compatibility criteria consider not only the type of use but also the intensity of use in terms of the number of people per acre who are likely to be present at the location.

The safety of aircraft operating in the vicinity of an airport is addressed by establishing airspace protection surfaces that limit the height of buildings or other obstacles that could present a hazard to aircraft, as well as providing appropriate open land areas near the airport to accommodate forced landings by aircraft that are unable to reach the airport and ensuring that the land immediately beyond the ends of the runways is free of obstacles in case of an aircraft undershoot or overrun. Consideration also should be given to controlling land uses in the vicinity of the airport that could attract wildlife or present other hazards to airport operation.
IMPLEMENTATION OF AIRPORT LAND USE COMPATIBILITY PLANS

The fundamental approach taken in California to achieve compatible land uses around airports is to rely on the zoning powers of local agencies as expressed through their general plans and area specific plans, and associated zoning maps and development permit approval processes. The role of the ALUCs is to ensure that these plans and decisions are consistent with established criteria for compatible land uses, as defined in the *Airport Land Use Planning Handbook* and expressed through the Airport Land Use Compatibility Plans (ALUCPs) developed by each ALUC.

The legislation defining the duties of the ALUCs requires that each ALUCP defines the boundary of an Airport Influence Area (AIA) for each airport addressed by the ALUCP within which land use restrictions apply. An ALUCP typically defines areas within the AIA within which different restrictions apply.

Although the ALUCs may be involved in reviewing specific development proposals if the local planning agency’s general or specific plans are not consistent with the ALUCs land use compatibility plan, the preferred approach is to ensure that the general and specific plans are consistent with the airport land use compatibility plan and then leave decisions on specific development applications to the local agency approval process. If the local agency decides to approve a development or other land use action that is inconsistent with the land use criteria in its own plans, such as by issuing a variance to its zoning ordinance, that decision must be referred to the ALUC for review before final approval.

MEASURING AIRCRAFT NOISE FOR LAND USE COMPATIBILITY

Aircraft noise is typically a significant, if not the most important, concern of communities located near airports, and a major consideration in airport land use compatibility planning. The way in which aircraft noise is measured and the associated criteria for what are considered compatible uses are significant determinants of the success of the airport land use planning process.

California’s method for measuring aircraft noise differs somewhat from that adopted in most other states and recommended by the FAA in its guidance material on airport land use planning. Both methods measure the sound level of each noise event (aircraft operation) using the A-weighted decibel (dB) sound level scale. They calculate an average noise level over the entire day that takes account of both the number of noise events and the loudness of each, with a tenfold weighting for nighttime events between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. (that is, each event at night is considered to be the same as ten identical events during the day when calculating the daily average level).

The California noise metric, the Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL), also includes a threefold weighting for evening events that occur between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m. The noise
metric used by the FAA, the Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL), is thus slightly lower than the CNEL value for any given situation.

The night and evening weighting of aircraft operations in these noise metrics are intended to compensate for the greater sensitivity of people to noise at those times.

Because of the averaging of the sound energy produced by each individual event over the day, there may be a significant difference between the sound level of the loudest events during any period of time and the resulting CNEL value. This can become a particular issue of concern to residents of communities near general aviation airports, where there may be relatively few operations by particularly loud aircraft on any given day, and thus the CNEL value is quite low, although the sound level during each overflight event by those aircraft can be quite high. For this reason, communities are often more concerned about single-event noise levels than average sound levels over the day. However, most established criteria for airport land use compatibility planning are expressed in DNL or CNEL.

The *California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook* does not provide uniform criteria for what ALUCs should consider to be compatible land uses for a given level of aircraft noise, but rather states that these should be established taking into consideration the characteristics of the airport and its environment. However, the handbook notes that a CNEL of 65 dB or higher generally is not appropriate for most new residential development, while a CNEL of 60 dB is suggested by the California Office of Planning and Research General Plan Guidelines as the maximum “normally acceptable” noise exposure for residential areas and a CNEL of 55 dB may be suitable for airports in quiet, rural locations (Caltrans 2002, Table 7C).
SMART GROWTH IN RELATION TO AIRPORT LAND USE AND TRANSPORTATION PLANNING

This section provides a definition and some general background on fundamental smart growth concepts. It also draws relationships with, and defines implications for, airport land use compatibility planning.

This section draws in part on information posted at key web sites that focus on smart growth. The reader seeking more detail on the topics discussed in this chapter is encouraged to visit the following web sites. The first two focus on smart growth in general; the last site focuses on the urban transportation aspects of smart growth.

• United States Environmental Protection Agency (www.epa.gov/piedpage/)
• Smart Growth Network (www.smartgrowth.org/)
• Fehr & Peers Associates (www.smartgrowthplanning.org/)

SMART GROWTH DEFINED

The Smart Growth Network—a joint activity of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and several nonprofit and government organizations that has been established to promote smart growth practices and develop and share information on smart growth—identifies 10 strategic principles of smart growth:16

1. Create range of housing opportunities and choices.
2. Create walkable neighborhoods.
3. Encourage community and stakeholder collaboration in the development process.
4. Foster distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of place.
5. Make development decisions predictable, fair, and cost effective.
6. Mix land uses.
7. Preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty, and critical environmental areas.
8. Provide a variety of transportation choices.
9. Strengthen and direct development toward existing communities.
10. Take advantage of compact building design.

These strategic principles address the goals of smart growth, namely to create vital, livable urban neighborhoods within the existing urban area in order to reduce sprawl and counter the adverse environmental impacts of automobile use and an increasingly dispersed pattern of urban trips. These are different goals from those of airport land use compatibility planning, which are to reduce adverse impacts of airport operations on surrounding communities and avoid creating safety hazards around airports, either to aircraft or those on the ground.
Nonetheless, these two sets of goals are not inherently inconsistent, and both are aspects of sound land use planning.

At first glance, the first two principles appear quite different from the established approach to airport land use compatibility planning as it is currently practiced. Housing is generally viewed as incompatible with many areas in the immediate vicinity of airports, particularly near the runway ends or under aircraft flight paths, and the densities and mixed uses associated with walkable neighborhoods may be incompatible with both the noise environment and safety criteria in areas close to airports. Nevertheless, not all areas around airports are equally affected by aircraft noise or safety concerns, and to the extent that housing development can be located away from aircraft flight paths and land adjacent to the airport used for more compatible uses, appropriate application of smart growth strategies can address both sets of goals. Moving down the list, strategic principles three through five would appear completely relevant and worthy aims for both airport land use planning and smart growth planning.

Principles six and seven are entirely consistent with current airport land use planning processes: airports attract a wide variety of related land uses in their immediate environs, and also attempt to preserve open space or agricultural uses in the areas adjacent to runway ends. Principle eight is also consistent with airport ground access planning principles, particularly at major metropolitan airports where there are frequently policies to encourage access trips by means other than private vehicles. Development of ground transportation services at larger airports, such as an extension of regional rail systems to the airport, can also improve transportation choices in areas around the airport that can also be served by the same systems. At smaller airports, which typically do not have enough traffic to justify a significant level of public transit service, development of transit-oriented activity centers near the airport may enable the provision of a level of transit service at the airport that would not otherwise be possible.

Regarding the final two principles, airports historically have been located away from existing communities, but have often been magnets for development in the surrounding area. Directing this development, particularly housing, toward existing communities located further from the airport is clearly consistent with the goals of both smart growth and airport land use planning. While compact building design does not have any particular advantage for airport land use planning, it is not inherently inconsistent and may allow desired levels of development to be concentrated in areas that are less exposed to aircraft noise. Multistory construction techniques also offer greater opportunities for sound insulation.

**POTENTIAL GOALS FOR SMART GROWTH AROUND AIRPORTS**

The experience of many metropolitan areas is that there is growing market interest in smart growth development. In California there is a substantial market premium for land zoned for higher-density mixed land uses, particularly when near rail transit. However, the type of transit-oriented development that is typically pursued in such projects, with a significant
component of high-density housing, is generally not appropriate in close proximity to airports.

Therefore, airport land use planning should seek to locate such development some distance from the airport in areas away from the arrival and departure flight paths, while creating a buffer of more compatible uses between such developments and the airport itself.

In addition to using smart growth planning principles to encourage and achieve a pattern of compatible land use around the airport, the development of attractive, livable communities that draw their economic vitality from activities associated with the airport can help create a synergistic relationship between the airport and surrounding communities that can help minimize tensions between those communities and flight and other activity generated by the airport. Planning for the surrounding communities should strive to accomplish the following:

- Make the airport environs a nexus of mutually compatible activities rather than a barrier between the airport and larger community.
- Create aesthetically attractive corridors radiating from the airport that are both functional and project a positive image that orients travelers.
- Make such corridors multimodal: improve mobility and safety for autos, trucks, transit, pedestrians, and bicyclists.
- Design local streets that serve nonmotorized traffic in communities near the airport so that drivers will drive at safe speeds and not exceed the speed limit or use the streets as shortcuts to access the airport.
- Design arterial streets so that traffic flows at a consistent speed and travel time is maintained through the corridor. (Predictable travel times are crucial around airports.)
- Develop housing for airport-related employees that is sufficiently close to the airport to facilitate nonautomobile access but far enough away and appropriately located to avoid unacceptable levels of aircraft noise.

INDICATORS FOR MEASURING THE TRANSPORTATION EFFECTS OF SMART GROWTH STRATEGIES

The following indicators are typical measures of the relative impacts on the transportation system and environment of smart growth projects compared to more conventional urban development patterns:

1. Proximity of employment and residential units to transit
2. Transit and nonmotorized share of travel
3. Person-hours of delay
4. Private vehicle miles traveled per capita
5. Private vehicle hours traveled per capita
6. Travel cost (dollars/year/capita)
7. Air pollution measures (for example, pounds/year/capita for key pollutants)

Smart growth seeks to increase the first two measures and decrease the latter five. These are generally wide-area measures that reflect the long-term effects of different development strategies. They are less well suited to measure the effect of a specific project, since they depend heavily on mode choice decisions by those making trips to and from the development, which in turn are influenced by many factors beyond the design of the project.

FACTORs INCREASING TRANSIT USE AND REDUCING VEHICLE TRAVEL

Four key factors have been shown to increase transit use and reduce vehicle travel: land use density, diversity of uses, urban design that is transit- and pedestrian-oriented, and proximity to a broad range of destinations that are well served by transit. The first three of these so-called “D” factors (density, diversity, and design) relate to the urban form of the area around the airport or activity center; the fourth “D” factor, destinations, is measured by the relative proximity of the activity center to other activities and attractions in the region that are well served by transit.

Decades of research on the influence of land use patterns suggests the following minimum thresholds for the development density needed to ensure feasible transit service:\(^\text{17}\)

- ten dwelling units per acre for rail transit; six dwelling units per acre for bus transit
- a floor area ratio of 1.0 for nonresidential uses (this corresponds to roughly 100 employees per acre for office uses)

Other key factors influencing the use of transit and other nonauto modes include parking costs and transit service frequency and quality.

Research on the use of heavy rail BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit) service and Caltrain (commuter rail) in the San Francisco Bay area indicates a strong relationship between transit ridership using a given station and the amount of development within 1/2 mile of the station.\(^\text{18}\) Ridership levels at a given station were found to be directly related to the population and employment within 1/2 mile of the station. Research on suburban light rail in Sacramento revealed similar results.\(^\text{19}\)

Research by Fehr & Peers on the four D factors mentioned above indicates that each 100 percent increase in standard measures of density, diversity, or design reduces vehicle trips per capita by between one and 12 percent, and reduces VMT per capita by 1 to 17 percent (see Table 1). The effect of placing development at infill locations (closer to more destinations) is more variable, with a reduction of 5 to 29 percent in vehicle trips per capita and 20 to 51 percent in VMT per capita, and its impact is best addressed by using four-step travel models to project changes in trip-making.\(^\text{20}\)
**Table 1  Vehicle Trip Elasticities with Standard Land Use Measures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Use Measures below…</th>
<th>Percent Vehicle Trips per Capita</th>
<th>Percent VMT per Capita</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>4–12</td>
<td>1–17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity Index</td>
<td>1–11</td>
<td>1–13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Index</td>
<td>2–5</td>
<td>2–13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destinations Index</td>
<td>5–29</td>
<td>20–51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RAPID TRANSIT ACCESS LINKS TO AIRPORTS**

While there are many examples of rail transit extensions to airports (for example, BART to San Francisco International), and plans for future rail connections (for example, at Sacramento International), rail is not the only possible rapid transit access mode for airports and other major activity centers. The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) has in recent years acknowledged that bus rapid transit (BRT), given the correct system design, can move people as effectively as rail. Additionally, the incremental design characteristics allow the flexibility to later convert BRT lines on dedicated right-of-way (ROW) into rail lines. Bus rapid transit can be designed to offer performance similar to other “premium” urban travel modes, for example:

- limited-stop buses or trams—when a BRT system operates on city streets with little or no signal priority or dedicated lanes
- light rail transit (LRT)—when a BRT system operates with a combination of exclusive ROW, bus lanes, median lanes, and mixed-flow traffic
- commuter rail—when a BRT system operates almost exclusively on freeway bus or high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes between transit stations with adequate parking and a major activity center
- rail rapid transit—when a system operates completely on exclusive ROW with feeder transit service

A more fundamental question is whether an airport can support rail or BRT transit service at all. Only the largest airports generate enough trips to justify the costs involved in providing dedicated access links, except in the case where a transit line would go past the airport anyway and can include the airport for little additional cost. The introduction of transit-oriented development in the airport vicinity might be used to create such a situation, although the need to keep the development at some distance from the airport could limit the application of this approach. Since airports serve trips from a broad geographic area, the effectiveness of any transit access system will depend far more on the regional coverage provide by the transit network than the operational characteristics of the particular link serving the airport.
The term “rapid transit” also needs to be qualified. These systems are typically only rapid relative to traditional bus services on local streets. Even heavy rail systems on their own right-of-way rarely provide faster door-to-door times than private automobiles or on-demand public modes, except in heavily congested corridors at peak times. What they can provide is an assurance of travel time reliability and a significant saving in travel cost or convenience by eliminating the need to park a vehicle at the airport or having others make a two-way trip to the airport to pick up or drop off air travelers.

**NONCOMMUTE TRAVEL IN SMART GROWTH PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS**

Noncommute travel (trips for purposes other than travel to and from work, such as personal business, social, or recreation) is becoming increasingly important, and not only around airports. Nationwide, commute travel has reduced from 31 percent of household vehicle trips in 1969 to 15 percent in 2001. Trip chaining, off-peak travel, and other complex patterns represent increasing percentages of travel. The vast majority of travel generated in airport areas comprises trips that do not correspond to traditional commute patterns. However, many of these trips do not correspond to typical local travel patterns in a traditional high-density, mixed-use environment either. Therefore, attention needs to be given toward understanding the nature of the trip-making associated with land uses in the airport environment before appropriate smart growth strategies can be devised to address these needs.

Smart growth planning principles, including development density, diversity, and design, are most effective at shortening noncommute trips and translating them from auto trips to walking trips. Although the creation of high-density, mixed-use development can reduce the need for automobile trips by allowing travel needs to be satisfied within walking or bicycling distance, care needs to be taken to ensure that such development is not located so close to an airport that these advantages are offset by the adverse environmental impacts of proximity to the airport.

**CONCLUSION: SMART GROWTH PLANNING OBJECTIVES FOR AIRPORT-AREA TRANSPORTATION**

Based on the foregoing, the following objectives are offered as a tentative summary of the aims of smart growth planning with regard to the airport-area transportation system:

- accommodation of multiple modes, including transit, bicycles, and walking
- managing traffic speeds and volumes, balancing access with livability concerns
- seeking good transit accessibility to a wide range of destinations
- surrounding the airport with compatible land uses that protect and support airport activities and reduce travel for airport-related uses by locating these close to the airport
- sensitivity to the constraints imposed by nearby airport activities
The term “constraints” in this last bullet should not be interpreted to mean no development. A hallmark of smart growth is maximizing use of urban infrastructure through infill development and integration of interrelated land uses. From a smart growth perspective, sensitivity to constraints means mitigating and accommodating adverse impacts from proximity to an airport, for example, by placing housing in the least impacted areas in the airport vicinity.

The smart growth development paradigm has evolved over the past decade largely without reference to airports and airport planning. Considerable thought has been given to transit oriented development (TOD) in smart growth circles, but there is a need to develop airport-oriented development principles that advance smart growth objectives. Two recent planning concepts—the airfront and Aerotropolis concepts—that begin to outline the elements of airport-oriented development are discussed in the next section.
RELATED RESEARCH ON AIRPORT AREA PLANNING

Land use planning in the area surrounding airports has been the subject of extensive study since the emergence of modern air transportation with the introduction of commercial jet aircraft and the resulting growth in both aviation activity and noise impacts on surrounding communities. The primary focus of these efforts has been to achieve compatible land uses and, in particular, to prevent residential development in proximity to the airport under the approach and departure flight paths. Where these efforts have been successful, the resulting development patterns that have emerged have tended to do so by default rather than as a deliberate strategy, and are often dominated by airport-related activities, such as hotels, parking lots, air freight forwarders, and strip development along access roads leading to the airport.

More recently, businesses that need good air transportation connections have begun to locate in the vicinity of airports, leading to the development of office and industrial parks aimed at tenants who find the proximity to the airport attractive. These developments are often encouraged by the local communities, who see them as offsetting some of the disadvantages of being adjacent to the airport, as well as meeting compatible land use goals. As a result, there has been a growing interest in proactive policies to encourage development in the airport area to take place in a more strategic way that is responsive to the goals of both the airport and the adjacent communities.

AIRFRONT PLANNING

The American Planning Association (APA) is engaged in a multiyear research initiative titled “Airports in the Region” (AIR). In the May 2004 edition of Planning, Whit Blanton, one of the leaders of the initiative, puts the study in context:

Airports and their surrounding commercial districts are playing an increasingly important role in shaping urban and regional growth patterns…. a new term, “the airfront,” [may be] defined as the myriad commercial, industrial, and transportation facilities and services intrinsically tied to the airport.

According to Blanton, airport area planning needs to become more positive and proactive:

…[O]ften, planning efforts focus on impacts, particularly airport noise and land use compatibility, as required by federal law. While extremely important, and often steeped in years of conflict, the federal requirements are limited…. designed to minimize conflicts relating to airport expansion and to identify mitigation strategies.
Blanton sees the following as basic requirements for a successful airfront district plan:

- good regional highway and transit access to other regional centers
- room for expansion, both for airport and airport-related facilities
- land use, environmental, and transportation systems organized for the entire airport district
- addressing economic development and marketing for the district
- creating a governance framework that facilitates communication between the public and private sector and promotes a shared sense of responsibility and purpose

Blanton cites Gainesville, Florida, and the city of SeaTac (adjacent to the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport) as examples of creative airfront planning.22

Progress of the AIR Initiative

The AIR initiative was originally a project of the APA’s Transportation Division.23 By 2005, the APA Divisions Council (which draws representation from across the organization and its 18 specialized divisions) had assumed sponsorship of AIR. This move indicates that the APA now recognizes airport planning as major issue for the entire planning profession.

APA acknowledges that airports and adjacent airfront areas play an increasing and important role at the regional level, even at the national and international levels, depending on the airport type and size. The AIR initiative seeks better mutual understanding and dialogue between airport planners and other planning professionals, given past conflicts that have arisen as a consequence of failure to adequately coordinate airport development and land use planning in the surrounding areas.

The multiyear research and development program of the AIR entails a comprehensive examination of the regional implications of airports and their adjacent airfront districts, and provision of guidance to the planning profession and other interested organizations. APA divisions that will be actively involved include Transportation Planning, Economic Development, Environmental Planning, Intergovernmental Affairs, Small Town & Rural, and Federal Planning.

The APA intends to accomplish this program in collaboration with partners, including the FAA, American Association of Airport Executives (AAAE), the Airports Council International—North America (ACI-NA), and the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). The APA has been an active charter member of the FAA’s Airport Land Use Compatibility Planning Committee.

Objectives for the initiative include:

- providing increased and consistent communications opportunities between airport and urban and regional planners
• enhancing training opportunities on airport and airfront planning for those in the planning profession
• providing best practices guidance on airport and airfront planning issues
• partnering with federal and state agencies to fund planning support and training grants to local agencies on airport and airfront planning issues
• initiation of new methods for collaborative airport planning between airport and other planning professionals

Current AIR workplan items include:

• preparing presentations and briefings on airport and airfront planning issues with outside organizations
• participating with FAA, AAAE, ACI-NA, and other aviation-related organizations on airport and airfront planning issues at airport planning conferences and other forums
• writing articles for Planning (APA's professional journal) and other publications to disseminate information on airport and airfront planning issues
• conducting a survey of Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPO) policies and studies on airports
• identifying best practices on airport and airfront planning issues
• writing an APA Policy Guide on airport and airfront planning to be published as an APA Planners Advisory Service report
• developing audio conferences, white papers, and so on on specific airport or airfront planning issues

Subcommittees are also being developed within the APA Division Council to address the following specific topics from the perspective of airport area planning:

• defining the airfront district
• airport growth and capacity
• economic development
• intergovernmental relationships
• compatibility, noise, and environmental impacts
• transportation access
• military base encroachment, closures, and conversions

THE AEROTROPOLIS CONCEPT

Professor John Kasarda of the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, has developed an airport-area planning concept that he terms “Aerotropolis.” This concept views the airport and its surrounding development as forming a major center of economic activity in the urban area,
comparable to the traditional role of central business districts, many of which grew up around ports or rail terminals.

Echoing John Borchert and other classical transportation geographers, Kasarda sees transportation infrastructure as one of the principal shapers of urban form and urban systems throughout history. Cities first developed along water routes, then railways, and most recently highway systems. Now, access to airports and the air transport system is crucial for growing, economically healthy urban centers.

Kasarda sees the following “drivers” that make for airport-centered cities or Aerotropoli:

- high-capacity, high-speed aircraft
- advanced telecommunications, especially the Internet
- globalization (both for sourcing and sales)
- time-based competition
- corporate site connectivity
- production flexibility and mass customization
- increases in perishable goods (economic and well as physical)
- market turbulence and uncertainty
- new supply chain management systems (networks as principal economic units)

What are the components and other characteristics of airport-linked commercial districts? Besides aviation-related industry, Kasarda outlines the following:24

- freight-forwarding and third-party logistics firms
- e-commerce fulfillment centers
- product transformation firms (kitting, subassembly, sequencing, and flow-through facilities)
- time-critical or just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing
- wholesale merchandise marts and distributions centers
- high-tech industries
- business services and regional headquarters offices
- hotels, recreation, and tourist attractions

When interviewed for the current study, Kasarda noted that as of 2003, more than half of the value of U.S. exports goes by air.25 Two-fifths of world trade by value travels by air (although it represents less than two percent by weight).

Within California, Kasarda views the Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) area as an existing, if challenged, Aerotropolis. According to recent economic impact studies cited by Kasarda, LAX is the source of 400,000 jobs in the five-county Southern California region (including five percent of all jobs in Los Angeles County). It generates $60 billion in regional economic activity annually.
Kasarda cited Amsterdam Schipol Airport in the Netherlands as the most fully developed Aerotropolis in the world, although he also noted that neither Schipol nor any other airport area has come close to supplying housing to balance more than a small fraction of the jobs generated. An ongoing urban design project in Australia is attempting to incorporate higher density and mixed uses close to international airports but removed from both flight paths and high-traffic roadways—that is, in the interstices of the high-speed approaches to the airport.26

Most existing Aerotropoli are around major international gateway airports, but Kasarda notes that Ontario and Sacramento are two medium-traffic airports with good prospects for developing regional Aerotropoli in the area around their facilities.

One unresolved question is the degree to which the Aerotropolis concept can be applied to smaller and general aviation airports. To the extent that the concept is premised on the air transport connectivity provided by commercial air service, it would seem unlikely that firms requiring such services would choose to locate adjacent to a facility that does not provide them. On the other hand, smaller airports may well attract businesses that make extensive use of corporate aircraft and value the less congested environment around smaller airports. Whether such businesses can generate enough activity to qualify as an Aerotropolis is another matter.
LITERATURE REVIEW FINDINGS

This section provides a summary of the intersection of the literature on airport land use planning and on planning for smart growth. (For a more extensive discussion of the literature on both airport land use planning and smart growth, see “Annotated Bibliography—Airport Land Use Planning,” beginning on page 439 and “Annotated Bibliography—Smart Growth,” beginning on page 453). The most striking finding of the literature review is that for the most part, the smart growth literature does not mention airports or airport planning, and the airport planning literature does not mention smart growth.

One exception is Smart Growth Transportation Guidelines: An ITE Proposed Recommended Practice. The ITE Guidelines illustrate both the compatibilities and the contradictions between these planning approaches. The following smart growth planning goals appear applicable to airport planning:

• balanced, complementary mix of land uses consistent with community and regional needs
• economic vitality
• attractive aesthetics created through high-quality urban design, architecture, and landscape design
• environmentally sensitive design and the conservation of natural features
• mobility choices that are efficient and accessible
• building upon existing infrastructure where possible to provide sufficient but not excess capacity

However, the goal of achieving a compact mix of land uses is not viewed by ITE as compatible with airport planning. The ITE Guidelines actually state that development near airports should be restricted to commercial, industrial, distribution, and low-intensity uses.

The ITE Guidelines also say that pedestrian, bicycle, public transportation, personal vehicles, freight vehicles, and aviation (commercial and general) should be considered when applying smart growth transportation principles. Additional guidelines that apply to airports include:

• “smart” parking plans that seek to optimize the use of a constrained supply
• locating intermodal facilities convenient to regional transportation facilities
• facilitating freight movement by improving rail-freight service and commercial vehicle access, circulation, loading, and unloading.27

Although almost never discussed in relation to airports, several general smart growth goals might be applicable to “smart” airport area development. Urban design measures that could apply to areas around airports include layout and design considerations (especially for pedestrian and bicycle use), achieving a mix of land uses, and appropriate provision of parking. Implementation tools suggested in the guidelines include agency policies, official adopted plans, development codes and ordinances, and incentives.
In “Smart Growth Transportation Tools,” Bochner recommends the following tools, many or all of which could be applied to airport area planning:

- Including a transportation component in comprehensive plans. The plan should include local county and regional scales and be multimodal, if applicable.
- Developing regulations and ordinances. The best results are achieved with a performance-based approach to zoning.
- Implementing extraterritorial jurisdiction.
- Forming intergovernmental coalitions and agreements.
- Analyzing system capacity to determine the development “holding capacity” for transportation purposes.
- Providing pedestrian, bicycle, and transit-oriented amenities.
- Providing pedestrian and bicycle networks.
- Providing pedestrian, bicycle, and transit-oriented links to major destinations (this would include airports).
- Preserving rights-of-way.
- Acquiring land in advance through dedications or purchase.
- Locating freight terminals near system interchanges near the periphery of urban areas.
- Facilitating financing through tax credits, tax increment financing, and special bonding.
- Providing incentives and disincentives such as development bonuses or exemptions, tax credits, special use accommodations.
- Ending free/subsidized parking.
- Developing “official maps” for land use and zoning that are used in the development review process.
- Developing a smart growth rating system.28

Many of the tools recommended for smart growth transportation planning are also identified in a trenchant dissertation by Leora Waldner on the influence of regional plans on local airport land use planning. In addition, her recommendations include:

- having regional agencies facilitate interjurisdictional communication and “help identify areas of mutual gain and joint incentives”
- zoning changes
- noise overlay zoning
- transfer of development rights
- subdivision regulation changes
- building code changes
- noise or avigation easements
- disclosure regulations
• comprehensive planning
• capital improvement programming measures

Waldner found that airport land use ordinances were not influenced by regional plans. Instead, such “ordinances were inspired by high-profile crashes, citizen pressure, military and Federal Aviation Administration influence, and redevelopment plans.” Ordinances were difficult to implement because of “property rights concerns, fear of lawsuits, developer power, homeowner opposition, and desire to increase the tax base.” Industrial zones established to protect airport uses often were eroded through later rezoning decisions. The problem is “misaligned incentives”—airports want to promote compatible land uses but they have no authority over land use, and local governments that have authority over land use have little incentive to promote compatible uses. This matter is complicated by the fact that airport impacts almost always affect more than one jurisdiction.29

Waldner also cites FAA studies of communities attempting to regulate land use near airports through zoning and building code regulations. The studies identified the following 10 roadblocks to implementation:

1. Noise zones that encompass more than one jurisdiction
2. Absence of cooperative relationships between the jurisdictions
3. Lack of local government awareness about the ill effects of airport noise and the benefits of compatible land uses
4. Frequent changes in local government administration
5. Small amounts of vacant or developable land around an airport
6. Low market demand for residential construction near an airport
7. Low priority of airport noise problems compared to the economic advantages of residential development
8. Need for additional housing stock
9. Organized opposition from property owners (claiming that the zoning is a threat to private property rights or that monetary compensation is needed to offset property devaluation)
10. Fear of facing lawsuits30

These roadblocks apply to coordination of land use planning around airports in general, and therefore apply to the coordination of airport and smart growth planning as well.

Literature that addresses ground transportation planning for airports makes similar recommendations. For example, Humphreys and Ison identify the following market-based and command-and-control instruments for dealing with surface access to airports:

Short-Term
• a closer analysis of the current situation to understand travel patterns and behavior
• improved public transport information
• improved public transport bus services in terms of frequencies and new routes
• provision of facilities to enable cycle access
• encourage walking
• raise car parking fees
• examine and implement car sharing schemes
• improved public transport marketing, through ticketing and staff concessions, often in the form of travelcards
• video conferencing

_Long-Term_

• develop rail links
• improve rail, bus, and coach services
• consider busway development
• develop ground transport interchanges
• get employers to sign on to and implement travel demand management plans

Humphreys and Ison question the development of ground transport interchanges that provide services beyond those intended for airport employees and patrons. They ask:

• Is the ground interchange concept the way to reduce vehicle trips to airports?
• What will be the consequences of raising the number of total trips to reduce the percentage by car?
• Is this the desired outcome of the government’s policy?

Notably, Humphreys and Ison promote cycling and walking as modes to access the airport. Although the average distance to off-site origins and destinations tend to be too long, these modes seem particularly promising for transport within the airport area.

One problem appears to be the lack of sharing of best practices between airports. Therefore, Humphreys and Ison propose a “forum of forums” to provide the local Airport Transport Forums that have been set up at airports in the United Kingdom (UK) with information about processes for implementation of different initiatives.31

In _The Role of Airports and Airlines in an Integrated UK Transport Policy_, Graham discusses the UK government white paper titled “A New Deal for Transport.” Graham cites Black’s definition of sustainable transport: “satisfying current transport and mobility needs without compromising the ability of future generation to meet these needs.”32 He also notes that the relationship between airports and regional economic growth is not well understood. Therefore, Graham proposes a series of studies to determine the developmental role of UK airports, under the assumption that airports both compete with and complement each other, and cannot be viewed in isolation. Lastly, Graham says that a policy that more effectively integrates sustainability, modal integration, and regional growth is needed.33
General smart growth literature expresses smart growth goals more broadly. In Chapter 5 of *Smart Growth: Form and Consequences*, Nelson identifies these five goals for smart growth:  

- preserve public goods  
- prevent expansion on the urban fringe  
- use a systems approach to environmental planning (rather than a development-driven approach)  
- preserve contiguous areas of high-quality habitat  
- design to conserve energy  
- minimize adverse land use impacts  
- prevent negative externalities between land uses  
- separate auto-related uses from pedestrian-oriented uses  
- maximize positive land use impacts  
- achieve jobs/housing balance within three to five miles of development  
- design the street network with multiple connections  
- provide networks for pedestrians and bicyclists that are as good as networks for cars  
- incorporate transit oriented design features  
- achieve an average residential density of six to seven units per acre  
- minimize public fiscal costs  
- channel development into areas that are already disturbed  
- maximize social equity  
- provide for affordable single-family and multifamily homes for low- and moderate-income households  
- provide life-cycle housing  

Overall, current research related to smart growth and airport planning shows more relationship in the area of transportation planning than in the area of land use planning. A strong general theme in the literature is the need for a more regional and interagency cooperation in planning around airports. The literature review revealed a lack of, and clear need for, improved guidance for comprehensive airport area planning that both provides for airport requirements and addresses local and regional planning goals, including smart growth goals.

**Evolving Focus of Airport Land Use Planning**

The importance of appropriate land use planning around airports to avoid incompatible land uses has long been recognized, primarily to regulate the adverse impact of aircraft noise. These efforts have been directed at preventing such uses as new residential development in areas experiencing high levels of aircraft noise or the construction of schools under aircraft
flight paths. In California, this process has been formalized through the creation of county Airport Land Use Commissions (ALUCs) that are responsible for developing airport land use compatibility plans. However, the success of these commissions at preventing incompatible development has varied widely, and relatively little effort has been directed at changing existing land uses to achieve a more compatible pattern of land use around airports, as distinct from preventing incompatible development. This process is often complicated by resistance on the part of communities near airports toward the type of land use changes or development that would result in greater compatibility between airport activities and the surrounding land uses.

The impact of aircraft noise on the communities surrounding airports has been the subject of considerable research, which has pursued three broad aspects. The first aspect is the characterization of the noise levels at a given location from a particular pattern of aircraft activity. The second aspect is the measurement of the resulting annoyance in the community and its effect on property values, such as studies by Uyeno, Hamilton and Biggs, Gillen and Levesque, and Feitelson, Hurd and Mudge. The third aspect is the use of land use planning and controls to minimize the occurrence of incompatible land uses, as discussed by Zambrano.

More recently the focus has been broadened to include safety aspects, such as a study of aircraft accident locations in the vicinity of airports by Cooper and Chira-Chavala as well as a wider range of environmental considerations. A study by the Natural Resources Defense Council examined land use, water quality and air pollution around airports, while surface traffic congestion has been addressed by Janic and the annual Airport Noise Symposium organized by the University of California has been expanded in recent years to address airport air quality issues.

Several states have attempted to integrate the results of this research into a comprehensive approach to airport land use planning that addresses both aircraft noise and safety considerations, and examples of the resulting guidance on airport land use planning includes the California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook and an introduction to land use compatibility planning for local decision makers developed by the Washington State Department of Transportation. However, this guidance has generally focused on preventing incompatible land uses that expose residents to unacceptable levels of aircraft noise or create undue hazards either for occupants of areas near an airport or to aircraft using the airport, rather than how to address the needs of surrounding communities for housing and economic activities in a way that takes advantage of the proximity to the airport while remaining compatible with the operation of the airport.

A recent study by the California Research Bureau reviewed the effectiveness of the current airport land use compatibility planning process in the state and found that conflicts over airport noise and other impacts continue to affect the operation and development of airports in California. The findings also indicate that many ALUCs lack adequate funding and staffing to update their airport land use compatibility plans on a regular basis.
CASE STUDY ANALYSIS

The principal focus of the research comprises a series of case studies at selected airports in California that examined the effectiveness of different airport land use planning approaches at these airports from the perspective of the principles of smart growth. These case studies examine the changes in land use that have occurred around the selected airports and the roles of the ALUC, airport authority, and local land use planning agencies in addressing land use development decisions.

The case studies addressed three aspects of land use planning in the airport environs: the impact of aircraft noise on surrounding communities and noise-sensitive activities (such as schools); other environmental effects, such as surface vehicle traffic generated by the airport; and surrounding land uses and economic development considerations. To do this effectively, the case studies paid particular attention to the larger regional context of the land use decisions around each airport.

This section describes the planned approach to conducting the case studies, the process that was followed to identify and select the case study airports, and summarizes the findings of the case studies.

SUMMARY OF INDUSTRY DISCUSSIONS

To help identify potential case study airports, a series of focused interviews were conducted with planning staff at Caltrans Division of Aeronautics, consultants involved in airport land use planning, and planning staff from selected ALUCs and regional planning agencies to explore the extent to which smart growth principles have been applied in airport land use planning and to identify ALUCs that have been successful in achieving or maintaining compatible land uses near airports in their jurisdiction. The agencies and staff involved in the discussions are listed in Appendix N.

Potential Case Study Airports

The discussions provided background information about recent land use planning issues at a number of California airports, as well as suggestions for potential airports to consider for the case studies. The comments on each airport varied in level of detail but generally gave a good feel for the type of issues being faced by ALUCs across the state. The comments are summarized in Appendix N.

Smart Growth Projects Near Airports

The discussions identified only four projects or planning studies near California airports that have involved explicit consideration of smart growth principles:
• The City of San Luis Obispo has developed an Airport Area Specific Plan using smart growth principles.
• The Boeing Company has proposed developing the site of the former McDonnell Douglas aircraft plant adjacent to the Long Beach Airport with a combination of commercial and residential uses.
• Planned development to the east of the Sacramento International Airport includes a mixed-use business park (Metro Air Park) and transit oriented development in the Natomas Joint Vision area to the east of the business park.
• The City of Oakland had been pursuing a large transit oriented development project in the Coliseum area to the east of Oakland International Airport.

None of those involved in the discussions were aware of any more general efforts to apply smart growth principles to the development of airport land use plans in the state.

**SELECTION OF CASE STUDY AIRPORTS**

Based on the information obtained from the industry discussions, a list of potential case study airports was prepared, and each airport was classified using the following five criteria:

1. region of the state (north, south, and central)
2. metropolitan area location: core, suburban, or exurban
3. ease of access by the study team (extent of travel involved for field visits)
4. land use jurisdiction authority: whether the airport is owned by the same agency with surrounding land use planning jurisdiction, or the surrounding land use involves multiple jurisdictions
5. whether the industry discussions had identified any known issues at the airport

The results of this process are summarized in Table 2, which also indicates the relevant ALUC for each airport and any other factors or considerations that might influence the selection.

On the basis of these considerations, 14 airports were selected for inclusion in the case studies: eight commercial service airports and six general aviation airports. The choice of airports attempted to include airports in several different regions of the state, airports of widely different size and function, and several airports within the jurisdiction of the same ALUC. The inclusion of different airports within the jurisdiction of a single ALUC was intended to provide an opportunity to examine how local circumstances and conditions at a specific airport affect the strategy and effectiveness of the ALUC.

Of the 14 selected airports, six are in the San Francisco Bay Area. While it might have been desirable to have a broader geographical coverage, this decision was partly influenced by budgetary considerations involved in travel to perform field visits in other parts of the state. Nonetheless, the selected Bay Area airports provide a wide diversity of airport characteristics that are representative of many airports elsewhere in the state.
### Table 2 Selection of Case Study Airports

**CASE STUDIES: Applying Smart Growth Principles and Strategies to Resolving Land Use Conflicts Around Airports**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region of State</th>
<th>Metropolitan Area Location</th>
<th>Accessibility</th>
<th>Land Use Jurisdiction Authority</th>
<th>Known Issues</th>
<th>ALUC</th>
<th>Other Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRIMARY/COMMERCIAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Case Study Airports:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco International</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>San Mateo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland International</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Alameda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento International</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Exurban</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SACOG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento Mather</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SACOG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego International</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>San Diego RAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Beach</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Exurban</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>San Luis Obispo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McClellan-Palomar</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>San Diego RAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Airports Considered:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles International</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario International</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>San Bernadino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara Municipal</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Exurban</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SBCAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockton Metropolitan</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Exurban</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>San Joaquin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chico</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Exurban</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Butte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Tahoe</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Exurban</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>El Dorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modesto</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Stanislaus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Monterey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxnard</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Ventura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GENERAL AVIATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed Case Study Airports:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livermore</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Alameda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buchanan Field (Concord)</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Contra Costa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byron</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Exurban</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Contra Costa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South County (San Martin)</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Exurban</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Santa Clara</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2 Selection of Case Study Airports (Continued)

| CASE STUDIES: Applying Smart Growth Principles and Strategies to Resolving Land Use Conflicts Around Airports |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| | Criterion 1 | Criterion 2 | Criterion 3 | Criterion 4 | Criterion 5 | ALUC | Other Factors |
| | Region of State | Metropolitan Area Location | Accessibility | Land Use Jurisdiction Authority | Known Issues | |
| Jacqueline Cochran (Thermal) | South | Exurban | Low | same | Yes | Riverside |
| French Valley | South | Exurban | Low | multiple | Yes | Riverside |

**Other Airports Considered**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Region of State</th>
<th>Metropolitan Area Location</th>
<th>Accessibility</th>
<th>Land Use Jurisdiction Authority</th>
<th>Known Issues</th>
<th>ALUC</th>
<th>Other Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Riverside Municipal</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Riverside</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Monica Municipal</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Valley</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>San Bernardino</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camarillo</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Ventura</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chino</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>San Bernardino</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillespie</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>San Diego RAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Banos</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Merced</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marina</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Monterey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nut Tree</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Solano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceanside</td>
<td>South</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>San Diego RAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petaluma</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sonoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid Hillview (San Jose)</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Santa Clara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rio Vista</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Exurban</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Solano</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Carlos</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Core</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>San Mateo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonoma County *</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Exurban</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sonoma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy Municipal</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Exurban</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>San Joaquin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truckee-Tahoe</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Exurban</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>multiple</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watsonville</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>same</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Santa Cruz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuba County</td>
<td>North</td>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>different</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SACOG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*At the time this study commenced, commercial service has since resumed*
CASE STUDY METHODOLOGY

The approach followed in the case studies involves both a review of publicly available documents, including Airport Land Use Plans prepared by the relevant ALUC; minutes of ALUC meetings; general plans of adjacent communities; reports and other information posted on airport or community websites; newspaper articles pertaining to airport development and land use issues; and personal interviews with staff at the responsible agencies, including local and regional planning agencies, ALUCs, airport managers, and relevant elected and appointed officials with policy authority over land use decisions. The airports studied and the factors related to their being chosen are detailed in Table 2. Criterion definitions for Table 2 are listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region of the State</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Northern California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Southern California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Central Coast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metropolitan Area Location</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>Established mixed-use land use patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suburban</td>
<td>Predominantly residential/continuing development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex-urban</td>
<td>Beyond existing urban development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accessibility (ease of conducting field visits)</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Use Jurisdiction Authority</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Same</td>
<td>The airport owner has jurisdiction over adjacent land use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different</td>
<td>The airport owner does not have adjacent land use jurisdiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>There are multiple agencies with adjacent land use jurisdiction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Known issues</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Specific issues have been identified in discussions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The land use planning strategies followed by the various agencies were identified from the interview responses and by inference from the agency decisions on specific development applications. These were characterized in terms of their consistency with smart growth principles and their effectiveness at achieving compatible land use near the airport. The study attempted to develop a set of performance measures to determine whether land use planning strategies, including those based on smart growth principles, have been effective in achieving a desirable pattern of land use development. These performance measures include both those that have been traditionally used to measure the impact of airport operations on surrounding communities, such as the population within the 60 and 65 dB CNEL (Community Noise Equivalent Level) contours, and those oriented to economic development and transportation considerations, such as employment density, land value, contribution to local tax revenues, vehicle trip generation rates, and traffic levels of service. The case studies explored the
availability of existing data to support these measures and the extent to which the local planning agencies attempt to track these or other performance measures.

In evaluating the effectiveness of different land use planning strategies, an attempt was made to characterize changes in land use at a sufficiently generic level to be able to draw generally transferable conclusions. The economic viability of a particular type of development depends on a wide range of factors that vary from location to location, and is significantly influenced by existing development that has already occurred both in the immediate area and the surrounding region. Thus the objective of the research is not to try to determine what type of development would be “smart” for a given location, but rather to understand how particular land use planning strategies have influenced the type of development that has occurred, and the extent to which that development pattern is consistent with airport compatibility and smart growth principles.

Case Study Protocol

The following protocol was developed to guide the case study fieldwork and analysis, although in practice it was not possible to perform each step at each airport. For example, many ALUCs do not maintain a dedicated web site.

1. Check ALUC web site for relevant information
   a. Download ALUCP, if available online
   b. Download minutes of meetings during past year, if available online

2. Contact ALUC staff planner
   a. Determine willingness to participate in case study
   b. Obtain contacts at airport and cities adjacent to case study airport
   c. Request copy of previous CLUPs (if not available online) and minutes of meetings during past year (if not available online)
   d. Discuss availability of current and historical land use information adjacent to airport (within two miles)
   e. Identify elected officials or community groups with particular interest in airport land use issues at case study airport

3. Obtain map of surrounding area
   a. Identify adjacent cities and unincorporated county land within two miles of airport

4. Prepare summary of newspaper articles relevant to land use planning issues at airport

5. Review CLUP and minutes of ALUC meetings during past year, if available

6. Check airport web site for relevant information
   a. Airport/community noise forum
   b. Airport noise-monitoring programs
   c. Airport noise complaint programs
d. Status of any master plan update

7. Contact airport manager or ALUC representative
   a. Discuss scope of project and solicit input
   b. Identify chronology of airport master plan updates over past 10 years

8. Check surrounding city web sites for general plan information
   a. Download general plan map and any airport area specific plans, if available online

9. Contact planning department at adjacent cities and/or counties
   a. Identify appropriate staff person if contact not provided by ALUC staff
   b. Discuss scope of project and airport land use issues and what efforts have been made to promote compatible land uses around the airport
   c. Identify any completed or planned smart growth projects in airport vicinity (within two to three miles), and how these projects were influenced by proximity to the airport
   d. Discuss availability of current and historical land use information adjacent to airport (within two miles)
   e. Request copies of general plan map and any relevant specific plans (if not available online)
   f. Identify chronology of general plan revisions affecting land use in airport vicinity over past 10 years
   g. Identify elected officials or community groups with particular interest in airport land use issues

10. Check relevant community group web sites (where they exist)
    a. Download any relevant information

11. Plan field visit(s)
    a. Schedule meetings with ALUC and airport staff
    b. Schedule meetings with planning department staff at selected adjacent cities and counties
    c. Prepare list of materials to be collected during visit(s)

12. Conduct field visit(s)

13. Conduct telephone interviews with selected elected officials and representatives of relevant community groups

14. Analyze land use changes adjacent to airport over past 10 years

15. Prepare summary of land use planning issues at airport over past 10 years and role of ALUC and adjacent jurisdictions in addressing these issues

16. Prepare summary of completed or planned smart growth projects in airport vicinity

Each case study was documented using a standard format, modified in some instances to accommodate unique aspects of the case. The case study findings, contained in Appendix A...
through Appendix M, describe the recent land use planning experience at each airport, including the strategies followed by the ALUC and the resulting changes in land use around the airport. They also assess the effectiveness of the airport land use planning activities from the perspectives of achieving both compatible land uses adjacent to the airports and smart growth principles.

**CASE STUDY RESULTS**

The case studies provided diverse perspectives on the wide range of issues confronted by different ALUCs in addressing airport land use compatibility planning for airports of widely different functions and sizes in different geographical situations. Although these represent only a sample of the ALUCs in California, the airports included in the case studies ranged from the second-largest airport in the state to small rural general aviation airports. Therefore, the case study results, while not statistically representative of all airport land use compatibility planning activities in the state, give a reasonable overall profile of the types of issues being faced.

Appendix A through Appendix M describe the recent land use planning experience at each airport, including the strategies followed by the ALUC and the resulting changes in land use around the airport. They also assess the effectiveness of the airport land use planning activities from the perspectives of achieving both compatible land uses adjacent to the airports and smart growth planning. These appendices each begin with a table summarizing the airport(s) examined, enabling readers concerned with a particular airport or issue to identify quickly the relevance of the case study to their situation and interests.

**Application of Smart Growth Principles**

The case studies found no explicit consideration of smart growth principles to date in the airport land use compatibility planning approaches adopted by the ALUCs. Where local jurisdictions had smart growth policies or programs, there had been no consideration of how to merge these with airport land use compatibility planning. In San Mateo County, the City/County Association of Governments (C/CAG) has a successful smart growth program and also served as the ALUC for the county. Yet in this county the two functions had not been brought together, although discussions with the responsible C/CAG staff members indicated that they recognized the need for better coordination between the two activities.

Several of the case studies identified proposed or active projects in the vicinity of the airports in question that were explicitly designated as smart growth development. In the core of the San Francisco Bay Area, redevelopment of the Oakland Coliseum area to the east of Oakland International Airport is being planned as a “transit village” as part of the City of Oakland’s smart growth policies. Also in the Bay Area, the cities of Millbrae and San Bruno have approved transit oriented development (TOD) around the Caltrain commuter rail stations that combine mixed use with a strong residential component. Several of these developments are
quite close to San Francisco International Airport, although not directly under the flight paths.

Elsewhere in the Bay Area, smart growth and airport planning collided head-on in Contra Costa County with a proposal to close and relocate Buchanan Field adjacent to the city of Concord and other fully developed lands and replace it with a mixed-use community designed along smart growth principles. Meanwhile, the county’s other airport, in still-rural Byron, has sought air freight and other airport-related development, but these efforts have not been fruitful because of the airport’s relative isolation and lack of infrastructure to support development. Two other Bay Area airports, Livermore and Santa Clara County’s South County Airport, illustrate the challenges of airport planning in the path of suburban growth.

In San Luis Obispo on the Central Coast, serious conflict between the City of San Luis Obispo and the county-owned airport over development around the airport—much of it nominally smart growth—generated a dialogue that has resulted in approved development plans agreeable to both parties.

In Southern California, the City of San Diego has been pursuing smart growth policies for some time, with a particular emphasis on infill residential development in the downtown area through the efforts of the Centre City Development Corporation (CCDC). Many of these developments are close to the primary arrival flight path to San Diego International Airport. The pace and extent of this development has become an issue of concern for the Regional Airport Authority, acting as the ALUC for San Diego County.

Some of the case studies identified development plans or projects that could potentially be regarded as smart growth, even if not formally designated as such. These included the Metro Air Park business park under development immediately to the east of Sacramento International Airport, the industrial and office development that has occurred around McClellan-Palomar Airport in Carlsbad, San Diego County, and the proposed Kohl Ranch development to the south of Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport near Thermal in eastern Riverside County. The first two of these developments do not include residential uses but provide a buffer between the airport and planned or existing residential areas while creating local employment and improving the jobs-to-housing balance in the area. The Kohl Ranch development is envisaged as a mixed-use development that would include both employment and housing.

In two cases, planned mixed-use development close to airports has generated controversy over potential compatibility problems with airport operations. The planned Douglas Park development on the site of the former McDonnell-Douglas Aircraft Company plant adjacent to Long Beach Airport, which would include both commercial and residential uses, has been vigorously opposed by existing airport users because of the proximity of residential uses to the primary runway and flight path to and from a secondary runway. The redevelopment of the former Naval Training Center adjacent to San Diego International Airport also has raised concerns about the proximity of the planned residential areas to the runway and primary
departure flight path. In both cases, the residential uses comply with existing compatibility criteria on the basis of established aircraft noise contours. However, whether the occupants of these residences will find the noise levels acceptable is another question.

**Airport Land Use Planning**

Although there has been some experience with smart growth in the vicinity of the case study airports, the primary focus of airport land use compatibility issues identified in the case studies has been over conventional residential development in the vicinity of the airports and associated airport planning and development considerations. The following discussion summarizes some of the principal findings in each of the counties and multicounty regions included in the case studies.

**Sacramento Area**

The case studies examined two airports in the Sacramento area: Sacramento International Airport and Sacramento Mather Airport. The Sacramento region represents an ideal institutional arrangement from the perspective of airport land use planning: a single agency (the county) owns and manages the major airports in the region as a system, and the ALUC duties are handled by the regional planning agency, the Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG), which has responsibilities for both comprehensive transportation and land use planning. The ALUC is in the process of revising the CLUPs for its three airports that serve large jets; these CLUP updates will go beyond the minimum requirements in that they will consider airport activity levels at build-out rather than using the standard 20-year forecast of growth. The CLUPs will include a “no new residential” policy within the 60 dB CNEL noise contours for airports serving commercial passenger and cargo jets. The Sacramento County Airport System, the county department responsible for operating the airports, has proposed establishing Airport Planning Policy Areas (APPAs) that will apply where aircraft regularly operate at less than 3,000 feet above ground level. Disclosure and avigation easements will be required for all new residential development within these areas. The proposed APPAs were adopted by the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors in April 2006 as applicable to land under county jurisdiction.

Sacramento International Airport is located in a currently rural area known as the Natomas Basin. The county is planning industrial development (Metro Air Park) immediately east of the airport as a driver for economic development. The plan has aspects of Kasarda’s Aerotropolis concept, in which major airports become the focal point for commercial and industrial development, although this is not the central concept. Land use within the Airport Influence Area is mostly agricultural, including large areas of more than 5,000 acres owned by the airport itself, as shown in Figure 1.

Planned residential development is encroaching from Sacramento to the south and from Sutter County to the north as well. A proposed light-rail line from downtown Sacramento to the airport will provide focal points that the city intends to develop as nodes of higher-density,
mixed use—that is, smart growth. In 2002, Sacramento City Planning Director Gary Stonehouse said that recent housing developments about two miles east-southeast of the airport’s runway were about as close to the airport as the city wants to allow homes to be built.

While some more recently approved residential development (just east of Metro Air Park) is closer, it is outside the 60 dB CNEL contour, and both Sacramento City and County have adopted smart growth policies that respect the airport’s CLUP. The Natomas Joint Vision Plan is a joint city-county plan for the Natomas Basin. The plan represents a strong effort by the city and the county to balance agriculture, open space, and habitat conservation with airport-compatible land use to protect the airport. Joint planning accomplished the county’s goal of protecting Sacramento International Airport from encroaching uses and community noise impacts that might eventually limit its operation or future expansion. The “Vision” is a well-defined plan for controlled development that complies with the city’s smart growth principles.

Sacramento Mather Airport is an example of an airport both attracting development to its periphery while also drawing complaints from well beyond its 55 dB CNEL contour. This conflict results from an unfortunate intersection of nighttime freight operations and high-income areas in the city of Folsom and the hills of western El Dorado County under the flight path of the airport. Mather has proven attractive to air cargo carriers because it offers plentiful space for the construction of new facilities. The airport also offers a full-service fixed base operator (FBO), 24-hour air traffic control, and one of the longest runways in California.
The former Mather Air Force Base had a 60,000-acre buffer zone between the airfield and residential development. However, the county has reduced the buffer zone to 12,000 acres since opening Mather Airport for civilian use in 1995. There has been much controversy about what to do with the newly available land, large areas of which are dotted with vernal pools. Environmentalists would like much of the area to be preserved in its natural state, while others would like a regional park to be developed. Interest in new subdivisions on and near the former base is high, driven by the area’s relatively affordable housing and its proximity to booming job centers. Land use conflicts are developing as Mather and its environs grow.

In particular, school site selection has been an issue for developments near Mather Airport. The Caltrans Division of Aeronautics opposed several school sites at Zinfandel Village, a new subdivision next to Mather. Although a site was eventually approved, the situation is not ideal. In addition, Rosemont High School (built in 2002) was finally approved after being found to meet the minimum levels of safety for a school site, given current Airport Master Plan limits, but the facility could again become controversial if further growth is called for in the future. However, residents of new subdivisions directly adjacent to the airport seem to accept the planes—most complaints come from those on the approach path for cargo jets landing at night, and many originate in El Dorado Hills and Folsom more than five miles away, where many residents moved into their homes during the years Mather sat relatively idle.

The Mather Airport Aircraft Overflight Noise Group, created in August 2002 by the Board of Supervisors, is charged with finding ways to lessen the noise impacts to the areas underneath the flight paths. The committee, consisting of area residents and representatives from the FAA, UPS, and the Sacramento County Airport System, delivered a set of recommendations in January 2003. In February 2004, the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors adopted a draft Airport Master Plan that included lengthening the secondary runway. It was hoped that environmental studies for the master plan would clarify noise issues, but these studies were still incomplete in September 2006. Nearby Folsom threatened legal action if the county adopted the master plan without making provisions to limit landing of large aircraft between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.

**Alameda County**

The case studies examined two airports in Alameda County: Oakland International Airport and Livermore Municipal Airport. Oakland International Airport, one of two secondary commercial service airports in the Bay Area, is located on the shore of the bay, with residential development to the east and west, under or close to the arrival and departure flight paths (see Figure 2). Livermore Municipal Airport is a busy general aviation airport located in a developing suburban area in the east of the county (see Figure 3).

Oakland International Airport is located on the shore of San Francisco Bay, as shown in Figure 2. A single air-carrier runway is designated as the South Field, and three general aviation runways form the North Field. There is a large area of residential development on Bay Farm Island to the west of the airport under the primary departure flight paths from the North
Figure 2 Oakland International Airport
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Figure 3 Livermore Valley
(looking northwest, airport lies to the right of the retention ponds)
Field runways and fairly close to the primary departure flight path from the South Field runway, with some residential areas to the east of the airport in San Leandro fairly close to the arrival flight paths for the two main North Field runways, as can be seen in Figure 2.

The City of Oakland has planned TOD at the Coliseum BART station to the north of the airport. Although the planning has not involved the airport or its planners much, it seems to be compatible with both smart growth principles and its proximity to the airport. The airport is predominantly surrounded by industrial, commercial, and airport-serving land uses. Smart growth practices, such as high-density, mixed-use, and transit oriented development, are currently concentrated along the BART line, east of I-880 and the airport influence area for Oakland International Airport. Most of the area west of I-880 is within redevelopment areas, so there is potential for mixed-use infill development. This may include high-density, pedestrian-oriented residential projects in the future, but currently there is much effort to preserve industrial and commercial uses near the airport. In many ways, current development patterns near the airport follows John Kasarda's Aerotropolis concept.

Oakland International Airport is noteworthy for its community outreach activities. Many residences in Alameda and San Leandro are affected by aircraft noise. When the Port of Oakland initiated the Airport Development Program in 1992, there was vocal community concern and litigation was filed in 1998. A settlement was reached that called for, among other things, expansion of the airport’s Noise Management Program. Aspects of the expanded program include increased noise monitoring and public outreach, and stakeholder groups that work together on both airport operations and nearby development issues. Several hundred homes and several schools in San Leandro and Alameda have been insulated through the airport’s Sound Insulation Program, funded by federal Airport Improvement Program grants. Today, one of the Oakland airport’s goals (defined in the Port of Oakland’s 2003–2007 Strategic Plan) is to develop sustainable community relations. Specific objectives include expanding the community involvement program and maintaining good relations through proactive communication during the airport construction process.

Livermore Municipal Airport lies in a developing suburban area in the Livermore Valley in the east of the county. Although it is owned and operated by the city of Livermore and lies within the city boundary, the cities of Dublin and Pleasanton lie immediately to the west of the airport. As a result, residential development has been steadily encroaching on the airport, as shown in Figure 3.

Recent efforts to update the airport master plan for Livermore Municipal Airport have proved contentious with surrounding communities, which are concerned about the projected increase in business jet aircraft activity. More than five years in the making, work on the master plan update has delayed efforts to update the Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan. Competition between the neighboring jurisdictions of Livermore, Pleasanton, and Dublin, together with the need to provide more housing in a jobs-rich corridor and disagreements about how close to the airport this housing should be developed, has made it difficult to resolve this conflict. Although all three cities have respected an Airport Protection Area that prohibits new
residential development, Dublin has approved development of high-density housing within the outer part of the Airport Influence Area. On the other hand, Pleasanton has been quite proactive in examining issues related to development near the airport. In conjunction with plans for expanding residential development toward the airport, Pleasanton published an Airport Noise Report in May 2003 that examined noise impacts and made recommendations both for the airport and for development.

Both case studies illustrate how time consuming and difficult coordination of airport master plans and ALUCPs can be. Each of the master plan updates took far longer than anticipated—more than a decade for Oakland (a plan finally was approved in March 2006). In February 2005 the Livermore City Council voted to stop work on the update of the Livermore Municipal Airport master plan and develop a noise monitoring and mitigation program. The master plan update was still incomplete in August 2007, eight years after work began. In each case, citizen opposition and lawsuits (or the threat of lawsuits) coalesced well into the master plan process and resulted in major changes to the plan and major delays to the master planning process. Delays in master plan completion have, in turn, delayed the update of the Alameda County ALUCP, which as of 2007 had last been fully revised in 1986.

Many obstacles to airport-compatible land use planning that were identified in the literature apply to the Alameda County case studies: multiple jurisdictions, competing community needs, demands of airport neighbors, and lack of funding and technical support for land use compatibility planning. The problem of “misaligned incentives” identified by Leora Waldner,\textsuperscript{57} whereby airports want to promote compatible land uses but have no authority over land use, and the local governments that have authority over land use have little incentive to promote compatible uses, is pertinent to the Livermore situation.

The main obstacle to airport land use compatibility in the Livermore Valley is the pressure to provide housing. Local jurisdictions are aware of airport land use compatibility issues, but the housing shortage is a bigger issue.

\textit{Contra Costa County}

The case studies included the two airports in Contra Costa County: Buchanan Field in Concord and Byron Airport in the east of the county. Both airports are operated by the county and currently support only general aviation activity, although there has been some limited commercial air service at Buchanan Field in the past. The county also appoints the ALUC. The \textit{Contra Costa County Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan} was adopted in December 2000, replacing separate compatibility plans for each of the two airports. Buchanan Field is surrounded by dense suburban development, with predominantly residential areas under the main arrival flight paths to the east of the airport, as shown in Figure 4. Byron Airport is located in a relatively rural, but developing, area of eastern Contra Costa County (Figure 5).
When the legislature updated California real estate disclosure law (through Assembly Bill 2776) in 2002, the Concord City Council contended that the Airport Influence Area (AIA),
established 25 years earlier, was too wide for the real estate disclosure, and pushed for a much smaller disclosure zone. The ALUC originally created this area not for noise issues, but to limit the occupancy and height of buildings. Ultimately, a disclosure zone considerably smaller than the AIA was established, using a noise-based standard. The zone includes the area within the 50 dB Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) contour as well as areas where there have been two or more noise complaints over a 15-month period. Several thousand homes are included, about half the number in the AIA.

From 2003 until late 2005, a controversial (and ultimately unrealistic) attempt to relocate Buchanan Field in favor of a large-scale smart growth “urban village” delayed the master plan process and added a great deal of uncertainty regarding the future of Buchanan. Notably, the process to solicit proposals for a replacement airport and the redevelopment of Buchanan Field was done independently of the ALUC and the county planning staff assigned to the ALUC. While the process might never have garnered sufficient support to come to fruition, an experienced development team examined the realities of replacing the airport in some detail, and found the difficulties ultimately insuperable.

The opening to urban development of an eight square mile portion of the former Concord Naval Weapons Station to the north of Buchanan Field rendered pressures to redevelop Buchanan Field largely moot. This area represents the largest infill development opportunity seen in decades. The area to be developed is nearly nine times larger than Buchanan Field airport and offers far more land for infill development in central Contra Costa County, without the need to replace and redevelop an airport. With the release of the Naval Weapons Station for development, smart growth and airport area planning are less of an either/or proposition. As the Buchanan Field Airport Master Plan update process continues, the emphasis now is on developing the airport in ways compatible with its close-in neighbors.

Byron Airport has been an example of good airport land use planning. The airport is located in a rural area in the east of the county, as shown in Figure 5, and is well protected with agricultural land and other open space land use designations. Proposals to incorporate air freight uses are officially stalled because of lack of infrastructure; this, in turn, is because its surroundings are beyond the county’s urban limit line (an example of smart growth planning). The county’s consultants for the Byron master plan studied and dismissed prospects for significant air freight based on their appraisal of factors that air freight carriers use to locate their operations. Improving highway access to the airport would not solve the fundamental problem of market isolation, irrespective of the smart growth urban limit line.

San Mateo County
San Francisco International Airport (SFO) is the primary commercial service airport for the Bay Area, the second-largest airport in the state, and the largest employment center in San Mateo County. The City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County (C/CAG) appoints and staffs the ALUC, which has the most experienced ALUC planner among the Bay Area counties. The C/CAG also staffs an Airport-Community Roundtable that provides a
forum in which community representatives and SFO staff can address aircraft noise and land use planning concerns. C/CAG staff have indicated an active interest in using specific plans to promote better airport land use planning and want to find ways to coordinate expenditure of ground transportation funds and airport development funds that benefit both the airport and the surrounding communities. In early 2007, C/GAC received an FAA grant under Section 160 of the Vision 100–Century of Aviation Reauthorization Act to fund an update of the ALUCP for San Francisco International Airport.  

The airport is located on the shore of San Francisco Bay between the U.S. 101 freeway and the bay. The primary arrival flight paths lie over the bay, although the approaches pass fairly close to Foster City on the edge of the bay to the south of the airport. Most departures take place over the bay to the north of the airport, although heavy, long-haul flights typically need to use the longer runways to take off to the west. These flights climb out above residential communities to the west of the airport. Figure 6 shows the western end of the two east-west runways and the communities beyond the U.S. 101 freeway.

SFO’s two main runways are only 750 feet apart, and during periods of low cloud ceiling the airport can use only a single arrival runway, which can lead to significant delays. In 1998 the then San Francisco Mayor Willie Brown and development groups launched the Runway
Reconfiguration Project to reconfigure the runway layout to provide greater lateral separation by extending the airfield area into the San Francisco Bay. Environmental organizations expressed concern that the project could ruin key bay wildlife habitats and cause erosion, water stagnation, and other problems. The runway project was abandoned in 2003. In October 2004, a new procedure for simultaneous landings was approved based on the use of a Precision Runway Monitor radar system that allows two planes to make simultaneous approaches to SFO’s closely spaced runways under conditions of lower ceiling than previously possible. Airport officials said the system would cut delays by 25 percent on overcast days.\(^{59}\)

The Airport/Community Roundtable has worked with SFO management and the FAA to identify ways to reduce aircraft noise. The Roundtable convinced the FAA to increase the altitude of some arriving flights, change certain arrival routes, and direct most arriving and departing flights over water. A program called “Fly Quiet,” which grades each airline’s compliance with noise reduction procedures, has also helped. Residents can log on to a first-of-its-kind website made available in May 2001, and within 10 minutes of a noise event can identify the aircraft that generated the noise and determine its direction and altitude. A new, more accurate noise monitoring system, the Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System Version 8 (ANOMS8), was unveiled in March 2006. The system enables airport officials to check complaints and track trends to help determine if flight operations should be changed.\(^{60}\)

In August 2002, SFO met state standards for noise abatement for the first time since the standards were set in the 1970s. Noise complaints decreased from an average of 3,600 a month in 2001 to 1,400 a month in 2002.\(^{61}\) Under SFO’s home insulation program, which began in 1983, cities and San Mateo County managed their own programs with airport and FAA money. As of May 2006, the insulation program had paid to insulate over 15,000 homes against aircraft noise, and the airport was receiving an average of only 600 noise complaints a month.\(^{62}\) However, airport estimates show that the number of homes in the 65 dB CNEL contour will nearly double over the next 20 years.\(^{63}\) Some of the affected neighborhoods are shown in Figure 6.

SFO is now served by two rail systems, the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system and Caltrain, a commuter rail service between Santa Clara County and San Francisco that also serves communities in San Mateo County. While these rail lines provide good public transit access to the airport, they also have stimulated mixed-use development in the corridor to the west of the airport. As mentioned above, several TOD projects have been planned and some built around rail stations near SFO, with mixed results from the perspective of airport land use planning. In November 2004, the California High-Speed Rail Authority released a tentative plan for a high-speed rail system from San Francisco to Los Angeles, with a stop at the Millbrae BART/Caltrain station that provides a connection to SFO. It remains to be seen whether state voters will approve the funds to develop such a system. A bond measure is scheduled for the November 2008 ballot. If the system is developed, the pressure for transit-oriented development near the airport could increase.
Santa Clara County

South County Airport in the unincorporated community of San Martin in the south of Santa Clara County is a small general aviation airport in a predominantly rural environment that has experienced some low-density development. It is a good example of issues typical of a traditionally rural area that is subject to land use development pressure on the one hand and an increase in general aviation activity on the other, because of both regional growth and spillover from airports elsewhere in the county. The changing volume and character of the aircraft activity at the airport has been of concern to local residents, and a recent proposal to expand the number of hangars at the airport generated some opposition, which intensified over subsequent efforts to update the airport master plan and amend the CLUP. This opposition seems likely to gather momentum once the EIR process for these plans begins.

In Santa Clara County, airport and airport land use compatibility planning are focused at the county level. General aviation airports are managed by the County Airports Administration, the Airport Land Use Commission is supported by county planning staff, and the county Board of Supervisors approves both airport comprehensive land use plans and airport master plans. South County Airport is also located within the county’s land use planning jurisdiction, which lessens communication issues for this airport.

South County Airport lies beside the U.S. 101 freeway, surrounded mostly by compatible, agricultural land and scattered residential and commercial uses, as shown in Figure 7. Airport compatibility has not been an issue in the past, so there is little attention to land use compatibility planning in the area. However, there is an emphasis by all jurisdictions in the south county on keeping the area rural in nature. Since the 1970s, growth in Santa Clara County has been directed toward the cities, and the desire to protect open space has led to strong urban growth boundaries and the use of smart growth policies and practices in the nearby south county cities of Gilroy and Morgan Hill.

It appears that sustainable development practices like smart growth and urban growth boundaries have largely protected South County Airport from encroachment up to this time. Conversely, Santa Clara County airports located within city boundaries have not fared so well. South County Airport is the only airport in Santa Clara County with room to expand. The July 2006 update of the South County Airport Master Plan recommends lengthening the runway from 3,100 to 5,000 feet. The plan also recommends purchasing an estimated 332 acres surrounding the 180-acre airport to protect the airport, and leasing it out to keep the area in agricultural use.

San Martin residents are attempting to incorporate as a town because they think they have little input into land use decisions such as the expansion of South County Airport. The San Martin Neighborhood Alliance filed a lawsuit against the county, challenging the approval of new hangars and the adequacy of the environmental study. A settlement allowed hanger construction to move forward, but the county agreed to a full environmental review of the
master plan update. San Martin is likely to regulate land uses around the airport and oppose airport expansion if they incorporate.

San Luis Obispo County

San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport provides an example of a small commercial airport where the ALUC found itself in conflict with a city’s “smart growth” general plan, which placed housing too close to the airport from the ALUC perspective. The San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport lies in a valley to the south of the City of San Luis Obispo, to the east of the U.S. 101 freeway, and surrounded by mostly agricultural land with some scattered commercial uses, as shown in Figure 8. However, residential and other development has been steadily encroaching from the north.

The City of San Luis Obispo General Plan and the Margarita Area Specific Plan covering new development immediately to the north of the airport were revised and a compromise reached. The county and the city have both adopted policies that respect the Airport Land Use Plan (ALUP). Both sides now proactively communicate on planning matters, and one positive result of the controversy is that the ALUC now meets more frequently, generally monthly. The specific plan process seems to be working for a number of major developments in the vicinity of the airport. Both the city and the airport management now believe that their needs are understood by the other party, and, for the most part, each side’s needs are reflected in both the
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ALUP and the city’s general plan. As the following examples show, the resolution of airport-area planning has been largely successful. However, the affordable housing problem remains an issue for the city and the region.

Almost all the major projects within the ALUP planning area are under the jurisdiction of the city of San Luis Obispo. Although the intent is to implement smart growth, even the original proposal for the Margarita Area proposed only 1,200 dwellings on 412 acres—a gross density of less than three units per acre. The city agreed in 2002 to reduce the number of homes in response to ALUC concerns about the development’s proximity to the San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport. The homes will now be built farther from aircraft flight tracks in order to provide more safety and limit noise impacts to residents.

For more than a decade, the San Luis Obispo Marketplace, a large mixed-use development proposed just south of San Luis Obispo, has been controversial. In 2002, a new plan for the development proposed a business park instead of senior housing because the county ALUC opposed homes in the area, which lies beneath a flight path of the airport. The new proposal failed to pass a citywide initiative, and the project was redesigned again. The new initiative, approved by voters in a countywide election in November 2006, proposed 530,000 square feet of retail, 60 residences, an organic farm and farmer’s market, and other amenities. Again, the ALUC successfully restricted the number and location of residences to reduce safety and noise concerns.

Recent commercial projects in the immediate airport environs are introducing elements of Kasarda’s Aerotropolis. In 2002, despite economic doldrums in the region, the 10-acre Aerovista Business Park next to the airport was successfully signing new tenants. The airport is attracting substantial compatible commercial development—a win-win situation in that commercial uses are more compatible with airport operations, and they provide greater net revenue for the city compared to residential uses.

In the late 1990s, the airport formed a Noise Working Group, comprising pilots, airport management representatives, and residents from areas affected by aircraft noise. By 2001, the group had developed a brochure for pilots listing voluntary steps they can take to mitigate noise impacts on the community, including a voluntary curfew between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m. The perception of airport staff is that noise complaints have declined among long-term residents in the airport vicinity, which they attribute to the Noise Working Group’s activities and the advent of regional jets, which are not only quieter, but also larger than the turboprop commuter aircraft they have been replacing, meaning fewer flights can carry an equivalent passenger load.

Los Angeles County

Long Beach Airport in Los Angeles County is one of the secondary commercial service airports in Southern California that also has a significant amount of general aviation activity. A noise ordinance includes a nighttime curfew and limits the number of flight departures at the airport to 41 commercial flights and 25 regional commuter flights each day. During the 1990s
the airport had few commercial flights, well below the limit. However, with the introduction of service by JetBlue Airways in 2001 and the competitive response by other airlines, commercial service has expanded and all the available operating slots for commercial flights have been taken by the airlines.

Long Beach Airport is surrounded by residential communities with a narrow buffer of commercial, industrial, and other uses, including a golf course and a park, between the airport and the residential areas, as shown in Figure 9. The former McDonnell-Douglas Aircraft Company plant, now owned by Boeing, abuts the airport boundary on the northeast. While aircraft noise complaints have increased somewhat since the expansion of airline service in recent years, these typically result from late-night arrivals when commercial flights arrive after the curfew because of flight delays elsewhere in the system.
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The Long Beach Airport terminal was built in 1941 and has not been substantially upgraded since that time. Although many services are now operated out of temporary facilities, airport expansion plans have been controversial. With the recent expansion of airline service, the airport began a process to update the airport master plan to provide expanded terminal facilities. A group of activists organized as LBHUSH2 (Long Beach Homes Under Stress and Hazards) successfully lobbied for additional environmental review during the master plan update process and placed candidates on the city council. As a result, the size of the preferred project studied for the EIR was reduced from the 130,000 square feet recommended by airport
staff to about 100,000 square feet. City and airport officials repeatedly assured residents that there is no intention to overturn the noise ordinance and the expansion is not designed to accommodate additional flights. However, the activists have continued to express concerns that the 100,000-square-foot project is still too large and will invite challenges to the ordinance. They fear that the Southern California Association of Governments and the FAA will eventually force Long Beach to handle more traffic, since other airports in the region have limited capacity to handle the expected increase in air traffic over the next 20 years. Along with the school district and others, they appealed the planning commission decision to approve the EIR. The city council approved the planning commission decision and the groups filed suit. The city council then put the implementation on hold and instructed city staff to meet with representatives of the groups and attempt to work out an acceptable solution. However, the city and the project opponents were unable to reach a mutually satisfactory solution and the school district decided to pursue its lawsuit. In April 2007, the city council voted to proceed with a slightly reduced project of about 90,000 square feet. As of August 2007, the lawsuit was not yet resolved and construction had not yet started.

The principal airport land use issue at the airport is the proposed development of the former McDonnell Douglas aircraft plant, now owned by Boeing, into a mixed-use community known as Douglas Park. The initial proposal was vigorously opposed by airport users, local communities, and the ALUC, both because of the scale of the proposed development and the height of some of the buildings. Although the planned uses have since been redesigned to comply with current CLUP restrictions, the county Planning Commission, which serves as the ALUC, continued to oppose the development because of its proximity to the primary runway and the flight path to and from a secondary runway. However, the City of Long Beach is anxious to have the proposed development, and the project is going ahead, although the developers have recently announced that they are abandoning plans to include single-family homes in the development and will replace them with more townhomes and condominiums.

**Riverside County**

Two small general aviation airports in Riverside County are included in the case studies: Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport near Thermal in the Coachella Valley in the east of the county, and French Valley Airport in the south of the county. Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport is located in a rural area between Coachella and the Salton Sea, as shown in Figure 10. The airport is primarily used by private jets bringing people to vacation homes and golf resorts in the Desert Resorts area to the west. Development of homes and golf courses is starting to move east and south toward the airport.

Growth in the Coachella Valley is proceeding at an incredible pace. As of April 2006, 72,465 homes were approved for future construction. In 2005 Indio, about 4 miles to the northwest of the airport, was the second-fastest growing city in Riverside County, Coachella was the third-fastest, and La Quinta, about three miles to the west, was the fourth. Indio’s population grew by around 6,000 people between 2004 and 2005. All three cities had growth rates over
nine percent per year. In Coachella, 1,000 start-up permits were expected to be issued in 2005, but the city reported that more than 1,500 dwelling units were approved.

Development is also occurring in areas under county jurisdiction, with 1,500 homes and other uses planned for the Kohl Ranch just to the south of the airport. The Kohl Ranch proposal has been designed to keep the residential components away from the airport, but the proposed residential areas shown in the specific plan approved by the county for the project appear inconsistent with the noise compatibility zones identified in the latest update of the Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan prepared by the county ALUC.

At the beginning of 2006, the Riverside County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) considered a proposal to expand the Sphere of Influence (SOI) boundaries for La Quinta to the east toward the airport, and Indio and Coachella to the south toward the airport. Developers appear keen to build in the area, and the expansion of La Quinta’s SOI eastward toward the airport and Coachella’s southward toward the airport that was approved by the LAFCO is likely to result in more people living closer to the airport in the future. The cities are required to return to LAFCO and show that annexation is financially feasible before the land can be annexed. Nevertheless, the pace of growth and its sprawling nature indicate that residential development could encroach on the airport very quickly.

Riverside County economic development officials and others hope that the large section of industrial land between the airport and Highway 86 to its east will soon attract new activity. In 2005, there was talk of a specific plan for the airport area. The airport already is the center of an Enterprise Zone, which reportedly saved businesses $30 million in taxes in 2003.
French Valley Airport is located in a formerly rural area that is experiencing rapid suburban development. The Riverside County ALUC has been reasonably successful in keeping residential development away from the ends of the runways and requiring avigation easements and notification of purchasers of homes near the airport. When residential development began to occur in the vicinity of the airport, the ALUC attempted to keep the development even farther from the airport, but the county supervisors voted to override the recommendations, even though the ALUC is a county body.

Both airports appear to be good examples of cases where the airport land use planning process is working fairly well within the constraints of existing land use criteria. Whether the existing restrictions will be adequate to prevent future conflict between the airport activities and the owners of the new homes that are beginning to surround them remains to be seen. However, to date most of the residential development in the surrounding areas is still some way from the airports, particularly in the case of Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport, so there is significant opportunity to limit future encroachment.

**San Diego County**

The case studies examined two airports in San Diego County: San Diego International Airport (SDIA) and McClellan-Palomar Airport in the city of Carlsbad in the north of the county. SDIA, formerly known as Lindbergh Field, is the primary commercial service airport for the county and is located close to downtown San Diego on the shore of San Diego Bay, which forms the southern boundary of the airport. There are extensive residential areas to the west and north, with high-rise commercial and residential development in the downtown area immediately to the east. McClellan-Palomar is primarily a general aviation airport with a small amount of regional airline service. It is located to the east of the Interstate 5 corridor and surrounded by a buffer of commercial and industrial land uses, with residential areas further to the north and south and predominantly open space to the east. The Legoland theme park is located immediately to the west, with mixed commercial and residential uses further to the west between the freeway and the coast. The San Diego County Regional Airport Authority (RAA), formed in 2003, operates SDIA and several general aviation airports (but not McClellan-Palomar, which is operated by San Diego County) and since its formation has served as the county ALUC.

McClellan-Palomar Airport is a good example of the importance of careful land use planning around smaller commercial airports. Carlsbad has been proactive in zoning the area around the airport for industrial and commercial uses, which has largely prevented residential development from encroaching on the airport. However, the development of housing quite close to the primary arrival flight path to the airport in a planned community called Bressi Ranch illustrates both the inadequacy of current noise criteria for airport land use planning at smaller commercial airports, where the CNEL contour may not extend very far from the airport, and the danger of allowing political pressure to distort the boundary of the Airport Impact Area (AIA) to favor particular parcels for development.
Despite the efforts of the airport to implement noise management measures, the surrounding residential communities continue to generate a significant number of noise complaints. Almost all of these originate from areas outside the 60 dB CNEL contour, providing further evidence of the inadequacy of current noise criteria to reflect the community response to aircraft noise. This suggests the need for a different approach to dealing with noise compatibility planning for residential areas that are well outside the 60 dB CNEL contours but still experience relatively high single-event levels of noise from aircraft overflights. Development occurring to the east of the airport in the cities of Vista and San Marcos and the unincorporated community of Lake San Marcos illustrate the importance of the AIA extending well beyond the 60 dB CNEL noise contour, so that land use planning for communities under the approach and departure flight paths that are some distance from the airport but still subject to significant levels of aircraft noise can be coordinated with the Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan.

The development of industrial and commercial land uses around McClellan-Palomar Airport as a buffer to prevent residential development from encroaching on the airport presents an interesting challenge from the perspective of smart growth planning. The cost of housing in Carlsbad is such that most of those working in these facilities cannot afford to live in the surrounding residential areas, and those who can afford to live in the city are likely to work elsewhere in the county. Thus efforts to develop commercial and industrial land uses adjacent to an airport need to be coupled with an aggressive program to ensure that there is sufficient affordable housing in the surrounding communities, without placing that housing in locations where it is exposed to significant levels of aircraft noise.

The San Diego region has been aggressively pursuing smart growth development policies. The San Diego Association of Governments recently initiated a Smart Growth Incentive Program. The Centre City Development Corporation has promoted residential development in the downtown area, and the San Diego Redevelopment Agency has undertaken a major redevelopment of the former Naval Training Center site immediately to the west of SDIA to create a new urban village. Unfortunately, many of these development projects in the vicinity of the airport lie under or close to the arrival and departure flight paths and are exposed to significant levels of aircraft noise, and possibly height conflicts. Figure 11 shows the location of the Naval Training Center site immediately across the channel from the primary departure end of the runway.
Although the housing on the site is outside the 65 dB CNEL contour, it is still quite close to the departure flight path, and the area within the contour includes an educational district that as of late 2005 contained eight new schools. Since these are all private or charter schools, they are not subject to the state law that requires Caltrans to review proposed sites for public schools or community colleges within two miles of an airport runway.

The new RAA, acting as the ALUC, attempted to limit the ability to add new residential units within the noise impact area of SDIA through amendments to the CLUP. These were adopted in October 2004 after agreement was reached with the City of San Diego to defer the more controversial restrictions to a comprehensive update of the County's ALUCPs, which began in late 2004. Despite the usual outreach meetings and comment periods arranged during preparation of the plans, local agencies and the general public urged the ALUC to work more closely with stakeholders. The ALUCP Technical Advisory Group (ATAG) was formed in January 2006, including representatives of some 50 cities, local agencies, associations, community planning groups, and other stakeholders. Over the following six months, the group developed recommendations for density and land use intensity standards, a layered approach to defining criteria for land use compatibility zones, and policies on in-fill. The ATAG appears to have provided a process that engaged a large number of diverse stakeholders in the county and resulted in a set of consensus policy recommendations on a number of controversial issues. However, this has required an enormous commitment of time from the RAA staff and ATAG members.

Airport land use planning for SDIA has been further complicated by an Airport Site Selection Study that was in progress for several years and was exploring potential sites for a replacement
airport for SDIA, while in parallel an airport master plan update was in progress to define near-term development needs. As a result, there was considerable uncertainty over the future expansion needs of SDIA and the resulting noise impacts and need for land use controls in the surrounding communities. In November 2006 the airport replacement strategy recommended by the Airport Site Selection Study, to pursue joint use of the Miramar Marine Corps Air Station, was placed on the county ballot and overwhelmingly rejected by the voters, leaving further development of SDIA as the only course of action for the foreseeable future.

Whether the established airport land use compatibility planning process has been effective in San Diego depends greatly on what are considered appropriate land use compatibility criteria for the urban environment that surrounds SDIA. The RAA has expressed concern about continued residential development within the 65 dB CNEL contour and increasing density under the arrival and departure paths. On the other hand, the City of San Diego argues that the market has shown that people are willing to tolerate higher levels of ambient noise in order to live close to the downtown, and that it makes little sense to limit density of new development when the surrounding parcels are already built to a much higher density. This debate has thrown into sharp relief the limitations of the scientific basis for most of airport land use compatibility criteria. The data on the relationship between noise levels and community annoyance presented in the *California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook*, and most other guidance documents, do not distinguish between different levels of urban density or the prevailing type of residential construction.
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The case studies have provided a fairly comprehensive overview of the current state of airport land use compatibility planning in California and have identified several critical issues that will shape the future effectiveness of this process in the years ahead. This study appears to be the first formal attempt to examine how well this process has been working to date by studying the experience at specific airports. Although the scope has been limited to a sample of airports, these are sufficiently diverse to draw useful conclusions and formulate recommendations on how to strengthen the process. During the course of this study, the California Research Bureau undertook a broad-ranging survey of ALUCs that examined their characteristics, planning activities, and approaches to compatibility planning. Together, these two studies provide a detailed look at the role and effectiveness of the ALUCs and the airport land use planning process in achieving land use compatibility around airports in the state.72

OVERALL STUDY FINDINGS

The current process for airport land use planning in California has steadily evolved over almost 40 years, and a well-defined set of policies, procedures, and institutional relationships have developed at the county level that are focused on the role of the ALUCs and other agencies performing the same function. Although there is a growing body of guidance material on airport land use compatibility planning at the federal level, and other states have recently been moving in similar directions, it is fair to say that in this area, as in many others, California has been well ahead of the state of practice at the federal level and in most other states. Even so, this has not been a panacea, and continuing land use compatibility conflicts hamper the development of the California airport system and subject many of its residents to what they perceive as unacceptable levels of aircraft noise. Although this process appears to have worked well in many cases, in others it has failed to prevent incompatible development, often through no fault of the parties involved. It is time to reassess the ability of the current process, policies, and regulations to meet the challenges that will arise in meeting the future development needs of both the California airport system and the surrounding communities.

The evolution of the paradigm that has come to be termed “smart growth” is more recent, although it has become widely accepted and its principles and strategies are a key component of urban planning throughout the state. Thus far, little consideration has been given to how smart growth principles and strategies should be addressed in airport land use planning, and vice versa, but there is an urgent need to rectify this situation. Although the literature on smart growth and airport land use planning is only beginning to intersect, useful lessons can be drawn from the material that exists:
1. Smart growth and airport land use planning (ALUP) have evolved separately. This study appears to be the first to consider their relationship and potential confluence.

2. Smart growth has three potential relationships with ALUP:
   a. Conflicting—for example, a prototypical smart growth project (higher-density, mixed-use) is proposed near an airport without adequate consideration of safety and noise issues.
   b. Complementary—for example, smart growth projects draw residential and residential-supportive uses away from airports, reducing pressure to develop incompatible uses near airports.
   c. Transforming—the smart growth concept of transit oriented development (TOD) is extrapolated and expanded into a concept of airport-oriented development.

3. Under the third of these relationships, smart growth concepts would actively help realize ALUP goals by establishing comprehensive planning around airports. The goal of such planning would be to assure that land near the airport is reserved and actively planned for uses that benefit from (and are not threatened by) being close to the airport. The literature review revealed two efforts in this direction:
   a. The Aerotropolis concept developed by Dr. John Kasarda at the University of North Carolina
   b. The American Planning Association’s “Airports in the Region” initiative.

4. The specific plan represents a useful tool for California planning agencies to undertake a comprehensive, proactive, positive ALUP.

5. ALUC staffs are overtasked, isolated, and undertrained. Most ALUCs do not have even one full-time planner or equivalent level of staffing; most report that they had to learn their jobs “on the fly” and want more forums for education and exchange with other ALUC planners.

6. We actively sought but were unable to find any ALUC (or other agency) that maintains records of changes in actual land use over time, either electronic or hard copy. Maps showing how the land use in the vicinity of an airport today compares with some years ago would be useful to assess the effectiveness of ALUP procedures. In the major metropolitan regions of the state, the data and appropriate GIS tools exist to track airport area land use over time, but no one is doing this at present.

7. Certain trends—quieter commercial jets, technological improvements enhancing both air navigation and aircraft noise monitoring and management, increasing noise complaints related to overflights rather than take-offs and landings—suggest that the basic framework for addressing aircraft noise in California since the 1960s (exemplified by basing land use noise compatibility on a specific CNEL contour) needs rethinking.

8. The term “smart growth” is entering the lexicon of airport executives and planners. In a presentation to the Greater Concord Chamber of Commerce and the Contra Costa Council (April 13, 2005) John L. Martin, director of the San Francisco International Airport (SFO)
discussed the importance of regional cooperation and the need to make efficient use of limited resources to meet the needs of air travel. In his presentation, he outlined a concept that he termed “smart growth” in relation to airport operations.

One aspect of smart air traffic growth is using technology to make maximum use of existing airports, saving on the need for costly and contentious airport expansion, which, even if approved by all the concerned agencies, may prove uneconomical. (By Martin’s reckoning, the landing fees needed to pay for SFO’s $1 billion-plus proposal for runway expansion that had been pursued a few years before would likely cause a reduction in traffic at the airport in the current economic climate, thereby eliminating the need for the expansion project). On the other hand, improved air traffic control systems enabled a 43 percent increase in effective runway capacity some under adverse weather conditions, without the need for physical expansion. Another aspect of smart air traffic growth identified by Martin is offloading general aviation and shorter commercial flights to smaller airports in the region.

9. One clear opportunity for joint smart growth and airport planning is in planning for major transit links to serve large airports. Ground access travel at large airports, by both air passengers and airport employees, may justify the provision of improved transit services for a number of reasons: reducing vehicle traffic volumes generated by the airport, often through a congested corridor, and providing an alternative to the cost involved in parking a private car at the airport, especially for longer duration trips. Even so, the transit ridership generated by the airport is likely to be relatively low, and smart growth planning can ensure that other stations on the airport line produce ridership to make the line more cost-effective.

Effectiveness of Current Airport Land Use Planning Process in California

The various conflicts that were identified in the case studies provide one perspective on the effectiveness of the current airport land use planning process in California and its ability to prevent incompatible development from limiting the ability of the airport system to meet future demands for air transportation. A second perspective can be obtained from the analysis of land use changes in the vicinity of those airports where suitable data is available.

The *California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook* provides detailed guidance to ALUCs in the preparation of the ALUCPs. However, the extent to which the ALUCs have been able to translate this guidance into effective land use plans varies widely. In particular, many ALUCPs are significantly out of date and have not been updated since the *Handbook* was last revised, limiting their value in shaping local general plans and associated zoning and other regulations. In spite of this, safety issues involving building heights and development density are generally well-handled, in part because the relevant federal standards for airport protection have not changed in some time. However, aircraft noise issues are often a continuing source of controversy. The noise contours that form the basis of many of the older ALUCPs have not
been updated since the phase-out of the Stage 2 jet aircraft in 2000, and thus may not reflect current conditions.

It is clear from many of the case studies that there are two very different situations. The first is where community expansion or other development forces result in new development being proposed in the immediate vicinity of airports that will result in residential and other noise-sensitive uses (such as schools and churches) occurring in areas that do not already have these uses or that significantly increase the amount of these uses. The other situation is where changes in airport activity, such as the construction of new runways, reuse of former military bases, or changes in the traffic level or composition of the aircraft fleet using the airport, result in changes to the noise levels experienced by existing land uses near the airport. The distinction between these two situations is important, both because the options available to address the resulting or potential problems are different in the two cases and because there are issues of social justice in the latter case that do not arise in the former. However, the differences between these two situations are not well addressed in the current guidelines.

The other important observation from the case studies is that most airport land use compatibility problems, primarily involving issues of aircraft noise, arise in areas that are not subject to existing development restrictions. Even if the ALUC is deeply concerned about the potential future problems that are likely to arise from a proposed development, it is often powerless to prevent the development from being approved. Aircraft noise impacts outside the 65 dB CNEL contour are often a major concern with nearby communities, particularly with general aviation airports, where the noise contour rarely extends very far from the airport property. The Airport Land Use Planning Handbook allows adjustments to the noise levels used in setting development restrictions, termed normalization, to tailor the restrictions to better reflect local conditions. However, ALUCPs typically do not take advantage of these opportunities.

**Improving the Airport Land Use Planning Process**

There appear to be significant opportunities to improve the airport land use planning process. Perhaps the most important is to strengthen the ALUCs themselves. Most ALUCs have very limited staff support. In many cases, the ALUC is assigned one person who has to include ALUC duties along with other responsibilities. These planners have limited opportunities to interact with staff at other ALUCs and typically are expected to learn their skills on the job. Similarly, ALUC commissioners often have no formal training in airport land use planning practice and limited opportunities to exchange ideas with other ALUCs.

As a consequence, the ALUCs typically become focused on preparation of the ALUCP and reviewing specific development proposals, rather than developing a broader strategy. The ALUCs generally do not have the staff resources or perceive the need to monitor land use changes around the airports in their jurisdiction and work proactively with the relevant local planning agencies to define a common vision of future land use patterns around the airport that meet both airport and local needs. The case studies found no ALUCs that routinely track
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land use changes around the airports in their jurisdiction apart from the quarterly reports that are generated by those noise-problem airports that are required to obtain a variance from the California Department of Transportation under state law. These reports typically track changes in households and population within the 65 dB CNEL contour that have not received noise attenuation measures, but do not consider other changes or even present this information in a way that can be used to assess the effectiveness of land use planning measures. For example, there is no distinction between new residential uses, existing residences that are still within the contour but made compatible through sound attenuation, and changes in the noise contour.

The other aspect of ALUC activities that presents opportunities for improving the visibility of the airport land use planning process is the extent to which information about airport land use planning issues and ALUC actions is readily available to interested stakeholders. The ALUC web sites vary widely in quality and content. Several do not even have the latest version of the ALUCP available on the web site. While many post the agenda and minutes of ALUC meetings, the minutes often lack sufficient detail for a reader to understand the basis for decisions or perform retrospective analysis of the overall effectiveness of the airport land use planning process. In some cases, the minutes report discussion of staff reports that are not included with the minutes, making much of the reported discussion incomprehensible. None of the ALUCs studied in the research produced an annual report that summarized land use decisions by the ALUC or relevant local agencies affecting development in the Airport Influence Area.

Beyond ways to increase the effectiveness of the ALUCs, there is a need to rethink the basic approach to airport land use planning that has evolved over more than 30 years. Many of the principles are still valid, but some of the underlying assumptions have been overtaken by events or can be seen to be of questionable validity in the current (and likely future) environment. Trends in aircraft technology have changed the issues that need to be addressed. Quieter aircraft engines and the introduction of regional jets have changed the nature of the noise impact for many communities. At the same time, increased use of business jet aircraft has resulted in a significant increase in jet aircraft activity at some general aviation airports. Noise complaint data and information from aircraft flight tracking systems show that CNEL is a poor predictor of community annoyance and that 65 dB CNEL in particular is an unacceptable criterion of compatibility for many communities. Finally, the current approach ignores the development pressures that many local jurisdictions are trying to resolve, particularly the need for tax base and affordable housing. Effective airport land use planning needs to grapple with these issues and have the tools to do so, and not be constrained to applying simplistic criteria without regard to local circumstances. Perhaps the most obvious limitation of the existing process is that ALUCs are restricted to addressing only changes in land use, and are not able to address compatibility with existing land uses. As development continues around the state’s airports, the opportunities to achieve land use compatibility through restrictions on new uses will steadily diminish and community concerns will increasingly result from existing land uses.
Incorporating Smart Growth Considerations

Many steps can be taken to begin to incorporate smart growth considerations in airport land use planning in a more integrated way. Perhaps the most significant is to develop explicit guidelines on how to address smart growth planning in the vicinity of airports. These guidelines should be developed in coordination with state and interested local agencies involved in land use planning as well as other relevant Caltrans divisions and district offices.

A second useful step would be to incorporate economic planning considerations into airport land use planning guidance. This would begin to move the focus of the airport land use planning process beyond simply preventing incompatible development near airports to actively promoting compatible development and to viewing the airport as a community asset that needs to be protected and taken advantage of, rather than a locally unwanted land use that has to be protected from encroachment.

As part of this approach, there needs to be a proactive, coordinated effort to addressing regional housing needs. ALUCs need to work with local jurisdictions to develop joint strategies to meet their housing needs in a way that is compatible with airport activities before projects are proposed to locate new housing close to airports. In many communities, the pressure to develop new housing is sufficiently intense that once plans are proposed to locate major new housing developments in the vicinity of an airport, the ALUC will be fighting an uphill battle to stop or scale back the project.

Future Research Needs

Although the current research project has developed a significant amount of information about the current state of airport land use planning in California, there is much more that could be done. Further research would be desirable to expand the information on airport land use planning in other counties or at other airports. This research could include surveys of ALUC staff to develop a quantitative profile of ALUC activities. In addition, the outcome of several of the airport land use planning issues identified in the case studies are subject to continuing activity by the ALUCs and airport sponsors, so it would be useful to update the case study information from time to time to ensure that the research findings do not become obsolete. Beyond this type of follow-on activity, several research activities could generate specific information to enhance the airport land use planning process.

The first of these activities is to obtain a better understanding of how community attitudes to aircraft noise vary with local conditions. The normalization adjustments permitted by current guidelines would more defensible (and more likely to be used) if there were a well-developed body of evidence that shows how the type of surrounding communities (urban, suburban, or rural) and the type and frequency of aircraft operations influence community attitudes and response. This research could also address the distinction between changes in the community and changes in airport activity, by examining differences between the attitudes of established residents and those of newcomers to the area.
A second useful research activity would be to work with ALUC staff to identify and document “best practices” in airport land use planning. These could address such aspects as coordination with local planning jurisdictions, development of airport area specific plans, monitoring land use changes and community attitudes, and successful efforts at community outreach and information dissemination.

A third research topic would be to identify professional development needs for ALUC staff and commissioners, identify existing opportunities, and develop a program plan and curricula for new courses, workshops, or symposia.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the research findings, particularly the case studies, the following recommendations are made to facilitate and strengthen the airport land use planning process in California. Each recommendation is followed by a brief summary of the underlying rationale.

1. **The California Department of Transportation should work with the Federal Aviation Administration and the California legislature to develop an adequate source of funding to support appropriate levels of ALUC staff and activities.**

   In order to expand the resources available to support effective airport land use planning in the state, Caltrans should work with the California legislature to introduce legislation to require each county to establish a dedicated funding source for airport land use planning activities. The level of funding should be sufficient to ensure that each ALUC has an appropriate number of full-time staff positions or equivalent levels of staffing for the number and type of airports that it is responsible for and to provide adequate resources to ensure that all county ALUCPs are updated (or, at minimum, comprehensively reviewed and recertified) at least every five years. Potential revenue sources that could be considered include fees on applications for development permits within an Airport Influence Area and set asides from taxes generated by aviation activity (such as sales tax on aircraft fuel and possessory interest tax on aircraft) that currently flow into state or county general funds. The success of the California airport land use planning process depends on the effective functioning of the ALUCs, which in turn requires adequate staff support and funds to perform studies and undertake periodic revisions to their Airport Land Use Compatibility Plans (ALUCPs). This is true whether success is measured as conformance with the legislated airport land use planning process or as development and implementation of an airport area land use plan. In some cases, ALUCs are adequately funded by their sponsoring agency. However, it is more common for ALUCs to have only one staff member assigned to support them. This staff member typically has additional duties and little or no funding for contract assistance. The FAA has recently begun to make planning grant funds available to support airport land use planning around selected airports. Caltrans should encourage all eligible ALUCs to apply for these funds and work with the appropriate staff
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at the FAA Regional Office to facilitate this process and encourage its expansion to other airports.

2. **Caltrans Division of Aeronautics should work with ALUC staff to develop recommended standards of practice regarding how ALUCs document their land use decisions and what information they post on their web sites.**

   The level and detail of documentation of ALUC decisions and web site content varies widely across ALUCs. While many ALUCs post minutes of their meetings, the background information on specific decisions and the rationale for those decisions is often limited or unclear, making it difficult to achieve a consistent approach and for local communities and developers to understand the strategy being pursued by the ALUC to achieve land use compatibility.

   Web sites provide an effective way for ALUCs to communicate with local communities, project proponents, and interested members of the public. However, ALUC web sites are often difficult to locate and are frequently missing important or relevant information. Guidelines for websites location, content, and format would greatly increase their value as a communication tool and contribute to ALUC visibility and effectiveness.

3. **The Caltrans Division of Aeronautics website should provide a single point of access to information on all ALUCs in the state.**

   One simple but effective measure to increase the accessibility of ALUC websites that can be implemented immediately is for the Land Use Compatibility section of the Caltrans Division of Aeronautics web site to include links to every existing ALUC web site. Currently a list of ALUC contacts is posted on the Airport Land Use Compatibility Planning Guidelines web page, together with a discussion of the role of the ALUCs in airport land use planning, but neither the web page nor the contact list provide links to ALUC web sites.

4. **Caltrans Division of Aeronautics should work with ALUC staff to track and report changes in land use within Airport Influence Areas on an annual basis.**

   The purpose of the California airport land use planning process is to achieve compatible land use around airports. However, there is no formal process to assess the effectiveness of the current procedures or monitor trends on a local or statewide basis. ALUCs should be encouraged to prepare an annual report that summarizes the project development recommendations they have made over the year and changes in both planned and actual land use within the Airport Influence Areas of the airports in their jurisdictions. For airports with little development activity, this could be a brief report. The increasing use of geographical information systems by city and county planning agencies will simplify and facilitate this process. These reports should be publicly available on the ALUC web sites.

   The defined “noise problem” airports in California currently submit quarterly reports to Caltrans Division of Aeronautics that include some information on land use changes within the 65 dB CNEL contour as a condition of receiving an operating variance. However, the value of this information is limited by the restricted definition of
“incompatible” use within the current regulations. Although these reports document progress in eliminating narrowly defined incompatible uses, they provide almost no information on the real extent of the noise problem around those airports or of emerging issues of concern. Thus, a large residential development just outside the 65 dB CNEL contour currently would not be included in the reported statistics. Expanding the reporting requirements to include trends in actual land use and residential density within the Airport Influence Area at different levels of aircraft noise exposure, and distinguishing between property that has been classified as compatible because of sound attenuation measures, property for which the airport has obtained avigation easements, and property for which neither action has been taken, would greatly increase the value of these reports in measuring progress at achieving land-use compatibility around those airports.

5. Caltrans Division of Aeronautics should take the lead in improving the specialist training and professional interaction of ALUC commissioners and staff.

Many ALUC staff planners now have no formal training in airport land use planning, must combine their support for the ALUC with other duties, and have little formal interaction with the staff of other ALUCs. Caltrans Division of Aeronautics should develop a standard training curriculum for new ALUC staff and hold short training and refresher courses on a periodic basis, at least annually. The division should also sponsor periodic meetings where ALUC staff planners can exchange ideas, questions, and experience, and can be informed about recent changes in airport land use planning regulations or procedures.

Many ALUC commissioners also have limited professional experience in land use planning and no formal training in airport land use planning. The Division of Aeronautics should develop a curriculum for an introductory seminar for new ALUC commissioners that would be held on a periodic basis, no less than annually. Planning directors and senior land use planners from local jurisdictions within Airport Influence Areas could also be invited to attend the seminars, both to educate them on the specialist aspects of airport land use planning and to facilitate interaction with ALUC commissioners.

The Division of Aeronautics should also consider developing a periodic newsletter aimed at ALUC commissioners and staff planners, as well as land use and transportation planners in jurisdictions with or near airports. This newsletter, ideally web-based, would provide information on recent developments in airport land use planning in the state, discuss the status of ALUCP updates, provide a forum to share experiences among ALUCs, and distribute information about professional development opportunities for ALUC commissioners and staff.

6. The California Department of Transportation should work with the state legislature to ensure appropriate levels of representation of both local communities and aviation interests on all ALUCs.

At present, there are two different basic formats for ALUCs within California: separate single-purpose entities and designated existing bodies. There are also several special cases and exceptions that apply to specific counties. State law specifies the composition of the single-purpose entities and requires representation of local communities, aviation interests,
and the general public, as well as the process for selecting those representatives. However, the requirements for designated bodies are less comprehensive and only specify that the body must have at least two members with aviation expertise, or be augmented by two such members when acting as the ALUC. Section 21670(e) of the *Public Utilities Code* includes in the definition of a person with aviation expertise an elected official of a local agency that owns or operates an airport. There is no requirement for explicit representation of local jurisdictions (although the designated body may be a local jurisdiction, such as a county board of supervisors) or the general public, and an elected official of a local agency that owns or operates an airport may or may not have any particular knowledge of aviation.

In order that the decisions of ALUCs be seen as both informed and impartial, it is important that their composition reflect the interests of the different stakeholders in the land use planning process. Caltrans should consider working with the state legislature to ensure that the composition of designated bodies when acting as ALUCs, and the regulations governing designated special cases, are broadly consistent with the intent of the requirements for single-purpose entities. One approach would be to require that when a designated body or other entity is serving as an ALUC, it should have at least two members that represent cities within its jurisdiction (designated by a committee of mayors as specified for single-purpose entities), at least two members that represent the county or counties within the jurisdiction (designated by the relevant board(s) of supervisors), at least two members with aviation expertise (designated by a committee of the managers of public airports within its jurisdiction), and one general public representative selected by the designated commissioners, or be augmented as necessary by additional members to meet these requirements. This would not preclude the existing members of the designated body being designated by the other parties to meet these requirements, but it would at least require some consultation and effort to satisfy the intent represented by the required composition of a single-purpose entity. It could certainly lead to a larger ALUC in the case of a designated body (which already may be much larger than a single-purpose entity ALUC), but that may be no bad thing to ensure that ALUC decisions take into account a broad set of interests.

7. *Caltrans Division of Aeronautics should review the guidelines contained in the California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook to ensure that they adequately reflect the changing context of airport land use planning and are based on sound technical analysis of community response to aircraft noise and the safety risks posed to both aircraft and those on the ground by land uses and development adjacent to airports.*

It is increasingly recognized that most airport compatibility problems are arising in areas not subject to development restrictions in existing ALUCPs. At the same time, the focus in current state law on preventing new incompatible development ignores the much larger problem at many airports in California of existing land uses in the vicinity of airports. The existing guidelines do not distinguish between changes in the pattern of development around airports and changes in aircraft activity. Many airports have recently experienced a reduction in aircraft noise impact contours due to the fortunate confluence of two factors: a
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drop in traffic levels after 2001 and the required phase-out or retrofit of large Stage 2 aircraft by 2000. However, the prospects of further reduction in the extent of the noise contours are limited and as air traffic growth resumes, they are likely to once again increase in area. More important, there is ample evidence that the CNEL metric is a poor predictor of community attitudes in the current environment and that noise impacts outside the 65 dB CNEL contour are a major concern to many communities.

ALUCPs typically do not take advantage of the adjustments on aircraft noise compatibility that are allowed by the guidelines in the *California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook*, in part because of the lack of detailed guidance in the *Handbook* on how these adjustments should be applied or the technical basis on which to do so. At the same time, it makes little sense to apply the same criteria to infill development in a dense urban environment as to new development in a suburban setting. Yet the guidelines in the *Handbook* fail to recognize these important differences in context and discuss community attitudes to aircraft noise as if all communities are identical. Just as situations commonly exist where communities outside the 65 dB CNEL noise impact contour find the level of aircraft noise aggravating, it is also likely that in a dense urban environment, aircraft noise levels above 65 dB CNEL may be quite acceptable for some types of residential use.

There also is a need to review the existing guidelines on development density near airports and better tailor them to different contexts. While it makes good sense to attempt to maintain open areas under aircraft flight paths near airports where development has not yet occurred, it is completely unrealistic to try to apply the same criteria to existing built-up areas. If the safety compatibility zones defined in the *California Airport Land Use Handbook* are based on an analysis of the risk posed by an aircraft accident, then it is obvious that this risk must depend on the number and type of aircraft operations using the airport. Yet the examples given in the *Handbook* for the dimensions of the zones depend only on the length of the runway (in the case of general-aviation airports) or the type of aircraft activity (large air carriers or military use), and not on the actual probability of an accident occurring, much less the consequence of an accident should it occur (noting that risk is the product of probability and consequence). While the *Handbook* is clear that the dimensions shown are only examples and not standards or policy, it provides no guidance on how to select different dimensions if those shown are not used. This makes the guidance offered by the *Handbook* virtually useless.

Furthermore, the accident data on which the guidelines are based are open to two significant objections. The first is that the accident rates are based on historical data, in some cases well over 10 years old. There has been a significant reduction in aircraft accident rates over the past decade, so the implied probability of an accident must also have reduced, affecting the risk calculation. The second is that the analysis of accident locations does not distinguish between cases in which the pilot could have avoided an object on the ground, had there been one, and those where the pilot had no control over the location of the impact. Even if there is no difference between the distributions of the
accident locations in the two cases (an issue that is not addressed in the *Handbook*), at the very least it reduces the expected consequences of an accident and hence reduces the risk.

While it is clearly much simpler to apply a single set of dimensional criteria, this approach carries heavy costs for the communities involved in terms of foregone development opportunities in cases where the zones are too conservative, and may even lead to situations where communities are unnecessarily exposed to *higher* risk in cases where a proper risk analysis would conclude that the zones should be larger.

This has a significant impact on smart growth planning, since it may well restrict the type of development that can occur in areas under the departure and arrival flight paths near airports. If local communities are to be expected to restrict not just residential development, but other types of development as well (the compatibility criteria apply to the intensity of nonresidential as well as residential uses), then it is important to be able to demonstrate that the restrictions in the ALUCPs are based on a technically sound analysis of real risks involved. Since this is a highly specialized area, ALUCs will undoubtedly require additional guidance to that currently in the *Handbook* in order to properly assess the level of risk and define appropriate zones. This guidance will be needed in part to avoid a “lowest common-denominator effect,” in which opponents of airport activity might seek to impose the most restrictive standards for the community, even if inappropriate.

8. *Caltrans Division of Aeronautics should coordinate with other relevant state agencies, particularly the Department of Housing and Community Development and the Governor’s Office of Planning Research (OPR), to develop explicit guidelines that address smart growth planning in the vicinity of airports.*

These guidelines should address economic planning considerations and be incorporated in the *California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook* as well as referenced in any other state guidelines on smart growth planning or related issues. There is a clear need to move beyond a simple focus on preventing incompatible development around airports to one that actively promotes compatible development. Types of land use that benefit from close proximity to airports, and methods of encouraging such uses around airports, should be delineated in the guidelines. The guidelines should address the need to develop a proactive coordinated approach to meeting regional housing needs that recognizes the importance of constraints on locating housing in the vicinity of airports. The guidelines should encourage ALUCs to work with local jurisdictions to define broad land use development strategies before projects are proposed to locate housing close to airports.

9. *To ensure that the California Department of Transportation and the ALUCs within the state are basing their regulations, guidelines, and decisions on the best available information, Caltrans Division of Aeronautics should undertake an ongoing research program to better understand the issues that will need to be addressed to achieve effective airport land use planning in the state.*

The context of airport land use compatibility planning is changing. Trends in aircraft technology, including quieter engines, the increased use of regional jets for service to smaller communities, and the increased use of business jets, are changing the issues that
have to be addressed. The existing focus on land use within the 65 dB CNEL contour dates from a time when this was clearly the most serious issue to be faced. However, as noise impact contours have reduced and aircraft noise management and mitigation measures, including residential and school sound insulation programs, have reduced the exposure of existing uses to high interior levels of aircraft noise, the focus of community concerns has shifted. There is an urgent need for a better understanding of how community attitudes to aircraft noise vary with local conditions, including the type of development (urban, suburban, or rural), the type and frequency of aircraft operations, and the difference between the impacts created by growth of communities near airports and changes in the level or nature of airport activity.

Research is also needed to address aspects of the airport land use planning process, including efforts to identify and document “best practices” that can help ALUCs address such issues as effective coordination with local planning jurisdictions, the potential role and development of airport area specific plans, the monitoring of land use changes and community attitudes, and techniques for community outreach and information dissemination. Further research is required to identify professional development needs for ALUC staff and commissioners, and to help Caltrans better understand, monitor, and document the effectiveness of the existing airport land use planning process and the challenges and opportunities presented by the increased focus on smart growth in land use planning in California.

**FINAL THOUGHTS**

Effective airport land use planning will be an essential component of the future development of the California aviation system. Allowing incompatible land uses to develop around airports creates conflicts between the airports and the surrounding communities, constraining the ability of the airport system to meet future aviation needs and discouraging other communities from allowing airport development in their vicinity. As with the motivation to develop smart growth policies in general, there is an increasing recognition that land around airports is a limited resource and that continuing existing patterns of development is not sustainable in the long term. New solutions are needed to balance the interests of all involved.

New research aimed at redefining and refining airport-compatible land uses and the processes that lead to such land uses is needed. An equally important and even more urgent need is for improved channels of communication between airport and land use planners and managers. Open channels of communications “through the fence” will not only help address immediate issues; it will also ensure that future research findings will be disseminated and discussed, and ultimately implemented and improved in practice. The existing airport land use compatibility planning process in California provides a solid institutional foundation from which to address these issues, but the effectiveness of this process at influencing land use development around individual airports has varied widely. There is a need to strengthen the process and to determine how it can be made more effective. This will require an ongoing effort to study its
effectiveness and to better understand the circumstances in which it has worked well and those in which it has not.
APPENDIX A
CASE STUDY—SACRAMENTO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Sacramento International Airport (SMF), Sacramento County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport location</th>
<th>Sacramento County</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport size</td>
<td>5,500 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of facility</td>
<td>Regularly scheduled passenger flights and general aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of airport activity</td>
<td>10.2 million passengers, 70,000 metric tons of cargo, 168,000 aircraft operations in 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curfew</td>
<td>None, 24-hour operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent ALUCP</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent Airport Master Plan</td>
<td>Sacramento: 457,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearby cities (population 1/1/06)</td>
<td>Sacramento: 457,800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Types of land use/airport conflicts | • Agriculture with encroaching residential development in northwest Sacramento  
|                          | • Conflicts with wildlife                              |
|                          | • A few minor noise conflicts have occurred            |
| Major issues            | Extensive residential development (as near as two miles from the airport) has increased the number of residents exposed to noise |
| Approaches to solving airport/community conflicts | • Land use planning based on “theoretic capacity” of airports  
|                          | • “No new residential” policy within 60 dB CNEL noise contours |
| Stakeholder groups      | None                                                   |
| Integration with smart growth policies | Natomas Joint Vision and related general plan amendments appear to be aimed at producing smart growth that safeguards airport operations |
| ALUC agency             | Sacramento Council of Governments (SACOG), MPO         |
| ALUC staff contact name | Greg Chew                                              |
| ALUC staff contact phone | (916) 340-6227                                         |
| ALUC staff contact e-mail | gccwhel@sacog.org                                      |

INTRODUCTION

Sacramento International Airport is owned by Sacramento County and operated by a county department known as the Sacramento County Airport System (SCAS), which operates four other county airports as well. The SCAS is responsible for developing 20-year Airport Master Plans for the airports it controls.

Sacramento International Airport is fortunately located with respect to other land uses. It is only 12 miles from downtown Sacramento, yet from its opening in October 1967 until quite recently, the 5,500-acre airport has been surrounded by farmland. About half of the airport property is leased to farmers as a buffer between the airport and residential uses.73

The airport was the first new major commercial airport west of the Mississippi built on a greenfield site since the opening of Kansas City Mid-Continent International Airport in 1956.
In its first year, a single terminal served five airlines and fewer than 1 million passengers, mostly to and from other California destinations. By 1990, 3.6 million passengers used the airport. In 1991, Southwest Airlines began service, and helped drive airport growth above anticipated levels. The 1990s were generally an era of fast growth for the entire region.

Sacramento International is one of the few airports where passenger numbers rebounded quickly after the September 2001 terror attacks. Together, Terminals A and B are designed to adequately serve 7.2 million passengers a year. In 2002 passenger totals hit 8.5 million, rising to 9.5 million in 2004 and 10.3 million in June 2006.

In June 2003, construction started on Sacramento International Airport’s first parking garage. At one point following the 2001 terrorist attacks, the project was on hold with worries that it would have to be modified to meet increased airport security requirements against a violent attack. Instead, the garage was expanded from five to six levels and opened in September 2004.

The economic impact of the airport has grown over time as well. A county study released in 2004 concluded that Sacramento International, together with two other airports operated by SCAS—Mather and Sacramento Executive—provided a $2.4 billion annual economic infusion to the local economy, more than twice as much as in 1989. The three airports were credited with creating 18,600 airport-related jobs, an increase from 10,000 in 1989.

Figure 12 shows the Sacramento International Airport vicinity.

**AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING**

**Airport Master Plan**

The last *Airport Master Plan*, for what was then known as Sacramento Metropolitan Airport, was adopted in 1976. A master plan update has been under way since the year 2000. According to the SCAS web site, the master plan process was interrupted by uncertainties about air traffic and security planning needs after the terrorist attacks of September 2001. A draft was completed and approved by the County Board of Supervisors in February 2004. The plan contains airfield, passenger terminal, landside, and access and circulation components to accommodate anticipated growth to 2020. Based on the forecast, demand is expected to grow to more than 16 million annual passengers by that year.

One of the most prominent elements of the *Sacramento International Airport Master Plan* is the addition of a third runway. Several alternatives were considered; the preferred alternative (Alternative 2, the Outboard West Runway) was selected based on environmental impacts, additional capacity for aircraft operations, and general cost effectiveness. The new runway, with a preliminary estimated cost of $94 million, would be 1,200 feet from the airport’s existing west runway and would give the airport enough capacity for the expected near-doubling in passenger traffic by 2020. The Sacramento Board of Supervisors had earlier
eliminated an eastside runway from consideration; although it could have allowed a longer runway with more independence from existing runways, the county would have to pay substantially more for the land, which is part of a planned industrial office park, Metro Air Park (discussed beginning on page 105).77

Other major improvements called for in the Draft Master Plan include:78

- expansion of the east runway to 11,000 feet to handle larger planes and flights to Europe;
- adding a second parking garage and a larger hotel;
- extending Elkhorn Boulevard as a secondary vehicular access into the airport;
- building a light rail station at the airport as part of an extension of the regional light rail system to the airport.
Chapter 6 of the Draft Master Plan presents the terminal facilities requirements (terminal building, aircraft parking, terminal roadways, vehicle parking) and summarizes the evaluation of alternatives and selection of the preferred terminal concept.

To accommodate the forecast activity, current Transportation Security Administration (TSA) screening requirements, and level of customer service standards, the plan states:

1. The terminal building area will need to more than double in size from 620,000 square feet to 1,450,000 square feet.
2. The needed number of gates for commercial aircraft will nearly double, from 26 to 47–50 gates.

More than 30 terminal concept alternatives were evaluated, with detailed refinement and analysis of six alternatives. After evaluating the master plan, Alternative E2 (a centralized terminal concept, flanked by parking garages, with a people mover to facilitate access to passenger gates at the periphery) was selected as the preferred concept. Alternative E2 was chosen because it would provide the shortest average walking distance (ticketing counter to gates), ease in way-finding, and desirable roadway and curbside redundancy.

The master plan update process was completed in August 2007 with the approval of the Final Master Plan by the County Board of Supervisors, together with the certification of the Final Environmental Impact Report and adoption of the mitigation and monitoring program.

**History of Land Use Issues in the Airport Vicinity**

**Noise**

As noted in the introduction to this case study, Sacramento International Airport has been relatively isolated from residential and other urban development. However, in the early 1990s, three homeowners sued the county as owner of the airport, claiming increased flight activity had lowered the property values of their Garden Highway homes a few miles south of the airport. The county ended up buying the houses, reportedly for almost $2 million, then demolishing them. Airport officials say they learned an important legal fact: even though the airport was there first, the airport can be sued if it expands or modifies its operations.79

In summer 2001, residents in the new Sundance Lake subdivision in North Natomas were filing complaints about jet noise, even though its proximity to Sacramento International Airport and overflight of planes was clearly disclosed when they bought the houses. The complaints indicated the potential conflict as the airport and Natomas Basin continue to grow. Even though aircraft noise is within legally permissible limits, it generates complaints from some new residents.

The California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook recommends against residential land use in areas where aircraft noise levels exceed 65 dB CNEL.80 Sacramento County has a more stringent standard around Sacramento International Airport, 60 dB CNEL.81 The Sundance Lake subdivision is somewhere in the 55–60 dB CNEL range.
In 2002, Sacramento City Planning Director Gary Stonehouse stated that housing developments under construction around El Centro and Del Paso Roads, about two miles east-southeast of Sacramento International’s eastern runway, are about as close to the airport as the city wants houses to get. He stated that the city is committed to protecting the airport and its surrounding open space. Another new residential development near the airport is The Shores, a “village” in Sacramento City situated northwest of Del Paso and El Centro roads (west of Interstate 5 near Arco Arena), 5 miles from Sacramento International Airport. Approximately 6,000 homes and apartments were approved in 1998. Most are now built and occupied.82

Despite concerns on the part of SCAS staff, Sacramento was moving forward in early 2006 with plans to develop high-density residential uses (the Greenbriar project) around a proposed light-rail station site just east of Metro Air Park, within the Airport Influence Area. The city indicated its intent to seek an override to the existing Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) to allow the development. While the project is outside the 60 dB CNEL, it is subject to military training overflights with single-event noise measurements in excess of 100 dB SEL.83

**Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan**

The Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) is the ALUC for all Sacramento County Airports: International, four general-aviation airports (Sacramento Executive, Rio Linda, Sunset Skyranch, and Elk Grove), and two converted Air Force bases (McClellan Airport and Mather Airport). SACOG has also been designated the ALUC in the other member counties of Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba.

The Sacramento International Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan—the legal keystone to implementing state and ALUC policies—has not been updated since 1994 and thus is outdated in many respects: it contains traffic forecasts only to the year 2000; that forecast was for 3.5 million passengers,84 well under half of current traffic levels. A new Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan will be developed upon completion of the Airport Master Plan environmental review.85

Through the master plan process, the SCAS is developing an intriguing and innovative approach to airport land use planning. Rather than using the standard 20-year forecast of growth, noise contours will be drawn based on what SCAS terms “theoretic capacity” of the airports that serve large jets. This capacity number—less than the FAA-defined Annual Service Volume, but more than the 20-year forecast—is intended to represent the maximum foreseeable traffic level at each airport, based on the relevant master plans. The “no new residential” policy within the 60 dB CNEL noise contours will be extended to all airports serving commercial passenger and cargo jets (International, Mather, and McClellan Airports).

Even more innovative is SCAS’s plan to define Airport Planning Policy Areas (APPAs), which will apply to areas where aircraft weighing more than 75,000 pounds regularly operate less than 3,000 feet above ground level. Draft maps of these APPAs were distributed in 2005. The APPAs for Sacramento International, Mather, and McClellan Airports extend well beyond the
60 dB CNEL contour, averaging about 25 miles by 10 miles at their longest and widest points. The intent is to require disclosure and an avigation easement for any new residential development within the APPA. The APPAs must be adopted by SACOG before becoming ALUC policy. However, the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors adopted the APPAs in April 2006, as they apply to land under the county jurisdiction. Figure 13 shows the draft proposed APPA for Sacramento International Airport. While most of the APPA is open space at present, the APPA boundary includes much of the Natomas Joint Vision urban growth area (discussed below). Figure 14 shows the considerable area covered by the proposed APPA boundaries for the three airports.

Role of Surrounding Jurisdictions

Three jurisdictions are responsible for land use planning and permitting near Sacramento International Airport. As noted earlier, Sacramento County owns the airport and has jurisdiction over lands in the immediate vicinity of the airport. The City of Sacramento and Sutter County are the two other jurisdictions with close proximity to Sacramento International Airport. The Sacramento City boundary is approximately two miles east of the airport and the southern boundary of Sutter County is less than two miles from the northern end of the runways.

Sacramento City–County Joint Planning for the Natomas Basin

Sacramento International Airport is located in a currently rural area known as the Natomas Basin. Industrial development is being planned by Sacramento County east of the airport as a driver for economic development (see the Metro Air Park discussion on page 105). Planned residential development is encroaching into the area to the east of the airport from Sacramento to the south and from Sutter County to the north as well. The area north of the city limits is currently designated for agricultural uses in both the County and City General Plans (Figure 15).

After years of arguments over which jurisdiction would be better suited to plan and develop the Natomas Basin, city and county staff announced a proposal in summer 2002 that called for opening about 10,000 acres of Natomas farmland for development while preserving another 10,000 acres as permanent buffer along the Sacramento River and around Sacramento International Airport.

The plan called for the city to annex territory north of its current Elkhorn Road boundary for development of homes and businesses, while sharing tax revenues with the county. In turn, the county would buy land for a permanent greenbelt along the Sacramento River and the Sutter County line as a shield from urban encroachment. The county would use development fees to buy up parcels to hold as open space in perpetuity. The agreement called for one acre of open space to be set aside for every acre developed in that corner of the county.

In December 2002, Sacramento County supervisors approved the conceptual agreement with the city of Sacramento, but discarded a controversial map that designated specific parcels as
Figure 13  Draft Sacramento International Airport Planning Policy Area Map
Figure 14 Draft Composite Regional Airport Planning Policy Area Map
Source: Sacramento County Airport System, September, 2005
Figure 15  1993 City General Plan and Airport Influence Area


open space. Besides discarding the map, the board eliminated a mile-wide no-development buffer zone paralleling the Sacramento River, generally along Lone Tree and El Centro roads.\textsuperscript{89} In other words, the specific location of open space parcels will be determined as the plan is refined.

County Supervisor Roger Dickinson stated that the agreement accomplished the county's goal of protecting the airport from houses built in its flight path.\textsuperscript{90} It also provides a buffer of open land between Sacramento County and a planned industrial park in southern Sutter County.

Sacramento City Manager Bob Thomas said the city-county agreement offers a well-defined plan for controlled development. Such a plan should help planners and policymakers resist the constant pressure for piecemeal project approvals from developers. However, most environmental groups oppose any development north of the current city limits, which was a no-growth district in the county's 1993 general plan.\textsuperscript{91}

The Joint Vision planning area comprises approximately 25,000 acres located in unincorporated Natomas, as shown in Figure 16. In September 2004, City Council consideration of certification of the Joint Vision FEIR and approval of the proposed amendments was anticipated to occur in the near future.\textsuperscript{92} However, the Joint Vision planning process was still underway in 2007.

The Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the Natomas Joint Vision EIR states the following:

The Sacramento City Council and the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors adopted principles regarding land use and revenue sharing asserted in the Memorandum of Understanding and Joint City and County Natomas Vision in December 2002. The County and the City have mutual policy and economic interests in accommodating limited long-term development while securing permanent preservation of open space within that area of the County known as Natomas. The area is currently designated Agriculture/Open Space in the Sacramento County General Plan and no new land uses are proposed at this time. The proposed policies are intended to promote agriculture viability, permanent open space and habitat conservation, Sacramento International Airport protection, and long-term development consistent with the city's Smart Growth principles.\textsuperscript{93}

\textit{City of Sacramento General Plan Amendment for the Natomas Joint Vision}

The North Natomas area is planned to house 60,000 people, with build-out originally expected around 2030. However, by early 2006, thousands of homes had already been constructed along with a growing number of office developments.\textsuperscript{94} The pending \textit{City General Plan Amendment} for the Natomas Joint Vision project includes the following Guiding Policies.\textsuperscript{95} These planning policies are established for the planning areas depicted on the proposed General Plan Amendment Map (Figure 16).
Figure 16 City of Sacramento Natomas Joint Vision
a. The Planning Area includes land outside the city’s boundary that bears relation to the city’s planning activities and where interagency cooperation can resolve planning conflicts. The planning area covers the portion of the Natomas Basin in Sutter County adjacent to the county line and the unincorporated Natomas area of Sacramento County where the city has an interest in joint planning programs to address habitat conservation and open-space objectives.

b. The Area of Concern is the area that requires active cooperation and coordination among the city, county, and other jurisdictions in those unincorporated areas that bear a direct relationship to the city’s long-range planning efforts. The Area of Concern includes the open space/agricultural mitigation area for the Natomas Joint Vision.

c. The Urban Reserve is the area outside of the city’s Sphere of Influence in which future development and extension of municipal services are contemplated but not imminent.

d. The Community Separator is the open space area used for creating community form and image, a sense of place, which provides clear separation between communities, defines the transition between urban and rural uses, and provides gateways that define entrances to the city. A Greenbelt is proposed north of Elverta Road separating Sutter County and the city’s Urban Reserve area.

The NOP for the Natomas Joint Vision General Plan Amendment also calls for the city to work with the Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) and Sacramento County, in phases, to revise the Sphere of Influence (SOI) to include the Urban Reserve to the east of Sacramento International Airport. The NOP Guiding Policies explicitly call for development to be consistent with smart growth principles. In particular, it states that permanent open space buffers will be used to delimit urban development and preserve sensitive habitat. Regarding urban form, the NOP calls for an integrated mix of land uses and includes compact development served by a balanced transportation system. Development is to be preceded by a comprehensive land use plan for the affected area. This comprehensive planning process is defined to include prezoning, infrastructure finance, adequate open space, and habitat preservation. These plan elements are typically covered by in a Specific Plan. The overall goal for the areas to be annexed is creation of a “whole and complete, mixed-use community.”96

Airport Protection Provisions

The NOP for the Natomas Joint Vision General Plan Amendment also contains four goals with supporting actions related to the protection of Sacramento International Airport:97

a. Protect Future Airport Operations. Plan land uses in Natomas in a manner that will protect Sacramento International Airport from complaints originating from encroaching uses that might eventually limit its operation or future expansion.

b. Coordinate Long-Range Land Use Planning. The various affected jurisdictions will coordinate planning efforts to ensure the continued viable operations and expansion of Sacramento International Airport.
c. **Maintain Airport Safety Related to Habitat.** Avoid compromising airplane safety when establishing open space by keeping waterfowl habitat at safe distances from the airport.

d. **Implementation.** A multijurisdictional Airport Master Plan will protect the airport by preserving open space around it and keeping noise-sensitive development and waterfowl attractors in relatively distant areas. An emphasis on open space will also lend permanence to any buffers that are established.

Based on the NOP, the Natomas Joint Vision appears to be aimed at producing smart growth that safeguards airport operations. More detailed planning for the area has continued into 2007. In late 2005, Sacramento City Principal Planner Steve Peterson stated that the plan was taking longer than originally anticipated, and new workshops to further plan the city’s Urban Reserve Area were scheduled for March 2006; however, these did not occur until April 2007.98

**Metro Air Park (Sacramento County)**

In 2004, after years of planning, the 1,900-acre Metro Air Park just east of the airport appeared ready to go into development, with business facilities designed to provide jobs for approximately 38,000 people. Gerry N. Kamilos, project manager for the air park, told the *Sacramento Business Times* that the 20 million square feet of space will include 11 million square feet of light manufacturing space, five million square feet of office space, and four million square feet of research and development facilities. The park will be north of Elkhorn Road between Lone Tree Road on the east and Power Line Road on the west. Restaurants and approximately 955 hotel rooms are planned for development someday near Interstate 5, just south of Sacramento International Airport. A freeway interchange also is planned.99 The land has been designated for industrial use since 1968. Planning for Metro Air Park as a mixed-use business park began in the 1980s.100

County officials are interested in the fiscal windfall such a level of development would result in, since the county has seen its tax revenue drop sharply as previously unincorporated areas such as Elk Grove and Rancho Cordova have incorporated as cities. Metro Air Park and the redevelopment of the former McClellan Air Force Base into the McClellan Park business park will be important sources of revenue to support future government operations.101

In February 2004, the planned mixed-use business park cleared a major legal hurdle when U.S. District Judge David F. Levi tossed out an environmental challenge, ruling that the Habitat Conservation Plan adequately protects two threatened species, the giant garter snake and the Swainson’s hawk.102

In September 2005, a tentative deal was reportedly in the works in which Chinese buyers would purchase the still unbuilt Metro Air Park in North Natomas for more than $900 million.103 A trade center showcasing Chinese goods would anchor the air park, and airport access to both International and McClellan Airports was reportedly a primary attraction.104 In July 2006, it was reported that the deal was officially dead.105
Sutter County Development Plans

For more than a decade, development proposals have been made on large parcels of land in Sutter County that are within a few miles of Sacramento International Airport. Environmental concerns have stopped previous plans in the area. Voters turned down a Sutter Bay “new town” proposal in the early 1990s.106

In May 2003, the city of Sacramento and Sutter County completed a Habitat Conservation Plan to protect the Natomas basin’s endangered species.107 This plan enabled developers in south Sutter County to proceed with some ambitious plans. According to Bob Shattuck, a spokesman for Lennar Communities, the south Sutter land holdings of his firm and two other developers combined, could hold the following:108

- 17,500 homes on 2,900 acres. By comparison, the city of Sacramento’s 9,038-acre North Natomas community plan (discussed above) allows approximately 33,000 homes on 3,160 acres.
- Approximately 70 million square feet of warehousing, high-tech space, along with a small amount of office space on 3,600 acres. By comparison, North Natomas is designated for 17 million square feet of office and high-tech space, and Metro Air Park, just east of the airport, is zoned for 20 million square feet of industrial and office space.
- Support services such as stores, schools, libraries, conference facilities, roads, and parks, on 1,000 acres.
- Potentially 70,000 jobs in the commercial space.

In response to requests from developers, the Sutter County Board of Supervisors placed an advisory measure on the November 2004 ballot. The ballot language asked whether voters would approve planning for development if the area included at least 3,600 acres of industrial and business parks; at least 1,000 acres for schools, parks, “retail areas and other community facilities”; and no more than 2,900 acres for housing, for an estimated population of 39,000 people.109

Despite opposition and lawsuit threats from the Sierra Club’s Motherlode Chapter, the Environmental Council of Sacramento, and Friends of the Swainson’s Hawk,110 on November 2, 2004, Measure M was approved with 59 percent of the voters voting for the measure. On August 30, 2005, the Board of Supervisors held a study session with the Measure M developer group, at which plans for development of the Measure M area consistent with the list of land uses described above were presented. Generally, the Sutter development plans would place industrial development in the areas closest to the airport.111

According to Sutter County Senior Planner Doug Libby, until a site plan was presented with a General Plan Amendment application, it would be premature to enter discussions with SACOG in its capacity as the ALUC. Such discussions were expected to occur in the subsequent months, as specific development plans were presented, reviewed, and refined.113

The Measure M Group submitted a General Plan Amendment application in January 2006 that was accepted by the County Board of Supervisors later than month and a Specific Plan...
application for a development called Sutter Pointe in July 2006. County staff reviewed the proposed Sutter Pointe Specific Plan and issued a Notice of Preparation for a Draft Environmental Impact Report in March 2007.113

POTENTIAL ROLE AND IMPACT OF SMART GROWTH

Smart growth practices such as high-density, mixed-use, and transit-oriented development is integral to the large-scale planning in both Sacramento city and county that will govern the development approaching Sacramento International from the south and east. These plans include provisions to protect Sacramento International.

Questions remain: Will the densities and balanced land use mixture of these long-range (and not fully articulated) plans be maintained? Will the Airport Influence Area remain uncompromised? Many smart growth advocates would argue that a high-capacity rail (or other high-capacity transit) line could provide a focal point and incentive for smart growth implementation. A strong regional plan can also enhance the realization of smart growth planning. In both regards, the prospects for smart growth around Sacramento International Airport appear promising.

Even so, there may be conflicts, as was noted in the “Noise” section on page 96 regarding the Greenbriar development just east of Metro Air Park. Here the city plans to encourage the development of high-density residential uses around a proposed rail station that is within the Airport Influence Area. The city was planning to seek to override the existing CLUP to allow the development, despite the objections of SCAS staff.

Airport Transportation Projects: Potential Catalysts for Smart Growth

In July 1997, Yolobus #42—the first public bus line linking Sacramento International Airport to both downtown Sacramento and Davis—began as a two-year experiment. Civic leaders and transit officials hailed the long-awaited launch after more than two decades of studies and debate. For planners, the two-county, four-city service is proof that critical issues such as traffic and air quality can be successfully addressed with a regional approach. Until Route 42’s debut, Sacramento International Airport was the last major airport in the state without a public transit link. Two buses leave the airport every hour. One makes a 13-stop loop through downtown Sacramento, West Sacramento, Davis, and Woodland, and then returns to the airport; the other goes in the opposite direction. Service is offered from about 5 a.m. to 10 p.m.114

After just six months of service, ridership of the YoloBus to Sacramento International Airport had grown beyond what even the most optimistic supporters predicted. In August, the route’s first full month of service, 2,781 people rode it just to the airport; transportation planners had not expected 2,700 riders until at least the new service’s seventh month of operation.115

In July 2000, SACOG board members approved a plan that would bring light-rail service to Sacramento International Airport. The plan calls for expanding the Sacramento Regional
Transit District (RT) light-rail line 11.7 miles from downtown Sacramento, through the rapidly growing Natomas area that is already within Sacramento’s city limits, and finally to the airport. Preliminary plans called for 12 stops at a total cost of $430 million. Before the line is built, however, RT must secure funding, select a precise route, and purchase the right-of-way between downtown and the airport. The growth north of Sacramento and increased bus ridership to the airport pushed the route to the top of SACOG’s list of potential projects. Yolobus transported 47,179 riders in May 2000, a 30 percent increase from May 1998.\textsuperscript{116}

In December 2003, the Sacramento Regional Transit District Board of Directors selected a locally preferred alternative (LPA) for the Downtown-Natomas-Airport (DNA) Corridor that uses Truxel Road as the preferred alignment and light-rail transit (LRT) as the preferred technology. The selection of the LPA was followed by the preparation and public circulation of a \textit{Draft Environmental Impact Statement and Report} (EIS/R), leading to the next phases of the federal funding process: preliminary engineering and final design. Environmental studies were expected to take two years, and construction was expected to take another three years. In early 2004, RT officials hoped trains would start running on the DNA line by 2012.\textsuperscript{117} The Draft EIS/R was submitted to the Federal Transit Administration in September 2006 with the expectation that it would be released for public review and comment in June 2007. However, as of September 2007, this had not occurred.

Mike Wiley, assistant general manager for transit systems development at Sacramento Regional Transit, has noted that the light-rail line to Sacramento International Airport would include service to the fast-growing Natomas area, and that developers are setting aside money to help pay for stations integral to the subdivision’s design. The 12-mile airport line would start at the downtown transportation center and include crossings over the American River, Interstate 80, and Highway 99.\textsuperscript{118}

As stated on the DNA project web site,\textsuperscript{119} the \textit{Downtown/Natomas/Airport Alternative Analysis} and \textit{Draft Environmental Impact Report and Study} are based on goals and objectives that will

- improve corridor mobility
- promote patterns of smart growth
- find cost-effective solutions for transportation problems in the corridor
- minimize community and environmental impacts
- provide solutions that are consistent with other planning efforts
- have strong community support

Community support is generally considered strong: voters passed a bond issue in November 2004 that funds a preliminary spending plan that includes money to help build the first phase of a light-rail line from downtown to Sacramento International Airport. (Sacramento Regional Transit General Manager Beverly Scott has expressed concerns that it does not provide RT with money to run the new line).\textsuperscript{120} Figure 17 shows the locally preferred proposed alternative for the DNA line.
Figure 17 Locally Preferred Alternative for the Downtown Natomas Airport Line
The extension of the light-rail line to the airport will provide focal points that the city intends to develop as nodes of higher density, mixed use—that is, smart growth. The expansion of high-quality, high-capacity transit in the corridor improves the prospects for smart growth projects that are complementary to Sacramento International Airport in that they will focus higher-density development away from the immediate airport environs. Experience to date (and the SCAS’s APPA boundaries) suggest that there may still be noise complaints from some of the tens of thousands of residents of the Natomas Basin. In this case, smart growth may still provide a benefit; it is possible that residents of higher-density and mixed-use projects may be less disturbed by aircraft noise compared to residents of lower-density residential-only subdivisions.

Sacramento Blueprint Project

The *Sacramento Region Blueprint* is a three-year growth-visioning study designed to illustrate the effects of land use decisions on the region’s transportation and air-quality problems. Failure to meet federal air quality standards could mean losing federal transportation funding. SACOG and its civic partner, Valley Vision, jointly led the *Blueprint* study. The study was built upon a set of seven smart growth principles:

1. Housing choice and diversity
2. Use of existing assets (reinvestment in existing buildings and infrastructure)
3. Compact development
4. Natural resources conservation
5. Design for quality (design factors influencing the attractiveness of living in a compact development and facilitating bicycle or pedestrian access to neighborhood services)
6. Mixed-use developments
7. Providing transportation choices

The *Blueprint* process included dozens of community meetings held in all parts of the region, plus two regionwide forums that brought together residents, community and business leaders, elected officials, environmental groups, and developers. Interactive computer models used at the meetings showed participants what the region might look like in 2050 under four different growth scenarios.

The SACOG Board of Directors adopted a Preferred Blueprint Scenario in December 2004. The Preferred Scenario promotes compact, mixed-use development and more transit choices as an alternative to a Base Case Scenario, which models a continuation of current low-density growth patterns. A series of maps and models illustrate how the preferred scenario achieves better performance than the base case, using criteria based on smart-growth principles.

The Preferred Blueprint Scenario is the basis of SACOG’s 2006 *Metropolitan Transportation Plan*, the long-range transportation plan for the six-county region that channels federal and state transportation spending. SACOG is also developing a *Blueprint*-based land use map in collaboration with local jurisdictions for use in developing the draft metropolitan planning.
transportation plan for 2035 that was scheduled to be released in late 2007. The Blueprint is intended to serve as a framework to guide local government land use and transportation planning through 2050. However, the Blueprint does not take freight transportation into account.121

To implement the Blueprint framework, SACOG plans to do the following:

- provide incentives for capital and planning projects consistent with the Blueprint
- provide technical assistance to local communities and developers
- develop model codes, street design guidelines, tutorials for using the modeling software developed as part of the study, and other best planning and development practices
- develop a benchmarking system for tracking the region’s growth pattern

As shown in Table 3, the Blueprint’s preferred alternative for the Airport-Airpark and North Natomas planning areas indicates a substantial reduction in housing for the former area (closer to the airport), and a substantial increase in housing in the latter (further from the airport) compared to the Base Case Scenario.

### Table 3  Comparison of Base Case vs. Blueprint Preferred Scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Base Case</th>
<th>Draft Preferred Blueprint Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Airport-Airpark</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth in Jobs: 2000-2050</td>
<td>22,582</td>
<td>18,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth in Housing Units: 2000-2050</td>
<td>5,087</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>North Natomas</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth in Jobs: 2000-2050</td>
<td>10,846</td>
<td>8,868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth in Housing Units: 2000-2050</td>
<td>25,858</td>
<td>41,437</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [www.sacregionblueprint.org/sacregionblueprint/the_project/discussion_draft_preferred_scenario.cfm](http://www.sacregionblueprint.org/sacregionblueprint/the_project/discussion_draft_preferred_scenario.cfm).

### EFFECTIVENESS OF AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING PROCESS

The Sacramento region represents an ideal institutional arrangement from the perspective of airport land use planning, with a single agency (the county) owning and managing the major airports in the region as a system, and the ALUC duties handled by the regional planning agency, the Sacramento Area Council of Governments, which has responsibilities for both comprehensive transportation planning and comprehensive land use planning coordination.

As of 2007, the ALUC is in the process of revising the CLUP, which will go beyond the minimum requirements in that it will consider airport activity levels at build-out of each airport and examine impacts beyond the 65 dB CNEL contour.

According to the ALUC planner, SACOG’s Blueprint process offers a tool to better model trade-offs between smart growth goals and airport protection. The SCAS policy of planning for theoretic capacity, the maximum foreseeable traffic level at each airport based on the relevant
Master Plans, is worthy of emulation, as is their designation of Airport Planning Policy Areas (APPA), defined by locations where aircraft regularly operate under 3,000 feet above ground level, although this amounts to a large proportion of the region. Real estate disclosure requirements and requiring avigation agreements for residential development over such a large area might dilute potential negative associations with such disclosures and agreements.

According to the *City and County Natomas Joint Vision Plan*, virtually all new homes will be outside the 60 dB CNEL contour, but based on prior experience some will be close enough to be affected by, and to result in complaints about, airport noise.

The extension of Sacramento’s light rail system to Sacramento International Airport within a decade will create nodes for transit oriented development, focal points that are intended to help ensure the realization of smart-growth policies in the North Natomas area. Although the planned light-rail line will mainly serve areas within the city of Sacramento now, it will create a transit spine that can be extended to elsewhere in the Natomas Basin. Potential transit nodes will likely be zoned for higher density and mixed use. Such nodes will accommodate more development per acre, which may help relieve development pressure on parcels closer to the airport. On the other hand, it may just allow more development overall.

**SUMMARY**

Since its founding in 1967, Sacramento International Airport has been well protected by its 5,500 acres and agricultural buffers. It now faces unprecedented new challenges as tens of thousands of homes and jobs begin to develop in the surrounding area in a few years time.

Both Sacramento city and county have adopted smart-growth policies that respect the CLUP. Planned development around Sacramento International Airport appears fundamentally sound, featuring airport-related employment nearby, with housing at a suitable distance. It should be noted that as of 2007 the nature of the major employment center, Metro Air Park to the east of the airport, was still somewhat fluid, and is likely to remain so until some major tenants are signed.

The *Sacramento Blueprint Project*—which explicitly aims to do regional smart-growth planning—represents a potentially promising approach for trading off impacts of overflight (and the positive and negative externalities of airports in general) with other community, economic, and environmental factors and values. The *Blueprint* process has included dozens of community meetings in all parts of the region, plus two regionwide forums that brought together residents, community and business leaders, elected officials, environmental groups, and developers. Interactive computer models are used at the meetings to show participants in real time the impacts of different growth scenarios.

The *Blueprint* planning process may be useful in resolving issues as the city of Sacramento, Sacramento County, and Sutter County implement their large-scale plans. Unbuilt areas, planned for urbanization, still surround Sacramento International Airport. Although the
county’s plans for an airport-oriented business center at Metro Air Park and the city and county’s Natomas Joint Vision plans are promising, they are still evolving. As of mid-2007, the former is still without major tenants, and detailed planning for the latter will not occur until the General Plan Amendment is completed, which was still some time off. Smart-growth planning that acknowledges the importance of the airport appears, on paper, to accommodate substantial growth while keeping residential development beyond the 60 dB CNEL contour. Strong regional planning initiatives, exemplified by the *Blueprint* process, and near-term plans to extend the regional light rail system to the airport, increase the prospects for smart growth plans to be realized. The airport vicinity is entering a period of significant growth from three neighboring jurisdictions. The efficacy and robustness of the planning for Sacramento International Airport’s surroundings will soon be tested.
APPENDIX B
CASE STUDY—MATHER AIRPORT

Mather Airport (MHR), Sacramento County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport location</th>
<th>Sacramento County</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport size</td>
<td>2,875 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of facility</td>
<td>Cargo and general aviation, no scheduled passenger flights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of airport activity</td>
<td>59,000 metric tons of cargo, 86,000 aircraft operations (16,000 by cargo aircraft) in 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curfew</td>
<td>None, 24-hour operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent ALUCP</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Most recent Airport Master Plan**
- Draft completed February 2004, work on the environmental review resumed in June 2007
- Will be first Master Plan since military base conversion

Nearby cities (population 1/1/06)
- Rancho Cordova: 56,400; Folsom: 69,500; El Dorado Hills (unincorporated): 35,300

Types of land use/airport conflicts
- Residential, office, and industrial uses in Rancho Cordova have not caused much conflict
- Residents in nearby Folsom and El Dorado Hills (at a higher elevation) are most affected by noise and make many complaints

Major issues
- Extensive residential development has increased the number of residents exposed to noise since 1995
- City of Folsom is threatening legal action if nighttime flights are not limited
- Areas near the airport are developing quickly with a variety of uses

Approaches to solving airport/community conflicts
- Land use planning based on “theoretic capacity” of airports
- “No new residential” policy within 60 dB CNEL noise contours
- Encouragement of use of instrument approach for night operations to reduce noise impacts

Stakeholder groups
- Mather Airport Aircraft Overflight Noise Group

Integration with smart growth policies
- Rancho Cordova is attempting to implement smart growth policies to curb further sprawl and create a walking, biking, and transit-friendly environment
- In particular, connecting residential to commercial uses and to the airport, and connecting to transit are seen as big challenges

ALUC agency
- Sacramento Council of Governments (SACOG), MPO

ALUC staff contact name
- Greg Chew

ALUC staff contact phone
- (916) 340-6227

ALUC staff contact e-mail
- gchew@sacog.org

INTRODUCTION

Mather Airport is located approximately 12 miles east of downtown Sacramento in unincorporated Sacramento County, as shown on Figure 18. Mather Air Force Base closed in the fall of 1993. On March 28, 1995, the Air Force and Sacramento County signed a lease agreement, enabling commercial development of the 2,875-acre airport under county
auspices. Mather Airport was reopened in May 1995 as a civilian airport. Since then, air cargo operations have grown steadily. The airport generated $143 million in business sales in 1999, and 1,300 jobs were created in its first five years.\footnote{122}

Thus, Mather is an important economic asset for Sacramento County, which operates the facility. Mather is attractive to air cargo carriers because it offers plentiful space for the construction of new facilities. The airport also offers a full-service fixed-base operator (FBO), 24-hour air traffic control, and one of the longest runways in California: 11,300 feet long and capable of handling fully loaded wide-body aircraft.

A 24-hour-a-day control tower began operating at Mather Airport in July 2000. (The Air Force control tower at Mather Airport was retired with the base.) At the time, there were about 50,000 operations a year at Mather. The control tower and subsequent air traffic control improvements allow for procedures and regulations to better deal with flight levels, approaches, and departures of concern to residents in the area.\footnote{123}
Sacramento County’s website in September 2005 reported that various buildings at Mather Airport were available for lease, including 31,217 square feet of office space; 26,600 square feet of hangar/shop/office space; 81,000 square feet of warehouse space; and a 17,600-square-foot rampside air cargo sort facility. The website also reported that more than 200 acres of land were available for new construction at the airport. The county was actively seeking new carriers and landside businesses for Mather.124

The Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) has been designated the ALUC for Mather as well as other Sacramento County Airports, which include Sacramento International, Sacramento Executive, Rio Linda, Sunset Sky ranch, and Elk Grove Airports, and another converted Air Force base, McClellan Airport. SACOG has also been designated the ALUC in other member counties of Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba.

AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING

Mather Air Force Base had a 60,000-acre buffer zone between the airfield and residential development; the county has reduced the buffer zone to 12,000 acres.125 The vast acreage of the former base serves many purposes, and its users have different perspectives on and visions for its future. From an environmental standpoint, the former base contains numerous vernal pools vital to the life cycle of many plants and animals. Potential residents of the new subdivisions on and near the former base value the area’s relatively affordable housing and its proximity to booming job centers along the Highway 50 corridor. However, land use conflicts are developing as Mather and its environs grow.126

Environmentalists criticize the county for considering development—including a new runway—that could harm the vernal pools. The Caltrans Division of Aeronautics opposed several school sites inside Zinfandel Village, a new subdivision next to Mather; however, the school district ultimately was granted a site. Caltrans also has warned that any expansion at the airport could jeopardize the safety of the Sacramento City Unified School District’s new Rosemont High School, which opened in September 2004. Finally and most notably, the conversion and expansion of the airport has created controversy over noise.

Residents to the east have complained frequently and vigorously about noise from aircraft.127 Most complaints have come from those on the approach path for cargo jets landing at night. Many complaints originate in El Dorado Hills and Folsom, more than 5 miles away; many residents moved into their homes during the years Mather sat relatively idle. In an ironic contrast, residents of subdivisions directly adjacent to the airport (for example, Independence at Mather and Zinfandel Village) seem to accept the planes.128

Airport Master Plan

In February 2004, the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors adopted a draft Airport Master Plan that included lengthening the secondary runway, currently useful only to general aviation, from 6,040 feet to no more than 7,200 feet. County airport officials wanted an option
to extend the runway to 8,500-feet in the future. The expansion of the secondary runway would be used as backup for cargo planes if the main landing strip were unavailable because of an emergency or repairs.

According to Rob Leonard, assistant director of the Sacramento County Airport System, the backup runway is not required to serve expected demand, nor is it intended to increase capacity. The Master Plan forecasts that air cargo flights will increase from the estimated 2003 level of 4,158 to 10,600 (base forecast) to possibly 15,300 (high forecast) per year. The environmental review on the plan was still incomplete in late 2005, in part because of a threatened lawsuit by nearby Folsom over noise issues.

Folsom’s mayor and other critics of the runway expansion believed that it would create more cargo capacity at the airport that would likely be filled. At the public hearings on the Master Plan, more than 20 individuals argued that noise from large cargo planes should be reduced before the second runway is expanded. Noise is being addressed in the environmental analysis. Work on the environmental review resumed in June 2007.

History of Land Use Issues Around Mather Airport

Mather Airport’s redevelopment has been led by the county of Sacramento, which retains jurisdiction over the airport grounds. It is also adjacent to the city of Rancho Cordova, incorporated in June 2003, and rapidly growing. The general plans of these two jurisdictions are discussed beginning on page 126. This section discusses individual projects, specific plans, and area plans, all of which began under county auspices, although many may ultimately be developed under the jurisdiction of Rancho Cordova.

Even before its incorporation, Rancho Cordova was one of three major employment centers in the region (Downtown Sacramento and Roseville are the others). In the 1950s, Mather Air Force Base and the nearby rocket engine testing and manufacturing facility of the Aerojet Company changed Rancho Cordova from a farming community to an industrial suburb. About 65,000 people work in Rancho Cordova, giving it about 10,000 more jobs than residents.

Employment Projects Near Mather

In late 1999, Sacramento County used $8 million in federal grant money to transform the part of the base that has been renamed the Mather Commerce Center from a military base appearance to that of a traditional business park. More than 20 buildings were razed to accommodate the change.

In August 2002, Sutter Health announced plans to employ about 450 employees at a new complex at Mather Airport. Sutter signed a 10-year lease for a 95,597-square-foot building developed by Jackson Properties, Inc., on Schriever Avenue at the old Air Force base. Sutter already had 600 employees, in about 86,000 square feet next door in the renovated base commissary. The developer who worked with Sutter planned to develop another 240,000 square feet of office space for other tenants across the street.
In late 2003, work began on a new 95,000-square-foot office complex near the entrance of the former Air Force base. Preliminary work was under way for a retail complex to house several small restaurants in the same area. Mather, which already had about 500,000 square feet of government and private sector tenants, was adding 74,000 square feet in August 2003 when the Sacramento County Office of Education occupied its new high-tech building there. In addition, three local developers were in escrow to buy several large parcels at the park for future office projects.\textsuperscript{135}

In June 2003, the Sacramento Veterans Administration Medical Center at Mather Field opened a 133,000-square-foot building. The U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs had already taken ownership of Mather Community Hospital in July 1998 and opened the first in-patient tower in February 1999. The new tower’s 16,000 square feet of research laboratories are jointly operated with the University of California, Davis.\textsuperscript{136}

### Residential Development Near Mather

After taking over the base in 1995, Sacramento County pursued residential development plans for parts of the base. Independence at Mather is a major public-private project in which 1,271 military housing units were demolished, to be replaced with a similar number of new homes by the end of 2005. Seven years were required for the federal government, Sacramento County, and the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency (SHRA) to develop the project. Officials initially planned to refurbish the cluster of frame homes, but it became apparent the houses could not be saved. SHRA negotiated a commitment from the housing developer Kaufman \& Broad that 33 percent (383) of Mather’s new homes would be sold to low- and moderate-income families and individuals.\textsuperscript{137} Two schools that operated on the site, Mather Heights Elementary and Kitty Hawk, were subsequently closed.\textsuperscript{138}

Sacramento County Supervisors gave preliminary approval in April 2000 to the Villages at Zinfandel, a subdivision just outside the base’s borders. At that time, County Supervisor Illa Collin said the need for a second runway or a longer runway was not raised during the original discussions about whether Mather should be used as a cargo airport. “We promised all the people around Mather that we would operate a constrained airport,” Collin said. “They bought into the idea of keeping Mather as an airport based on the promises of the Board that we would support upscale housing and new schools.”\textsuperscript{139} The Zinfandel project, being built by Elliott Homes, Inc., is seen as an important addition to Rancho Cordova’s housing market, particularly for move-up buyers, looking to move to larger homes near their jobs along the U.S. 50 corridor.\textsuperscript{140}

The supervisors’ 4–1 vote in favor of the Zinfandel project came after Elliott Homes agreed not to build in the southern part of the mixed-use (housing, office, and retail) development near Mather for 18 months while the county considered expanding the general-aviation runway as a backup to the main runway, which is used by cargo planes. The board’s action allowed Elliott to begin building 587 single-family homes in three “villages” in the 823-acre
community, which was planned to include a mix of residential, office, retail, and recreation spaces.

Elliott agreed to delay development of 92 acres, including 192 single-family homes, 153 apartments and almost 500,000 square feet of retail and office space. The idle area would lie within the approach and departure zone of Mather’s general aviation runway if the 6,040-foot airstrip were upgraded to accommodate heavy cargo jets, as envisaged in the Airport Master Plan.\(^{141}\)

**Villages at Zinfandel School Site**

In January 2003, Sacramento County supervisors approved key traffic changes for the general aviation runway at Mather Airport to help clear the way for a proposed elementary school in the Villages of Zinfandel. The changes shifted small aircraft that land on the runway about 3,000 feet east, over a light industrial area along Sunrise Boulevard. The “non-standard approach pattern,” which was approved by the FAA, increased the former 1,100-foot traffic altitude to 1,300 feet for light general aviation planes and 1,800 feet for larger corporate planes.\(^{142}\) This boosted plans by the Folsom Cordova Unified School District to open an elementary school for the Villages of Zinfandel. Citing noise and safety concerns, the state Department of Transportation had objected to several campus sites proposed from 2000 to 2003 in the new Rancho Cordova subdivision.\(^{143}\) The Folsom Cordova school district and developer ultimately prevailed. The school was under construction in the summer of 2005, with a planned opening date of August 2006, and named Navigator Elementary in honor of the navigation training mission of Mather Air Force Base, whose air traffic control tower is visible from the school site.\(^{144}\)

**Mather Specific Plan**

In 1995, the Board of Supervisors initiated a specific plan for what was then termed Mather Field. The *Mather Specific Plan* was initiated to provide guidance in the evolution of Mather Field from military to civilian uses. The purpose of the specific plan was to implement previous planning efforts by identifying a clear land use framework with associated clear and specific requirements for private and public development within Mather Field.

The *Mather Specific Plan* establishes the location, intensity, and character of land uses; the circulation pattern and necessary infrastructure improvements to support development; the location and general configuration of parks, open space, and community facilities necessary to support new development and contribute to the quality and livability of the region as a whole; and the implementing actions required to realize the plan’s objectives. On May 7, 1997, the board adopted a “Community Plan Amendment” for Mather Field and a *Specific Plan*, including text, policies, permitted uses, development standards, and design guidelines.

Soon after it was adopted, county officials realized a planned regional park impinged on prime vernal pool territory that environmentalists wanted preserved. Consequently, in 2004 Sacramento County planners were in the process of drawing up a new blueprint for much of
the former Mather Air Force Base that included a 1,053-acre vernal pool reserve. As envisioned by county planners, the plan also would allow some development on a portion of Mather designated for a regional park. In return, developers would be required to pay for planned park and sports facilities. The northern portion of Mather contains the airport and the Mather Commerce Center business park, but the southern part remains largely open.145

Also in 2004, Sacramento County Economic Development Director Paul Hahn announced new provisional plans for the 4,000 acres of Mather Field south of Mather Airport, an area significantly larger than Sacramento’s central business district. The draft plan entailed 525 acres for park facilities and another 485 acres east of Eagles Nest Road for a combination of parks and development. By allowing some development on the 485-acre parks property, Hahn said, the county could generate fees to fund an “Olympic village” training facility with a pool, running track, and tennis courts. These would serve the new neighborhoods developing around Mather.

Hahn stated that the development needed to be something other than single-family homes, “something special and unique, maybe some kind of townhouses or a university village.” Such a development could serve students and staff at a private university campus being planned to the immediate southeast of Mather Field.146

Sunrise Douglas Community Plan

In May 1999, the Sacramento County’s Cosumnes Community Planning Advisory Council recommended approval of the 6,042-acre Sunrise Douglas Community Plan—which had been under discussion since 1987—and the Sun Ridge Specific Plan. The proposals could include 22,503 homes in the project area bounded by Grant Line and Jackson Roads, Sunrise and Kiefer Boulevards, near the Aerojet facility, Mather Airport, the Sacramento County landfill, and the Sacramento Rendering Plant. Sacramento County Supervisors have long contemplated home construction in the Sunrise Douglas Community Plan area, east of Sunrise Boulevard. In 1993, the supervisors initiated the Sunrise Douglas Community Plan. Sun Ridge is a 2,632-acre specific plan area within the Sunrise Douglas Community Plan. Buildout is expected to take 50 years.147

The council suggested that property owners inside the Sunrise Douglas Community Plan area should grant the county an easement in the form of an acknowledgment that they are near a runway. In addition, those selling homes in the Community Plan area would have to inform buyers of the noise potential, although the project is several miles southeast of Mather Field.148

The Rio Del Oro planned development lies within the Sunrise Douglas Community Plan area, at the southwest corner of the Aerojet property near Sunrise Boulevard and White Rock Road. Aerojet’s real estate director Terry Griffin said that the company initially filed an application with Sacramento County to develop about 3,700 acres. An update to the application in late 2001 predicted that about 11,300 homes would be built on the full 3,700-acre site. Elliott Homes, Inc., purchased 1,100 acres for a residential project. The remaining 2,600 acres is
directly to the east of the Elliott site, but vernal pools and wetlands will limit development; these must be preserved. The larger acreage cannot be developed until Elliott completes its project on the 1,100 acres. Residential units will not be allowed under Mather Airport’s flight path.149

Planning for the Sunrise Douglas Community area will go forward under the auspices of Rancho Cordova.

Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan

The Mather Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) was adopted in 1997. A new Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP) will be developed upon completion of the Airport Master Plan environmental review. The 1997 CLUP prohibits residential development within the 65 dB CNEL contour. The updated Mather ALUCP will have a more stringent standard, 60 dB CNEL.150

Through the Master Plan update process, the Sacramento County Airport System (SCAS) is developing an intriguing and innovative approach to airport land use planning. Rather than using the standard 20-year forecast of growth, noise contours will be drawn based on what SCAS terms “theoretic capacity” of the airports that serve large jets. This capacity number—less than the FAA-defined Annual Service Volume, but more than the 20-year forecast—is intended to represent the maximum foreseeable traffic level at each airport, based on the relevant master plans. The “no new residential” policy within the 60 dB CNEL noise contours will be extended to all airports serving commercial passenger and cargo jets (International, Mather, and McClellan—another, more recently converted Air Force Base).

Even more innovative is SCAS’s plan to define “Airport Planning Policy Areas” (APPAs), which will be defined by locations where aircraft regularly operate less than 3,000 feet above ground level. Draft maps of these APPA areas were distributed in March 2005. The APPAs for the three airports extend well beyond the 60 dB CNEL contour, averaging about 25 miles by 10 miles at their longest and widest points. The intent is to require disclosure and an avigation agreement for residential development. The APPAs must be adopted by SACOG before becoming ALUC policy,151 but they were adopted by the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors in April 2006 as they apply to land under the county jurisdiction.

Figure 19 shows the draft proposed APPA for Mather Airport (MHR). Figure 20 shows the Mather APPA together with those for Sacramento International Airport (SMF) and McClellan Airport (MCC).
Figure 19 Mather Airport Planning Policy Area

Figure 20  Sacramento County Airport System Airport Planning Policy Areas
Approaches to Noise Issues

Residents have complained about aircraft noise from Mather Airport since it became a civilian operation in 1995. The noise still exists and residents still complain, but there is a working group that addresses the problem. The Mather Airport Aircraft Overflight Noise Group, created in August 2002 by the Board of Supervisors, is charged with finding ways to lessen the noise impacts to the areas underneath the flight paths. Its first recommendations, delivered in January 2003, contained nine measures, including informing pilots of the county’s noise-abatement procedures, making flight deck data more accessible to the public through the Internet, and encouraging all aircraft to fly at a higher approach into the airport. The committee consists of area residents and representatives from the FAA, UPS, and the Sacramento County Airport System.152

Officials from the Sacramento County Airport System, which oversees Mather Airport, said the agency does not track the number of residences underneath the flight path. Residents near the flight path called in more than 500 airplane noise complaints in February 2003.153 According to SCAS staff, there have only been about 50 individual complainers since 1997 with perhaps a dozen “regular” callers.154

Night operations and thousands of new residents are two key reasons why airplane noise is a bigger irritant now than when Mather was a military base, along with the fact that air freight is not deemed by many to be as important as military flights. When the military began scaling back operations at Mather in the early 1990s, there were 29,600 people in Folsom and 10,568 living in El Dorado Hills, according to U.S. census figures. In the decade that followed, those two areas have seen two of the biggest population booms in the Sacramento region. By 2001, Folsom had 52,700 residents and El Dorado Hills has 19,400—78 percent and 84 percent increases, respectively.155

In May 2004, the FAA decided not to resume a flight test for night landings at Mather Airport, saying the alternative path did not reduce noise for nearby communities. The SCAS conducted the experiment from July to November 2003 in response to Folsom residents’ complaints about noise. The procedure shifted air traffic away from the city, sending flights to the south over Cameron Park, Shingle Springs, and parts of El Dorado Hills. After analyzing data from the SCAS, the FAA determined in May 2004 that the alternative flight path did not reduce noise but simply moved it from one community to another.156

After the test was completed, the FAA recommended that pilots fly an instrument approach, which allows for the use of highly precise landing procedures. The alternative path provides some guidance to pilots but is less precise. As a long-term strategy to reduce noise, officials say that Mather Airport may be the first in the country to fully implement a “continuous descent approach” strategy that dictates how pilots operate the aircraft.157 The procedure reduces noise on the ground by managing throttle settings, flaps, and landing gear deployment. Meanwhile, it was hoped that environmental studies for the Mather Airport master plan, begun in late 2004, would clarify noise issues.158 In September 2006, these studies were still incomplete,159 and the City of Folsom had threatened legal action160 if the county adopted the master plan.
without first making provisions to limit landing of large aircraft between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.\textsuperscript{161}

Interviews with ALUC (SACOG) and SCAS staff and Folsom city staff revealed that negotiations were at an impasse in the fall of 2005.\textsuperscript{162} The city of Folsom had rejected a proposed airport roundtable to discuss future noise abatement plans, saying they needed action, not more discussion.\textsuperscript{163} In December 2005, Folsom also sent a complaint opposing the declaration of Sacramento as a customs port of entry because of concerns about increased noise and overflights.\textsuperscript{164}

**Role of Surrounding Jurisdictions**

*Sacramento County*

Mather Airport lies within the jurisdiction of Sacramento County, as were all surrounding lands for several miles until the incorporation of the city of Rancho Cordova in 1993. Sacramento County is unusual for a California county in that it has large urban communities within its jurisdiction. The *County of Sacramento General Plan* was last updated in 1993. Much of the focus of the general plan was on new growth areas. From 1997–2003, three urban areas incorporated: Citrus Heights in 1997, Elk Grove in 2000, and Rancho Cordova in 2003. Consequently, since 1993, Sacramento County has adopted general plan policies aimed at keeping both existing and new growth areas as viable places to live and work in, and to provide tax revenue to the county.

Policies relevant to Mather Airport in the Circulation Element of the County General Plan include the following:

CI-30. Policy: Sacramento County will encourage approach and departure flight patterns that do not cross over the urban areas.

CI-31. Policy: Sacramento County shall plan for airport expansion and the protection of airports from the encroachment of incompatible uses through land use and transportation planning.

CI-32. Policy: Sacramento County shall comply with the intent of the recommendations in the Comprehensive Land Use Plans (CLUPs) for airport environs by restricting in the vicinity of airfields those land uses which are inherently incompatible with airfield operations, based upon the following performance standards…”\textsuperscript{165}

The text makes clear that inherently incompatible uses addressed by this policy are limited to those that release into the air any substance that would impair visibility, produce light or electronic emissions, attract birds, or physically impinge upon approach-departure or transitional surfaces.

CI-33. Policy: Sacramento County will support the expansion of transit service to and within commercial airports.
In addition, the Noise Element of the County General Plan establishes criteria for airport land use compatibility for noise and discusses coordination between the General Plan and the CLUPs for airports in the county.\textsuperscript{166}

Among the county agencies that have been involved in the redevelopment of Mather are the Planning and Community Development Department, the Economic Development Department, and the Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency (SHRA). The 1993 general plan identifies both Mather Air Force Base and McClellan Air Force Base as redevelopment areas.

Although the county has been the primary agency responsible for the initial conversion of the base and associated land uses, and will continue to operate the airport, planning beyond the airport fence will be led by the newly incorporated city of Rancho Cordova, whose sphere of influence surrounds Mather Airport.

\textit{City of Rancho Cordova}

In June 2003, Rancho Cordova was officially incorporated as Sacramento County’s newest city. The city has inherited the controversy over Mather Airport flights. Recognizing that these challenges don’t stop at the city limits, Rancho Cordova’s leaders see the new city partnering with Sacramento County and setting up cooperative agreements with the neighboring cities of Folsom and Citrus Heights. The city council has publicly supported the county’s efforts to create a major air cargo facility at Mather Airport. Folsom will work with Rancho Cordova to tackle Mather Airport, said Folsom City Councilman Andy Morin. “It’s one major issue that will confront both of us,” he said. “As Folsom citizens, we’re concerned about overflight, and Rancho Cordova will be concerned about economics.” Despite the difference, Morin stated in June 2003 his belief that the two cities could find a solution.\textsuperscript{167}

Before the idea of incorporation could be brought to the voters, incorporation proponents had to agree to a revenue neutrality payment—the amount a new city must pay the county to offset the revenues lost because of incorporation. According to the terms negotiated, Rancho Cordova is required to pay the county $6.3 million annually for 31 years. The 33-square-mile suburb of 55,000 residents is just east of the center of the county.\textsuperscript{168} Rancho Cordova city boundaries include the Mather Commerce Center, a 300-acre business park that is a cornerstone of the community’s ties with the former Mather Air Force Base, and 2,700 acres of Aerojet land set for long-term development in the Rio Del Oro community. The Sunrise Boulevard corridor is in the city’s sphere of influence for future annexation.\textsuperscript{169} Two large development projects under consideration in 2004—Sunrise Douglas and Rio Del Oro—propose to build 40,000 homes south of Highway 50, promising to more than double the city’s population. The new residents will be separated from existing neighborhoods by a freeway and a large swath of employment uses.\textsuperscript{170}

In 2004, Rancho Cordova conducted workshops regarding the city’s first general plan. A recurring theme in the workshops was the need to give the city a core, to create a cultural center that distinguishes it from the suburban expanse. In seeking to create a downtown,
Rancho Cordova is following smart growth trends toward building more urban, mixed-use development. The city has an advantage in pursuing denser, mixed-use development because it is served by light rail. The regional light-rail system, which just reaches Rancho Cordova’s western edge, was extended to downtown Folsom along Folsom Boulevard by late 2005. Ted Gaebler, Rancho Cordova city manager, was quoted as saying that the city had an opportunity to learn from the mistakes of older downtowns and craft something sustainable.171

Figure 21 shows the General Plan area for the City of Rancho Cordova.

Figure 21 Rancho Cordova General Plan Area

Discussions with Rancho Cordova planning staff (who are contract employees, like many other city staff) were conducted in August and September 2005.172 City staff report they are closely
involved in the ongoing Mather Airport Master Plan and ALUCP update. Dave Sander, council member, and Curt Haven, economic development director, represent Rancho Cordova on the Mather Master Plan Working Group. Senior Planner Bill Campbell represents the city on the SCAS noise committee.

Staff believe that the new Airport Master Plan and ALUP will impinge less on the city than the old plans. Proposed revisions to the noise contours reduce the area of impact, therefore reducing the impacts to land use planning within these noise contours. The current Master Plan and ALUP directly affect large portions of the city in the Rio Del Oro area (north of Douglas Boulevard and east of Sunrise Boulevard) as well as along Sunrise Boulevard. With the reduced noise contours, these impacts will be lessened and, in some cases, eliminated entirely.

Height restrictions and land use density requirements may stay the same, as overflights of approaching and departing aircraft will be essentially unchanged. Currently, density and height of land uses are limited by the city (and previously by Sacramento County) along Sunrise Boulevard. The city also has restricted residential land uses in these areas.

The land use element acknowledges the authority of both the CLUP and the city-adopted Mather Airport Planning Area (MAPA) policies. The MAPA, originally developed by Sacramento County, places additional development conditions or conditions on new residential uses within the geographic boundaries of the MAPA. The MAPA policies are more stringent than the CLUP policies in that 60 dB CNEL, rather than 65 dB CNEL, is the limit for new residential uses. As noted above, the revised CLUP will likely use this 60 dB CNEL standard. The land use element has a positive rather than restrictive action item regarding Mather (Action LU.1.2.2): “Establish a comprehensive plan for an economically viable mix of land uses in and around Mather Airport.”

The land immediately adjacent to the airport does not lie within the city limits of Rancho Cordova, and seems likely to remain unincorporated county territory. In fact, all land encompassed in the current Mather Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) lies outside city boundaries. However, land adjacent to the CLUP boundary that is within city limits is zoned for compatible uses. Staff note that the setbacks, densities, and types of land uses allowed by the Mather Airport ALUP result in a buffer zone of low-intensity land uses, which restricts smart growth land use patterns. The city’s general plan, approved in June 2006, includes policies related to Mather Airport and incompatible uses, as well as safety and noise issues associated with the airport. The Land Use, Noise, and Safety Elements contain policies related to Mather Airport.

Staff noted that ALUC policies have influenced the types of uses that the city may ultimately like to see along and near Sunrise Boulevard. These policies affect the land use designations, zoning designations, density, and height of uses for the affected parts of the city. They also affect the location and density of residential projects in relation to Mather Airport. For example, the Rio Del Oro project is being planned and designed with the noise contours of
Mather Airport in mind in respect to housing design, density, and location. Commercial uses have been proposed for Rio Del Oro in areas within the Mather Airport 60 dB noise contours.

**Potential Role and Impact of Smart Growth**

*City of Rancho Cordova*

With respect to smart growth projects near Mather, Ranchero Cordova staff interviewed noted that in 2006 the council approved the Capital Village project, which lies approximately 2.5 miles northeast of Mather Airport. The project incorporated smart growth concepts in its design, including a balance of residential, commercial, and parks uses with higher-density residential uses and a walkable design that ties into the pedestrian and bicycle routes in the city. The city is also working with project applicants of the Rio Del Oro, Sun Creek, and Preserve at Sunridge projects to include smart growth principles into the project designs, including mixed-use land uses, walkability, and so on. The Land Use element of the city’s *Interim General Plan* includes policies directly related to smart growth.

Staff note that there are inherent challenges when encouraging high-density, smart growth projects in close proximity to the Airport Influence Area. They stated that the best method for reducing conflict and achieving effective implementation of both the city’s General Plan and the Airport Master Plan is open communication. This communication and coordination between agencies needs to be initiated early in the planning process. The city has tasked Dave Sander, Curt Haven, and Bill Campbell with representing the city in the Mather Airport planning process. Other relationships are being built between ALUC planning staff and city planning staff. The ALUC planning staff is included in the city’s distribution list for both planning processes and environmental review processes. The ALUC staff is asked to comment on upcoming projects both through the regular planning process and the CEQA environmental review process.

The most challenging issue for staff—how to connect existing residential areas, smart growth/mixed-use projects, and transit centers to airports and employment centers around airports—looms as a particular challenge.

*Sacramento Blueprint Project*

The *Sacramento Region Blueprint* is a three-year growth-visioning study designed to illustrate the effects of land use decisions on the region’s transportation and air-quality problems. Failure to meet federal air quality standards could mean losing federal transportation funding. The Sacramento Area Council of Governments and its nonprofit civic partner, Valley Vision, jointly led the *Blueprint* study. The study was built upon a set of seven smart growth principles:

1. Housing choice and diversity
2. Use of existing assets (reinvestment in existing buildings and infrastructure)
3. Compact development
4. Natural resources conservation
5. Design for quality (design factors influencing the attractiveness of living in a compact
development and facilitating bicycle or pedestrian access to neighborhood services)
6. Mixed-use developments
7. Provide transportation choices

The *Blueprint* process included dozens of community meetings held in all parts of the region,
plus two regionwide forums that brought together residents, community and business leaders,
elected officials, environmental groups, and developers. Interactive computer models used at
the meetings showed participants what the region might look like in 2050 under four
different growth scenarios.

A Preferred Blueprint Scenario was adopted by the SACOG Board of Directors in December
2004. This scenario promotes compact, mixed-use development and more transit choices as an
alternative to a Base Case Scenario, which models a continuation of current low-density
growth patterns. Maps and models illustrate how the Preferred Blueprint Scenario achieves
better performance than the Base Case using criteria based on the smart growth principles.

The Preferred Blueprint Scenario is the basis of SACOG’s 2006 *Metropolitan Transportation
Plan*, the long-range transportation plan for the six-county region that channels federal and
state transportation spending. SACOG is also developing a *Blueprint*-based land use map in
collaboration with local jurisdictions for use in the 2007 transportation plan. The *Blueprint* is
intended to serve as a framework and guide local government land use and transportation
planning through 2050.

To this end, SACOG plans to

- provide incentives for capital and planning projects consistent with the *Blueprint*
- provide technical assistance to local communities and developers
- develop model codes, street design guidelines, tutorials for using the modeling software,
  and other Best Planning and Development Practices
- develop a benchmarking system for tracking the region’s growth pattern

**Scenario Summary for Rancho Cordova**

Under the Preferred Scenario, Rancho Cordova, including lands within its planning area,
grows to become a major city of over 332,000 people by 2050. The Preferred Scenario respects
the ALUP policies, but roughly doubles the number of households and jobs in the area
surrounding Mather (See Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCENARIO</th>
<th>Base Case</th>
<th>Draft Preferred Blueprint Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Growth in Jobs: 2000-2050</td>
<td>64,669</td>
<td>144,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth in Housing Units: 2000-2050</td>
<td>68,108</td>
<td>112,290</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mineta Transportation Institute*
Table 4 Rancho Cordova Community Blueprint Scenario Comparison (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCENARIO</th>
<th>Base Case</th>
<th>Draft Preferred Blueprint Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance of Jobs/Housing in 2000:</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance of Jobs/Housing Growth (2000-2050)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance of Jobs/Housing in 2050:</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [www.sacregionblueprint.org/sacregionblueprint/the_project/discussion_draft_preferred_scenario.cfm](http://www.sacregionblueprint.org/sacregionblueprint/the_project/discussion_draft_preferred_scenario.cfm)

The Blueprint website describes the 2050 preferred scenario for the Rancho Cordova area as follows:

- The area encompasses the full range of development conditions in the Sacramento region, from reinvestment opportunities on underutilized land along and near Folsom Boulevard to acres of greenfield lands inside the current Urban Services Boundary.
- Growth is a fairly even mixture of jobs and housing. This area continues to be one of the primary jobs centers of the region.
- Growth in housing is primarily single-family detached products; however, many of these are small-lot single-family. This product, plus the attached rowhouses, townhomes, condominiums, and apartments, will help to ensure housing for the growing workforce, seniors, the young, and small households.

The higher-density housing types mean that the residential footprint is little changed (based on a visual comparison of the Base Case to the Draft Preferred Scenario maps).174

**Surface Transportation Projects Related to the Airport**

In June 2001, a new bus route was introduced to connect many of the Mather Field facilities with the Mather Field-Mills light-rail station. The bus offers hourly service from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Monday through Friday; 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturday; and 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday. Passengers pay the normal transit fare with free transfers to and from light-rail and other Regional Transit (RT) buses.175

As noted above, Rancho Cordova officials hoped to one day transform the neighborhoods around many RT stations into pedestrian villages with offices, shops, and housing. The new Rancho Cordova General Plan, under review by the county in early 2003, would encourage creative projects near light rail by loosening the zoning along Folsom Boulevard.176

**Light Rail Extension to the City of Folsom**

In October 2005, the RT light-rail system was extended from Sunrise Boulevard to Folsom’s historic downtown. A 2.8-mile double-tracking for RT’s existing line from the Mather Field/Mills Station to Sunrise Boulevard included the following renovated stations:

- Zinfandel Drive
• Cordova Town Center
• Sunrise Boulevard (includes a 487-space park-and-ride lot)

The single-track 7.4-mile extension to Historic Folsom includes the following new stations:
• Hazel Avenue (432-space park-and-ride lot)
• Iron Point Road (216-space park-and-ride lot)
• Glenn (165-space park-and-ride lot)
• Historic Folsom (102-space park-and-ride lot)

The extension of the light-rail line will provide many potential focal points for smart growth in the U.S. 50 corridor. Further extensions into eastern Folsom and El Dorado County are under consideration. The expansion of high-quality and high-capacity transit in the corridor improves the prospects for smart growth projects that are complementary to Mather Airport, in that they will focus higher-density development away from the immediate airport environs. Figure 22 shows the existing and planned LRT system in relation to other current and planned major transit routes.
SUMMARY: EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AIRPORT PLANNING PROCESS

The Sacramento region is an ideal institutional arrangement from the perspective of airport land use planning, with a single agency (County of Sacramento) owning and managing the major airports in the region as a system, and the ALUC duties being handled by the regional planning agency, the SACOG, which has responsibilities for both comprehensive transportation planning and comprehensive land use planning coordination. The ALUC is revising the CLUP, which will go beyond the minimum requirements in that it will consider airport activity levels at build-out of each airport and examine impacts beyond the 65 dB CNEL contour.

The Sacramento Blueprint project is a promising approach to trading off impacts of overflight (and the positive and negative externalities of airports in general) with other community, economic, and environmental factors and values. It may be useful in resolving overflight issues in Folsom and El Dorado. The Blueprint process included dozens of community meetings held in all parts of the region, plus two regionwide forums that brought together residents,
community and business leaders, elected officials, environmental groups, and developers. Interactive computer models are used at the meetings to show participants in real time the impacts of different growth scenarios. A statewide program was launched in 2006 to make Blueprint-style analysis of growth impacts available to all regions of the state.

Although an enormous amount of growth is still to come in the decades ahead, to date the airport planning process around Mather as conducted by Sacramento County, and more recently the new city of Rancho Cordova, has been largely successful in creating airport area land uses that respect the airport environment. Both Sacramento County and Rancho Cordova have adopted smart growth policies that respect the CLUP. While even residential development on its immediate periphery seems accepting of Mather Airport, the airport continues to draw complaints from well beyond its 55 dB CNEL contour because of an unfortunate intersection of nighttime freight operations with topography and high-income demographics in the city of Folsom and western El Dorado County. Clearly, current ALUC practice offers no remedies for such overflight issues, since they are beyond current criteria used to define airport impacts.
# APPENDIX C
## CASE STUDY—CONTRA COSTA AIRPORTS (BUCHANAN FIELD AND BYRON)

### Buchanan Field (CCR), Contra Costa County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport location</th>
<th>Contra Costa County</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport size</td>
<td>500 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of facility</td>
<td>General aviation (some commercial flights in past)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of airport activity</td>
<td>126,000 aircraft operations in 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curfew</td>
<td>1987 ordinance prohibiting flight training from 10 PM to 7 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent ALUCP</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent Airport Master Plan</td>
<td>1990 (update commenced in 2004)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Nearby cities**
- Concord: 123,400; Pleasant Hill: 33,100; Martinez: 36,200

**Types of land use/airport conflicts**
- Surrounded by built-up cities (residential and office uses)
- Much conflict over airport noise related to residential uses

**Major issues**
- Attempt to close airport based on conflicts and land value
- Conflicts over AB 2776 real estate disclosure zone
- Neighbors continue to advocate for noise abatement measures

**Approaches to solving airport/community conflicts**
- Brochure: “How Complaints Regarding Aircraft Operations are Handled” for residents; Noise Management Program Guide for pilots; many other noise abatement measures
- Part 150 noise study is being conducted as part of the master plan update

**Stakeholder groups**
- Aviation Advisory Committee (largely pro-aviation)
- People Over Planes (resident advocacy group)

**Integration with smart growth policies**
- Attempt to replace airport with smart growth development failed

**ALUC agency**
- Contra Costa County

**ALUC staff contact**
- Name: Lashun Cross
- Phone: (925) 335-1229
- Email: lcross@cd.cccounty.us

### Byron Airport (C83), Contra Costa County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport location</th>
<th>Contra Costa County</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport size</td>
<td>1,307 acres (807 acres are biologically sensitive habitat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of facility</td>
<td>General aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of airport activity</td>
<td>60,000 aircraft operations in 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curfew</td>
<td>None, 24-hour operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent ALUP</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent Airport Master Plan</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Nearby cities (population)**
- Byron (unincorporated): 916 (2000 census)

**Types of land use/airport conflicts**
- Agriculture and some office and low-density residential uses
- Conflicts with wildlife
Byron Airport (C83), Contra Costa County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major issues</th>
<th>Limited development potential due to wildlife refuges, location outside of the urban limit line, and low accessibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Approaches to solving airport/community conflicts</td>
<td>Advocating industrial zoning to plan for future growth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Stakeholder groups | • Aviation Advisory Committee (largely pro-aviation)  
• Master Plan Project Steering Committee |
| Integration with smart growth policies | Urban limit line and open space conservation is limiting growth near the airport |
| ALUC agency | Contra Costa County |
| ALUC staff contact name | Lashun Cross |
| ALUC staff contact phone | (925) 335-1229 |
| ALUC staff contact e-mail | lcross@cd.cccounty.us |

INTRODUCTION

Contra Costa County owns two airports: Buchanan Field and Byron Airport. Both are covered by the same Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC). The Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan, which was adopted in 2000, has both general policies and policies specific to each airport. The emphasis in this case study is on Buchanan Field (Figure 23 and Figure 24), since the possible replacement of this older and busier airport with a smart growth development and the removal of aviation activities elsewhere was the subject of intense public debate and detailed study from 2003 until late 2005. This case study summarizes what may be construed as a head-on collision between airport protection and smart growth planning. The planning for the replacement of Buchanan—a project well outside the usual planning purview of an ALUC, and which did not directly involve the ALUC—offers insights into the complex issues and resulting difficulty of replacing an airport in a built-up area.

Buchanan Field Overview

Buchanan Field is located in Central Contra Costa County immediately west of the city of Concord, north of Pleasant Hill, and south of Martinez, the county seat (see Figure 23). Concord is the county’s most populous city, with 130,600 residents in 2005,\textsuperscript{178} and a significant employment center in the Interstate 680 corridor. The land for the airfield was acquired by the county in 1942 and was developed and used by the Army Air Corps during World War II. The improved airport was deeded to the county after the war, with the proviso that Buchanan Field would be used only for public airport purposes. It has operated as both a commercial and as a general aviation airport ever since.

Over the decades, suburban development has surrounded Buchanan Field on three sides. Commercial air service, mainly to and from Southern California, was established in the 1970s and continued intermittently until 1992. Since that time there have been several unsuccessful initiatives to resume commercial flights. Air traffic has declined since the late 1970s. Annual airport activity in 2005 consisted of 126,243 operations, compared to 232,939 operations in
1999 and a peak of 353,926 operations in 1978. The 591 aircraft based at Buchanan Field in October 2000 included 11 jets, 11 helicopters, 74 multiengine, and 495 single-engine planes.\(^{179}\) The current Airport Master Plan was adopted in 1990; an update began in 2004, with completion expected in late 2007.\(^{180}\) As of spring 2006, the recommended plan did not include lengthening or reconfiguring the runways.\(^{181}\)

**Byron Airport Overview**

In 1994 Byron Airport was opened, an expansion of a private airfield called Byron Airpark. The new airport was the result of 20 years of planning and $21.5 million in federal and local funds. It was intended mainly to handle the overflow from Buchanan Field (although as noted, traffic at Buchanan is substantially lower than when planning began in the 1970s) as well as general aviation activities from airports at Oakland, Livermore, and Hayward.

The *Contra Costa County General Plan* states that the county’s original intent in establishing a second county airport was to have an airport free from urban encroachment, including related
Figure 24 Buchanan Field Airport Influence Area

commercial and industrial development.\textsuperscript{182} This has largely been realized, although unincorporated portions of two other counties are close to Byron Airport: Alameda County lies two miles south of the runways, and the San Joaquin County line is approximately five miles southeast. No development is planned in nearby portions of Alameda County, but in San Joaquin County a long-planned 7.5-square-mile “new town” known as Mountain House is under development.

Byron Airport averages 60,000 takeoffs and landings annually, mostly from small single-engine craft.\textsuperscript{183} The airport is used mostly for recreational aviation and skydivers. Other regular users include helicopter pilots and Korean Airlines pilots in training. A few businesses, such as U.S. Print in Brentwood, store commercial planes for trips to corporate headquarters. The 4,500-foot runway is long enough to accommodate most general aviation or corporate aircraft except large corporate jets, but there is little demand for these. In 2001, the biggest demand was for more hangars, which were full, according to Mark Grosenheider, Byron Airport’s operations specialist.\textsuperscript{184}

Figure 24 shows the Byron Airport vicinity.
AIRPORT LAND USE COMPATIBILITY PLAN

Contra Costa County ALUC

In 1970 Contra Costa County established its Airport Land Use Commission. The county’s ALUC consists of seven members:

- two members appointed by the Board of Supervisors
- two members appointed by a committee of mayors of the cities in the county
- two members appointed by the Director of Airports
- one member representing the general public, appointed by the balance of the ALUC members

The ALUC meets regularly, generally monthly. Agendas and minutes of the ALUC are not generally available online, but the Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP) is readily available. The ALUCP was adopted in December 2000. Since the consultants writing the ALUCP with the county were also assisting Caltrans with the 2002 revision of the California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook, Contra Costa’s ALUCP is generally consistent with these guidelines.

Following the adoption of the ALUCP, changes were made to both the membership makeup of the County Aviation Advisory Committee (AAC) and the committee’s purpose and objectives. The current membership is 11, with the requirement that one member also be a member of the ALUC. The AAC membership is as follows:

- one member appointed by each of the five County supervisors
- one member from and nominated by the City of Concord
- one member from and nominated by the City of Pleasant Hill
- one member from and nominated by Diablo Valley College
- one member from and nominated by the Fixed Base Operators Association
- two members at large to represent the general public

The current bylaws ask that the AAC provide advice and recommendations to the Board of Supervisors on aviation issues related to economic viability and security of airports in Contra Costa County. They may initiate discussions, observations, or investigations, in order to make recommendations to the board. The AAC “... advances and promotes the interests of aviation and protects the general welfare of the people living and working near the airports and the county in general.” The reconstituted committee has made a strong push to try to bring pilots, businesses, and the community together. In the past, many community members thought that the AAC was biased in favor of pilots and airport businesses.
ROLE OF SURROUNDING JURISDICTIONS

Buchanan Field

Buchanan Field is located on approximately 500 acres of land in unincorporated Contra Costa County (except for a small parcel in Concord). The Contra Costa County General Plan (2005) states that land uses “on the airport property should enhance the airport function and be consistent with its goals and operational requirements.”

The County General Plan acknowledges the policies and provisions of the Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP) and suggests referring land use actions to the ALUC if an ALUC referral might be warranted for all actions within the Airport Influence Area. The ALUCP defines the Airport Influence Area as all parcels within 14,000 feet of the runway ends, plus an extension to the north with boundaries congruent with Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 77, Airspace Protection Surfaces. (See Figure 24). This area includes nearly half the city of Concord, a significant portion of the cities of Pleasant Hill and Martinez, and the unincorporated community of Pacheco.

Figure 25 indicates land uses around Buchanan Field. (Note: the double image of the state highways is due to an error in the source document.) Underscoring the level of surrounding development, Figure 25 indicates that the area within one mile of the airport has a population density of more than 7,000 persons per square mile.

The County General Plan also lists the following as appropriate uses within the ALUCP Compatibility Zones for Buchanan Field:

1. agriculture
2. open space
3. warehousing
4. light industry
5. automobile parking
6. low-occupant-density public uses, for example, sewage treatment plants.

Like the county, each of the three cities with significant territory within the Buchanan Field Airport Influence Area (Concord, Pleasant Hill, and Martinez) have general plan policies compatible with the ALUCP.

For example, Pleasant Hill’s Safety and Noise Policy 2A states that the city will “Adhere to County Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan development restrictions.” Concord’s 1994 general plan supported retention; goal 11 identified the airport as an important asset for both the city and county. Concord began a general plan update in 2003 that was completed in October 2007; the new plan also accommodates the airport and the ALUCP.
Figure 25 Buchanan Field Land Use in 2002
Source: Metropolitan Transportation Commission, October 2003,
www.mtc.ca.gov/projects/air_plan/BA_airports_land_use_1mi.pdf.
The *County General Plan* acknowledges the policies and provisions of the ALUCP and suggests referring land use actions to the ALUC if there is a possibility that an ALUC referral might be warranted for any actions within the Airport Influence Area.\(^{193}\)

**Byron Airport**

Byron Airport is entirely contained within unincorporated Contra Costa County. Although more than a century old, the town of Byron is unincorporated, but there is a local advisory council.

Through its first decade of operation, Buchanan Field revenues subsidized Byron Airport—a drain on county resources to some observers. A deficit in the county’s airport enterprise fund and dearth of commercial activity led to a 2000 Contra Costa County Grand Jury investigation, which found the county had neglected the facility. County officials disagreed, saying a long-range business plan was being developed. In 2001, the airport director David Mendez reported that the $1.4 million deficit had been largely been eliminated.

Development potential at Byron is limited by the fact that 60 percent of the county’s holdings (totaling 1,400 acres) are in wildlife refuges.\(^{194}\) The remaining lands are designated for agricultural uses. With the exception of the immediate airport vicinity, the surroundings are outside Contra Costa County’s current Urban Limit Line.\(^{195}\)

The *County General Plan* lists the following as appropriate uses within the ALUC Compatibility Zones for Byron Airport:

1. agriculture
2. open space
3. low-intensity park and recreation uses
4. low-occupant-density public uses
5. automobile parking

**Summary of Airport History and Airport Land Use Planning**

The recent history of Contra Costa County’s two public airports might be summarized as follows: Despite being hemmed in by urban development, and despite losing both commercial service and a significant amount of its general-aviation traffic since its 1970s peak, Buchanan Field’s future as a business-oriented airport appears secure. Its new companion airport at Byron would take an increasing share of private and recreational airport, enabling the older airport to concentrate on serving business aviation.

Concerns about the impacts of aircraft operations have grown with the development around Buchanan Field. Thus, when developers and a county supervisor proposed redevelopment of the airport’s 500 acres, many in the county were interested. The county requested a proposal to replace Buchanan Field, even as it simultaneously prepared to update the *Buchanan Airport Master Plan*. 
THE PROPOSAL TO RELOCATE BUCHANAN FIELD

Background

In June 2003, Contra Costa County Supervisor Mark DeSaulnier announced his intent to launch a formal proposal solicitation process to transform the county-owned Buchanan Field into what was termed a “smart-growth mix of uses such as central library, museum, sports stadium, parks, homes, shops, offices and transit.” DeSaulnier initially proposed that air traffic and the investment to support it would shift to Byron Airport. This action reportedly eviscerated leaders’ efforts bring scheduled commercial flights back to Buchanan.196

The idea of closing Buchanan led to a public debate over the value of that airport and of airports in general. DeSaulnier and allies argued that a mixed-use development near the junction of Interstate 680 and Highway 4 could generate hundreds of millions of dollars in extra property taxes for the county, with only a part of this new revenue needed to replace the airport. Some prominent home builders, construction trades unions, and environmentalists voiced support. The development was viewed as a way to provide jobs, support public transit, and bolster the county’s urban growth boundary.

John Dalrymple, director of the Contra Costa Labor Council, stated: “We cannot protect [the county’s] urban limit line in the long run unless we have substantial opportunities for housing within the urban limit line.”197 Ron Brown, executive director of Save Mount Diablo, a group concerned with limiting urban sprawl around Contra Costa County’s principal natural landmark, stated: “We think the land where the airport is currently located is an ideal location to consider for development.” 198

Contra Costa developers took opposite stances on the controversial proposal. Shapell Industries envisioned erecting homes on the airport property. Prominent east Contra Costa County builder Albert Seeno Jr. appeared committed to preserving the airport. Seeno owns office buildings near Buchanan Field and uses proximity to the airport as a selling point to attract corporate tenants.199

On August 18, 2003, the Concord Chamber of Commerce held an Airports Forum that included local, state, and national aviation experts. Approximately 100 members of the public attended. Speakers included Spencer Dickerson of the American Association of Airport Executives, Joe Rodriguez of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), Austin Wiswell of Caltrans, and Keith Freitas, the new director of Contra Costa County Airports. Panel members discussed the transportation value of Buchanan Field and Byron Airports in the local, state, and national transportation systems.

A question from a member of the public summarized the evening’s topic: “What is the value of the land so we can determine if building homes on the property would be more valuable than the airport?” Responses from the panel indicated the difficulty of such a valuation, comparing it to estimating the value of land under a state highway.200
In September 2003, county supervisors were belatedly presented a three-year-old report detailing the potential economic benefits of Buchanan Field. The report was commissioned by Supervisor Mark DeSaulnier before he suggested finding other uses for the Concord airport. The document was completed in 2000 and presented to an ad-hoc board committee comprising DeSaulnier and former Supervisor Joe Canciamilla. It concluded that the airport contributed $63 million to the Contra Costa County economy; this could increase to $163 million if air carrier service were resumed.

DeSaulnier wrote to FAA Regional Manager Andrew Richards, requesting an FAA position in January 2004. Richards responded it was “highly unlikely” that the proposal would be approved, and if it were considered, a substitute airport in Central County would have to be provided. The FAA pointed to the government’s 1947 deed calling for the county to run the airport in perpetuity and noted that the FAA had recently provided $14 million in federal funds to improve it. In fact, as recently as August 2003, the Board of Supervisors had agreed to accept $935,000 from the FAA to draft a new Master Plan for Buchanan. (The plan update began in 2004 and as of June 2007 was expected to be completed in late 2007.)

In January 2004, Reps. George Miller and Ellen Tauscher sent a joint letter to the FAA opposing the proposal to replace the airport with a mixed-use development. It highlighted Buchanan’s roles as a hub during emergencies and as a reliever airport, diverting air traffic from larger, congested Bay Area airports.

In March 2004, the Concord City Council officially opposed the county proposal, saying closing the airport adjacent to Concord would be harmful to the local economy, the environment, and regional air travel. Council members also said county supervisors were high-handed in seeking development proposals for the airport land without involving the city most affected. Concord officials cited the airport as a valuable economic asset generating jobs in transportation and other fields. The council vote was 3–1 to oppose closure. Council member Susan Bonilla said she voted no to avoid intensifying acrimonious feelings.

In April 2004, DeSaulnier sent a letter to voters in his district criticizing the airport’s safety record. It highlighted a 1985 incident when an airplane crashed into the Sunvalley Mall, killing seven people. The letter came with a postcard questionnaire. One response stated supervisors should study moving the airport to a less populated area; the other indicated support for exploring alternate uses for Buchanan, such as a library, community center, and new playing fields. The options offered did not include leaving the airport alone.

**The RFP and the Response**

On July 12, 2004, the Contra Costa County Community Development Department finally released the request for proposal (RFP) “for the development of a new replacement airport and the reuse and development of the Buchanan Field Airport property.” The official request outlined extensive requirements for building a new airport in central Contra Costa County “within 20 miles” of Buchanan Field. (Byron Airport is just beyond this range.) A successful respondent would have to build a replacement Central County airport and win FAA
approval before developing Buchanan. Community Development Director Dennis Barry estimated the entire process could take a decade or more. The county also required a detailed analysis of the costs associated with the project and the projected revenue for the county and nearby cities.\(^{207}\)

There was only a single response to the RFP, by Buchanan Field Partners (BFP), a consortium of three firms including Shapell Industries, Lennar Corporation, and Garaventa Enterprises. From the start, identifying an alternative airport site was the major challenge, although in one sense, the search for sites was straightforward: the relatively vacant lands north of State Route 4 are the only significant flat open space in central Contra Costa County.

BFP first proposed the Acme Landfill site near Martinez. Supervisor DeSaulnier had earlier noted that many airports, including New York’s LaGuardia and JFK International airports, are built on landfills.\(^{208}\)

Friends of Concord Airport, a group opposing the relocation, provided the Board of Supervisors with a report by Brown and Vence Engineering, a firm familiar with Acme and federal cleanup standards. The report estimated the cost of cleanup to be between $1.2 and $1.8 billion. Moreover, the landfill is located adjacent to Waterbird Preserve at McNabney Marsh (formerly Shell Marsh). Of the 900 bird species in the United States, more than 110 of them visit the tidelands there, according to Mt. Diablo Audubon President Mike Williams, who stated: “Depending on where the runways are located, it would be intensely disruptive to the wildlife habitat.”\(^{209}\)

BFP ultimately identified and explored three sites north of State Route 4, all within a two-mile radius of Buchanan Field. HNTB, BFP’s airport consultant, did a preliminary airspace analysis and stated that the proposed replacement sites offered possible significant benefits to aviation through enhanced aviation facilities, such as a longer runway with more extension potential than Buchanan Field and precision approach capability.\(^{210}\)

The same document calculated a market value for Buchanan field of $141.7 million (p. 57). A preliminary fiscal impact analysis by Brion & Associates estimated that the urban design scheme could produce new net General Fund revenue exceeding $6 million annually.\(^{211}\)

In August 2005, BFP announced to Contra Costa County planners that they were ceasing to pursue the airport replacement project, because none of the sites were proving feasible.\(^{212}\) It was evident that the likely costs of acquiring and preparing the replacement site would far exceed the valuation obtained by BFP for the land under Buchanan field.

**NOISE ISSUES**

**The Debate over AB 2776 Disclosure Requirements**

In an effort to reduce complaints and lawsuits from people affected by airport noise, the legislature updated the state real estate disclosure law (AB 2776) in 2002. The law requires
that counties set up an Airport Influence Area, in which property owners are required to tell buyers and renters that noise from airplanes might annoy them. The law leaves it up to the commission to define the Airport Influence Area. At the end of 2003, Contra Costa’s ALUC worked with neighboring cities to finalize disclosure zones for both airports before the January 1 deadline.213

Concord and Martinez differed over how close a home had to be to Buchanan Field to warrant disclosure. The disagreement between Concord and Martinez centered on the size of the area and the degree to which the required disclosure would affect real estate prices. The Martinez City Council voted to support use of the existing Airport Influence Area map that included the area within 2.65 miles from the edges of the runways.

The ALUC had established the Airport Influence Area 25 years earlier. The commission created this area not for noise issues, but to limit the occupancy and height of buildings. The area includes more than 40 percent of Concord and portions of Martinez and Pleasant Hill.

The Concord City Council contended that this zone is too wide for the real estate disclosure, and pushed for a much smaller disclosure zone. In September, the Concord City Council voted to urge the commission to use a more limited disclosure map that took in some neighborhoods to the east of Highway 242 and south of the airport. Concord Council member Laura Hoffmeister expressed the common belief that disclosure would negatively affect home prices and therefore should be limited to maintain property values.214 David Durant, ALUC vice chairman, noted that although the state mandates that each county set a zone, it does not provide funding to study the appropriate size of a zone.215

Ultimately, a disclosure zone considerably smaller than the AIA was established using a noise-based standard. According to ALUC member Hal Yeager, the disclosure zone includes all four safety zones (which have virtually no housing within them) and the area within the 50 dB CNEL noise contour (which takes in approximately 1,400 homes); the widest band is areas where there have been two or more noise complaints over a 15-month period—the longest period for which consistent data was available. The disclosure zone was drawn using major streets as boundaries. Several thousand homes are included, about half the number within the AIA.

The ALUC determined the disclosure zone for Byron with less debate. The disclosure zone extends 1.7 miles from the runways; the nearest current residents are 2.4 miles from the runways.216

Community Noise Abatement and Education Efforts

In response to heightened public debate over noise, at the beginning of 2003, the Contra Costa County Airports Division published a new brochure. “How Complaints Regarding Aircraft Operations Are Handled” was created to explain the noise complaint process and give some insight into the Contra Costa County Noise Ordinances and FAA Regulations.217
The first two public meetings held in 2005 regarding the Buchanan Field Airport Master Plan revealed that several community members believed that nothing was being done to resolve noise issues. In response, the county airports division published on its website a chronology of noise abatement efforts at Buchanan Field. The following are some of the highlights:

- In 1965, the Contra Costa County Board of Supervisors created the Aviation Liaison Committee to provide advice and counsel on aviation matters, including noise abatement. In 1977, the committee was renamed the Aviation Advisory Committee, and it continues to meet the third Tuesday of each month.

- During the early 1980s, the aircraft traffic pattern was raised from 800 to 1,000 feet for light aircraft and to 1,500 feet for heavy aircraft to help reduce the aircraft noise in surrounding communities. In addition, preferential runways for landings and takeoffs, when wind allows, were published to minimize aircraft flying over homes.

- In 1987, the Contra Costa County Board of Supervisors authorized Airport Ordinance 87-8, which had many noise-reducing clauses. For example, it prohibited flight training Monday through Friday between the hours of 10 p.m. and 7 a.m., and extended hours on Saturday, Sunday, and holidays to 8 a.m. Older and louder (Stage 2) jet aircraft were also restricted from operating at Buchanan Field Airport.

- In 1988, the Contra Costa County Board of Supervisors authorized Airport Ordinance 88-82, which strengthened the aircraft noise restrictions provided in Airport Ordinance 87-8.

- Also in 1988, the airport hired the first employee dedicated to managing the county's Noise Abatement Program and addressing neighborhood concerns.

- In 1989, the airport completed a FAR Part 150 Noise Compatibility Program, as part of a Master Plan update.

- In 1998, noise abatement signs were installed at the runway run-up areas to remind pilots that noise-sensitive communities surround the airport.

- In 1999, the airport established annual meetings with flight schools, FAA Air Traffic Control Tower staff, and air ambulance companies to review the Noise Abatement Program and discuss current community-related noise concerns.

- In 2001, the airport updated its website to provide better information to pilots regarding the noise abatement procedures and requirements at Buchanan Field Airport. This is a resource for anyone looking for information about the airport, including links to the Airport Ordinance and the FAA Advisory Circular on which the ordinance is based. (www.buchananfield-byronairports.org.)

- In 2002, the airport published a “Noise Management Program Guide” for pilots to quickly reference preferential and less-impacted routes for flight planning purposes. Additionally, in 2002 the airport streamlined the automated call-in phone system as requested by users. Noise complaints can now be filed by a single-touch telephone message system, and a complaint report is accessible by the Internet.
• In 2003, the airport implemented a new program in which aircraft owners were notified if their specific aircraft operation caused a noise complaint.

• In 2005, the airport began an update to the Buchanan Field Airport Noise Compatibility Program, approved by the Board of Supervisors in 1989. A draft of the new FAR Part 150 study was released in June 2006.

Airport staff have expressed satisfaction with the Noise Abatement Program, but recognize that there will always be room—and demand—for improvement.

Noise control has been successful by another measure: the citizen group People Over Planes, which is generally critical of airport operations at Buchanan, has concluded that there is no need for an FAA-funded noise control programs. The group’s website cites the ALUC Plan in reaching this conclusion:

As specified in Part 150 of the Federal Air Regulations (FAR), the FAA will fund and/or allow certain noise control programs if a significant portion of the land surrounding the airport is within the very noisy 65 dB CNEL contour line. The last Part 150 noise study was conducted in 1990, and resulted in a few modest programs. Since then, the number of properties within the 65 dB CNEL contour line has decreased, and the noise study of the recently completed ALUC plan indicates no significant increase in the number of such properties expected over the next 20 years, even if the number of current jet operations increases by 4 times and if the total number of operations doubles. Accordingly, we do not see a benefit to the community for conducting the proposed Part 150 study at this time.219

Nonetheless, a Part 150 noise study is being conducted as part of the Buchanan Field Master Plan update.220

NEARBY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ISSUES AND PLANS

Concord Naval Weapons Station Site

As noted above, the City of Concord began a general plan update in 2003. In the spring of 2004, city officials held community workshops. Two discussions about the future of the Concord Naval Weapons Station were held during summer 2004 as a culmination of those workshops. The largest part of the proposed reuse of the site called for the opening of an eight-square-mile inland area of the Naval Weapons Station, to become the largest development the East Bay has seen in years. The area is nearly nine times larger than Buchanan Field airport.

In the summer of 2005, the federal 5,200-acre inland area was declared surplus and released to the community for development. Concord already has a framework: in April 2004, city
planners presented three alternatives for the Naval Weapons Station to the city council. Homes for as many as 46,900 people and businesses offering as many as 28,000 jobs would supplant the Navy base. Although these figures are preliminary, Concord’s Principal Planner Phillip Woods stated that the city would be guided by smart growth principles, and that plans would establish jobs near homes to minimize commutes and create pedestrian-friendly neighborhoods.221

Land Use Issues Around Byron Airport

Grand Jury Investigation of Airport Operation and Planning

In June 2000, the Contra Costa County Grand Jury concluded in its annual report that the Byron Airport was hampered by the county’s “neglect” in planning and management, and that it relied heavily on Buchanan Field revenues to stay financially afloat. Jurors also took the county to task for a “remarkable lack of scheduling” in finishing the airport land use plan. Jurors said the delay had stymied Byron’s chances for development. A recommendation to update the land use plan was first made in 1991.222

Specifically, the report said the county should initiate better coordination and communication between the Airport Land Use Commission and the Aviation Advisory Committee, two groups that advise staff on operations and planning. It also recommended that these groups be given more authority and that there be more public involvement. Grand jurors further recommended that the county separate the airport budgets of Buchanan Field and Byron Airport to give residents a more realistic picture of Byron's financial position.223

In its written response, county officials rejected those recommendations, insisting the two commissions have enough authority. They also stressed that communication between the commissions, county staff, and supervisors was good. County staff members stressed that the public had been involved through public hearings on the ALUC Plan. They did, however, accept the recommendation that the county planning staff and Director of Airports report frequently to county supervisors, and they agreed that the land use report could show Buchanan Field and the Byron facilities in separate parts of the document.224

Byron Master Plan Updates

The Byron Airport Master Plan was developed in two phases. Phase I, the Byron Airport Air Cargo Feasibility and Roles Assessment, was completed in October 2003. The final report concluded that creating an air cargo hub at Byron Airport is a long-term possibility dependent upon population growth, economic development, and infrastructure improvements developing in the broader East Contra Costa County region.225 Conversely, it was infeasible for air cargo hub operations to develop within the 5- to 15-year planning window, in part because of these factors:

- Air cargo operators are demand driven, which means sites must have local demand.
• Byron Airport would compete with the established Oakland, Sacramento-Mather, and Stockton Airports for air cargo operations. The cargo capacity at existing air cargo airports still has significant room for growth; therefore, capacity constraints will not force air cargo operators to look for alternate sites in the near future.

• A majority of air cargo movements begin and end via truck, and east county roadways are restrictive.226

The final Master Plan and business plan reports concluded that Byron Airport is well positioned for long-term growth of general aviation and air cargo dependent upon population growth, economic development, and infrastructure improvements in the broader East Contra Costa County region. Regional development is necessary to bring both critical mass and infrastructure improvements nearer to the Byron Airport to help facilitate its aviation and economic development growth over time.227

The report states that growth has to come first.228 It noted that Byron Airport is hampered by competition from airports in Stockton, Livermore, and Rio Vista, and that it is currently too remote to draw business. There is not as much overflow business from Buchanan as some airport observers originally expected.229

Phase II of the Byron Airport Master Plan was completed in December 2004. Phase II assessed and determined existing and future facility needs to accommodate both aviation and non-aviation activities at Byron Airport. The process also included developing a business plan to assist facilitating development on and around the airport on county-owned property. To maximize access and involvement, a Project Steering Committee was created with more than 30 members representing the business, aviation, local, regional, and environmental communities, as well as surrounding cities. Airport staff and consultants had four meetings with the Steering Committee and three evening public meetings during the Master Plan development process.230

Byron Land Use Plans and the ALUC Plan

As noted earlier, Byron is an unincorporated community, planned and governed by Contra Costa County with the assistance of a local advisory council. Both the Byron Municipal Advisory Council (MAC) and the neighboring incorporated city of Brentwood believe the airport could be a key factor in bringing more jobs to their communities.231

The county’s urban limit line has been tightly drawn around Byron, a community of 1,000 residents. The line is intended to curb urban sprawl, but inhibits Byron’s efforts to develop its downtown and limits how Byron Airport evolves. Remote and served by only two-lane county roads, Byron’s transportation options are too limited to accommodate substantial growth.

In February 2004, incoming Byron Municipal Advisory Council chairman Jim Warnock said Byron needs new or better roads, and would benefit from an eBart station, a light-rail train that would connect commuters to the Pittsburg/Bay Point BART station (see page 155). Meanwhile, the Byron Union Sanitary District was struggling to save a failing treatment
facility. The state will not allow new sewage hookups until the district complies with a strict cleanup and abatement order.232

The Byron General Plan designates about 10,000 acres, most of which lie east of town, for residential development of varying densities, and about 3,000 acres for light industrial or commercial uses. “The airport has the potential for light industry and other commercial development,” said Kathy Leighton, a member of Byron’s Municipal Advisory Council (MAC) and the ALUC as well as a local historian. A new transportation corridor bisecting the residential area is planned to link Byron Highway near the Byron Airport with Highway 4 at the entrance to Discovery Bay.233 Officials in Byron see the airport and a nearby hot springs resort as two possible hubs for development.234

Development potential at the airport is limited by the fact that 60 percent of the county’s holdings (totaling 1,400 acres) are in wildlife refuges.235 County officials were skeptical about the latest proposal to develop the hot springs, submitted in December 2005, citing airport noise, environmental concerns, and lack of water and sewage infrastructure.236 Discussions about economic development related to the airport have fallen flat because of such restrictions and higher priorities related to economic development in surrounding communities such as Brentwood and Antioch.237

During hearings on the updated Contra Costa County ALUP in late 2000, Kathy Leighton said the plan is generally a good one, reflecting Byron’s desire to set up a commercial core near the airport by drawing in business and industry. Leighton said county staff and consultants did a good job in listening to the concerns of Byron residents regarding the airport. As a result, she said, there had been little struggle between the county and the community over the document. The few households near the airport have long ties to the land, often across several generations.238

However, some property owners near the airport objected to the land use plan, arguing it would restrict their ability to build houses on their land at some point. Alan Bradford owns an 80-acre parcel adjacent to the runway. He said the land use plan would prevent him from building on five-acre parcels, as was allowed under current zoning designations.239 Ultimately, the ALUC Plan was modified to accommodate five-acre parcels.240

George Hardie III, president of International Wind Companies, told the ALUC and county staff that he wanted to make sure his firm’s plans to install windmills nearby would not interfere with flight patterns. He planned to replace windmills at Buena Vista Energy with new ones that could be as tall as 200 feet. Philip Day, former MAC member and airport commissioner, also said that he was somewhat worried that height restrictions on land around the airport would hurt Byron’s chance to grow. However, “I’m pretty satisfied with it. It’s compatible with the Byron General Plan,” he added.241

Mountain House, a 7.5-square-mile (4,784-acre) “new town” in San Joaquin County is the nearest major urban development to Byron Airport. According to the Mountain House website, the new town will have a population of about 43,500 residents in 20 years. Most of
Mountain House is planned for detached homes, townhomes, condominiums, and apartments, plus supporting public facilities and open space; 700 acres will be used for commercial projects with the potential for providing over 20,000 local jobs.²⁴²

Portions of Mountain House are in the ALUCP Zone D, which places no restrictions on land uses, and only requires ALUC review for proposed structures over 100 feet in height. The closest parcels are residential. According to Hal Yeager of the Contra Costa ALUC, there was a missed planning opportunity in the early 1990s for the two counties to have collaborated on planning for commercial development on Mountain House parcels located closest to Byron Airport. This might have served as a catalyst for businesses using Byron Airport and provided even more distance between the airport and Mountain House residents. As of mid-2006, only residential development and some supporting land uses had been built at Mountain House, but construction was set to begin on two commercial complexes in the hopes of wooing real estate, insurance, and other office tenants.²⁴³

**eBART and Byron Airport**

In December 2002, BART directors approved the system’s first-ever expansion policy. Future BART extensions would be aimed at areas densely populated with residents or workers. The board also agreed to undertake an environmental study of an extension in eastern Contra Costa County that could use diesel-powered light-rail trains on existing Union Pacific tracks, at a fraction of the cost to build a traditional BART extension. The system, known as “eBART,” would extend from the Pittsburg/Bay Point station, now the end of the line, to Byron, passing through Antioch, Oakley, and Brentwood. It would cost about $800 million.

The decision to proceed with studying the Contra Costa extension shows that regions may be able to win extensions even if they score poorly on some of the new extension criteria. Eastern Contra Costa was ranked “low” or “low-medium” on its current smart growth development and policies, but BART staff said cities in that area were willing to make the needed improvements.²⁴⁴

In 2004, Bay Area voters approved Regional Measure 2, whose proposed traffic relief projects include a BART extension from the Pittsburg/Bay Point Station east to Byron. Construction was planned to begin in 2011.²⁴⁵ A request for proposals to perform detailed planning around several eBART stations was released in December 2005.

The development of eBART would appear better at attracting commuter housing than airport-oriented land uses around Byron. Thus, it could increase airport area land use conflicts in the vicinity of Byron Airport, since BART is still primarily used by commuters inbound to San Francisco and the central East Bay, rather than by reverse commuters.

**POTENTIAL ROLE AND IMPACT OF SMART GROWTH**

By some measures, smart growth appears to be well-established in Contra Costa County. For example, many smart growth advocates would argue that a strong regional or subregional plan
with urban limit lines enhances the realization of smart growth planning. Contra Costa County and its cities have had legally mandated Urban Limit Lines since the late 1980s. They have also jointly conducted a countywide 20-year visioning exercise known as “Shaping Our Future” (SOF), which explored smart growth concepts through GIS models and mapping. The county board and most city councils have publicly endorsed smart growth planning trends embodied in the SOF process.²⁴⁶

How will Contra Costa’s smart growth initiative impact its two airports? The now abandoned plan to replace Buchanan Field proposed a major smart growth development project as an alternative use for a very circumscribed airport. While the process may have never garnered sufficient support to have been realized, an experienced development team did examine the realities of replacing the airport in some detail, and found the complexities ultimately overwhelming. Byron Airport was ruled out as a replacement airport, even though its advocates want more traffic and industrial development. Byron Airport still lacks infrastructure and market position relative to competing airports.

The opening to urban development of an eight-square-mile portion of the Naval Weapons Station represents the largest infill development opportunity the East Bay has seen in decades. The area is nearly nine times larger than Buchanan Field airport. Although there are likely to be numerous issues with the redevelopment of the former Navy base, prima facie, it offers far more land for infill development in central Contra Costa County without the need to replace and redevelop an airport. With the release of the Naval Weapons Station, smart growth can be pursued without conflicting with continued airport operation and compatible land use planning in the airport area.

**EFFECTIVENESS OF AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING PROCESS**

Contra Costa County benefits from having an up-to-date ALUCP and an ALUC that meets regularly. After two years of uncertainty as replacement opportunities were reviewed, Buchanan Field’s 500 acres appear likely remain in airport uses. The question is how to make the best of this situation for both the airport and its neighbors. Challenges remain for Contra Costa County, as job growth continues to outpace production of homes. Where needed housing will be built is unknown, but it appears unlikely that any new homes will be located within the 65 dB CNEL noise contour.

The emphasis of the *Buchanan Master Plan* update process has been on developing the airport in ways compatible with its close-in neighbors. With this end in mind, Hal Yeager of the ALUC and People Over Planes suggested certain innovative capital items for the Master Plan update. Two examples follow:
On-demand lighting for Buchanan’s noise abatement runway, enabling it to be used for nighttime take-offs as needed.

Buying quiet planes for FBOs and encouraging their use for touch-and-go training. The county would own the planes and lease them on favorable terms to FBOs. The more use, the lower the effective lease rate.

Yeager states that the ALUC recognizes that smart growth means finding and keeping compatible land uses at and near the airport. He would like to see the county buy land impacted by the airport and then hold and sell it conditionally to developers that will build airport-compatible uses. 247

**SUMMARY**

It is nearly impossible to replace an existing airport, even when its operation and expansion is constrained by incompatible land uses. Apart from opposition by airport users and the state and federal government’s interest in protecting its substantial investment in airport infrastructure, it is rare to find a feasible replacement site that has comparable proximity to the population served by the existing airport.

Both the county and affected cities have adopted smart growth policies that respect the ALUCP. The two airports’ existence appears assured, although Buchanan Field remains surrounded by development. Development around Buchanan Field will mainly be redevelopment and generally will not be large scale. Policies that encourage infill development projects compatible with the airport are being sought, and would seem to be imperative if the airport is to prosper.

The GIS databases and techniques developed in the course of the county’s Shaping Our Future planning process may be useful in planning for compatible land uses around Buchanan Field.

At Byron, the strategy is one of long-range planning to partly supplant its now green borderlands with airport-compatible employment uses when population and economic growth make conditions ripe.
APPENDIX D
CASE STUDY—OAKLAND INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Oakland International Airport (OAK), Alameda County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport location</th>
<th>City of Oakland (Port of Oakland jurisdiction)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport size</td>
<td>2,500 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of facility</td>
<td>Regularly scheduled passenger flights, cargo, and general aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of airport activity</td>
<td>14.4 million passengers, 673,00 metric tons of cargo and 348,000 aircraft operations in 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curfew</td>
<td>None, 24-hour operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent ALUCP</td>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent Airport Master Plan</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearby cities (population 1/1/06)</td>
<td>Oakland: 410,600; Alameda: 74,400; San Leandro: 80,900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Types of land use/airport conflicts
- Surrounded by built-up urban area with significant residential development to the east and west of the airport in the cities of San Leandro and Alameda
- Airport Development Plan challenged in court over environmental documents
- Private schools locating near the airport

Major issues
- Conflicts with residential development, especially on Bay Farm Island immediately to the west of the airport
- High number of noise complaints
- Pressures to build housing in industrial areas of San Leandro near the airport

Approaches to solving airport/community conflicts
- Quarterly reports that include single-event data
- Extensive home insulation program
- Changes to flight paths

Stakeholder groups
- Airport-Community Noise Management Forum
- Airport Master Plan Stakeholder Advisory Committee
- Citizens League for Airport Safety & Serenity (CLASS)

Integration with smart growth policies
- Smart growth policies in surrounding cities are increasing density outside of the Airport Influence Area and decrease pressure for incompatible development closer to the airport

ALUC agency
- Alameda County

ALUC staff contact name
- Cindy Horvath

ALUC staff contact phone
- (510) 670-5400

ALUC staff contact e-mail
- cindy.horvath@acgov.org

INTRODUCTION

Oakland International Airport (formerly known as Metropolitan Oakland International Airport) is located in southwest Oakland between Interstate 880 and the San Francisco Bay and the cities of Alameda and San Leandro, as shown in Figure 26. The two other commercial airports in the San Francisco Bay Area are the San Francisco International Airport (SFO) and Mineta San José International Airport.
Charles Lindbergh dedicated the Oakland Municipal Airport on September 17, 1927, at what is now the North Field. Today’s Oakland International Airport (OAK) is effectively two airports—South Field, which handles all airline traffic, and North Field, which is shared by cargo carriers and general aviation. The airport is owned and operated by the Port of Oakland, which was established in 1927 as an independent department of the city of Oakland. The Port spans 19 miles of waterfront, and oversees more than 900 acres of maritime terminal facilities, in addition to the airport.

Passenger and air cargo traffic have steadily increased at OAK since Federal Express established their western region hub in Oakland in 1988 and Southwest Airlines became the dominant passenger carrier in the 1990s. Passenger traffic was up for the seventh consecutive year in 2004, increasing by four percent to 14.1 million passengers per year. Cargo traffic was up 8.5 percent and total commercial operations increased 5.1 percent to 186,550. The airport has a significant economic impact in the region. Director of Aviation for the Port Steve Grossman said that air cargo operations in Oakland employ 4,000 people. Related development, such as distribution centers and Internet commerce operations, have led to the creation of 5,000 to 8,000 jobs in the area around the airport.

Mineta Transportation Institute
In addition to OAK, there are two other public-use airports in Alameda County—Hayward Executive Airport and Livermore Municipal Airport—both of which only serve general aviation. Although Alameda County does not own or operate any airports, the county has advisory jurisdiction over airport area land use through its Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC). The ALUC planning area (Airport Influence Area) for OAK includes portions of the cities of Oakland, San Leandro, and Alameda.

The airport is predominantly surrounded by industrial, commercial, and airport-serving land uses. However, there is residential development within the Airport Influence Area (AIA), and many residences in Alameda and San Leandro are affected by aircraft noise. When the Port initiated an Airport Development Program in 1992, there was community concern. Litigation was filed in 1998, eventually leading to settlement agreements and expansion of the airport’s Noise Management Program. Aspects of the expanded program include increased noise monitoring and public outreach, and stakeholder groups that work together on operation and development issues.

Smart growth is alive and well in the communities surrounding OAK. Oakland and San Leandro are increasing density in their downtowns and around Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) stations; all three of the surrounding cities are encouraging mixed-use developments and improving infrastructure to support alternative transportation modes. Planning and development is well underway for Oakland’s Coliseum transit village just beyond the AIA boundary, northeast of the airport. As of mid-2005, higher-density housing was not planned within the AIA.

**AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING**

**Airport Planning**

In 2005, OAK was operating under the *Metropolitan Oakland International Airport Master Plan* approved in 1988. To accommodate expected growth in air traffic, the Port of Oakland initiated the Airport Development Program (ADP) in 1992. The Port first approved the Airport Development Plan in 1997.

Citizens’ groups and the city of San Leandro mounted legal challenges to the Environmental Impact Report for the ADP. Settlements reached in 2001 and 2002 required a *Supplemental Environmental Impact Report* to be prepared but allowed some improvements to go forward. Those improvements included five new passenger gates, a six-lane parkway linking the airport to Bay Farm Island and I-880, and a multilevel parking facility.\(^{251}\) As part of the settlement, plaintiffs agreed not to challenge the revised environmental study.\(^{252}\)

In September 2003, the Port released the court-ordered environmental report for public comment. The project called for expanded cargo facilities, roadway improvements, and 10 added terminal gates. As ordered by the court, the analysis focused on the potential impacts on air quality, burrowing owls, and residents’ sleep.\(^{253}\) The study found that nothing can be done
to avoid the harm caused by increased emissions of acrolein, one of dozens of toxins released from jetliner exhausts. Port environmental officials described this as a groundbreaking study into the airborne movement of pollution. Few airports had measured air in the surrounding community. The study also found that noise would be effectively dampened by quieter, next-generation jets and by noise-proofing nearby houses. The disruption to burrowing owls can be mitigated by relocating the birds to the delta.

In December 2003, Oakland Port Commissioners approved the environmental study. In April 2004, construction began on projects approved under previous environmental clearances. This $500 million project to expand and renovate Terminal Two and build a seven-story, 6,000-car parking garage was the largest in the airport’s history, and just the beginning of a $1.4 billion plan to expand and modernize the entire airport. The plan called for a new Terminal Three on the site of the abandoned United Airlines maintenance hangar and two BART connector stations.

As required by the 2001 settlement agreement, the Port established the Master Plan Stakeholder Advisory Committee with about 40 stakeholder representatives from the cities of Alameda, San Leandro, and Oakland, the San Leandro Unified School District, Alameda County, citizens groups, and airport users. Development of the 20-year master plan began in June 2004, and the plan and associated environmental impact report were approved by the Board of Port Commissioners in March 2006. The stakeholder process included discussions of airspace, land use, forecasts of aviation demand, analysis of airport facilities, and environmental impacts. San Leandro and Alameda were concerned about taxiing noise related to some of the alternatives proposed. They planned to work with the airport on terminals, landside improvements, parking, and runway improvements. The 2006 Oakland International Airport Master Plan recommends building a third terminal in the near term, but does not include plans for runway expansion (despite limited runway capacity) because of financial and environmental constraints. The master plan also aims for low growth in air cargo traffic.

Planning for the airport development takes place within the larger context of the Port of Oakland Strategic Plan that was most recently updated in 2002. One of the goals in the Strategic Plan is to develop sustainable community relations. Specific objectives include expanding the community involvement program and maintaining good relations through proactive communication during the airport construction process.

**History of Land Use Issues in the Airport Vicinity**

**Airport Issues**

OAK staff began implementing a Noise Compatibility Program (NCP) in the 1970s. The Oakland General Plan Noise Element describes the NCP as follows:

Oakland International Airport (OAK) has established noise-abatement policies and procedures regarding runway use, aircraft operation, and
flight patterns. The airport also operates an internal noise management office which administers a variety of noise-management programs: computerized systems to monitor airport-related noise levels in surrounding communities, sound-insulation programs for residences affected by airport noise, “flying quietly” education provided to pilots, periodic public meetings to address community concerns over noise, online information … and a noise report hotline.\(^{260}\)

The Noise Element also describes the noise environment in relation to OAK.

… noise levels in excess of 65 CNEL [Community Noise Equivalent Level] are primarily experienced at the airport, over water, and over small areas of Bay Farm Island. In addition, it is acknowledged that airplane overflights and other airport operations affect several neighborhoods in Oakland, San Leandro, and the City of Alameda that are nevertheless outside of the 65 CNEL contour.\(^{261}\)

Land use compatibility issues relate mainly to noise from general aviation operations at North Field. In 1997, the Port initiated an Airport-Community Noise Management Forum to work on these issues with community members, Alameda, San Leandro, the FAA, and airport users. The group agreed to three parameters: there could be no transference of noise from one community to another; there could not be commercial flights at North Field; and there could not be a curfew, although quiet hours would be encouraged. The forum educated stakeholders about airport operations and aviation regulations and used extensive noise monitoring and reporting as a basis for discussions.\(^{262}\)

Under the settlement agreement with the City of San Leandro, the port agreed to fund the insulation of 200 homes in San Leandro. The San Leandro Airport Noise Insulation Program officially began in June 2004. About 400 homes qualified for insulation.\(^{263}\) In return for insulation, homeowners must sign an avigation easement releasing the airport from liability for aircraft noise. However, in December 2002, it was reported that many residents said they did not want to sign away their legal rights just to participate in the program. San Leandro’s school district also negotiated a $5 million agreement with the Port in 1998 to insulate five of its schools in the area.\(^{264}\)

In April 2003, the Port announced the third phase of its Sound Insulation Program in Alameda. About 600 homes on Bay Farm Island are eligible for insulation. Phase 1 of the program was completed in 2002, Phase 2 in 2003. The Sound Insulation Program is funded by federal Airport Improvement Program (AIP) grants. Residents are pleased with the results, which reduce interior noise levels an average of 8 dB.\(^{265}\)

**Airport Area Land Use Issues**

There are no major new land use development issues around OAK because the area is mostly built out. The nearest transit-oriented development, the Coliseum BART Transit Village, is
outside of the AIA. This high-density, mixed-use project is discussed in more detail beginning on page 177. San Leandro and Alameda avoid residential development near airport safety zones and within the CNEL noise contours. New development in the airport and port areas remains largely industrial and commercial. However, there is pressure for residential development in the industrial areas of San Leandro and Oakland west of Interstate 880, and developers continue to suggest additional residential land uses on Bay Farm Island.

The Port of Oakland has land use jurisdiction over all the land in Oakland within the AIA, except one small area along High Street next to I-880. The Port also has the responsibility to develop and manage lands within its jurisdiction and has authority over land use planning and approval. “The mission of the Port’s Commercial Real Estate (CRE) Division is to care for, promote, develop, and enhance Oakland’s urban waterfront for economic benefit and public enjoyment.”

Commercial, business, recreational, and retail development is flourishing in the area with the Port’s jurisdiction.

The CRE Division has been selling port land to finance airport expansion and other capital expenditures. In February 1999, the CRE announced it was selling 73 acres of underutilized property in the Oakland Airport Business Park, just off Interstate 880 near the airport. The development was expected to include hotels, office space, distribution facilities, and other commercial and industrial uses. By December 2000, the CRE had sold the last 14 acres of land at the Business Park for a 240,000-square-foot flex-use campus, designed to service companies needing office, research and development, or distribution space. In 2001, the CRE sold land for the Hegenberger Gateway Metroport project, a planned office and hotel high-rise development at the intersection of Interstate 880 and Hegenberger Road, but by 2003 the office market collapsed. The project became a regional retail center with a Wal-Mart store. The Port made $14.5 million on the deal.

There is a trend toward conversion of former industrial facilities to medium/high-density mixed-use projects along Oakland’s waterfront. As of mid-2005, these developments were still outside of the AIA, but the trend was moving south. For example, projects were being planned at Oak Street and Ninth Avenue and at 29th Avenue near Ford Street. Pressure for general plan amendments to convert industrial land uses is continuing.

In February 2003, a new developer assumed control of the 300-acre Harbor Bay Business Park on the south end of Bay Farm Island near the airport. The office park was home to about 85 businesses, but almost half the land remained undeveloped. The new developer believed completion of the Cross Airport Roadway, which connects Bay Farm Island to Interstate 880 at 98th Avenue and the airport, could help attract new tenants.

In February 2002, the ALUC voted to rescind an earlier vote against a private school on Bay Farm Island—500 feet outside of the runway safety zones and directly under the flight path of aircraft departing from two of the North Field runways. The ALUC originally had opposed the project out of concern that complaints about excessive aircraft noise might lead to costly lawsuits. The developer of the school hired a law firm to help them change the application,
and it was approved. The ALUC and county legal staff decided not to get involved because the project had become political. If this had been a public school project, state approval would have been necessary for a school that close to an airport (within two miles), and it is less likely that a school would have been built at this location.  

**Figure 27** shows existing land uses within a mile of the north end of North Field in 2002. The map demonstrates that land uses to the east of I-880 toward the airport are mostly commercial and industrial, while those to the west in Alameda are mostly residential.

### Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan

The purpose of the 1986 *Alameda County Airport Land Use Policy Plan* (ALUPP) is to provide policy direction and guidance for the Alameda County ALUC when evaluating referrals for proposed developments near airports located within the county. It also guides staff from local jurisdictions as they prepare general plan and zoning ordinance changes and propose new land uses near airports. According to Natalie Fry, a transportation planner with the City of Oakland, Oakland Councilmember Larry Reid, whose district includes OAK, follows the activities of the ALUC.

The *Airport Land Use Policy Plan* (ALUPP) designates safety zones and noise impact zones for Alameda County airports and specifies allowable uses, densities, and heights of structures. Safety Zone Policy 3.2 lists new shopping centers, restaurants, schools, hospitals, and arenas as examples of incompatible uses. New housing is prohibited in safety zones and other uses are evaluated based on the density of people they generate throughout the day; incompatible uses would yield a density above 25 persons per net acre over an eight-hour period or above 50 persons over a two-hour period. Noise Zone Policy 18 requires sound insulation to ensure a maximum interior 45 dB CNEL in new residential, education, and health-related uses in noise impact zones. The ALUPP also requires that purchasers of property currently or potentially subject to normally unacceptable noise levels are aware of those conditions.

Alameda County began the process of updating the ALUPP in 2003. The update was delayed by lack of funding and staff resources, but in 2004 the three airport operators in the county—the Port of Oakland, the City of Livermore, and the City of Hayward—agreed to help fund the updates. The new ALUPP will be organized as a countywide plan, combining three compatibility plans in one document. The goal is to have a plan for each airport that clearly defines the review and referral process and requirements with respect to safety, noise, height, and general referral areas (AIAs). The referral process and requirements will attempt to be “user friendly,” facilitating ALUC staff in making plan compatibility findings, and helping local staff and project sponsors understand how and when to make a referral. In August 2006, the ALUPP update was expected to be completed by the end of the year, although it was still in progress in late 2007. There were no plans to modify the Airport Influence Area for OAK, but that could change after the draft is circulated for public review. Once approved, the updated ALUPP will be available for download from Alameda County’s website.
Figure 27 Oakland Airport North Field Land Use in 2002
The current ALUPP defines a single general referral area that forms a combined Airport Influence Area for OAK and Hayward Executive Airport. The resulting area includes portions of Alameda, Oakland, San Leandro, San Lorenzo, and Hayward, west of Interstate 880. The ALUC reviews projects within the AIA for consistency with the ALUPP. Oakland, Alameda, and San Leandro have referred few land use changes to the ALUC in recent years. In June 2005, San Leandro Planning Manager Debbie Pollart indicated that there had been no recent referrals to the ALUC. The last referral was an industrial park on Davis Street in 2001.281

Role of Surrounding Jurisdictions

The area surrounding OAK is largely built up and land uses are well established. Alameda and San Leandro have residential neighborhoods that are impacted by operations at North Field; thus their general plans fully address airport-related noise issues. Oakland’s general plan focuses more on economic development policies, which are also addressed in the San Leandro plan.

Alameda

In a telephone interview in June 2005, Alameda city planner Andrew Thomas said that general plan land use designations on Bay Farm Island were designed to coincide with airport noise contours. The Port was involved in establishing these boundaries, which separated commercial and residential uses based on noise levels. However, land uses in Alameda are generally not planned to take advantage of the proximity to OAK—the airport is viewed as an important economic catalyst for the region, but not as much for Alameda.282

The 1991 City of Alameda General Plan consolidates policies relating to airports in the Airport Environs Element. The element first reviews the framework for regulation of noise and safety issues at the federal, state, regional, and county levels. The element includes guiding policies and implementing policies for both airport impact areas and airport operations and development.

The focus of regulatory discussions in the airport element is noise. The element explains Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 36 (aircraft noise certification, including the phase-out of Stage 2 aircraft) and FAR Part 150 (funding for airport noise compatibility programs). It also explains that California airport noise standards require airports to define a Noise Impact Area—the area within the 65 dB Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) contour where residential development is restricted. The information about OAK’s Noise Compatibility Program (NCP) does not reflect recent developments.

The Airport Environs Element specifically states that it is consistent with the Airport Land Use Policy Plan and explains Airport Land Use Commission policies. The element explains a 1976 agreement requiring avigation easements for new residential development at Harbor Bay Isle on Bay Farm Island. It says that “existing low-density residential development under the straight-out take-off tracks from OAK North Field Runways 27R/L is a less-than-optimal situation, according to both ALUC and city policies.”283
When the airport element was written in 1990, the Port was studying alternatives for runway expansion. The element deemed all the alternatives controversial because of noise and environmental impacts. It urged that airport Master Plan update studies consider a “demand management” alternative that would shift activity to other locations, saying that unlimited expansion of the airport is inconsistent with both FAA recommendations and Metropolitan Transportation Commission policies.

The Airport Environs Element establishes the following guiding policies for airport impact areas:

7.2.a Regulate development in Alameda to minimize hazards in safety zones designated by the Alameda County Airport Land Use Commission …

7.2.b Do not approve incompatible development in noise/safety sensitive areas.

7.2.c Seek ways to ensure provision of effective sound mitigation for all housing units in noise impact areas.

7.2.d Encourage [OAK] to limit night use of North Field to Stage 3 aircraft.

7.2.e Ensure that purchasers of property currently or potentially subject to normally unacceptable noise levels are aware of such conditions … and of limitations to the City’s ability to abate nuisances when such properties are subject to an avigation easement.284

The corresponding implementation policies indicate an attempt to specify development restrictions that still allow some flexibility in land use planning:

7.2.g Consider approval of infill or replacement housing within the outer ALUC Safety Zone … on a case-by-case basis. Refer proposed infill or replacement projects to the ALUC for Determination of Plan Consistency.

7.2.h Require acoustical analysis and noise-reduction measures … for new or replacement dwellings, hotels, motels, schools, and health-related uses.

7.2.i For new or replacement residential development within 500 feet north of the 65 dB CNEL Settlement Agreement line on Bay Farm Island, insulation shall meet the standards established in the ALUC Plan …

7.2.j New or replacement residential development shall be allowed between the 65 dB CNEL Settlement Agreement line and the 70 dB CNEL contour on Bay Farm Island if the property is subject to a noise easement.285

The Airport Environs Element discusses the character of noise and the number and types of operations at OAK. The element establishes the following guiding policies for airport operations and development:

7.3.a Seek adherence by airport operators to operational, development, and management policies that will minimize noise nuisance and safety concern for Alameda.
7.3.b Urge MTC [Metropolitan Transportation Commission] to address the limits of expansion of [OAK] and SFO and the need for additional commercial airport(s) at less congested locations …

7.3.c Establish effective regular communication among the City of Alameda, Port of Oakland, and the Federal Aviation Administration regarding noise control at [OAK].

7.3.d If an additional runway is warranted at [OAK], a runway outboard of Runway 11-29 is acceptable in principle to Alameda.286

The corresponding implementation policies are as follows:

7.3.e To the extent permitted by the 1976 Settlement Agreement, insist that the revised Regional Airport System Plan project maximum level of activity for [OAK] that will not create noise or oversight impacts in excess of those that would result from serving 6 MAP [million annual passengers] or from a specified future maximum level of activity to be determined. …

7.3.f Seek Port of Oakland’s voluntary agreement to implement mitigation measures beyond those in the 1976 Settlement Agreement, including mitigation measures regarding operations off existing runways.

7.3.g Create and participate in a continuing working group (community forum) composed of individuals representing the City of Alameda, the Port of Oakland, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and the air transport industry to monitor the airport’s noise control program and to make recommendations for response to any unforeseen conditions.

7.3.h Obtain assurance that the future noise exposure for Alameda is known and that aircraft operations will be controlled to ensure that projected noise levels are not exceeded...

7.3.i Mitigation for any expansion of [OAK] should include the following operational measures:

- Use of Stage 3 (least noisy) aircraft only, on all runways directly overflying Alameda residential areas.
- Enforced flight path alterations for noise abatement, for all runways, with remote monitoring sites installed in locations mutually acceptable to the Port and the City. …
- Enhanced transit access to the airport via a BART/light rail extension.

7.3.j Support the Port of Oakland in establishing a permanent full-time noise monitoring system that will (a) measure noise continuously, (b) separate [OAK] noise events from other noise source events, particularly overflights from other airports, (c) measure and augment CNEL values, (d) provide information on excessively noisy aircraft operations, [and] (e) monitor effectiveness of noise abatement programs …

7.3.k Define noise exposure to incorporate Alameda’s concerns about the loudness of individual events and nighttime noise.
7.3.1 Initiate an acoustical treatment program for noise-sensitive uses ... to mitigate existing and future noise exposure within residences and schools to 45 dB CNEL.\textsuperscript{287}

The \textit{City of Alameda General Plan} Health and Safety Element strengthens the airport policies with additional policies related to noise. Guiding Policy 8.7.d. states that the city will “maintain efforts to mitigate impacts of aircraft noise while pursuing actions to reduce aircraft noise or avoid noise increases.”\textsuperscript{288} Corresponding implementation policies include:

8.7.f Require new or replacement dwellings, hotels, motels, and schools within the noise impact areas ... to limit intruding noise to 45 dB CNEL in all habitable rooms. In new dwellings subject to a noise easement, noise is not to exceed 40 dB CNEL in habitable rooms.

8.7.g Minimize the impact of aircraft, railroad, and truck noise by requiring that noise levels caused by single events be controlled to 50 dB in bedrooms and 55 dB in living areas within the 60 dB contour.\textsuperscript{289}

Figure 28 shows \textit{Alameda General Plan} land use designations in relation to the airport influence area boundaries. As discussed above, the area within the 65 dB CNEL airport noise contour (as of 1990) is designated for open space and business park use. However, most of the land within the AIA is designated for low- to medium-density residential. Alameda does not have a geographic information system (GIS) database capable of tracking land use changes over time.

\textbf{Oakland}

The elements of the \textit{Oakland General Plan} were adopted at different times—the Land Use and Transportation Element in March 1998, the \textit{Estuary Policy Plan} in June 1999, the Safety Element in November 2004, and the Noise Element in June 2005. Surprisingly, the Safety Element does not address airport safety zones. However, the Noise Element includes background on federal, state, and ALUC policies related to airport noise, and maps showing existing (2004) and projected (2010) noise contours for OAK operations.

The following policy statements in the Noise Element relate to aviation:

- \textbf{POLICY 1} Ensure the compatibility of existing and, especially, of proposed development projects, not only with neighboring land uses but also with their surrounding noise environment.
- \textbf{ACTION 1.3:} Continue working with the Alameda County ... and with the Port of Oakland to ensure consistency with the county’s airport land use plan of the city’s various master-planning documents, zoning ordinance, and land use development proposals near Oakland’s airport.
- \textbf{POLICY 2} Protect the noise environment by controlling the generation of noise by both stationary and mobile noise sources.
- \textbf{ACTION 2.3:} Encourage the Port of Oakland to continue promoting its noise abatement office and programs for [OAK].\textsuperscript{290}
The Land Use and Transportation Element includes industry and commerce, transportation, and waterfront objectives and policies related to aviation as follows:

**Industry and commerce objective I/C4:**

- Minimize land use compatibility conflicts in commercial and industrial areas through achieving a balance between economic development values and community values.
- Policy I/C4.2: Minimizing nuisances. The potential for new or existing industrial or commercial uses, including seaport and airport activities, to create nuisance impacts on
surrounding residential land uses should be minimized through appropriate siting and efficient implementation and enforcement of environmental and development controls.291

Transportation objective T1:

• Provide adequate infrastructure and land for the needs of rail, shipping, commercial, and manufacturing uses, balancing this need with those of surrounding residential neighborhoods.

• Policy T1.3 Expanding airport capacity. Expand the passenger and cargo handling capacity at Oakland International Airport.292

Waterfront land use Objective W1:

• Enhance the waterfront with a wide variety of uses. The seaport and airport should have uses which promote its economic and transportation assets …

• Policy W1.3: Reducing land use conflicts. Land uses and impacts generated from Port or neighborhood activities should be buffered, protecting adjacent residential areas from the impacts of seaport, airport, or other industrial uses.293

Waterfront seaport and airport economy Objective W6:

• Develop the seaport and airport as northern California’s major international gateway and hubs of the national, regional, and local transportation network.

• Policy W6.2: Developing areas adjacent to the airport. Development of sites proximate to airport flight paths should be in conformance with Federal and State standards, as articulated in [FAR] Part 77 and Part 150, ALUC planning guidelines, and any other applicable regulations and amendments.294

Objective W7:

• Capitalize on the seaport and airport for increased economic activity and jobs in Oakland.

• Policy W7.1: Developing lands in the vicinity of the seaport/airport. Outside the seaport and airport, land should be developed with a variety of uses that benefit from the close proximity to the seaport and airport and that enhance the unique characteristics of the seaport and airport.295

The Estuary Policy Plan was prepared by the City of Oakland and the Port of Oakland—an unprecedented cooperative effort to plan for the 5-1/2 miles of urban waterfront within the city. The plan covers much of the land west of I-880 under Port and city jurisdiction.

The Estuary Policy Plan does not contain objectives related to airport planning or land use compatibility. One land use objective calls for a broad mix of uses as the waterfront shifts away from industrial and warehousing uses to commercial, recreational, and residential uses. Another objective seeks to develop the area to enhance long-term economic development, capturing opportunities for hotels, restaurants, retail, cultural facilities, and office and business park development. With respect to warehousing, the plan says that “the planning area does not offer significant locational advantages over other locations … along the I-880
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corridor. Over time, improvements that capitalize on the waterfront location and enhance the attractiveness and value of the planning area for other uses are likely to make the area less desirable for warehouse, distribution, and storage activities.”**

Figure 29 shows the Airport Influence Area drawn over general plan land use designations from the Oakland General Plan and Zoning Map (2005). Land use designations for the Estuary Policy Plan area are shown in the inset map on the lower left. The map shows that light industrial, commercial, business mix, and park and open space uses predominate west of I-880. However, there is a small amount of existing residential development in the southeastern portion of the AIA. The Planned Waterfront Development designation in the portion of the Estuary Plan area within the AIA constitutes a waterfront business park setting and does not include residential uses. Despite the flexibility of uses in the Estuary Policy Plan overall, land use designations do not support residential development in this area.

![Figure 29 Oakland General Plan Land Use and Airport Influence Area](https://example.com/figure29)

**Figure 29 Oakland General Plan Land Use and Airport Influence Area**

Source: Base Map derived from City of Oakland, Oakland General Plan and Zoning Map (January 1, 2005)

The City of Oakland has GIS versions of land use zoning designations going back to 2000. Otherwise, only paper versions are available.

San Leandro

The 2002 City of San Leandro General Plan references Oakland International Airport in the land use and environmental hazards elements.

The Land Use Element discusses both the need to address airport noise and land use conflicts in some neighborhoods, and the benefit of the airport for economic development. The section
on the West San Leandro Business District says the “area is well positioned for development that takes advantage of its proximity to Oakland Airport, major rail infrastructure, and easy access to the I-880 freeway.” The section on the San Leandro Marina, which is in the city’s largest recreation area, also highlights proximity to the airport. It says “there is particular interest in new uses which will accommodate airport-related travelers, including hotels, restaurants, and conference/meeting facilities.” The Land Use Element also includes a goal to produce new housing opportunities and includes a policy to encourage new housing on underutilized industrial sites which, among other criteria, “are not constrained by external environmental factors, including freeway, railroad, and airport noise.”

The following land use policies and actions support the goal to develop strong and healthy industrial and office districts:

**7.01 INDUSTRIAL ASSETS** Build on the strengths of the City’s existing industrial base, transportation infrastructure, and proximity to Oakland International Airport in the City’s business development efforts.

**Action 7.01-B: Hotels in Industrial Zones** Amend the zoning code to allow hotels as a conditional use within appropriate General Industrial areas, including the Oakland International Airport gateway area …

**7.09 WEST SAN LEANDRO BUSINESS DISTRICT**

**Action 7.09-A: Doolittle Gateway** Pursue streetscape improvements … that upgrade the appearance of this important gateway from Oakland International Airport. Improvements should include … re-use of vacant or underutilized properties with higher quality uses. Where consistent with Airport Land Use Compatibility restrictions, these uses could include hotels, offices, and other activities that capitalize on the street’s proximity to Oakland Airport.

The Environmental Hazards Element covers aviation hazards and airport noise. The section on Aviation Hazards describes the area covered by the safety zone for North Field and refers to compatible uses from the Airport Land Use Policy Plan. The element says there are no homes in San Leandro within the 60 or 65 dB CNEL contours, an improvement over 1994 when there were 28 residences in the 65 dB contour and 554 within the 60 dB contour. However, the section on Airport Noise says that residential areas still deal with noise conflicts and “some areas experience dozens of short-duration incidents each day where noise levels exceed 70 or 75 dBA.” Marina Square, the Timothy Drive/Davis West area, and the Adams Street industrial area are impacted by flights landing at North Field. In addition, the section on Noise Compatibility says that “residential areas, schools, child care centers, hospitals, churches, libraries, and nursing homes are typically regarded as noise-sensitive.”

The Environmental Hazards Element includes a goal to minimize the local impacts created by air traffic, ground operations, and other aviation activities. The goal is supported by the following policies.
37.01 MONITORING OF AIRPORT PLANS Actively and aggressively participate in forums and discussions regarding operations and expansion plans for [OAK]. Seek local representation on task forces, commissions, and advisory boards ...

37.02 MITIGATION OF AIRPORT NOISE Pursue mitigation of airport noise impacts to the fullest extent possible. Support and advocate for operational practices, changes to aircraft ... that would reduce the number of properties in San Leandro that are impacted by noise.

37.03 CHANGES TO AIRPORT OPERATIONS Ensure that any changes to airport operations that would potentially result in higher noise levels in San Leandro incorporate comprehensive noise mitigation measures ...

37.04 COMPREHENSIVE NOISE ABATEMENT Advocate for noise abatement and mitigation programs that are based not only on the airport's noise contour maps, but that consider other factors such as the frequency of overflights, the altitude of aircraft, and the hours of operation.

37.05 USE OF NORTH FIELD Strongly discourage any long-range plans that would extend the runways at the North Field (27 L/R and 9 L/R), or increase the use of the North Field for cargo jets or commercial passenger airlines ....

37.06 AIRPORT SAFETY ZONES Regulate land uses within designated airport safety zones, height referral areas, and noise compatibility zones to minimize the possibility of future noise conflicts and accident hazards.

37.07 LEGISLATIVE CHANGES TO IMPROVE MITIGATION Pursue legislative changes that provide San Leandro and other cities with greater leverage regarding the mitigation of noise impacts, air pollution impacts, and other off-site impacts resulting from aviation.

37.08 MONITORING PROGRAMS Promote ongoing monitoring of noise levels associated with airport operations and support expanded monitoring of other off-site impacts, such as air quality. ...

San Leandro Planning Manager Debbie Pollart said general plan policies do not help existing residents impacted by airplane noise, but they show that it is an issue for the city. The general plan provides the background policy to prevent residential encroachment, but it is also important for the city to have knowledgeable staff. San Leandro does not have a database capable of tracking land use changes over time.

Figure 30 shows the general plan land use designations in west San Leandro in relation to the airport influence area boundaries. The area is primarily designated for industrial and commercial uses, but there are some residential neighborhoods in the AIA as well.
Figure 30 San Leandro General Plan Land Uses and Airport Influence Area
Source: Base Map derived from City of San Leandro, San Leandro General Plan, Land Use Element (June 2002). Airport influence area boundary added from information shown in Alameda County Airport Land Use Commission, Comprehensive Land Use Plan (1986).
POTENTIAL ROLE AND IMPACT OF SMART GROWTH

Smart growth practices such as high-density, mixed-use, and transit-oriented development are currently concentrated along the BART line, east of I-880 and not within the AIA for OAK. Much land west of I-880 in Oakland and San Leandro is within redevelopment areas, and there is potential for mixed-use in-fill development. This may include high-density, pedestrian-oriented residential projects in the future, but currently there is much effort to preserve industrial and commercial uses near the airport. In many ways, current development patterns near the airport follow Kasarda’s Aerotropolis concept.

Although smart growth development has not yet occurred in the redevelopment area west of I-880, bicycle and public transportation infrastructure continue to be promoted and developed in the airport and waterfront area. There is much interest in developing the waterfront with recreational uses and amenities that will attract travelers who use the airport.

The 1991 City of Alameda General Plan does not address smart growth specifically, but a major theme of the plan is a commitment to “vigorous support of transit improvements, ferry service, reduction of peak-hour use of single-occupant vehicles, and an enjoyable pedestrian environment.” In 1999, Alameda completed a Bicycle Master Plan that proposes enhanced connections to Oakland, new bike lanes, and new bicycle support facilities. High-density residential development is restricted in Alameda by Measure A, which was approved by voters in 1973. The law allows a maximum of two units per building and a minimum lot area of 2,000 square feet per unit.

The 2002 City of San Leandro General Plan Land Use Element describes smart growth in the section on Major Planning Concepts. Concepts for smart growth in San Leandro include:

- making neighborhoods safer for pedestrians and bicyclists with convenient places for shopping and recreation
- high-density housing, pedestrian-oriented buildings, and mixed-use projects around the Downtown BART station and along commercial corridors
- mixed-use in-fill development in commercial areas

To support the concept of sustainability, San Leandro will place the needs of pedestrians above those of cars. The city completed a Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan in November 2004.

San Leandro’s smart growth policies are not being applied in the Airport Area (bounded by East 14th Street, McArthur Boulevard, San Leandro Boulevard, and Washington Avenue) or in the Doolittle industrial area. Therefore, Planning Manager Debbie Pollart does not see a relationship between smart growth and airport land use compatibility in San Leandro, although she conceded that the policies do make the other side of town more attractive for residential development.

The concept of sustainability appears throughout the City of Oakland General Plan Land Use and Transportation Element. The plan encourages concurrent land use and transportation planning through smart growth policies and strategies such as the following:
offering opportunities for added high-density residential and high-intensity office, commercial, and retail development in Downtown Oakland and in the Jack London District

• introducing the concept of a “housing business mix” district

• designating Transit-Oriented Districts to take advantage of Oakland’s eight BART stations and the Eastmont Town Center, which is served by multiple bus lines. ... these districts will link transit to higher-density housing

As with San Leandro, these policies are focused downtown and near BART stations and have not been applied west of I-880 near the airport. 309

The Land Use and Transportation element includes a Bicycle Master Plan (1999) and a Pedestrian Master Plan (2002). The Bicycle Master Plan identifies two key bikeway corridors to improve bicycle access for airport employees from major transit centers and East Oakland neighborhoods. The plan also includes a policy action item to “ensure that development and redevelopment plans in and for the Coliseum, Coliseum BART, and East Oakland incorporate bicycle access to and from ... Oakland International Airport.”310

In April 2001, the Oakland Community and Economic Development Agency and BART completed the Coliseum/Oakland Airport BART Station Area Concept Plan. The plan calls for a mixed-use transit village on the east side of San Leandro Street, connecting to existing residential neighborhoods and improving pedestrian connections to transit. On the west side of San Leandro Street, closer to the freeway and the airport, the plan calls for airport commercial hotel and office buildings or a research and development campus.311 In May 2003, Oakland received a $350,000 smart growth grant to fund planning for the Coliseum BART Transit Village.312

In mid-2005, the transit village project was in the predevelopment stage. A feasibility and market study was taking place—ridership for a planned automated people-mover between the Coliseum BART station and OAK, termed the Oakland Airport Connector, was estimated at 14 million passengers a year, which should create retail demand. The biggest land use compatibility issues the project faces relate to industrial uses and existing neighborhoods. The Concept Plan includes 600 to 800 units of housing using a podium design (four floors above ground-floor retail, garage underneath). The adjacent Coliseum Gardens HOPE VI project will be completed sooner and will have 350 to 400 units.313

In late 1999, BART began to work on plans for the Oakland Airport Connector between the Coliseum Station and OAK, three miles away. In March 2002, BART directors certified the environmental impact report for an elevated monorail link called Automated Guideway Transit link. The original plan, with two intermediate stops, never got off the ground as a result of funding difficulties and cost increases. In April 2006, BART was seeking proposals to partner with a private operator to build and operate the system with one intermediate stop.314

As of mid-2005, there were no plans for transit-oriented development at intermediate stops (which are within the airport influence area).315
In June 2005, a new Amtrak station opened within walking distance of the Coliseum BART station and the Oakland Air-BART shuttle to Oakland International Airport. As of 2002, plans for a proposed high-speed rail line between Los Angeles and San Francisco envisage a connection to OAK at the Coliseum BART station as well.

Oakland, Alameda, and San Leandro are promoting smart growth practices such as transit-oriented development, improved alternative transportation infrastructure, and mixed-use infill development. For the most part, these practices are steering high-density residential development away from the airport. However, developers are proposing higher-density mixed-use projects at locations closer to the airport that are currently designated for industrial uses. This aspect of smart growth is most likely to create airport land use compatibility issues.

**CHANGES IN LOCAL LAND USE**

It may be difficult for Alameda, San Leandro, and Oakland to prevent incompatible development in areas affected by aviation noise. As discussed above, a private school opened in 2003 on Bay Farm Island less than two miles from the airport runways. Harbor Bay Isle Associates (HBIA) obtained permission to build a second private school nearby, despite an agreement with the Port of Oakland not to build public schools on the land. Based on the recommendation of the FAA, the Port approved an agreement with HBIA in November 2005 to allow 100 homes to be built on the site as long as no school is built, state-of-the-art noise insulation is used, easements are in place, and HBIA indemnifies the Port from resident lawsuits for 10 years. The land is between the 65 and 70 dB CNEL contours. HBIA entered into an agreement with the city of Alameda for expedited processing of a General Plan Amendment/Rezoning. Environmental review, including additional noise and traffic analysis, to be completed by the end of 2006.

The airport and the port are big economic development factors, but few industries need to locate immediately adjacent to an airport—businesses such as consulting firms and just-in-time manufacturers think that being within about five miles is sufficient. The Port of Oakland and the city of San Leandro work hard to attract compatible development to the airport area. San Leandro is careful about industrial conversion, but developers continue to propose residential projects in industrial areas—they are not educated about land use compatibility issues. In Oakland, there has also been a trend towards industrial conversions to medium/high-density mixed-use projects. These developments are moving south toward the airport, which may be an issue for airport land use compatibility in the future.

Alameda, Oakland, and San Leandro all have golf courses within the airport influence area. Oakland and San Leandro are looking to expand around their golf course with development aimed at attracting airport users. San Leandro is investigating the feasibility of conference center and hotel development near the golf course.
EFFECTIVENESS OF AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING PROCESS

The 1997 Airport Development Plan (ADP) for OAK had many difficulties as a result of residential land use conflicts in San Leandro and Alameda. The ADP was challenged in court by the City of San Leandro and by the Citizens League for Airport Safety & Serenity (CLASS), a grassroots organization that represents homeowners associations from Bay Farm Island. These conflicts have resulted in more involvement by nearby cities and residents in airport planning and noise mitigation activities, in particular the Airport-Community Noise Management Forum and the Airport Master Plan Stakeholder Advisory Committee.

All parties believe that these forums have improved relations between the Port and the surrounding communities, mostly through education and improved communications. Doug Mansel, aviation planner for the Port, said the groups also have initiated some physical projects such as a Ground Runup Enclosure (as opposed to runway lengthening). The forums receive quarterly reports, which include single-event data. The Port is making an effort to educate the public, but there is still distrust of the Port and the FAA because the Port has used FAA guidelines as an excuse for not making changes in the past. The stakeholder groups keep lines of communication open for exchange of issues and ideas and foster a more positive, honest relationship.

The North Field Research Group of the Noise Management Forum developed the voluntary “Salad One” departure procedure, a new nighttime instrument departure procedure from North Field, to reduce noise impacts. The Port and forum jointly requested that the FAA study and adopt this new flight procedure. Salad One is now a published instrument departure procedure. Through an educational process, the airport encourages pilots to use Salad One, which includes “a right crosswind or additional downwind segment avoiding Bay Farm Island and the main island of Alameda.”

The Alameda County Airport Land Use Commission and Airport Land Use Policy Plan do not have much influence on land use in the area around OAK. The ALUC is scheduled to meet every month, but meetings are often cancelled because there are no projects to review. ALUC planner Cindy Horvath said the county may require the ALUC to meet at least twice a year.

The Alameda and San Leandro general plans closely reflect ALUPP policies and contain additional policies relating to noise mitigation, airport operations, and community involvement. However, Alameda city planner Andrew Thomas said that the Airport Environments Element has less influence than the neighborhood group CLASS. He noted that CLASS members are knowledgeable about and sensitive to airport issues. They monitor the airport and bring issues to the city’s attention.

Oakland’s general plan simply says the city will work with the ALUC to ensure consistency with ALUPP. The communities in Oakland near the airport are poor and are not mobilized about airport noise or airport development. The planning department is not involved with airport issues. There is not much comprehensive planning done, so development is mostly based on the market.
SUMMARY

Metropolitan Oakland International Airport (OAK) is largely surrounded by built-out areas. The airport is located in a commercial and industrial area west of Interstate 880—existing land uses are largely compatible with the airport. Oakland’s port, airport, and highway infrastructure all support further development of this type. These conditions resemble the land use structure of the Aerotropolis concept described by John Kasarda. The geographic location of OAK in an industrial waterfront area is the main factor that resulted in these compatible land uses.

Most of the opportunities for smart growth in Oakland and San Leandro are east of I-880 in the downtown areas, along commercial corridors, and at BART stations. This situation should relieve pressure for infill and high-density residential development west of Interstate 880 within the Airport Influence Area. High-density residential development is not an issue in Alameda because the city has strict ordinances that prohibit the construction of multifamily dwelling units.

There are some single-family residences in Oakland and San Leandro impacted by aircraft noise, but both cities are working hard to encourage business development west of I-880 and prevent conversion to residential development. However, developers continue to propose such residential conversions, and residential development along Oakland’s waterfront is marching steadily south toward the airport.

Land uses in Alameda generally are less compatible than those in San Leandro and Oakland. The city is largely residential and many parts of the city are impacted by aircraft noise. Bay Farm Island is especially impacted, and residential development and schools have been built right up to allowable noise boundaries. It is no surprise that Alameda’s general plan has an Airport Environments Element and that the extremely effective citizen’s group CLASS came out of this community. However, developers have proposed that the noise boundaries be moved back so additional housing can be built, even closer to the airport.

Lawsuits, improved communication, and increased stakeholder involvement have helped to advance the cause of airport-compatible land use around OAK. Stakeholder groups include the Airport-Community Noise Management Forum and the Airport Master Plan Stakeholder Advisory Committee. The airport’s noise compatibility program has evolved to include extensive noise monitoring and reporting and home insulation programs for homes outside the 65 dB CNEL contour. Flight paths have been altered to decrease impacts on residential areas.

Plenty of land use compatibility issues still exist. There appears to be a need to maintain strict land use policies in areas most impacted by aviation noise, and to clearly communicate to developers that there will be no changes or exceptions to these policies. In addition, there appears to be little cooperation on land use issues such as smart growth and airport land use compatibility between the three cities whose policies were studied in this report. Such cooperation could lead to better outcomes in both of these land use policy areas. There are many opportunities to benefit from such collaboration. Alameda, Oakland, and San Leandro
have the geographical setting to support airport-compatible land use, and all these cities have policies and plans that apply smart growth principles. However, there is no experience with cooperation and communication on land use policies such as smart growth and airport land use compatibility. Therefore, it is unclear whether the surrounding communities will take full advantage of these geographic, land use, and policy assets.
APPENDIX E
CASE STUDY—LIVERMORE MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

Livermore Municipal Airport (LVK), Alameda County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport location</th>
<th>City of Livermore</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport size</td>
<td>643 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of facility</td>
<td>General aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of airport activity</td>
<td>170,000 aircraft operations in 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curfew</td>
<td>None, 24-hour operation (voluntary program, see below)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent ALUCP</td>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent Airport Master Plan draft master plan released</td>
<td>1975 update commenced in 1999, draft master plan released in 2003, work suspended in 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearby cities (population 1/1/06)</td>
<td>Livermore: 81,300; Pleasanton: 67,700; Dublin: 41,800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Types of land use/airport conflicts
- Surrounded by agriculture and open space, mining, recreational uses
- Conflicts over annexation and expansion toward the airport
- Encroaching residential (medium- to high-density)

Major issues
- Many noise complaints
- Lack of noise monitoring system to quantify the problem

Approaches to solving airport/community conflicts
- Airport Protection Area (5,000 to 7,100 feet out from runways) protects from incompatible uses
- Livermore Pilot Information Guide and Voluntary Restraint from Night Flying policy (10 p.m. to 6 a.m.)
- Independent actions by the City of Pleasanton including a Livermore Municipal Airport Altitude and Noise Study

Stakeholder groups
- Livermore Airport Master Plan Update Advisory Committee
- Livermore Airport Citizens Group

Integration with smart growth policies
- Smart growth policies leading to higher densities and developments encroaching on the airport
- Lack of subregional cooperation on these issues

ALUC agency
- Alameda County

ALUC staff contact name
- Cindy Horvath

ALUC staff contact phone
- (510) 670-5400

ALUC staff contact e-mail
- cindy.horvath@acgov.org

INTRODUCTION

There are three public-use airports in Alameda County—Oakland International Airport, Hayward Executive Airport, and Livermore Municipal Airport. The county does not own or operate any airports. Livermore Municipal Airport (LVK) is located in west Livermore, near the cities of Dublin and Pleasanton, as shown in Figure 31. The airport, which opened in 1965, currently covers 643 acres including safety areas used for agriculture. As the airport operator, the city of Livermore is responsible for funding airport operations, managing noise complaints, implementing noise mitigation measures, and updating the Airport Master Plan.
Alameda County has advisory jurisdiction over airport area land use through its Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC). The ALUC general referral area (Airport Influence Area) includes land in the cities of Livermore, Pleasanton, and Dublin.

Livermore Airport is classified as a general aviation reliever airport in the National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS). It was the tenth-busiest airport in California in 1999, with about 250,000 takeoffs and landings annually. The airport serves private businesses, corporate tenants, and individual aircraft owners. It has two parallel runways: a 5,255-foot runway with 24-hour lighting for general traffic and a 2,700-foot training runway. The control tower is staffed from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. New hangars were completed in 1987, and a runway extension was completed in 1989.

Since 1982, Livermore Airport has received about $24 million in Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) grants, mostly to acquire land for a noise buffer zone. As a result, the 65 dB annual Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) noise contour is contained within

Figure 31 Livermore Municipal Airport Vicinity
the boundaries of the airport. The 65 dB CNEL noise contour is projected to remain within the airport boundary in the future, even with the 370,000 operations forecast for 2020. Based on sound studies in nearby residential areas, Livermore Airport is not classified as “noise-sensitive.”

The Livermore Valley is part of fast-growing eastern Alameda County. Growth-related issues such as water and sewage capacity, open space protection, traffic, and airport compatibility continue to dominate local politics. Concern about aircraft noise led the Livermore City Council to terminate the 2004 Livermore Airport Master Plan adoption process, declaring that the 1975 Airport Master Plan would remain in effect. Unfortunately, noise problems may increase, especially if airport usage increases, because residential development is also increasing in eastern Dublin and Pleasanton under the airport’s flight path.

AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING

History of Land Use Issues in the Airport Vicinity

Livermore Airport was moved to its present site in 1965, in part to escape housing encroachment. Efforts have been made to protect the airport from residential encroachment and ensuing neighborhood complaints. In 1991, Livermore established an Airport Protection Area (APA) in participation with Alameda County, Pleasanton, and Dublin. The purpose of the APA is to keep surrounding land uses compatible with aviation activities and protect “the Airport from the encroachment of incompatible uses, particularly the construction of new, or expansion of existing, residential areas.” The Airport Master Plan describes the APA as follows:

The key land use compatibility document for Livermore Municipal Airport is the Airport Protection Area plan … It defined a zone around the airport in which new residential development is prohibited. This zone extends outward from the airport’s runways 5,000 feet to the north, south and east, and 7,100 feet to the west.

The APA has increased attention on airport land use compatibility issues, but residential development continues within the ALUC general referral area. Pleasanton and Dublin have been annexing land for development, including residential development. Much of this land lies within the APA and/or the Airport Influence Area.

Because of concerns about the airport, Pleasanton published a Livermore Municipal Airport Altitude and Noise Study in May 2003. The study, completed by consultants Brown-Buntin Associates, Inc. and Walter E. Gillfillan and Associates, documented 11 specific objectives:

- Accurately portray the issues of concern for Pleasanton residents affected by aircraft operations at Livermore Municipal Airport.
• Document noise levels, frequency of noise events, and altitudes of aircraft flights over the Mohr Elementary School and adjacent communities under current and forecast future conditions.

• Discuss historical decisions that have affected aircraft operations and development in the vicinity of Livermore Municipal Airport.

• Document the regulatory framework affecting Livermore Municipal Airport, especially with respect to operations over Pleasanton.

• Document current noise and safety abatement measures employed by Livermore Municipal Airport with respect to operations over Pleasanton.

• Determine whether there are currently deviations from federal aviation regulations at the Livermore Municipal Airport with respect to operations over Pleasanton.

• Describe options available to the cities of Pleasanton and Livermore to address the issues of concern to the citizens of Pleasanton.

• Describe land use options that will enhance the compatibility of future land development in the areas affected by aircraft operation at Livermore Municipal Airport.

• Describe potential improvements to noise disclosure practices for new development in the areas affected by aircraft operations at Livermore Municipal Airport.

• Define the limits of controls over airport operations by the [c]ities of Pleasanton and Livermore.

• Provide recommendations for actions that may be considered by the [c]ities of Pleasanton and Livermore.

The Altitude and Noise Study summarizes federal, state, regional, and local government controls, and airport proprietor and aircraft operator controls, over aircraft noise. Historical issues discussed include the Stoneridge Drive Specific Plan, the APA, resident complaints, the need for an updated Airport Master Plan, and attempts by Livermore and the FAA to address issues raised by Pleasanton. Half the study's findings relate specifically to land use as follows:

1. Residents of Pleasanton are concerned about past and potential future increases in aircraft operations at the Livermore Municipal Airport and potential increases in noise levels as a result of those changes. In addition, there is concern that the city of Pleasanton has had very little input to the airport development process in the past.

2. The FAA has made evolutionary changes to flight procedures at the Livermore Municipal Airport, which may affect airport planning documents adopted by the city of Livermore and the Alameda County Airport Land Use Commission. Residents are concerned that the city of Pleasanton has had little or no input to such changes.

3. Residents of Pleasanton wish to ensure that future land use decisions in Pleasanton consider aircraft noise exposure, and that new developments should include suitable noise mitigation measures when aircraft noise exposures are potentially significant. Similarly, the city of Livermore and the [ALUC] are concerned that development in proximity to the Livermore Municipal Airport should protect the viability of the airport. The City of
Pleasanton has adopted a Noise Element of the general plan, and a specific plan for the Stoneridge Drive area, which address these concerns. …

4. Residents of Pleasanton are concerned that aircraft on approach to Livermore Municipal Airport may constitute a hazard to students at Mohr Elementary School due to noise and altitude.

5. The noise measurement program revealed that aircraft noise exposures were below the California airport noise standard of 65 dB CNEL in the residential areas of Pleasanton.

6. The noise measurement program revealed that total noise exposures (aircraft and nonaircraft sources together) at the Mohr Elementary School during the winter period were above the City’s overall 60 dB CNEL standard.

7. Noise measurements confirmed that single-event noise levels experienced in the Stoneridge area are high enough to warrant the sound insulation requirements of the Noise Element of the general plan, and of the Stoneridge Drive Specific Plan.

8. The noise measurement program revealed that aircraft noise exposures inside classrooms of the Mohr Elementary School were within the guidelines recommended by the FAA.338

The recommendations related to these findings include:

1. Seek participation by the city of Pleasanton in the current update of the Livermore Municipal Airport Master Plan.

2. Seek participation of the City of Pleasanton in the City of Livermore Airport Commission.

3. Request consideration by the city of Livermore and the Alameda County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) of the effects of the adoption of the Livermore One SID [the Standard Instrument Departure to the west] upon the Airport Protection Area (APA).

4. Ensure continued implementation of land use compatibility controls concerning aircraft noise in the city of Pleasanton.339

In July 2003, Pleasanton Mayor Tom Pico asked the Livermore City Council to add one voting member on the Livermore Airport Advisory Commission from Pleasanton and one from Dublin. Pico said that Livermore's neighbors are increasingly affected by the airport as the valley grows. The council declined the request, but encouraged representatives from neighboring cities to attend commission meetings.340 In October 2003, Pico submitted written comments on the Livermore General Plan Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR), asking Livermore to address specific issues related to the airport in more detail. Pico said the Airport Protection Area was created with the assumption that airport operations would not change dramatically.341

Dublin Community Development Director Eddie Peabody said that Dublin also has concerns related to noise, aircraft mix, flight patterns, and operational limits on new uses at the airport. He thinks that the airport should involve all the cities and should deal with all the impacts that airport changes will have.342
Despite the protections in place, the airport is becoming restricted. Any growth in airport operations could be an issue as more housing is built near the airport. Local jurisdictions are asking the airport operator to prevent any increase in aviation-related impacts. This creates a difficult situation because federal law does not allow the airport to restrict the number of operations.

**Airport Master Plan**

The *Livermore Municipal Airport Master Plan*, last updated in 1975, defines the projected future type and level of airport operations, addresses noise and environmental issues, and identifies facilities construction needs. The City of Livermore began working on an Airport Master Plan (AMP) and Business Plan update in August 1999, after FAA grants were received. A plan was developed with public input, but work on the AMP was suspended while an environmental review was undertaken starting in 2002. The *Initial Study and Mitigated Negative Declaration* was completed in February 2004.343

The *Draft Airport Master Plan*, released for public review in March 2003, relied on airport-specific demand influences that reflected the existing conditions at the airport. Important factors included the airport’s role in the growth of business aviation; the lack of a full-service fixed-base operator; demand for hangar space; and the combination of increasing population and economic growth in the Livermore region. The most controversial change envisaged by the draft AMP was extension of the 2,700-foot runway to 3,950 feet. Many argued that lengthening the runway would reduce noise, but nearby residents objected because they felt it would lead to more large and noisy aircraft using the airport. Opponents also objected to plans for a full-service fixed-base operator, which they said would encourage more activity.

Both Airport Manager Leander Hauri and Livermore Councilmember Lorraine Dietrich said the negative response to the AMP was excessive. Hauri suggested that the length of time—almost five years, between outreach and approval of the plan—was a problem.344 Dietrich suggested that the high activity forecasts, especially the forecast increase in jet traffic, were also a problem because opponents used the numbers to generate alarm over the plan.345

The public review period was originally scheduled to end in April 2004, with possible adoption of the AMP by the City Council in June.346 Instead, growing opposition to the plan culminated with more than 600 people attending a Planning Commission meeting in May. In April, the Livermore City Council had agreed to form a 21-member task force, with representatives from Livermore, Pleasanton, and Dublin, in an attempt to resolve disagreements over airport expansion.347

In June 2004, the Livermore City Council appointed the Airport Master Plan Update Advisory Committee and agreed to suspend the AMP review process. The committee, made up of expansion opponents, pilots, and representatives from the cities, would make recommendations to the City Council about what, if any, changes should be made to the master plan.348 In January 2005, the committee recommended that most of the suggested improvements to the airport go forward, with several conditions. First, the demand forecasts
should be revised to reflect the recent decline in aviation. Second, the airport should start a noise monitoring and mitigation program, which should be part of the AMP. Last, a full Environmental Impact Report (EIR) should be prepared to analyze the changes proposed in the AMP.349

The Livermore City Council used the committee’s suggestions to lay out a new update process, starting with the council identifying guiding principles for the plan and followed by changes to the AMP update based on those principles and full environmental review in the form of an EIR. The following principles were proposed: basing AMP revisions on guidelines aimed at reducing existing airport noise levels, developing a noise monitoring program, outreach to pilots promoting voluntary noise-reduction efforts, working with the FAA to reduce impacts from other Bay Area airports, continuing to operate the airport as a self-supporting enterprise, and participation in lobbying efforts to require phase-out of noisier jets.350 In June 2006, airport staff delivered a report updating the council on the airport noise monitoring and noise reduction program and hanger construction at the airport. There was no mention of the master plan update in the report.351

In July 2006, the council approved a noise monitoring system, but did not grant final approval for installation, deciding to wait another month to see if Pleasanton would agree to share some of the cost. At the same July meeting, they approved construction of 65 hangers at the airport (allowed under the 1975 master plan). Although construction only begins after environmental review is complete, residents protested what they see as airport expansion before noise issues are fully addressed.352 Airport Manager Hauri and Councilmember Dietrich see noise monitoring as a good tool for educating the public, but not necessarily for reducing noise. Therefore, it is important to educate the public before going forward with noise mitigation measures. Hauri said the airport also could do a better job of marketing the benefits of the airport, such as jobs and tax revenues.353

The Airport Business Plan, part of the failed master plan, also states that the benefits of general-aviation airports in attracting businesses are often “overlooked and seen as invisible to the economy.”354 Instead, nonusers focus on detrimental issues associated with noise and land uses. The Business Plan includes the following recommendations related to airport land use planning:

- Maintain internal review of long-range city planning efforts (General Plan and, if applicable, specific plan) to influence land use decisions that remain compatible with airport objectives, FAA requirements, and future airport improvements. This could be achieved through compatibility checks with the adopted ALUC’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) for LVK.

- Work with economic development and planning staff regarding off-site development within a three-mile radius of the airport, regardless of noise contours. The airport manager should always review planned and proposed developments within the city and provide recommendations prior to any decision by the planning commission or city council.
• Discourage a full-time residential population around the airport beyond the Airport Protection Area (APA). An additional 0.5- to 1-mile buffer should be used outside of the compatible CNEL. …

• The city should encourage its planning agency, and those of the surrounding cities, to implement a real estate disclosure document signed by all new residents acknowledging the existence and proximity of the airport and resulting disturbances.  

All the planners interviewed for this study said their councils were involved in the AMP update process with support from their planning departments. This involvement shows that airport land use is an important issue throughout the Livermore Valley and will continue to be a focus as airport improvements move forward.

Airport Area Land Use Issues

In May 2002, Dublin and Livermore approved a “memorandum of understanding” (MOU) over Dublin’s plans to annex and develop 1,120 acres to the east of the city. The memorandum said Livermore would not sue over the project as long as Dublin met certain conditions. Those conditions included taking measures to keep an open-space buffer between the cities and submitting plans for the 92 acres closest to Livermore Airport to the county ALUC for review.

In early 2005, developer Braddock & Logan proposed an amendment to the plan for those 1,120 acres. The new plan included 3,108 housing units, about 2.5 million square feet of commercial and office space, two elementary schools, and 187 acres of open space. The project would comprise 12 percent of the city’s total land area. The homes range from high-density to single-family, and the plans include a neighborhood square surrounded by retail. When the city annexed the property in 2002, the developers had announced plans for 2,526 housing units and about 1.4 million square feet of office space. At a Dublin City Council meeting in April 2005, Vice Mayor George Zika expressed concern about the number of housing units and traffic circulation. The suitability of development near the Livermore Airport Protection Area was also discussed.

When the Livermore City Council reviewed the original project in 2001, the staff report discussed many issues related to the project, “including aesthetics, agricultural resources … air quality, biological resources … conflict with airport uses, exacerbation of downstream flooding conditions, increased salt loading on the main basins, community separation in the Doolan Canyon area, the impacts of Measure D (requires voter approval for any urban development in unincorporated areas), jobs-housing balance issues, transportation/traffic including substandard levels of service on I-580 and Isabel Parkway and State Route 84, utility and service systems including demands for potable water supply, wastewater disposal impacts, cumulative electrical demand, and cumulative solid waste disposal.”

Airport Manager Hauri said that Dublin has proposed extremely high-density housing right up to the APA boundary and under the airport approach and departure paths. The airport has complained to the city of Dublin about these proposals. Livermore city planner Jennifer
Criven said that Livermore and Dublin have different visions. Livermore is committed to preserving the quality of life and is not planning residential densities above 20 dwelling units per acre (DU/AC). Dublin is building more densely, with densities up to 70 DU/AC.  

**Growth Issues**

It is difficult to separate airport area land use from the other growth-related land use issues in the Livermore Valley. Recent urban growth and open space initiatives have been aimed at preventing sprawl. In November 2005, the City of Livermore sought voter approval for a sewage treatment and pipeline project to expand wastewater capacity. The local water provider began a project in 2005 to build the first new water treatment plant in Livermore Valley since 1975, which will serve new development in Livermore, Pleasanton, Dublin, and the Dougherty Valley.

Alameda County’s Measure D open space initiative, passed in 2000, effectively established an Urban Growth Boundary (UGB). In 2002, after a UGB petition garnered 10,000 signatures, the Livermore City Council adopted its own UGB for North Livermore and part of East Livermore. An Urban Growth Boundary for South Livermore was passed by voters in 1999.

The Pleasanton General Plan also designates a UGB that “is intended to be permanent and to define the line beyond which urban development will not occur.” Any development outside these boundaries requires voter approval.

Three contentious growth issues were addressed on Livermore’s November 2005 ballot: a proposed 2,450-home project by Pardee Homes in North Livermore, the expanding sewage-export capacity mentioned above, and the slow-growth balance of the Livermore City Council. Supporters argued that additional sewage capacity was needed for already-planned Livermore growth, but opponents feared that it would spur additional North Livermore development. Voters had rejected a ballot initiative authorizing a sewage-export pipeline in 1998 over concern about North Livermore growth potential. However, the sewage-export pipeline measure passed, although the measure allowing the Pardee Homes development outside the existing UGB failed and the City Council retained its slow-growth majority.

**Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan**

The Alameda County Airport Land Use Policy Plan (ALUPP) was last updated in 1986. The plan designates safety zones for Alameda County airports. Plan policies prohibit new housing in safety zones. Other uses are evaluated based on the density of people they generate throughout the day. Safety Zone Policy 3.2 lists new shopping centers, restaurants, schools, hospitals, and arenas as examples of incompatible uses. The ALUPP specifies allowable uses, densities, and heights of structures, and identifies noise impact areas, generally areas where the CNEL is greater than 65 dB. Livermore's Airport Protection Area has been incorporated into the ALUPP.

Under Policy 18, the plan requires sound insulation to ensure a maximum interior 45 dB CNEL in new residential, education, and health-related uses in aircraft noise areas. Under
Policy 24, the ALUC may make findings that permit in-fill development (where 80 percent of the parcels within 250 feet are developed). The plan also requires that purchasers of property currently or potentially subject to normally unacceptable noise levels are aware of those conditions. The purpose of the ALUPP is to provide policy direction and guidance for the Alameda County ALUC when evaluating referrals for proposed developments and infill projects near airports located within the county. It also serves as guidance to staff from local jurisdictions and neighboring counties as they prepare general plan updates, plan amendments, and zoning ordinance changes, and propose new land uses near airports.

Alameda County began updating its ALUPP in 2003. The update was delayed by lack of funding and staff resources. In 2004, the three airport operators in the county—the Port of Oakland, the City of Livermore, and the City of Hayward—agreed to help fund the updates. The new ALUPP would be organized as a countywide plan, containing all three compatibility plans in one document. The goal was to have a plan for each airport that clearly defines the review and referral process, the requirements and airport planning boundaries with respect to safety, noise, and height, and general referral areas for each airport. The referral process and requirements would attempt to be user friendly, facilitating ALUC staff in making plan compatibility findings and helping local staff and project sponsors understand how and when to make a referral. In August 2006, the ALUPP update was expected to be completed by the end of the year, but was still in progress in late 2007. There were no plans to modify the Airport Influence Area for Livermore Municipal Airport, but that could change after the draft is circulated for public review. Once approved, the updated ALUPP will be available for download from Alameda County’s web site.

The Airport Influence Area (AIA) for Livermore Airport extends two miles from the ends of the airport runways and one mile in a parallel direction from the runways. The AIA includes portions of Livermore, Pleasanton, and Dublin. The ALUC reviews projects within the AIA for consistency with the ALUPP. According to Airport Manager Hauri, the AIA may be revised based on noise complaint origins, as opposed to the current geographical definition. The AIA includes portions of downtown Livermore, the Staples Ranch property in Pleasanton, and several residential projects in fast-growing eastern Dublin.

**Role of Surrounding Jurisdictions**

The Livermore and Pleasanton general plans cover airport planning and airport area land use in some detail, but Dublin’s does not. As the airport operator, Livermore has a vested interest in protecting the airport. Pleasanton, which has long-established residential developments toward its eastern edge, also has been active with respect to airport planning, compatible land use, and mitigation since the late 1980s. Dublin only recently began to develop its eastern edge, and therefore was previously less impacted by the airport.
Livermore

The *City of Livermore General Plan* (2004) Land Use, Circulation, Noise, and Public Safety Elements refer to Livermore Airport. The Noise Element refers to the Airport Protection Area and shows the anticipated noise contours for Livermore Airport in 2020. The Land Use Element includes a community facilities land use designation, CF-Airport, that applies to the airport. Land use policies and actions protect the airport from encroachment by incompatible uses as follows:

**Policies**

P1. The City shall encourage development of property within the immediate vicinity of the Airport for light industrial and transportation uses to the extent that noise standards and flight clearance requirements are maintained and environmental impacts are adequately mitigated.

P2. New residential land use designations or the intensification of existing residential land use designations shall be prohibited within the Airport Protection Area (APA) ....

P3. Development at the Airport shall be subject to Federal Aviation Administration, Airport Land Use Commission, and City building/structure height restrictions.

**Action**

A1. Pursue the feasibility of acquiring urban development rights or fee title to property within the Airport flight approach areas west of the runways to the City limits ....  

Transportation policies aim to meet the aviation needs of the local and regional economy and protect airport operations and development from incompatible land uses as follows:

**Policies**

P1. Future development and operations at the Municipal Airport shall be in conformance with an approved master plan. The overall scale of operations at the Municipal Airport shall not exceed the thresholds listed below.

a. Livermore Municipal Airport is a general aviation airport. Scheduled passenger service flights shall be prohibited.

b. To the greatest extent feasible, jet flights shall be restricted to approximately 5 percent of the total annual aircraft operations.

c. To the greatest extent feasible, annual aircraft operations shall not exceed 370,000 operations in any given year, including itinerant and local operations.

d. To the greatest extent feasible, the total number of aircraft to be stored/parked at the Municipal Airport shall not exceed 900 in any given year, including hangar and apron space areas.

e. No more than 60 percent of the Airport area designated Community Facility-Airport (CF-AIR) shall be covered with impervious surfaces, including but not limited to, buildings, taxiways, runways, parking areas, fuel areas, and wash areas.
f. Night-time flights between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. shall be discouraged to the greatest extent feasible.

g. Aircraft and airport operation noise levels shall be consistent with the thresholds established in the General Plan Noise Element.

**Action**


The Public Safety Element defines the Airport Protection Area and says that the ALUC “reviews new development projects proposed in the cities of Dublin, Pleasanton, and Livermore for consistency with APA policies and airport land use compatibility.” Safety policies in the general plan aim to minimize the risks of aircraft operations by regulating land uses near Livermore Municipal Airport as follows:

P1. All construction in Livermore shall be consistent with the required setbacks and height restrictions for the Airport Protection Area, as well as the policies of a master plan adopted to plan for future Airport operations.

*Figure 32* shows existing land uses in the airport area in relation to the APA and AIA. The airport is largely surrounded by agriculture, open space, commercial, and industrial uses.

*Figure 32* Livermore Existing Land Uses and Airport Influence Area
Source: Base map derived from City of Livermore *General Plan*, Land Use Element, February 2004. Airport Influence Area and Airport Protection Area boundaries added from information shown in Alameda County Airport Land Use Commission, *Airport Land Use Policy Plan* (1986).
However, the area to the southeast of the airport is mostly single-family residential, including part of the APA. Livermore planner Jennifer Criven said that avigation easements are required within the APA, and more easements would probably be created in the future.\textsuperscript{376} The easements are recorded on the title. Councilmember Lorraine Dietrich said that land use and zoning together with the APA are the city’s main policies for airport land use compatibility.\textsuperscript{377}

According to \textit{The Pleasanton General Plan}, the 1996 general plan and the \textit{Stoneridge Drive Specific Plan} (1989) must be consistent with the ALUC and APA policies. The general plan Public Safety, Noise, and Subregional Planning Elements refer to Livermore Airport.

The general plan Public Safety Element says noise and safety impacts from Livermore Airport affect land uses in Pleasanton. “In order to mitigate these impacts, the Plan includes building height restrictions, allowable uses of land, and building standards, such as soundproofing, in areas affected by airport operations.”\textsuperscript{378} Public safety policies in the general plan related to aviation include:

\textit{Air Navigation Hazards}

Goal 6: To minimize the risks to lives and property due to air navigation hazards generated by the Livermore Municipal Airport.

Policy 18: Deny any development plan which would create any air navigation hazards due to electrical interference, smoke, glare, lighting, or other navigational hazard in the General Referral Area.

Program 18.1: Refer all General Plan amendments, specific plan amendments, and rezonings proposed within the General Referral Area to the Alameda County Airport Land Use Commission.\textsuperscript{379}

Program 18.2: Refer all General Plan amendments, specific plan amendments, and rezonings which lie within the Livermore Municipal Airport Height Referral Area and which may create buildings exceeding airport height standards to the … ALUC.

Program 18.3: Review and evaluate potential air navigation hazards through the City’s environmental review process.

Program 18.4: Prohibit residential uses within the Livermore Municipal Airport Protection Area.\textsuperscript{379}

Noise goals, policies, and programs in the general plan related to aviation include:

Policy 8: Encourage other agencies to reduce noise levels generated by roadways, railways, airports, rapid transit, and …

Program 8.1: Work with the County Airport Land Use Commission, State Office of Noise Control, and other agencies to reduce noise generated from sources outside the City’s jurisdiction.
Program 8.2: Update aircraft noise projections as operations at the Livermore Municipal Airport change.\textsuperscript{380}

Subregional goals, policies, and programs in the general plan related to aviation include:

Policy 11: Maximize the efficiency and minimize the negative environmental impacts of the Livermore Municipal Airport.

Program 11.1: Encourage the establishment of a process for providing subregional input into decisions relating to the operation and potential expansion of the Livermore Municipal Airport.\textsuperscript{381}

In 1989, Pleasanton adopted the \textit{Stoneridge Drive Specific Plan}, which redesignated the area for a mix of low-, medium-, and high-density residential, commercial, parks, and school uses. The area is located about one mile west of the airport’s main runway, resulting in possible safety and noise issues from aircraft overflights. The specific plan section on “Environmental Impact Mitigation” addresses these concerns. In addition, the plan states:

The City of Pleasanton recognizes the regional significance of the Livermore Airport and will continue to cooperatively seek methods with the City of Livermore to reduce incompatibilities between airport operations and adjacent land uses through airport operational changes as well as land use mitigation.\textsuperscript{382}

The placement of land uses in the specific plan area also mitigates potential safety concerns. Land directly in line with the airport runway is designated for light industrial/service commercial and a community park. Retail uses are located to the northwest of the runway and residential uses are located at least 7,450 feet from the end of the runway. At the time of the plan, the nearest existing residential area in Pleasanton was 7,750 feet from the runway, and the nearest residential area in Livermore was 4,000 feet east of the runway.

The specific plan proposed an elementary school site approximately 10,600 feet from the end of the runway. The plan says the “City of Pleasanton has received a favorable report from the state Board of Education regarding the location of an elementary school site within the Specific Plan area.”\textsuperscript{383} The \textit{Stoneridge Drive Specific Plan} was approved in 1989, the same year that California statutes first required agencies to notify the Department of Education of any Tentative Map with a proposed public school site within two miles of an airport. Mohr School opened in 1997—before Pleasanton completed the \textit{Livermore Municipal Airport Altitude and Noise Study} in 2003. The study found that the city’s noise standards were violated at the school.

Environmental Impact Mitigation policies in the \textit{Stoneridge Drive Specific Plan} include:
a. Continue to cooperatively seek methods with the City of Livermore to reduce incompatibilities between Livermore Airport operations and Specific Plan land uses through airport operational changes as well as land use mitigation.

b. Prior to construction of new homes east of the proposed school site, as shown on the Specific Plan Map, a noise monitoring study is required of airport noise to plot the 55 Ldn aircraft noise contour in the Specific Plan area.

c. Future residential uses within the 55 Ldn aircraft noise contour will be required to be developed to meet single event interior noise levels of 50 dBA in bedrooms and 55 dBA in other rooms.

d. All new and resold homes within the 55 Ldn aircraft noise contour shall be subject to a real estate disclosure notice indicating the location of the airport, aircraft operational levels, and project noise levels. \(^{384}\)

Interestingly, the Specific Plan uses Ldn (Day-Night Average Sound Level) to specify mitigation requirements rather than CNEL, which is used in the *Alameda County Airport Land Use Policy Plan*. It would be easier to evaluate compatibility if the measures were the same.

The *Stoneridge Drive Specific Plan* included the Staples Ranch property, which was still under county jurisdiction in 2005. The plan permits retail, office, and park uses on the site. In early 2004, Pleasanton was nearing build-out of available residential sites and needed to identify additional sites to fulfill the state requirement for several thousand more units to meet regional housing needs. Pleasanton looked at the 126-acre Staples Ranch property, where some land might be available for housing, although much of the property is in the Livermore Airport Protection Area.\(^{385}\) In April 2006, the Pleasanton City Council agreed to sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Alameda County to proceed with plans to buy and annex the Staples Ranch site.\(^{386}\) In June 2006, an initial study and notice of preparation were released for the project to rezone the land for an auto mall, an 800-unit senior care facility, an office and retail site, and a 17-acre public park. The EIR will consider ALUC height restrictions and noise impacts. The initial study and notice of preparation was revised and reissued in March 2007, reflecting some minor changes to the project, and work on the EIR was still underway in late 2007.

*Figure 33* shows the APA and AIA drawn over part of the 1996 *Pleasanton General Plan* map. The orange area with red stripes is the *Stoneridge Drive Specific Plan* area. Other land in the area is designated for industrial and low-density residential uses.

The 1985 City of Dublin General Plan (updated November 2002) references Livermore Airport in its land use and noise elements. The noise element says that airports are not a factor in Dublin’s planning, so they are not addressed. The land use element only refers to the airport when discussing the Eastern Extended Planning Area, as follows:

> The Plan allows some low- and medium-density residential uses within the Livermore Airport Protection Area (APA) if, at the time of prezoning, the residential designations are not inconsistent with the
APA. If, at the time of prezoning, the residential designations are inconsistent with the APA, the residential designations will convert to Future Study Area with an underlying Rural Residential/Agriculture designation.387

The Eastern Extended Planning Area is projected to build out over the next 30–40 years, adding roughly 13,930 new housing units to the City.388

This text appears to be inconsistent with the intent of the APA policies, which prohibit new residential development within the APA boundary. However, Dublin Community Development Director Eddie Peabody said that no residential development is planned within the APA, and that the airport does influence land use decisions in the city. There are also industrial uses within the APA in Dublin.389

In December 2005, the city council approved the EIR for Fallon Village, which covers the easternmost portion of the Eastern Extended Planning Area—1,134 acres or about 12 percent of the city’s land area. The council also approved plans for the first phase to be developed by Braddock & Logan (one of 11 property owners). This project includes over 1,000 low-density homes, two elementary schools, open space, and a neighborhood park and square. Fallon Village will eventually have about 3,100 homes, and light industrial, commercial, office, and retail uses.390 At the approval hearing, Mayor Lockhart said that uses near the Airport Protection Area should be carefully considered for compatibility when future projects are reviewed.

POTENTIAL ROLE AND IMPACT OF SMART GROWTH

The population of the Livermore Valley is growing quickly. The previously rural atmosphere is becoming suburban, and residents want something to be done to preserve the character of the valley. Like other growing communities throughout California, Livermore, Pleasanton, and Dublin are trying to curb suburban sprawl using smart growth strategies such as increasing densities, especially near transit or retail and other services.

The Open Space and Conservation Element of the Livermore General Plan includes the following policy to help minimize air pollution:

P5. The City shall attempt to increase the employment to population ratio to reduce commuting rates and associated vehicle-related pollution emissions…. High-density, transit-oriented developments shall be strongly encouraged and promoted through the use of specific planning, density transfer, the planned development concept, and zoning designations.391

The Housing Element identifies areas for higher-density residential development directly adjacent to transit, including the vicinity of the ACE (Altamont Commuter Express) station downtown. The ACE station is just outside the Airport Influence Area.
The Circulation Element includes these objectives to promote alternative transportation modes:

Objective CIR-3.1 Provide viable alternatives to single-occupant vehicle travel.

Objective CIR-3.2 Encourage vehicle trip reduction.

Objective CIR-3.3 Provide a bicycle and trails network.

Objective CIR-3.4 Provide a pedestrian network that encourages walking for transportation and recreation.  

Livermore planner Jennifer Criven said that smart growth is new in the 2003 General Plan, with clustered mixed-use development concentrated in Downtown Livermore and three transit-oriented development areas near ACE train stations and the future Greenville BART station. A Livermore BART station in the airport/industrial area close to a corporate business park has been discussed, but there are no projects currently planned for that area.

The following Pleasanton General Plan land use policy parallels many smart growth policies:

Policy 13: Integrate land use and transportation planning in order to ensure patterns that facilitate safe and convenient mobility of people and goods at a reasonable cost, and to increase travel alternatives to the single-occupant automobiles.

Program 13.1: Reduce the need for vehicular traffic by locating employment, residential, and service activities close together, and plan development so it is easily accessible by transit, bicycle, and on foot.

Program 13.2: Encourage the reuse of vacant and underutilized parcels and buildings within existing urban areas.

Program 13.3: Encourage transit-compatible development near BART stations, along transportation corridors, in business parks and the Downtown...to create effective destinations for transit.

Program 13.4: Promote pedestrian-oriented mixed-use centers, including residential, commercial, and employment activities, easily accessible by foot, bicycle, or transit.

Program 13.5: Permit higher residential and commercial densities in the proximity of transportation corridors.

Program 13.6: Assure that new major commercial, office, and institutional centers are adequately served by transit.

Pleasanton is currently updating its general plan, and the update will likely reflect smart growth principles to a greater degree than the 1996 plan. A concurrent specific plan will attempt to create a transit oriented development in Hacienda Business Park, which is served directly by BART.

The Dublin General Plan does not mention smart growth specifically, but advocates some related policies for the eastern planning area, as follows:
The City encourages a balance of employment and housing opportunities in the area in terms of both quantity and economic characteristics in order to reduce the import or export of labor that results in increased traffic congestion and air pollution. Development patterns will be encouraged that support the use of transit, both on a local and regional level.\textsuperscript{395}

Development Elevation Cap policies support the City’s existing policies of ensuring that any new development requiring urban levels of service within the Eastern Extended Planning Area occurs in a logical, orderly manner adjacent to existing development; and incorporating open space systems.\textsuperscript{396}

Dublin is regarded as a leader in smart growth and housing production. In 2004, more than 11,800 housing units were either under construction or in various stages of the planning process.\textsuperscript{397} Dublin’s smart growth practices include transit villages at BART stations, horizontal and vertical mixed-use projects, pedestrian-oriented projects, building at densities up to 55–60 DU/AC, and reduced parking requirements. According to Dublin Community Development Director Eddie Peabody, project R07A, which is within the AIA, is a smart growth project\textsuperscript{398} (see Figure 35). It is pedestrian-oriented and has high-density residential mixed with retail and commercial uses. As of early 2005, the project was already under construction—with almost 1,400 units planned for about 40 acres.\textsuperscript{399} Peabody stated that he did not see any connection between the city’s smart growth practices and airport land use compatibility.

At this point, it is not clear how the smart growth practices of Livermore Valley’s cities will influence airport land use compatibility. However, the cities are all implementing some level of smart growth within the airport influence area: Livermore in the downtown, Pleasanton in the Stoneridge Drive area, and Dublin in the \textit{East Dublin Specific Plan} area.\textsuperscript{400} These developments are introducing higher densities near the airport compared to existing residential developments, which will increase the number of people exposed to significant levels of airport noise. With the current uproar over airport noise from residents in these areas, it is easy to see how such an influx of people might negatively impact Livermore Airport.

**CHANGES IN LOCAL LAND USE**

In 2003, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) published maps showing airport area land use for the region’s general aviation airports. The map for Livermore Airport is shown in Figure 33. Livermore, Pleasanton, Dublin, and Alameda County do not have historical land use data in geographic information system (GIS) format, although previous plans and maps are archived in paper format. The \textit{Livermore Municipal Airport Master Plan} describes nearby land uses as a municipal golf course to the northwest, industrial/business parks to the north and east, residential areas to the east in Livermore and to the west in Pleasanton, and aggregate mining to the south. Aside from the residential areas, Airport Manager Hauri said that these uses are compatible with the airport. In 2004, the airport was
Figure 33 Livermore Municipal Airport Land Use in 2002

less than a mile from houses in western Livermore and about 1-1/2 miles from houses in Pleasanton.401

The Airport Protection Area has prevented residential development in the airport’s safety zones. However, new residential projects continue within the ALUC referral boundary—projects based on smart growth land use concepts such as high-density housing, mixed uses, and integration with alternative transportation modes. The Stoneridge Drive Specific Plan brought residential development in Pleasanton closer to the airport. In Dublin, several large, high-density residential projects have been proposed within the referral area boundary. The status of residential development in eastern Dublin is not clear. Overall, it appears that Dublin is more concerned about meeting housing needs than about airport land use compatibility. With residential development in eastern Dublin, more people will be living near the airport in the future. This residential encroachment could result in pressure to change airport operations and apply noise mitigation measures.

Conflicts over residential development in eastern Dublin led to the 2002 MOU between Livermore and Dublin, establishing measures to keep an open-space buffer between the cities and requiring ALUC referral. Conflicts over airport impacts and lack of participation in the airport development process led Pleasanton to conduct an independent Altitude and Noise Study, which was discussed in detail beginning on page 185.

Despite issues with residential development near the airport, proposals have been put forward to develop areas of open space north of Livermore and east of Dublin near the airport. The Pardee Homes proposal on the November 2005 ballot (described above) failed to overturn the urban-growth boundary established when citizens approved County Open-Space Measure D (in part to end a city-county plan to develop 12,500 homes in North Livermore).402

Livermore Valley cities have policies and programs for economic development. In general, they want to improve the jobs-to-housing balance and increase tax revenues.

Livermore has the largest amount of available industrial land in the Tri-Valley.403 According to Livermore planner Jennifer Criven, the industrial and commercial areas near the airport have not seen much development.404 Unrelated policies such as limited building heights (to protect views from the freeway) and the desire to attract high-quality jobs have restricted development. Airport Manager Hauri said the airport is a catalyst for commercial and industrial development—the Chamber of Commerce and the Economic Development Department have told him that companies ask about the location of the airport more and more.405 However, the city does not have specific strategies to attract such business to the airport area.

Figure 34 shows available lots designated for commercial, office, and industrial (COI) use in the 1996 Pleasanton General Plan. Lots 39 (the Staples Ranch property) and 54 are directly west of Livermore Airport. Current land use designations for these properties include retail, research and development (R&D), light industrial, and sales and service. In June 2006,
Pleasanton began moving forward with an EIR for mixed land uses, including residential uses, on the Staples Ranch site.

**EFFECTIVENESS OF AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING PROCESS**

Land use compatibility issues relating to Livermore Municipal Airport generally have been handled at the subregional level. The most notable examples are the creation of the Airport Protection Area (APA), Pleasanton’s noise study, and the subregional Livermore Airport Master Plan Update Advisory Committee. In interviews, local planners and politicians focused on the prohibition of residential development in the APA.

Airport Manager Hauri said that Pleasanton and Livermore had good leadership with respect to land use compatibility in the past, especially when the APA was put in place. Now, airport staff is working more closely with the Community Development Department to raise awareness about airport land use compatibility. Hauri suggested that airport and planning staff should attend each other's meetings to improve communication about land use issues. Council member Lorraine Dietrich said that Livermore worked hard to inform Pleasanton and Dublin about the APA, which has helped. However, communication depends on personalities and has not always led to appropriate action in the past. Dietrich was not
optimistic about efforts to cooperate on either the airport or airport land use compatibility in the political climate of 2005.

Pleasanton has independently taken actions to address airport compatibility issues since the late 1980s. The 1987 Stoneridge Drive Specific Plan put residential uses as far as possible from the airport and requires specific interior noise levels. The 2003 Livermore Municipal Airport Altitude and Noise Study conducted by Pleasanton confirmed that noise levels were high enough to require noise mitigation in the area. The general plan also has extensive airport-related policies. Pleasanton planner Robin Giffin confirmed that there are more noise-related requirements near the airport. She also said that the airport influence area does have an impact on land use and construction, especially in regard to noise requirements.

The Alameda County Airport Land Use Policy Plan requires that general plan, specific plan, and zoning changes within the AIA be referred to the ALUC for review. The Pleasanton General Plan specifically includes all the ALUC referral policies. The Livermore General Plan states simply that development is subject to ALUC building/structure height restrictions. Livermore planner Jennifer Criven said that the ALUC has recommended conditions of approval for projects within the AIA, including both height and density restrictions in certain areas.408 Dublin has no specific policies for ALUC referral.

Cindy Horvath, ALUC planner for Alameda County, said that Livermore, Pleasanton, and Dublin do refer projects when appropriate.409 The Eastern Dublin Specific Plan has come before the ALUC a few times in recent years. Dublin Community Development Director Eddie Peabody said that Dublin refers general plan amendments, but no residential projects had been planned within the AIA or the APA as of 2005.410 However, in January 2005, the status for project R6 (Figure 35) indicated that 930 residential units were currently under construction on the site, which is in both the APA and the AIA.411
The Alameda County ALUC is not very active overall. The ALUC often cancels meetings due to lack of referral activity and only met three times in 2004.\textsuperscript{412} In addition, the 1986 Alameda County ALUPP is out of date. Hopefully, the updated ALUPP will increase attention to airport land use compatibility planning. The referral process and requirements in the new plan will be written to help local staff and project sponsors understand how and when to make referrals, which should clear up any confusion about the referral process. The status of residential development in eastern Dublin is not clear. Dublin appears to be more concerned about meeting housing needs than about airport land use compatibility. If the trend toward high-density residential development in Dublin continues, more and more people will be living in the airport influence area in the future.

The Airport Land Use Plan should involve Livermore, Pleasanton, and Dublin. This outreach could increase the chances that Livermore and Dublin include ALUC referral policies in their general plans.

Efforts to protect Livermore Airport from residential encroachment and ensuing neighborhood complaints have been relatively successful, compared to many other airports. The APA
brought attention to airport land use compatibility, and it restricts residential development. However, the need for housing is increasing the amount of residential development in eastern Pleasanton and Dublin, within the Airport Influence Area and just outside the APA.

**SUMMARY**

In addition to controversy over the *Livermore Municipal Airport Master Plan* update, cities in the Livermore Valley are dealing with issues such as housing needs, traffic congestion, preserving open space, and implementing smart growth plans.

The following obstacles to airport-compatible land use identified in the literature apply to Livermore Airport: multiple jurisdictions, competing community needs, demands of airport neighbors, and lack of funding and technical support for land use compatibility planning. The problem of “misaligned incentives” identified by Leora Waldner also applies.\(^{413}\) That is, the airport wants to promote compatible land uses but has no authority over land use, and the local governments that have authority over land use have little incentive to promote compatible uses.

The main obstacle to airport land use compatibility in the Livermore Valley is the pressure to provide housing. Local jurisdictions are aware of airport land use compatibility issues, but the housing shortage is a bigger issue. In 2004, Pleasanton was required to accommodate several thousand more units to meet regional housing needs, illustrating the magnitude of the problem. At the same time, the slow economy and lack of demand for office or industrial space make housing the only feasible development option. Given these circumstances, it is not surprising that residential development is occurring within the ALUC referral area, closer and closer to Livermore Airport.

New and proposed residential developments in eastern Dublin and Pleasanton are bringing attention to noise from Livermore Airport. However, until recently the airport had no plans to monitor or address noise impacts since the state and federally established 65 dB Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) noise contour is contained well within the boundaries of the airport, even with 370,000 operations forecast for 2020. If no residential areas are exposed to the 65 dB CNEL, now or in the future, the airport is not legally considered “noise sensitive” and is not eligible to receive federal grant monies for noise-compatibility planning or noise-monitoring equipment. This situation has led to conflicts that impede cooperation between the airport and local jurisdictions. In particular, the contentious *Airport Master Plan* process clarified the need for subregional cooperation with regard to airport planning and land use compatibility. The process initiated a broader discussion about airport noise. An official noise monitoring program with continued involvement and education of all parties might lead to fewer conflicts and more cooperation on land use planning in the future. Noise monitoring is important because it results in the objective data needed to analyze and discuss the magnitude of the problem and possible solutions. Pleasanton’s suggestion to form a Tri-Valley Airport Advisory Committee could add to the effectiveness of these efforts, creating an ongoing forum
to discuss airport issues and competing needs in the region. However, Livermore has so far resisted creation of such an advisory body.

Some solutions to improve airport land use compatibility that have been tried in Livermore are an overlay zone (Airport Protection Area), interjurisdictional cooperation on airport issues, and disclosure regulations. Buying development rights is also suggested in the Livermore General Plan, and much land has been purchased surrounding the airport. The Alameda County Airport Land Use Commission has reviewed specific plans for East Dublin and the Stoneridge Drive Area, which are within the Livermore Airport ALUC referral boundary. Pleasanton has specifically incorporated ALUC referral requirements in the *Pleasanton General Plan*. Livermore and Dublin should do the same.

Despite the protections in place, residential encroachment continues around Livermore Municipal Airport, and future development of the airport is becoming restricted. Smart-growth developments within the airport influence area are introducing higher densities near the airport compared to existing residential developments, increasing the number of people living under airport flight paths. Growth in airport operations is becoming an issue as more housing is built near the airport. Local jurisdictions are asking the airport to prevent any increase in aviation-related impacts. This creates a difficult situation because federal law does not allow the airport to restrict the number of operations. More communication, greater regional cooperation, and stronger local policies for airport land use compatibility may help to lessen or slow this conflict, but regional growth issues will continue to create competing demands that require trade-offs between airport compatibility and other needs.
## APPENDIX F
### CASE STUDY—SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

**San Francisco International Airport (SFO), San Mateo County**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport location</th>
<th>San Mateo County (City and County of San Francisco jurisdiction)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport size</td>
<td>2,383 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of facility</td>
<td>Regularly scheduled passenger flights, cargo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of airport activity</td>
<td>33.4 million passengers, 520,00 metric tons of cargo and 354,000 aircraft operations in 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curfew</td>
<td>None, 24-hour operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent ALUCP</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent Airport Master Plan</td>
<td>1998 (developed in 1989, environmental approval in 1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearby cities (population 1/1/06)</td>
<td>San Bruno: 41,500; Millbrae: 20,700; South San Francisco: 61,800; Daly City: 104,800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Types of land use/airport conflicts | • Surrounded by built-up urban area  
• Surrounded by a mix of land uses, with a high proportion of single-family residential uses  
• San Francisco owns the airport but the aircraft noise impacts occur predominantly in San Mateo County |
| Major issues              | • Continuing high level of noise complaints from a wide geographic area  
• Lack of coordination of airport land use planning with other planning activities |
| Approaches to solving airport/community conflicts | • Real-time flight-tracking web site for aircraft noise monitoring and reporting  
• Extensive home insulation program  
• Fly Quiet Program includes quarterly reports that grade airlines on their contribution to aircraft noise  
• Airport works closely with surrounding communities through the Airport/Community Roundtable, as well as with the airlines and FAA air traffic control service, to identify feasible changes to flight procedures that reduce aircraft noise and encourage their use |
| Stakeholder groups        | Airport/Community Roundtable                                  |
| Integration with smart growth policies | • Direct BART connection to the airport  
• Smart growth programs underway to encourage development of high-density housing near jobs and transit in the communities to the west of the airport, placing some residential development in areas exposed to aircraft noise |
| ALUC agency               | City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County   |
| ALUC staff contact name   | David Carbone                                                 |
| ALUC staff contact phone  | (650) 363-4686                                                |
| ALUC staff contact e-mail | dcarbone@co.sanmateo.ca.us                                    |
INTRODUCTION

San Francisco International Airport (SFO) is the second-busiest airport in the state and the primary commercial service airport for the San Francisco Bay Area. It is a major international gateway, particularly for flights between the United States and countries in the Far East and Pacific region, and is the principal West Coast hub for United Airlines. The airport is located in San Mateo County on the western shore of San Francisco Bay about 15 miles south of downtown San Francisco and adjacent to the cities of Millbrae, San Bruno, and South San Francisco, as shown in Figure 36.

Although it lies in San Mateo County, the airport is owned and operated by the City and County of San Francisco. U.S. Highway 101 forms the western boundary of the airport. The land immediately to the west of the freeway is undeveloped with some wetlands, and serves as a utility and rail corridor. The tracks of the former Southern Pacific Railroad, which now serve the Caltrain commuter rail service between Santa Clara County and San Francisco, form the
western boundary of the corridor. The corridor also contains the tracks of the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system that was extended to San Francisco International Airport and Millbrae in 2003.

Beyond the Caltrain line, the land is almost completely developed, predominantly with single-family homes and some commercial and multiunit residential. Most of the development is along El Camino Real, which forms the principal arterial down the Peninsula corridor a few blocks west of the Caltrain line. To the west of El Camino Real, the land rises steadily for about a mile toward Interstate 280 that runs along the ridge that forms the spine of the peninsula.

Because of the configuration of San Francisco International Airport, with two pairs of closely spaced parallel runways intersecting at right angles, and the predominant westerly winds, the usual pattern of operations is for aircraft to land toward the northwest on the Runway 28 pair and depart to the northeast on the Runway 01 pair. This keeps both the arrivals and departures over the bay. However, particularly heavy aircraft, such as long-haul flights across the Pacific or flights to Europe, usually have to take off on Runway 28R, the longest runway. Because these aircraft are operating close to their maximum take-off weight and the land rises to the west, they remain fairly close to the ground for some distance from the airport. Other operating configurations are used less often when strong winds do not allow the usual runway use pattern. During strong northeasterly or southeasterly winds, such as sometimes occur during winter storms, aircraft may land on the Runway 10 pair or the Runway 01 pair, resulting in the arrival flight paths coming in over the communities to the west of the airport.

The close spacing (750 feet) of the two pairs of runways has a significant adverse effect on the arrival capacity of the airport during periods of low cloud or fog. In order for arriving aircraft to make simultaneous approaches to each runway of a pair, the flight crew of each aircraft must have visual contact with the other aircraft because the lateral separation between the aircraft is far less than the minimum allowed for instrument flight procedures. Airport capacity is further constrained by the fact that the two pairs of runways intersect at right angles. This allows both arrivals and departures to take place over water during the most common operating configurations, but it has the disadvantage that gaps have to be left in the arrival stream of aircraft to allow departures to take place. To minimize these gaps, the arriving and departing aircraft need to be paired, which further constrains airport capacity.

When the predominant departure pattern is in use on the Runway 01 pair, because the land rises to the south and west of the runway end, some of the communities beyond the El Camino Real corridor in this direction have complained about aircraft engine noise during the takeoff roll (termed “backblast” noise). Communities quite some distance from the airport have also expressed aircraft noise concerns because of overflights by aircraft arriving at or departing from the airport. In particular, when the airport is operating in its usual configuration, with aircraft landing on the Runway 28 pair, aircraft arriving from the west cross the peninsula south of the airport at a navigation beacon (the Woodside VOR [VHF Omni Range]) located in the city of Woodside before turning onto final approach over the bay. Because of the height of the terrain,
these aircraft are closer to the ground than they are when they cross the shoreline of the Bay further east, and the resulting aircraft noise levels have become a concern of the community.

Since the airport is located in San Mateo County, land use compatibility planning is the responsibility of the San Mateo County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC). In addition, for many years the airport has participated in an Airport/Community Roundtable that brings together airport staff and representatives of neighboring cities and other interested parties on a regular basis to develop and implement strategies to reduce aircraft noise impacts. The ALUC staff members also serve as staff to the roundtable.

**AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING**

The land around SFO to the west of the U.S. 101 freeway has largely been built out with predominantly suburban residential development for many years. As air traffic at the airport has continued to grow and jet aircraft were introduced, the levels of aircraft noise became an ongoing community concern. In recent years there has also been infill development, particularly along the bay shoreline to the north and south of the airport, and some redevelopment along the El Camino Real corridor to the east of the U.S. 101 freeway. San Mateo County has been a strong advocate for transit-oriented development, with increased density around the Caltrain (and more recently BART) stations.

Thus, while the primary focus of the SFO airport management and Airport/Community Roundtable has been on reducing aircraft noise impacts, there are also concerns that infill development does not create new incompatible uses and exacerbate community conflicts over aircraft noise. Given the location of the Caltrain and BART corridor fairly close to the airport, the need for more housing in the county, and policies favoring higher-density transit-oriented development, there are inherent conflicts between the desire to increase residential density around the Caltrain and BART stations and the proximity of some of those locations to the airport.

In addition to pursuing measures to reduce aircraft noise, SFO has worked with surrounding communities to fund sound insulation programs for homes and schools using a combination of its own money and FAA grants.

**History of Land Use Issues in the Airport Vicinity**

Since the area around SFO has been largely built out for many years, airport land use compatibility discussion has tended to focus on reducing aircraft noise rather than preventing further development. The phase-out of the noisier Stage 2 commercial jet aircraft by 2000 under the 1990 federal Airport Noise and Capacity Act significantly reduced aircraft noise levels around the airport, although in 2000, the average Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) exceeded 65 dB on most days in parts of several communities near the airport, including South San Francisco, Daly City, Pacifica, Millbrae, and San Bruno. However, overall noise level had been cut in half between 1997 and 2000, with the installation of quieter
engines on passenger and cargo aircraft accounting for much of that reduction. Even so, the SFO Aircraft Noise Abatement Office received 2,231 noise complaints from 296 callers in January 2000.414

Communities a long way from the airport also experienced noise impacts. In January 2000, the Neighborhood Council in Point Richmond, a community in the East Bay well to the north of the airport, voted to ask the FAA to reduce noise over Richmond, and to ask that a Richmond representative be appointed to the SFO Airport/Community Roundtable and a similar forum for Oakland International Airport. Both panels have had some success convincing the FAA to increase the elevation of some arriving flights, change certain arrival routes, and direct most arriving and departing flights over water. One early success was the adoption of a nighttime flight procedure at SFO called “Quiet 7” that keeps aircraft over the bay instead of above cities in Alameda and San Francisco counties between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. However, those same nighttime procedures adversely impact Richmond, because the additional traffic over the bay intersects above Richmond. Richmond did not get a representative on the SFO Roundtable. “Representation is based on cities closest to the airport that have more dramatic intrusion,” SFO spokesman Ron Wilson said. “If we allowed Richmond on board then other counties would want to join and we’d end up with 75 people and nothing would get done.” That does not exclude Richmond residents from attending the panel’s monthly meetings, he added.415

Richmond has the unfortunate position of being adjacent to a major air route intersection and turning point used by most Bay Area aircraft headed toward or returning from points north and east. Established by the FAA some 50 years ago and used by airplanes from both Oakland and San Francisco airports, the route over Richmond—dubbed the Richmond/REBAS Intersection—is not likely to change without political support, FAA spokesman Mitch Barker said. The authority to establish air traffic routes lies with the FAA, while pilots and airlines have their own concerns regarding safety, efficiency, and fuel costs. A seven-day study, conducted by SFO from September 13 to 19, 1999, found that of 1,202 aircraft using the airport each day, about 170 flew over Point Richmond. The study also found that most of the flights were by departing aircraft, which tend to be accelerating and are louder than arriving aircraft. Oakland International Airport measured noise levels in Point Richmond but found nothing higher than the 65 dB limit used for noise compatibility planning around Bay Area airports.416

In February 2000, $34.2 million was approved by the San Francisco Airport Commission to install roof insulation, solid exterior doors, double-pane windows, and other noise-reduction measures for houses near the airport. These funds were in addition to $120 million that had already been approved for home insulation. The additional money was needed in part because officials misjudged the number of new homes that would be built near the airport when sound insulation funding was originally approved in the early 1980s. Millbrae and South San Francisco were among the first to take advantage of the airport’s noise-reduction offer. Burlingame and Foster City declined to take part, fearing that the measure would decrease property values. Under the program, local governments oversee the construction work and
homeowners must sign an agreement that they will not sue the airport over noise issues once the insulation is installed. The additional $34.2 million was to be divided between Daly City, which would get $22.4 million to insulate 1,260 homes; San Bruno, which would get $11 million for 490 homes; and San Mateo County, which would get $800,000 to insulate 14 homes and several schools.\textsuperscript{417}

In April 2000, after years of complaints from midpeninsula residents, SFO officials agreed to work with the FAA to raise jet altitude requirements in an effort to reduce flight noise over those neighborhoods. The new policy required pilots coming into the airport to fly at an altitude of at least 5,000 feet when crossing the Menlo Park intersection, an air route intersection directly above the Menlo Park/Palo Alto border, said airport spokesman Ron Wilson. The previous guideline called for an altitude of at least 4,000 feet. Although supported by Menlo Park officials, Palo Alto and Los Altos leaders had been frustrated in their attempts to have a say in airport matters because the two Santa Clara County cities were denied general admission to the Airport/Community Roundtable. Although noise levels in midpeninsula communities rarely broke the 65 dB threshold, the change was predicted to decrease noise in the area by about 41 percent. This altitude adjustment may have been the last of its kind in the Bay Area. In 1997, the altitude of aircraft flying over southern San Mateo County into the airport in the early morning was increased from 6,000 to 7,000 feet.\textsuperscript{418}

More distant communities continued to express concerns over aircraft noise. In April 2001, the FAA, reacting to growing complaints from along the coast north of the Golden Gate, eliminated a nighttime shortcut over southern Marin County that was a source of aggravation for officials at Point Reyes National Seashore and coastal residents. The change affected a route sometimes called the “Bolinas shortcut” because it brought jet aircraft directly over the Bolinas Lagoon between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. during departures from SFO. When they reached Bolinas, aircraft could still be as low as 3,500 feet. “This was a very noisy setup for those folks who were under that ‘Bolinas shortcut’ flight plan,” said Michael McEneany, an Inverness resident and founding member of the West Marin Coalition on Aircraft Noise. The shortcut has been eliminated between 10 p.m. and 6 p.m. Instead, aircraft leaving SFO will stay on a westward heading for an additional 13 miles before turning north at a point several miles off the tip of Point Reyes.\textsuperscript{419}

In August 2002, after nearly two decades of insulating peninsula homes to protect them from aircraft noise, SFO officials announced that they had met state noise abatement standards for the first time since the standards were set in the 1970s. “We are seeing far fewer complaints now about noise,” said Jon Long, noise abatement officer for SFO. “The average number of noise complaints has decreased from 3,600 a month last year to about 1,400 a month in 2002.”\textsuperscript{420} The Airport/Community Roundtable said it was auditing the report to make sure the claims were accurate. If it holds up, SFO would be the first major airport in California to comply with the state’s Title 21, which requires SFO (among other airports in the state) to reduce the noise impact on surrounding communities or sound insulate all remaining homes within the 65dB CNEL noise contour. “This in no way means the noise problem is solved,”
said David Carbone, coordinator of the Airport/Community Roundtable and a senior planner for San Mateo County. “The airport has pledged to continue to work on efforts to cut noise.” SFO began its home sound insulation program in 1983 and has completed work on nearly 12,000 homes at an average cost of $15,000 per home. The cities of South San Francisco, San Bruno, Millbrae, Daly City, and Pacifica and the county of San Mateo have participated and managed their own program with airport and FAA money. Along with the insulation program, SFO is relying increasingly on new technology and quieter aircraft to contribute to the overall noise reduction in the northern peninsula area, Long said. Shifting flight patterns and the Fly Quiet noise abatement program, which grades each airline’s compliance with the airport’s noise reduction procedures, have also helped.421

In May 2006, the South San Francisco Aircraft Noise Insulation Project was nearing its end, but the city had about $2.5 million of interest accrued on the $60 million it had received from SFO. Jeff Baca, South City’s construction manager for the project, said about 500 homes just outside the existing project boundary could be soundproofed with the money. Other peninsula cities, including Daly City, Millbrae, Pacifica, and San Bruno, have completed their programs, soundproofing thousands of homes, apartments, churches, and schools. Between 1990 and 2005, funds were used to soundproof 2,470 residences in San Bruno and 506 single-family homes in Pacifica.422

**Airport Noise Management**

Because of the strong community concerns about aircraft noise, SFO management has vigorously pursued ways to reduce aircraft noise impacts and was one of the first major airports to establish a dedicated Aircraft Noise Abatement Office. The airport acquired its first noise monitoring system in 1975 and adopted the first set of noise abatement regulations in 1978. Since then, the noise monitoring system has been regularly updated, improved, and expanded with better technology. In 1987, SFO installed the first passive aircraft identification system that enables noise events and complaints to be associated with the specific aircraft that caused them.423 The system currently comprises 29 noise monitor microphone locations, as shown in Figure 37. The digital noise monitors are part of an integrated system that not only provides a continuous record of sound levels at the monitor locations but also can analyze flight tracks to identify specific aircraft, including the aircraft type and airline, the origin or destination of a flight, its flight path over the ground, and its altitude over a given location.424
Using information from the noise monitoring system (NMS), the airport has developed a Fly Quiet Program with the goal of encouraging the airlines using the airport to operate as quietly as possible. The program generates quarterly reports that compare airlines on the basis of quantitative scores that allow airline management and flight personnel to compare their performance to other operators and see how their efforts to reduce noise have affected the noise levels around the airport. The program involves five elements:

- the overall noise quality of each airline’s fleet
- an evaluation of single overflight noise level exceedances
- a measure of how well each airline complies with the nighttime preferred noise abatement runways
- an assessment of how well each airline adheres to the Gap Departure procedure for departures from the Runway 28 pair that climb out to the northwest over the cities of South San Francisco, San Bruno, Daly City, and Pacifica
- an assessment of how well each airline adheres to the Shoreline Departure procedure for departures from the Runway 28 pair that turn to the northeast soon after takeoff and climb
out over industrial and commercial areas to the east of U.S. Highway 101 and then over the bay

The Nighttime Preferential Runway Use Program, developed in 1988, attempts to minimize the number of flights over populated areas between 1 a.m. and 6 a.m. by encouraging flight crews to request a departure runway that puts the aircraft over water after takeoff whenever conditions permit.

In May 2001, the airport implemented a first-of-its-kind web site that is linked to the noise monitoring system to show aircraft activity in near real time. Local community members can log on to the web site and within 10 minutes of a noise event can identify the aircraft that generated the noise and determine its direction and altitude. A new, more accurate noise monitoring system, the Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System Version 8 (ANOMS8), was inaugurated in March 2006.

**Airport Development**

By the late 1990s, the capacity constraints imposed by the configuration of the four runways at SFO were becoming a significant cause of flight delays at the airport, and the SFO management and city officials began to explore ways to increase the airfield capacity. In 1998, the then-mayor of San Francisco, Willie Brown, and development groups launched the Runway Reconfiguration Project to reconfigure the runway layout to provide greater lateral separation between the parallel runways by extending the airfield area into San Francisco Bay. Environmental organizations expressed concern that the project could ruin key Bay wildlife habitats and cause erosion, water stagnation, and other problems. The effect of the proposed changes on aircraft noise levels was more debatable. The arrival and departure flight paths would be moved further out into the Bay; however, the changes would allow more flights to use the airport. Following the drop in air traffic in 2001 and 2002, the delay problems disappeared, at least for a while, and as airport revenues declined with the drop in traffic and airlines became more concerned about controlling costs, the combination of environmental concerns and the cost of the proposed project caused it to be abandoned in 2003.

In October 2004, a new procedure for simultaneous landings on the closely spaced parallel runways was approved. A “precision runway monitor” radar system allows two aircraft to make almost simultaneous approaches to the runways under conditions of lower cloud ceiling than had been possible previously. The aircraft using one of the two runways follows an angled approach to ensure adequate lateral separation between the two aircraft until they have descended below the clouds and the flight crew can see the other aircraft. Airport officials said that the system would cut delays by 25 percent on overcast days.

**Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan**

The City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County (C/CAG) acts as the ALUC for the county. As of 2007, the most recent update of the Comprehensive Airport Land Use Plan (CLUP) for the county was adopted on November 14, 1996, and published in December
1996, although several minor amendments have been adopted subsequently. The CLUP covers the three airports in the county: San Francisco International Airport, Half Moon Bay Airport, and San Carlos Airport. The latter two airports are relatively small general-aviation airports. The plan contains an introduction to the role of the C/CAG and the ALUC; a chapter that provides an overview of the CLUP, general policies, and plan implementation; and a separate chapter on each of the three airports.

The chapter on SFO contains a description of the airport; a discussion of the airport noise monitoring system; a map of noise contours dating from 1983; a set of land use criteria to determine aircraft noise and land use compatibility for different uses and levels of aircraft noise expressed as Community Noise Equivalent Level; a discussion of the SFO variance from the noise standards established by California state law; and a description of the airport’s aircraft noise insulation program and the Airport/Community Roundtable. The chapter also discusses safety guidelines and height restrictions and includes maps showing the Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 77 height restrictions around the airport and the Airport Obstruction Chart. Land use development issues around the airport are not discussed.

The CLUP also contains several appendices presenting legislative, regulatory, and guidance material, including FAA Advisory Circulars, sample aviation easement documents, and chapters from the County of San Mateo General Plan and zoning regulations addressing hazards, airport noise, and height of structures.

The CLUP is not available on the C/CAG web site, but must be obtained in hard copy from C/CAG staff. The C/CAG web site does not explain how to obtain a copy. Given the changes that have taken place over the past 10 years in the activity level at SFO, the type of aircraft being operated, and the noise abatement and sound insulation programs at the airport, by 2007 the CLUP was clearly long overdue for a major update.

Although the Airport/Community Roundtable meets on a regular basis, the ALUC only met intermittently until 2007, when meetings resumed on a more regular basis. The C/CAG web site contains the meeting schedule, meeting agendas, and minutes of the meetings. The most recent meetings before February 2007 reported on the web site were in April 2005 and September 2004. Meetings were held in February, May, July, and August 2007. The most recent minutes posted on the C/CAG web site as of December 2007 were for the meeting held on July 26, 2007.

In 2006, the C/CAG was awarded a planning grant by the FAA to update the CLUP for San Francisco International Airport under Section 160 of the federal Vision 100—Century of Aviation Reauthorization Act that authorizes the FAA to fund joint airport land use compatibility planning by local agencies and airports. C/CAG was the first local planning agency to receive a grant under Section 160 of the Act. The selection of a consultant to perform the update was completed in November 2007.
Role of Surrounding Jurisdictions

Although SFO is owned and operated by the City and County of San Francisco, its location in San Mateo County results in several cities having land use control over the surrounding areas and even more cities significantly impacted by aircraft operations. As noted above, departures to the northwest off the Runway 28 pair have to climb out through a gap in the hills that form the spine of the peninsula, which takes them over four different cities. The area immediately surrounding the airport is under the jurisdiction of four cities: South San Francisco, San Bruno, Millbrae, and Burlingame. To the south of Burlingame, the cities of San Mateo and Foster City extend to the shoreline of the San Francisco Bay to the southwest of the arrival flight path to the Runway 28 pair; the city of Hillsborough occupies rising ground to the south of the airport beyond Burlingame. Further south, several other cities, including Redwood City, Atherton, Menlo Park, Woodside, and Portola Valley, experience overflights by aircraft arrivals for SFO that cross the peninsula from the west and southwest before turning northwest to begin their final descent to the Runway 28 pair.

Airport/Community Roundtable

The Airport/Community Roundtable was established in 1981 and currently comprises elected representative from 45 municipalities near SFO. It is one of the oldest and most respected community-based organizations established to work with airport staff to reduce and mitigate aircraft noise, and is often used as a model by other communities to work cooperatively with the aviation industry to improve airport noise abatement programs. The Roundtable meets monthly and establishes a work program that is discussed and pursued at each meeting. Activities are funded through SFO, San Mateo County, and member cities. These funds pay for staff time, consulting support, and maintaining a web site (www.SFOroundtable.org)430

Roundtable meetings include monthly reports from the SFO Airport Director on the performance of the Airport Noise Mitigation Program, review of correspondence and information items, opportunity for public comment, reports from subcommittees studying specific issues, and presentations on items on the work plan.

The Roundtable work program for the year from July 2006 to June 2007 included informational updates on noise-related FAA regulations and programs and the Bay Area Regional Airport Planning Committee efforts to evaluate alternatives to new runways at the three major commercial service airports in the Bay Area; an update to the Fly Quiet Program Video Project; development of recommendations on aircraft crossing altitudes at the Woodside VOR; discussion of the feasibility of constructing an aircraft ground runup enclosure at the airport; and discussion of future steps after completion of local noise insulation programs.431

Although the terms of reference of the Roundtable do not preclude addressing airport land use issues, and the Roundtable has discussed such issues from time to time, the primary focus is on measures to reduce aircraft noise at the source, pursue sound insulation of homes and schools, and monitor changes in the aviation industry or airport planning in the Bay Area that could
affect aircraft noise levels in the member communities. Because the Roundtable members include elected officials from each of the jurisdictions surrounding the airport, the Roundtable could be an important advocate for ensuring that land use planning in the surrounding communities gives full and appropriate consideration to aircraft noise and safety concerns. However, it is much easier politically for elected officials to pursue efforts to reduce the noise at source, which is likely to generate widespread support in the local communities, than to tackle more difficult questions about changing land use patterns or preventing inappropriate development.

Over the years, the Roundtable has worked with SFO management and the FAA to identify a large number of ways to reduce aircraft noise. The Roundtable successfully convinced the FAA to increase the altitude of some arriving flights, change certain arrival routes, and direct most arriving and departing flights over water. The regular reporting of statistics from the Fly Quiet Program to the Roundtable helps the airport management maintain a focus on efforts to reduce the noise generated by the worst offenders and provides political support for the airport management to press the airlines to strive to reduce the noise impacts that they generate.

POTENTIAL ROLE AND IMPACT OF SMART GROWTH

The C/CAG is a strong advocate for smart growth and transit oriented development (TOD), both as a way to meet the county’s housing needs since most developable land is already built out, and to reduce highway traffic in the U.S. 101 corridor. The principal focus for TOD projects are the Caltrain and BART stations, several of which lie fairly close to SFO. The most significant of these is the joint Caltrain/BART station in Millbrae, which is currently the end of the BART line in the county and also provides a transfer point for Caltrain passengers to reach SFO by using BART. The San Bruno BART and Caltrain stations are not colocated, but both lie fairly close to the airport between El Camino Real and the U.S. 101 freeway. The South San Francisco BART and Caltrain stations are quite far apart farther north (the BART line and Caltrain line diverges at San Bruno), with the Caltrain station adjacent to U.S. 101 and the BART station farther inland.

Traditional smart growth projects involve a combination of employment and housing. However, adding more jobs to the already densely developed corridor is likely to make traffic congestion worse, even if some of the workers live nearby. Also, SFO is already a major center of employment and significant areas of commercial development have occurred near the airport, including areas on the Bay shoreline to the north and south of the airport. Expanding housing close to these areas, in conjunction with local retail, could help reduce commute distances, although with the good rail access to downtown San Francisco it is more likely that the majority of the residents attracted to these developments would commute to San Francisco.

In November 2004, the California High-Speed Rail Authority released a tentative plan for the proposed high-speed rail system between San Francisco and Los Angeles. This included a stop
at the Millbrae BART/Caltrain station to provide a connection with SFO. If the proposed system is built with a stop at the Millbrae station, this could add significantly to the development pressures around the station. However, it remains to be seen if the high-speed rail system comes to pass. A $9 billion bond measure to fund system implementation is scheduled for the November 2008 ballot.\textsuperscript{432}

**CHANGES IN LOCAL LAND USE**

Recent changes in local land use have taken two different forms, infill development and redevelopment of areas near the Caltrain and BART stations. In addition to local infill development, there has been a significant expansion of commercial development along the shoreline to the north and south of the airport. While some of these areas are fairly close to aircraft arrival and departure flight paths, the nature of the development is generally compatible with the levels of aircraft noise.

However, the development of higher-density residential complexes in the vicinity of Caltrain and BART stations as part of a countywide smart growth strategy has added a significant number of new residential units in relatively close proximity to the airport. Whether the design of these units and the lifestyle of their occupants will be such that they will not be bothered by the proximity to the airport remains to be seen. The two areas with most potential for future problems are the development around the Millbrae BART and Caltrain station and the area further north near the San Bruno BART station. The former lies directly under the arrival flight path to Runway 01R and less than a half mile from the runway end, while the latter lies directly under the departure flight paths from the Runway 28 pair and about a mile and half from the runway ends.

**EFFECTIVENESS OF AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING PROCESS**

The Airport/Community Roundtable has had considerable success at working with the SFO management to develop and implement aircraft noise mitigation measures, but this does not appear to have been balanced by comparable efforts at effective airport land use planning in the surrounding communities. The pressures for increased housing and transit oriented development have been largely shaping land use decisions, with little consideration for the proximity to a major international airport. This situation is compounded by the fact that much of this development is taking place in areas that are not restricted by the existing land use compatibility criteria. Although the Roundtable members stress that the CNEL metric is not an appropriate measure of community impacts of aircraft noise and the 65 dB CNEL criterion is no longer a reasonable basis for making decisions about residential land use, the CLUP bases its general land use compatibility criteria on CNEL and indicates that residential and other noise-sensitive uses in areas with noise levels below 65 dB CNEL are generally compatible, with little noise impact and requiring no special sound insulation requirements.
for new construction. There is clearly a need to better coordinate the efforts of the ALUC and the Roundtable, as well as to update the CLUP to reflect the current reality.

The lack of activity by the ALUC in updating the CLUP and working with the local jurisdictions to better coordinate local land use plans with appropriate airport land use compatibility guidelines may be due in part to the effort devoted to the Airport/Community Roundtable. Although the ALUC has the most experienced airport land use planner among the Bay Area counties, this staff member has also served as the Roundtable Coordinator. Given the frequency of Roundtable meetings and the number of jurisdictions involved, as well as the complexity of some of the issues being faced, it would appear that the C/CAG might need to fund additional staff or consultant resources to adequately support its responsibilities as the ALUC.

With the increasing emphasis on smart growth and transit-oriented development, it is important to ensure that these planning efforts are appropriately coordinated with airport land use planning. C/CAG staff have indicated an active interest in using city specific plans to promote better airport land use planning and are also interested in finding ways to better coordinate expenditure of ground transportation funds and airport development funds to provide benefits to both the airport and the surrounding communities.

**SUMMARY**

San Francisco International Airport (SFO) is one of the best examples in the state, if not the nation, of a proactive aircraft noise abatement and mitigation program. The combination of the various programs of SFO’s Aircraft Noise Abatement Office, the airport’s efforts to work with local jurisdictions to undertake noise insulation of homes and schools, and the work of the Airport/Community Roundtable has significantly reduced the levels of aircraft noise in surrounding communities and mitigated the interior noise levels of many of those homes and schools that are exposed to aircraft noise levels in excess of the state standards.

As of 2007, the current state of land use compatibility planning for the surrounding communities was long overdue for an update. The *San Mateo County Comprehensive Airport Land Use Plan* (CLUP) for SFO had not been updated for more than 10 years and was based on data that was more than 10 years old when it was adopted. The County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) had met infrequently for several years, the information on its website was often not up to date, and essential documents, including the CLUP, were not available online. However, by the end of 2007, an effort was underway to update the CLUP for SFO with funding from the Federal Aviation Administration, and a consultant team had been retrained to perform the update.

The parent organization of the ALUC, the City/County Association of Governments of San Mateo County (C/CAG), has become a strong advocate for smart growth and TOD. However, the principal transit corridor in the county runs just to the west of the airport and several of the potential TOD development nodes are located close to aircraft arrival and departure flight
paths or experience aircraft engine noise from the use of reverse thrust or takeoff power while on the runways.

While these smart growth developments may not lead to significant incompatibility problems with aircraft noise in the future, the failure of the CLUP to address these issues and provide appropriate guidance to the local jurisdictions means that this would be the result of luck more than good planning. The C/CAG staff members have expressed an interest in better coordination of airport ground transportation investments to support smart growth and TOD goals. This is an interesting idea, but the absence of any guidance on how to modify traditional smart growth concepts for locations in the vicinity of major airports means that currently there no accepted approach to accomplish this.
APPENDIX G
CASE STUDY—SOUTH COUNTY AIRPORT

South County Airport (E16), Santa Clara County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport location</td>
<td>Santa Clara County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport size</td>
<td>179 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of facility</td>
<td>General aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of airport activities</td>
<td>56,000 aircraft operations in 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curfew</td>
<td>None, 24-hour operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent ALUCP</td>
<td>1992, update commenced in 2003, draft CLUP released December 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent Airport Master Plan</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearby cities (population 1/1/06)</td>
<td>San Martin (unincorporated): 4,230 (2000 census); Morgan Hill: 37,200; Gilroy: 48,600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Types of land use/airport conflicts              | • Surrounded by agriculture and open space, county facilities and low-density residential uses  
• Plans for expansion conflict with the rural nature of the area |
| Major issues                                     | • San Martin wants to incorporate to have more land use control and is opposed to expansion of the airport  
• Pressures on other general aviation facilities in the county due to incompatible land uses have forced growth to South County |
| Approaches to solving airport/community conflicts| Plans to purchase land around the airport and lease back to owners to ensure compatible land uses |
| Stakeholder groups                               | • San Martin Neighborhood Alliance  
• South County Joint Planning Advisory Committee |
| Integration with smart growth policies           | Smart growth policies and urban growth boundaries throughout the county alleviate pressure for more development in South County |
| ALUC agency                                      | Santa Clara County                                                     |
| ALUC staff contact name                          | Mark Connolly                                                          |
| ALUC staff contact phone                         | (408) 299-5786                                                         |
| ALUC staff contact e-mail                        | mark.connolly@pln.sccgov.org                                           |

INTRODUCTION

South County Airport is located in the unincorporated Santa Clara County community of San Martin, north of Gilroy and south of Morgan Hill, as shown in Figure 38. There are four public-use airports in Santa Clara County—San José International, Palo Alto Airport, Reid-Hillview Airport, and South County Airport.434

Over the past 10 years, several factors have led to more interest in developing and expanding South County Airport. An increase in commercial aviation has resulted in pressure to decrease general aviation uses at San José International Airport, and the other two general aviation airports in the county have land use constraints that prevent expansion. Demand for general aviation hanger space throughout the San Francisco Bay region is particularly high. Despite
the events of September 2001, general aviation demand forecasts show general aviation demand continuing to increase over the next 20 years.\textsuperscript{435}

Since 2002, the County Airports Administration has been working on a 20-year update to the \textit{Airport Master Plan and Business Plan} for each of the three general aviation facilities it operates.\textsuperscript{436} Final Master Plan reports for all three airports were completed in June 2007. Concurrent with the Master Plan updates, the County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) is updating the \textit{Comprehensive Land Use Plan} (CLUP) for each of the four public-use airports in Santa Clara County. The updated CLUP for Reid-Hillview Airport was adopted by the ALUC on October 24, 2007. As of late 2007, no draft updates for other airports had been prepared.

The expansion of South County Airport is the biggest land use issue in San Martin at this time. San Martin residents are attempting to incorporate as a town, an effort that could have substantial land use impacts if successful. However, there is an emphasis by all jurisdictions in
South County on keeping the area rural in nature. This desire to protect open space has led to strong urban growth boundaries, and the use of smart growth policies and practices in Gilroy and Morgan Hill.

Figure 39 shows existing land uses in the vicinity of South County Airport.

**AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING**

South County Airport is a small airport surrounded mostly by compatible agricultural land uses. Airport compatibility has not been an issue in the past, so there is little attention to land use compatibility planning in the area. However, the communities surrounding the airport have worked hard to preserve open space and a rural quality of life. The following sections elaborate on how these factors affect land use planning in South County as it relates to South County Airport.

**Hanger Project**

South County Airport is the only existing airport in Santa Clara County with room to expand. In an effort to meet demand for hanger space, the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors approved a project in May 2003 to build 100 new hangars at South County Airport. In June 2003, the San Martin Neighborhood Alliance filed a lawsuit against Santa Clara County that challenged the approval of the new hangars and the adequacy of the environmental study. In September 2003, the county and San Martin residents reached an agreement under which the county could go ahead with its plan to build new hangar spaces at the airport; at the same time, in an effort to work more closely, the County Roads and Airports Department would send a monthly report of its activities and proposals to the San Martin Planning Advisory Committee, which advises the Santa Clara County Planning Commission. In addition, two of the major points of the agreement were as follows:

- If any proposal is made to extend the runway at South County Airport, the county will not use the size of the planes occupying the four largest hangars as a basis for justifying the extension.
- The county will reanalyze noise impacts caused by the hangar project within the full-scale environmental review of the airport’s master plan.

In November 2004, County Director of Airports Carl Honaker said the hangers were 80 percent built and should be completed by January 2005. The hangers will increase capacity at South County airport from 175 to 275 based aircraft. There is already a waiting list for the new hanger spaces. No more hangers can be built under the existing master plan. Economic feasibility is also an issue, as projects need to fit into the business planning model for the county airports.
Figure 39 South County Airport Land Use in 2002

**Airport Master Plan**

The Airports Administration began updating the 1982 master plan for South County Airport in 2002. In November 2002, the Santa Clara County supervisors approved Chapter 2 ("Airport Roles and Forecasts") of the *Airports Master Plan* update. Chapter 2 proposes accommodating most general-aviation growth in the county over the next two decades at South County Airport. San Martin residents argued that the county was unfairly shifting North County's aviation demand—and community-altering, quality-of-life impacts like aircraft noise—to South County in violation of its own land use policies. But District 1 County Supervisor Don Gage called the planned expansion of activity a good compromise, noting the county could have set even higher growth capacities at South County. He also said the county can’t make everyone happy during major land use decisions.\(^{441}\)

Under the recommendations, the San Martin airfield will grow to a maximum capacity of 418 planes by 2022. There is room to expand at San José's Reid-Hillview airport, but the plan essentially capped growth there by adding only 24 more planes to its capacity of 726. Reid-Hillview is hemmed in by subdivisions and a major shopping mall. Palo Alto's airport would also be slated for limited growth, taking on 23 more planes. The growth limits are not officially set in stone, but are critical because they will be the basis for further studies on physical development, business plans, and environmental reviews at each airport.\(^{442}\)

At South County Airport, adjacent vacant land could be acquired to expand the single 3,100-foot runway to as much as 6,000 feet for larger aircraft.\(^{443}\) Supervisor Gage said lengthening the runway could reduce noise impacts, increase safety, and provide economic development benefits for South County. However, San Martin’s planning committee does not agree that corporate planes coming to the airport will be locally serving, and expressed concerns that expanding the runway and safety zones could displace residents or put heavier restrictions on hundreds of acres of surrounding land.\(^{444}\)

In September 2004, county airport officials released two more draft chapters of the *South County Airport Master Plan* (Chapters 3 and 4, “Airfield Design” and "Building Area Design"). Chapter 3 recommended lengthening the runway from 3,100 to 5,000 feet. The plan recommended purchasing an estimated 332 acres surrounding the 180-acre airport to eliminate residential opposition to its operations in the future. The plan suggested that the county lease parcels back to their original owners, especially if that keeps the land in agricultural use. FAA grants would be used to achieve the buffer.\(^{445}\) Runway expansion was justified by the substantial projected growth in Gilroy, Morgan Hill, and Coyote Valley, which will require increased accommodation of aircraft that San José International Airport cannot handle.\(^{446}\)

In March 2005, the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors authorized submittal of an application for a $570,000 Airport Improvement Program (AIP) grant from the FAA to complete environmental review of the draft master plan.\(^{447}\) The draft plan was completed in July 2005, but as of January 2007 the FAA had not approved the grant. Appendix C of the updated plan covers land use compatibility concerns—noise, overflight, safety, and airspace...
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Protection. Each concern is addressed in terms of compatibility objectives, measurement, compatibility strategies, and the basis for setting criteria. Compatibility strategies discussed include limiting development of noise-sensitive land uses, limiting height and density, noise insulation, and avigation or overflight easements, recorded deed notices, and/or real estate disclosure statements.\textsuperscript{448}

Carl Honaker explained that the county wants to systematically acquire land when money is available and owners are willing to sell.\textsuperscript{449} Honaker thought that this would be a 20-year process. The county will mostly wait for parcels to become available, but some landowners may come forward. Although Supervisor Don Gage had supported protection of South County Airport from incompatible land use, elected officials change. Therefore, Honaker believed that acquiring land would be the best solution for future protection of airports.

Supervisor Gage was chair of the Housing, Land Use, Environment, and Transportation Committee of the Board of Supervisors. This committee oversees the airport planning process and had worked with staff on the airport master plan. The supervisor was not directly involved with the Airport Land Use Commission or the Comprehensive Land Use Plan updates. Edwin Chan, Gage’s transportation aide, said Gage supported the expansion of South County Airport. A longer runway will decrease noise and safety impacts in the area and will help to attract high-quality, high-tech jobs to South County. Gage also believed that a strong Airport Master Plan will help prevent encroachment of incompatible development and supported the plan to buy land around the airport to keep development at bay. Although some light industrial uses may be allowed, the primary focus would be on keeping the area rural—preserving open space and preventing residential development.\textsuperscript{450}

According to Carl Honaker, although members of the San Martin Neighborhood Alliance (SMNA) are opposed to expansion of South County Airport, opposition overall is minimal. Response has been positive from Morgan Hill and Gilroy and from the Chambers of Commerce and the business community. Honaker said the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the master plan would address the positive economic impacts of the airport and its role in the airport system (relieving San José International), as well as noise, surface transportation (traffic), and other environmental impacts.\textsuperscript{451}

The position of the SMNA was that the current airport is appropriate for the community. In an interview, SMNA president Sylvia Hamilton said there was no documentation in Chapters 3 and 4 of the draft Master Plan supporting the correlation between growth in Coyote Valley, Morgan Hill, and Gilroy and the need to expand South County Airport. She had asked for studies that support the projected demand and was told there are no studies and there is nothing to study. Hamilton was most upset by the land acquisition proposed in the Master Plan. She said it was unfair to affect people’s lives to that extent without more information to support the expansion. Hamilton believed a regional approach to airport planning beyond Santa Clara County is needed. She said Hollister Airport was currently trying to attract aircraft and South County Airport expansion would just create competition. Hamilton also suggested that Moffett Field is a better location for a reliever airport because it is closer to the
Carl Honaker also said that Moffett Field had the potential to be a cargo and corporate reliever airport for the entire San Francisco Bay Region. According to Honaker, John Kasarda had said that Moffett Field would be the perfect place for an Aerotropolis, which Honaker called “airport smart growth.”

### Noise

The Airports Administration operates a noise complaint line, logs complaints, calls back on all complaints, and takes action to remedy systematic noise problems. In the future, South County Airport can be added to the county’s automated noise monitoring and tracking system, if need be. Currently, there are few noise complaints related to South County Airport. Highway 101 creates greater noise impacts for most residents than the airport. However, Sylvia Hamilton said that any increase in aviation noise is a concern because the topography of the narrow valley increases noise impacts. Morgan Hill Planning Manager Jim Rowe also expressed concern about possible noise impacts from business jets and how noise will be mitigated given conflicts with San José International flight paths.

### History of Land Use Issues in the Airport Vicinity

The land around the South County Airport is designated rural residential with some areas having industrial and commercial use permits along Monterey Highway and San Martin Avenue. Bill Shoe, Principal Planner for the County of Santa Clara, explained that these designations are a result of the uses in place when the 1980 general plan was developed and were not influenced by the location of the airport. The county Planning Department has current land use and zoning information in a geographical information system, and the 1995 general plan is available online. Only paper copies of the 1980 *Santa Clara County General Plan*, zoning ordinances, and related maps are available. The county does not maintain a database on actual land use.

In 2003, Morgan Hill Mayor Dennis Kennedy remarked that “San Martin has been a dumping ground for a lot of county projects that no one else wants.” A land use debate triggered residents to mobilize in 2000 after the county approved a project for trailer rentals and sales near homes. The project was within the community’s light industrial zone, but neighbors saw it as an inappropriate use. Other projects that residents have hotly contested include the expansion of the South County Airport and the approval of a household hazardous waste facility near San Martin’s elementary school. The San Martin Neighborhood Alliance is a grassroots organization that claims more than 200 members. Their web site ([www.smneighbor.org](http://www.smneighbor.org)) features specific information on current and controversial development issues in San Martin, including a fish processing plant, expansion of the waste transfer station, and possible expansion of the South County Airport.
Open Space

Protection of open space has been a contentious issue in south Santa Clara County, mostly because land designated for open space or agriculture has far less value than land that can be developed for other purposes. Although many open space protection policies are already in place, efforts to renew and strengthen these policies continue.

In 2004, Morgan Hill was leading an effort to establish an urban limit line and greenbelt policies in south county. The city brought together a task force and conducted a study, but the process slowed down. Morgan Hill City Manager Ed Tewes suggested that San Martin incorporation could help move the process along, if San Martin were willing to work with Morgan Hill on the issue.\(^{459}\)

In a related effort, proposed boundaries for the Santa Clara County Agricultural Preserve were presented to the County Housing, Land Use, Environment, and Transportation Committee in August 2003, but no action was taken. In 2005, the county again reevaluated the boundaries and the criteria for Williamson Act contracts. A stakeholder committee, representing the Santa Clara County Farm Bureau, Santa Clara County Cattleman’s Association, Mt. Hamilton Range Improvement Association, Santa Clara County Association of Realtors, The Nature Conservancy, and the Committee for Green Foothills, met during the months of July, August, and September 2005 to provide input into the changes.\(^{460}\) The proposal could lead to the gradual termination of 2,800 of the 3,145 Williamson Act contracts in unincorporated areas. These are parcels under 40 acres, many of which have been converted to residential use.\(^{461}\) The Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors approved new guidelines for the county’s Williamson Act Program in March 2006 and approved a revised County Agricultural Preserve Map on May 2, 2006. Rachael Gibson, a Policy Aide to Supervisor Don Gage on land use issues, noted that this effort, like other county open space protection policies, was not directly related to planning for airport land use compatibility.\(^{462}\)

Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan

The Santa Clara County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) began updating the 1992 Land Use Plan for Areas Surrounding Santa Clara County Airports in 2003. In recent years, this Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) has been amended on a regular basis. In November 2003, the ALUC approved modifications to the ALUC referral boundaries, or Airport Influence Areas (AIAs). The new AIA for South County Airport, shown in Figure 40, remains in effect. The ALUC web site explains that the “boundary was moved out to the closest street beyond the area typically overflown by aircraft operating at the airport and follows the ALUC policy of using geographic boundaries for the AIA.”\(^{463}\) The boundaries include small parts of southern Morgan Hill and northern Gilroy.

The revised CLUP will comprise a separate plan for each airport in Santa Clara County. The South County Airport CLUP will follow the model of the Draft Reid-Hillview CLUP completed in March 2004.\(^{464}\) The ALUC web site describes the CLUP as follows:
Figure 40  South County Airport Influence Area
Source: County of Santa Clara Planning Department, September 1991
Many of the ALUC guidelines and policies were carried over from the previous CLUP. Several policies were added/revised due to the recommendations in the 2002 [California Airport Land Use Planning] Handbook... The proposed noise policies are similar to those in the current CLUP, but include provisions for more detailed notice to potential residents... Land development guidelines were clarified, and the policies made more specific. The paragraphs relating to safety zone variance options were deleted due to their recognized impracticality with regard to structure height... The revised CLUP proposes that the AIA encompass the entire county. Proposed structures (including antennae) with a height of 200 feet or greater above ground level would be referred to the ALUC for review.  

ALUC member Walter Windus said an attempt was made to write from the viewpoint of planning departments. The in-fill policy was also tightened—in-fill projects in safety zones will only be accepted if the parcel is 1/4 acre or less. In addition, the Implementation chapter includes new sections on Airport Overlay Zones and Buyer Awareness Measures. The CLUP recommends the use of overlay zones to comply with California Public Utilities Code 21670, which requires that cities incorporate CLUP policies in their general plans and zoning ordinances. As of 2004, there were no overlay zones in place in Santa Clara County.

San José challenged the Reid-Hillview CLUP and the Reid-Hillview and San José International AIA's because no environmental review was performed. In May 2004, the ALUC rescinded the AIA's and agreed to do the review. Dana Peak, the staff coordinator for the ALUC, stated in December 2004 that approval of the documents would be delayed for one or two years because the ALUC did not have funds to conduct environmental studies. Fortunately, data from environmental studies for the Reid-Hillview Master Plan update can be used for an initial study for the CLUP and AIA's. The South County Airport CLUP does not face such constraints, but it must be based on the master plan, which was still undergoing changes in late 2004. Once the master plan was complete, preparation of the CLUP update was expected to begin.

Since South County Airport is surrounded by rural, unincorporated land, only a few minor projects and subdivisions have been referred to the ALUC in recent years. ALUC members keep informed about the airport master plan process and attend public meetings related to projects within referral boundaries whenever possible. They also encourage cities to incorporate policies from both the CLUP and the California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook in their general plans and to adopt codes and ordinances that constrain land use in order to protect airports.

The Santa Clara County ALUC uses several measures to control land use planning around airports. With the passage of Assembly Bill (AB) 2776, Real Estate Disclosure Statements are now required for all purchases within an AIA. Walter Windus believes this will make lawsuits against airports more difficult. The ALUC routinely requires the dedication of avigation easements as a condition for approval, especially for residential development in the vicinity of
an airport. These easements are primarily intended to serve as a stringent buyer awareness measure. With the passage of AB 332 in September 2003, Windus hopes that ALUC recommendations will have more impact. AB 332 requires jurisdictions to make findings when they override an ALUC recommendation. According to Windus, the ALUC may consider suing cities if findings are not complete. Windus also said that the ALUC does not concern itself with smart growth in particular; their focus is airport compatibility.

Although the county planning department has staff assigned to support the ALUC, they are not involved with the South County Airport Master Plan update. County Planner Bill Shoe stated that he did not see much benefit in working with the Airports Administration or the ALUC because policies do not overlap. He felt that it is more important for county planners to do their own job well.470

**Role of Surrounding Jurisdictions**

South County Airport is located within Santa Clara County’s land use planning jurisdiction. Morgan Hill is about 2.5 miles to the northwest and Gilroy is about two miles to the south of the airport.

**Santa Clara County**

County Planner Bill Shoe said the county refers projects inside safety zones to the ALUC for approval. In recent years, county facilities have been located on county land near the airport. A transit maintenance facility was located in the outer safety zone, a use that most likely would not have been allowed had it been a private development. Due to such land use restrictions, some people may welcome the county’s plan to buy land around the airport so they can be fairly compensated. The county is not encouraging economic development related to South County Airport.471

**Figure 41** shows the current land use designations in the area of South County Airport.

The 1994 *Santa Clara County General Plan* refers to airport planning and airport land use in the Transportation, Health and Safety, Governance, and Land Use chapters. Transportation policies related to aviation include:

- **C-TR 38** Ensure adequate air carrier, air cargo, and general aviation capacity so as to meet current and projected demand for these facilities, thereby supporting the county’s economic development and social goals. Encourage airport growth that is compatible with nearby existing established neighborhoods.

- **C-TR 39** Protect all airports from encroachment by incompatible land uses that would interfere with their safe operation. 472

The following implementation recommendations support these policies:

- **C-TR(i) 48** Develop a countywide airport master plan that would address the future aviation needs of the county … and the future development of all airports within Santa
Clara County. Support continuing studies of general aviation system requirements, particularly as they affect the future use of Moffett Field.

C-TR(i) 52 Support and legally enforce Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) actions to prevent incompatible land use around airports.\textsuperscript{473}
Rural transportation policies related to aviation include:

**R-TR 15** If new or expanded airports are needed in the rural areas, they should be located where they are safe and compatible with surrounding land uses.

**R-TR 16** Assure that necessary ancillary uses can be appropriately located to new or expanded airports.\(^{474}\)

These policies are supported by the following implementation recommendations:

**R-TR(i) 18** Studies of the potential expansion of existing airports or construction of new airports in rural unincorporated areas should include, but not be limited to, considerations of:

a. long-term countywide aviation needs and facilities capacity  
b. potential alternative locations or expansion sites  
c. impacts on existing and planned adjacent land uses  
d. the potential for creating open space buffers around the airport facilities to protect public safety, and minimize noise impacts.

**R-TR(i) 19** Plans developed for expansion of existing airports or location of new airports should include adequate land adjacent to the airport to safely locate necessary ancillary land uses.\(^{475}\)

The Noise section of the Health and Safety chapter includes information about the *ALUC Land Use Plan* and land use regulations, including a description of Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) measurement, noise contours, aviation hazards, and compatible land uses. Noise and safety policies in the general plan related to aviation include:

**C-HS 27** Land uses approved by the County and the cities shall be consistent with the adopted policies of the *Santa Clara County Airport Land Use Commission Plan*.\(^{476}\)

**C-HS 36** General strategies for airport safety in Santa Clara County include the following:

a. Limit population densities and land uses within designated safety zones.  
b. Regulate structures and objects which could be hazardous or distracting to air navigation.

**C-HS 37** Land use plans and development proposals within the “influence boundaries” of affected jurisdictions should be consistent with ALUC land-use plans for airport safety.

**C-HS 38** Local jurisdictions should comply with ALUC height restrictions and other regulations intended to ensure operational safety of aircraft and the safety of those occupying nearby buildings.

**C-HS 39** Land uses, structures, and objects which could distract, confuse, or otherwise contribute to pilot error should not be allowed within the vicinity of airport operations.\(^{477}\)

Governance policies in the general plan related to aviation include:
C-GV 2 The countywide multi-purpose planning organization could have the following functional areas:

a. economic development planning;
b. land use/growth management planning;
c. allocating housing needs among local jurisdictions;
d. planning for community services including child care;
e. transportation/mobility and congestion management planning;
f. hazardous and solid waste management planning;
g. parks/open space planning; and
h. airport planning.\textsuperscript{478}

Land use policies in the general plan related to aviation include:

R-LU 135 Prior to changing any policies regarding the South County Airport, the proposed policies should be reviewed with residents and property owners of the San Martin Area.\textsuperscript{479}

Subregional Cooperation

To increase coordination of land use planning in the area, Santa Clara County, Gilroy, and Morgan Hill worked together to create the \textit{South County Joint Area Plan} (SCJAP), which was adopted in 1989 and is contained in the general plans of all three jurisdictions. The SCJAP is a comprehensive set of policies focusing on issues common to the three jurisdictions in the South County area, including infrastructure, water supply and quality, flood control and drainage, agriculture preservation, and open space.\textsuperscript{480} The SCJAP is seen as a background document, while the general plan and zoning ordinances are used to make planning decisions.\textsuperscript{481} The \textit{South County Joint Area Plan} contains two policies related to airport land use.

SC 15.0 New development should avoid hazardous and sensitive areas and should occur only where it can be built without risking health and safety. New habitable structures should not be allowed in areas of highest hazard such as floodways, active landslides, active fault traces, and Airport safety zones.

SC 18.9 Development around the South County Airport should adhere to Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) Policies.\textsuperscript{482}

The South County Joint Planning Advisory Committee (JPAC), formed in 1984, continues to meet and discuss planning issues relevant to South County, particularly the preservation of open space. Planners from Santa Clara County, Morgan Hill, Gilroy, and Supervisor Don Gage’s office are on the committee. Rachel Gibson said the JPAC reviews large-scale projects in the area. Gilroy Planning Division Manager William Faus said projects are reviewed in the context of SCJAP policies. The SCJAP also influences the committee’s work agenda.\textsuperscript{483} Morgan Hill Planning Manager Jim Rowe said the committee allows all parties to give input
on items of regional concern. South County Airport expansion has been a big topic at JAPC meetings.

Morgan Hill City Manager Ed Tewes indicated that he saw the JPAC as the best way to cooperate for mutually beneficial land use around South County Airport. Jim Rowe and William Faus agreed that good lines of communication and open and frequent communication are important. Rachael Gibson, Supervisor Don Gage’s Policy Aide, said airports are one of the most challenging issues for planners, especially when airports want to expand or plan for long-term expansion needs and take adjacent land uses into account. She thought that the best solution is to plan ahead as much as possible.

San Martin

Many San Martin residents feel they have no local land use representation or control. Although the San Martin Planning Advisory Committee (SMPAC) meets almost monthly to discuss development projects and issues, their role is advisory and they are not given a seat at the table during the planning process. San Martin resident Sylvia Hamilton said that community leaders work hard to stay on top of all the issues and do their research, often writing position papers before making claims or protests. They would like to be involved in planning processes before documents are submitted for approval, but this has not happened. Hamilton said they have to organize quickly to attend public hearings, and often the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors does not discuss community members’ input before voting.

Hamilton said that residents were disappointed with the process for Chapters 3 and 4 of the South County Airport Master Plan—the draft chapters were released in September 2004 without input from the SMPAC. She expected a public outreach process to begin at that time, but instead the Board of Supervisors approved the plan for environmental study in November. She asked airport staff if Gilroy and Morgan Hill had been notified when the plan was released and was told they had not because it was not required until the environmental review stage. Although Carl Honaker attended all the SMPAC meetings since the court settlement over the hanger project, he only gave reports about the hanger project and never discussed the master plan.

Supervisor Don Gage’s Policy Aide on land issues, Rachael Gibson, said that San Martin residents want more control and therefore they will want to regulate land uses around the airport and will aim to restrict airport expansion if they incorporate. The San Martin Neighborhood Association funded an initial fiscal analysis report, completed in July 2003, and submitted an application for incorporation to the Santa Clara County Local Agency Formation Commission in February 2007. An environmental analysis and comprehensive fiscal analysis were initiated in 2007 and were scheduled to take about a year, with an incorporation election possibly on the ballot as early as November 2008. Gilroy Planning Division Manager William Faus thought that the incorporation process would heighten public awareness around land use issues and bring more people to the table.
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**Gilroy**

The 2002 *Gilroy General Plan* does not mention the airport or aviation aside from the *South County Joint Area Plan*, included as Appendix B. Gilroy Planning Division Manager William Faus said planners felt that was sufficient, given the lack of impacts from the airport. The planning department was not aware that the AIA overlaps with the city’s 20-year planning boundary. Faus said that restrictions on Rucker Elementary School or other potential school sites in northern Gilroy have not been discussed. However, Faus believes that the school district will consider airport noise and safety, if and when it does master planning. Figure 42 shows the current land use designations in northern Gilroy.

**Morgan Hill**

The 2001 *Morgan Hill General Plan* mentions South County Airport in the Health and Safety chapter and the Regional Coordination chapter. The general plan incorporates SCJAP Policies 15.0 and 18.9 directly from the *South County Joint Area Plan*. Director of Planning Jim Rowe and City Manager Ed Tewes were not aware that the South County AIA overlaps the city’s sphere of influence. Jim Rowe said the airport’s presence has not influenced land use decisions, and the general plan was not sent to the ALUC for review. Figure 43 shows the current land use designations in southern Morgan Hill. A potential school site is shown on the AIA boundary. Jim Rowe said the AIA may have an impact on the selection of a school site. Ed Tewes said the city and school district will follow state laws in siting a school in the area.

**POTENTIAL ROLE AND IMPACT OF SMART GROWTH**

South County is the fastest-growing area in Santa Clara County. In response, the county and the communities of San Martin, Morgan Hill, and Gilroy are working together to use smart growth practices and prevent sprawl and loss of open space. In-fill in cities is part of the county’s urban development model, which was adopted under the leadership of then County Supervisor Rod Diridon in the 1970s and is based on Oregon’s urban growth model. This model is the fundamental driver of land use decisions in Santa Clara County. Today, these policies are the flipside of smart growth—the preservation of open space and agriculture.

The *Santa Clara County General Plan* does not mention smart growth specifically. However, the following growth and development strategies in the plan “reflect the principles of balanced growth and sustainable economic development,” and recognize “the need to accommodate growth ... without sacrificing overall quality of life.”

Strategy #1: Promote Compact Development Patterns

   Sub-Strategies:

   A) Manage urban expansion by:

      i. controlling Urban Service Area expansion;
      ii. establishing long-term urban growth boundaries;
Figure 42 North Gilroy Land Use

Figure 43 South Morgan Hill Land Use

iii. controlling the formation of special districts and new cities (incorporations).

B) Make more efficient use of existing urban areas by:
   i. promoting compact urban development patterns; and
   ii. mixed use developments.  

Strategy #2: Achieve More Balanced Urban Growth and Development

Strategy #3: Improve Coordinated, Countywide Planning

Gilroy is implementing smart growth practices such as higher-density mixed-use and transit oriented development. Much of the area in the northern portion of Gilroy’s 20-year planning boundary, including some land within the AIA, is designated as a Neighborhood District in the general plan. Neighborhood District is a smart growth concept. It allows densities from six to 12.5 dwelling units per acre, and is described in the general plan as follows:

This is a new residential category to encourage a mix of housing types in new areas of development. The intent is to create new neighborhoods that reflect a similar mix of housing throughout the City, avoiding concentrations of specific housing types in some areas. These new neighborhoods will be predominantly single family in character, with duplexes, townhomes, condominiums, and apartments interspersed. Higher-density housing types will be sited and designed in accordance with the City’s zoning and development regulations. Neighborhood-serving amenities such as schools, parks, open space, and neighborhood commercial (subject to strict siting, design, and use controls) will be integrated in the neighborhood design.

Morgan Hill is implementing smart growth practices such as centralizing higher-density residential development and mixed-use (including vertical mixed-use) near downtown and near transit. In January 2005, the city council approved updates to the Morgan Hill Downtown Plan that implement these policies.

**CHANGES IN LOCAL LAND USE**

As a result of urban growth restrictions in the county, land use around South County Airport has changed little in the past 10 years. Rural residential uses and agriculture, along with some industrial uses and the airport, continue to predominate in the area. The San Martin incorporation effort is currently the most important issue in the area, aside from airport expansion.

In 2003, the San Martin Neighborhood Alliance (SMNA) funded a feasibility study as the first step toward formally incorporating as an independent city. The study found that San Martin could be financially solvent as a city. Although funding for cities changed in 2004, community leaders continue to move forward with the incorporation process. According to SMNA president Sylvia Hamilton, extensive outreach to the entire community has been, and
will continue to be, a big part of the incorporation process. Therefore, it is difficult to know what policies would be in the new jurisdiction’s general plan. With respect to South County Airport, San Martin’s goal will be to have the airport fit with the community, not to close the airport. Hamilton emphasized that the airport is not the main reason the community wants to incorporate. There are many other cases where residents feel they do not have control over projects and they want more influence. They are not pursuing incorporation to urbanize, but rather to preserve the current land uses and quality of life. Development will probably be limited to locally serving businesses.\textsuperscript{498}

When San Martin residents requested that the Morgan Hill City Council officially endorse the incorporation, the council declined. Pilots came to the meeting and convinced the council to study the South County Airport and its impact in relation to incorporation before officially endorsing the concept.\textsuperscript{499} However, no report was presented to council in 2005. Interest in the issue waned because the Airport Master Plan was waiting on funds for environmental assessment and San Martin incorporation was not making progress.

**Growth Control**

In March 2004, Morgan Hill voters passed Measure C, the city’s updated version of the residential growth-control ordinance Measure P (1990). It mandates that the city will not grow larger than 48,000 by 2020—about 250 residential housing units a year. The city population as of January 1, 2004, was 34,900.\textsuperscript{500} The amended numbers bring the ordinance in line with the city’s general plan and will encourage rational growth. Measure C amendments also encourage downtown development and in-fill. Morgan Hill’s first growth control measure, Measure E, went before the voters in 1977.\textsuperscript{501}

**Caltrain**

Caltrain service was extended to Gilroy in 1992.\textsuperscript{502} The Caltrain station in San Martin is located less than a mile west of South County Airport. County Planner Bill Shoe does not anticipate transit-oriented development near the station because there is no infrastructure for residential development and there are currently incompatible, industrial uses in the area.

**EFFECTIVENESS OF AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING PROCESS**

In Santa Clara County, airport planning and airport land use compatibility planning are focused at the county level. South County, Reid-Hillview, and Palo Alto airports are managed by the County Airports Administration. The Airport Land Use Commission is supported by county planning staff. The County Board of Supervisors approves both airport Comprehensive Land Use Plans and Airport Master Plans. This encourages cooperation between airport planners and land use planners with respect to airport area land use, especially in the case of South County Airport, which is also located within the county’s land use planning jurisdiction.
On the other hand, local city governments in Santa Clara County sometimes ignore ALUC recommendations. Mostly this occurs in San José because the airports are already surrounded by urban land uses. It is likely that state pressures to build in-fill housing are aggravating this problem, as cities choose housing over land use compatibility in fulfilling their duty to promote the public welfare. However, in 1983 the ALUC recommended against a retirement home just 3,000 feet south of the South County Airport runway. The County Board of Supervisors overruled the commission and granted a 15-year permit to the owners of the South County Retirement Inn in San Martin.503

When asked how local jurisdictions could best work with the ALUC, Walter Windus said it would be useful to have positive as well as negative communication and input. In 2004, the commission worked with the city of Santa Clara on the shapes of safety zones for San José International Airport and achieved positive results. The ALUC would like to do more to coordinate land use, but cities must be willing.

Director of Airports Carl Honaker said ALUC recommendations represent smart growth for airports, and the ALUC is another voice for the importance of transportation nodes. It is important for people to hear about possible compatibility issues for recommended development around airports. Communication between agencies is also important. Land use decisions related to airport development and nearby development projects need to go through the proper channels, have a strong public outreach processes, and involve commissions and public officials early.

**SUMMARY**

Overall, all constituencies in Santa Clara County are informed about airport planning and land use compatibility issues. There is broad awareness of the regional issues related to airport planning and the laws and policies that apply. The County Airport Land Use Commission and the Airports Administration are trying to implement the latest land use compatibility techniques such as avigation easements and acquiring land for buffer zones.

County land use jurisdiction in the area allows for strong airport land use compatibility planning for South County Airport, but this may not be a real regional solution. Those who are most involved in the airport planning process, the airport operator and the residents of San Martin, both suggested that there is a need to look at the larger picture. Suggestions included the need for regional airport planning beyond Santa Clara County, and the potential of Moffett Field as a regional asset, if local opposition were not such an issue.

Since the 1970s, growth in Santa Clara County has been directed towards the cities. Sustainable development practices like smart growth and urban growth boundaries appear to have largely protected South County Airport from encroachment up to this time. Because it is located within county land use jurisdiction, the airport has benefited from these policies. Conversely, Santa Clara County airports located within city boundaries have not fared so well because of pressures to develop the surrounding land.
Gilroy is planning higher-density residential development within the South County Airport Influence Area. Although this could result in increasing complaints as the airport expands, it may also prevent residential encroachment even closer to the airport. Plans for higher density in downtown Morgan Hill could have similar results. Morgan Hill’s strong desire to establish urban limit lines and greenbelt policies should also have a positive impact on airport land use compatibility.

Everyone interviewed for this case study said that communication is the key to effective land use compatibility planning around airports, but this communication does not always happen. For example, neither Morgan Hill nor Gilroy planning staff were aware that the Airport Influence Area for South County Airport included parts of their 20-year planning boundaries. Therefore, they have not submitted their general plans to the Airport Land Use Commission for review. The ALUC said they would like to work more with cities, but Santa Clara was the only example given where this has occurred. It appears that better coordination with planning activities in Morgan Hill and Gilroy would be beneficial.

Despite its efforts, the ALUC has limited impact in preventing incompatible development in the vicinity of county airports. Given the difficulties faced by the ALUC in controlling development around Santa Clara County airports and the history of incompatible encroachment in San José, the Santa Clara County Airports Administration is taking a more proactive approach in planning to purchase land around South County Airport to ensure land use compatibility. This may be the only solution that provides long-term land use compatibility. In addition, Director of Airports Carl Honaker said that it helps when land use decisions on all sides go through the proper channels, have a strong public outreach processes, and involve commissions and public officials early.
### San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport (SBP), San Luis Obispo County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport location</th>
<th>San Luis Obispo County</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport size</td>
<td>340 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of facility</td>
<td>Regularly scheduled commuter flights and general aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of airport activity</td>
<td>358,000 passengers and 93,000 aircraft operations in 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curfew</td>
<td>Voluntary curfew between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent Airport Master Plan</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearby cities (population 1/1/06)</td>
<td>San Luis Obispo: 44,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Types of land use/airport conflicts | • Agriculture, open space, and low-density residential uses to the south  
|                                 | • Industrial and office uses in San Luis Obispo to the north  
|                                 | • Encroaching residential development (medium- to high-density) in San Luis Obispo |
| Major issues                   | • Residential subdivisions planned within the Airport Influence Area (specific plans approved)  
|                                 | • Conflict between ALUC and City of San Luis Obispo over acceptable levels of noise for residential development  
|                                 | • City General Plan and Airport Land Use Plan Amendment conflict  
|                                 | • Lack of public transportation and strong regional planning |
| Approaches to solving airport/community conflicts | High level of attention to airport noise issues in specific plans |
| Stakeholder groups             | Noise working group (pilots, airport management representatives, and residents) |
| Integration with smart growth policies | • Smart growth policies leading to higher densities and developments encroaching on the airport  
|                                 | • Improved cooperation on these issues |
| ALUC agency                    | San Luis Obispo County                                      |
| ALUC staff contact name        | Bill Robeson                                                |
| ALUC staff contact phone       | (805) 781-5607                                              |
| ALUC staff contact e-mail      | brobeson@co.slo.ca.us                                        |

### INTRODUCTION

The San Luis Obispo County Airport dates to 1938; at that time, the airport was more than two miles south of the built-up area of the city of San Luis Obispo. In 1940, hard-surface runways and lights were installed by the War Department, which controlled the airport for the duration of World War II, then gave the improved airport back to the county in 1946. Southwest Airways provided the airport’s first airline service, from 1946 until 1955. There was a long gap in air passenger service until Swift Aire Lines was started up in 1969.\(^{504}\)
As of mid-2004, three commercial carriers—American Eagle, America West, and United Express (SkyWest)—provided daily service to Los Angeles, San Francisco, Phoenix, San José, and Las Vegas. 295,076 commercial passengers flew in or out of the airport in 2003, and there were 115,589 total airport operations (take-offs and landings). Boardings increased by 11.6 percent in 2004, according to FAA data. A fourth carrier, Delta Connection (also operated by SkyWest) began service to Salt Lake City in 2007.

A control tower was opened by the FAA in 1988, following a serious midair collision in 1984. The airport and its surroundings are shown in Figure 44.

In June 2004, the county’s daily newspaper, the Tribune, reported a resurgence in general aviation at the airport. In 2003, private and charter landings and takeoffs rose to 93,149 and represented 24 percent of total airport operations. It was the first time since 2000 that general-aviation activity surpassed 92,000. Multiple reasons for general aviation’s resurgence were cited, including travelers avoiding security procedures at larger airports and an increasing number of wealthy visitors using chartered flights or personal planes for weekend getaways. In 2004, all the airport’s tie-down spaces were rented.
As of mid-2004, firms contributing to and benefiting from the rise in general aviation and charter activity at the airport included the following:

- Air San Luis—Cessna sales and service center offering charter flights, airplane rentals, maintenance, and flight training
- ACI (Aviation Consultants Inc.)—aircraft maintenance, management, and jet charter services
- Helipro Inc.—training private and commercial helicopter pilots
- Le Bas International—a charter brokerage firm; arranges planes, pilots, and other services
- Marc Air—charter service with three turboprop aircraft
- PCF Aviation—flight instruction, airplane rentals, and charter flights
- Victory Aviators—flight instruction and aircraft rental

AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING

Airport Master Plan

There have been two major updates to the Airport Master Plan since the late 1990s, both focused on runway extension projects. The 1998 master plan update centered on a proposal to add 500 feet to Runway 11/29, for a total length of 5,300 feet on the airport’s longer runway. The plan covered two phases. Projects designated for completion by 2002 included the runway expansion, a new taxiway, the extension of an existing taxiway, and a larger terminal. Longer-term projects included new taxiways, a new terminal, and a larger parking lot.

The 2005 master plan update included the new terminal and parking facilities, but focused on a 1,000-foot runway extension to accommodate the landing and take-off needs of regional jets. San Luis Obispo’s runway was thought to be the shortest runway in the nation at an airport with regional jet service. Airline representatives said at hearings in 2003 that they would continue to serve the airport only if they get a longer runway. San Luis Obispo (SLO) County acted quickly, since business leaders saw scheduled commercial flights as vital to the economic health of the region. With the prior expansion project in 2001 complete, the airport’s main runway could now potentially extend to 6,300 feet. Total airport operations were expected to nearly double from 155,000 to 301,000 in 20 years.

The runway project incorporated a high-tech alternative—an Engineered Material Arresting System (EMAS), which makes the runway extension less land intensive. The EMAS allowed the airport to save several million dollars and avoid environmental problems, while providing safety by slowing or stopping an airplane that might overrun the runway. The EMAS eliminated the need to divert nearby Acacia Creek and simplified the realignment of Santa Fe Road.

In September 2003, the SLO County Regional Airport requested consideration for their runway project and was given priority ranking for federal funding. The Airport Master Plan
update was then fully underway, and various alternatives were examined. The project estimate was $16 million to extend the runway, which would enable the accommodation of full service by regional jets, according to Airport Manager Klaasje Nairne. Both American Airlines and United Airlines, which account for most of the passengers at the airport, are expected to complete the changeover to regional jets by 2008. Nearly 5,000 airports nationwide vied for federal airport improvement money, according to Nairne. Only 200 made it into the priority ranking list. This ranking does not guarantee funding, but it brings the project noteworthy attention. All environmental documentation and approvals would be necessary before project funding could commence.

In 2004–2005, the airport completed its master plan update and budgeted property acquisitions for the runway extension project, including environmental and engineering support, architectural design for the new terminal building, and some small aircraft hangar development. An 800-foot runway extension was completed in 2007, resulting in a 5,100-foot runway.

Noise Issues

In the late 1990s, Assistant Airports Manager Martin Pehl formed a Noise Working Group, comprising pilots, airport management representatives, and residents from areas affected by aircraft noise, including Country Club Estates, Laguna Lake, and South Higuera Street. By 2001, the group had developed a brochure for pilots listing voluntary steps they can take to mitigate noise impacts on the community. “It requests observance of voluntary curfew and not land or take off in Stage II jets between the hours of 11 p.m. and 7 a.m.” Pehl said. The airport also has suggested that pilots climb to 1,500 feet on a straight course off the runway and cross Highway 101 before turning. The routing traverses commercial buildings and open space.

Figure 45, taken from the brochure created by the Noise Working Group, shows how pilots are directed to fly away from residential areas. Several observers, including at least one planning commissioner, view voluntary flight guidelines and technological improvements as the most promising approaches to limiting the impacts of noise on sensitive land uses.

There were 325 noise complaints between June 1999 and July 2000, according to Pehl. Although precisely comparable statistics were not available, the clear perception of airport staff is that noise complaints have declined among long-term residents in the airport vicinity, for example, residents of Country Club Estates. Airport staff attribute the improvement to both the Noise Working Group’s activities, and the advent of regional jets—which are not only quieter, but also larger than the turboprop commuter aircraft they are supplanting, meaning fewer flights can carry an equivalent passenger load.

History of Land Use Issues in the Airport Vicinity

In 2000, USA Today identified San Luis Obispo County as the second most sprawling region in the United States, generating considerable discussion in planning circles. At the time, John Mandeville, San Luis Obispo’s Community Development Director, contested the assertion of
sprawl in a newspaper interview, noting that “San Luis Obispo was one of the first cities in the state to define its urban growth boundary,” Mandeville saw smart growth policies as central to the development of the last two major parcels of land within the city zoned for residential use, the Margarita and Orcutt areas. Combined, they will add approximately 2,000 housing units to the city. Both are considered infill, Mandeville said; both lie within city limits, and both are at least partially surrounded by other development. Furthermore, Mandeville asserted that each project would be linked closely to employment areas and services, so that fewer miles of new roads would be needed to serve the area. Both are also within the Airport Land Use Planning Area.

Two other large-scale developments on the edge of the built-up city also lie within the Airport Land Use Planning Area—the Dalidio property and Froom Ranch. Both are just west of U.S. 101. Both have threatened, at times, to build even if the city does not annex the land and allow the development (that is, they have sought to build under San Luis Obispo County
auspices). Even their proponents do not characterize these developments as smart growth. Although they are mixed-use, they are lower density and auto oriented, and have been strongly opposed by environmentalists.523

Housing supply and affordability have become serious and persistent issues in San Luis Obispo County. In 2001, only 18 percent of homes sold in the county—which includes the comparatively affordable cities of Atascadero and Paso Robles—were within reach of the SLO County’s median-income family. San Luis Obispo is under pressure from the state to provide more housing. In 1993, the California Department of Housing and Community Development told the city to plan for 5,000 new homes within seven years. City officials, who were then in the process of writing a new general plan, could not find a politically acceptable way of accomplishing this. They agreed only to build about half that many homes over a period of 20 years. Because of that decision, the state refused to recognize San Luis Obispo’s housing plan as valid, and the city lost state funds for certain housing programs as a result. The Housing Element is the only general plan element that the state has the authority to review for adequacy; the state can also penalize jurisdictions if they fail to comply with state mandates. San Luis Obispo is still struggling with this housing shortfall.

**Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan**

The *County Airport Land Use Plan* for the San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport, adopted in 1973, was amended in June 2002, June 2004, and May 2005. The most recent update was in response to revised guidelines in the 2002 *California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook*. As of 2005, the Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) comprises seven members, four of them pilots. A fifth, Roger Oxborrow, the ALUC chair in 2005, manages the Paso Robles airport. Because the northern portion of the city of San Luis Obispo, generally the areas around California Polytechnic State University and downtown, is built up, almost all significant new urban development proposals lie within the Airport Planning Area. This area was determined in 1977 and has not changed. It is an oval area 6 miles long and nearly 4 miles wide, extending from the Laguna Lake area to the community of Edna and as far north as South Street, recently the edge of the fully built-up city.

Several factors have helped raise the ALUC’s visibility in the late 1990s. Its members, by some accounts, became more assertive in protecting the airport. At the same time, the city’s plans for expansion—particularly housing expansion—within the Airport Land Use Planning Area had reached a level that commissioners felt they could not ignore.524

Community Development Director Mandeville does not dispute that the ALUC has a role in land use planning. In a newspaper interview in 2001 he stated, “I realize that in the last 20 years, airports are getting a lot of evidence that residential encroachment is a problem.” But unlike the city, he added, “they have the luxury of having kind of a narrow purview.” 525
The City General Plan and Airport Land Use Plan Amendment Conflict

At the beginning of the decade, it was clear that a serious rift had developed between the city and the ALUC. In January 2001, reporter Ann Quinn wrote a long investigative report for the local weekly *New Times* after interviewing city staff, ALUC members and staff, pilots, business advocates, housing advocates, and airport neighbors. This section is based on Quinn’s insightful piece and many interviews.

Quinn described the San Luis Obispo airport as on a “collision course” with the *City of San Luis Obispo's General Plan* and related efforts by San Luis Obispo to resolve its housing shortage. The then-newly proposed amendment to the *Airport Land Use Plan* (ALUP) would clearly restrict construction of housing and schools near the airport. Yet the city’s general plan (completed in 1994) projected a substantial amount of development, including residential development, within the Airport Land Use Planning Area (also referred to as the Airport Planning Area in the ALUP).

The reason for the incongruity is in one sense readily explained. At the time the city was drafting its general plan in the early 1990s, SLO County drafted an ALUP revision that would have found the city’s general plan consistent. However, the ALUC did not adopt the ALUP revision. According to ALUC commissioner Mac Gleim, the revision “was not comprehensive…and wouldn't have been consistent with county and state requirements.” The ALUC and other airport advocates feared that housing would be allowed to encroach on the airport, which could end up being perceived as a nuisance and a safety hazard.

The ALUC formed a technical committee, and together with a new county staff liaison, started the ALUP update process anew. The new amended plan clearly met state and county requirements, and the Airport Land Use Commission adopted it. However, the amended plan runs counter to the city’s plans for future housing.

Both sides asserted that the other operated within a vacuum. Former Chamber of Commerce president Bill Thoma, who attended the meeting about the *Airport Land Use Plan* amendment, wondered how the breakdown in communication occurred, noting that there were more than 75 public meetings related to the general plan. “Where were the members of the [ALUC] during the general plan update?” Dave Darbyshire, president of the San Luis Obispo Pilots Association, stated he had gone to several general plan update meetings over the years, but recounted, “I never heard the airport even mentioned once. Never was there any consideration of safety issues or noise problems. The city acted as if the airport wasn’t even there.”

The impact of the new *Airport Land Use Plan* on the city’s plans for housing greatly concerned long-time San Luis Obispo Housing Authority Director George Moylan, who stated “If the airport plan puts this [planned housing] in jeopardy, then from our perspective, there has to be more density in the parts [of town] that aren’t affected by the airport. The city was trying to develop along its current lines of growth, and not take all the open space.” Moylan also noted that current residents’ strong preference for single-family housing was a problem, since there
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was limited land for housing; higher density was needed to meet housing needs in the future. 527

Both Patricia Wilmore, a legislative analyst for the San Luis Obispo Chamber of Commerce, and Glen Matteson, long-range planner for the city of San Luis Obispo, challenged the Airport Land Use Commission’s contention that housing and airports are completely incompatible. Wilmore complained there were no maps showing areas that needed overflight protection. While new maps may not have been available, the ALUP itself states that the dimensions of the Airport Land Use Planning Area were defined in 1977 and have never been altered.528 Matteson reported that the city’s biggest problem with the ALUC was that the latter had not been specific enough as to where housing should not be located.

Wilmore also believed that the ALUC’s choice to designate the San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport as rural rather than suburban was a problem. “A rural designation says that a level of 55 decibels is acceptable and suburban increases that level to 60 decibels. If the commission would designate our airport as suburban, then the city’s proposed housing would be allowed,” she was quoted as saying.529

The ALUC commissioners knew about the city’s plans, but they did not approve of them. Matteson noted that copies of the general plan draft update had been given to the ALUC county staff liaison and to the technical committee that drafted the newest airport amendment. At the same time, Matteson confirmed, “the city acknowledged when we adopted the general plan that it was not entirely consistent with the 1970s Airport Land Use Plan,” which was still the plan of record at the time of the general plan update.

In January 2001, both the Airport Land Use Plan amendment and the Margarita Specific Plan (which proposed up to 1,200 dwelling units) began undergoing environmental review. Airport Land Use Commissioner Robert Tefft claimed, properly, that the city violated state law by not sending the Margarita Specific Plan to the ALUC for approval before releasing it, and he sent a letter to San Luis Obispo (city) requesting that the city meet with the commission about the Margarita Specific Plan before holding public hearings.

Airport Land Use Commissioner Oxborrow implied that there were alternatives to housing: “San Luis Obispo has done an excellent job in the area east of Higuera Street, where there are commercial uses such as Food for Less and light industrial manufacturing plants, which generate their own noise. These uses are perfectly compatible with the airport.”530

In addition to the Margarita plan, several other major developments came before the airport commission in the first years of the 21st century. The following section looks at these and how the new ALUP was applied and accommodated. From the ALUC perspective, the results were quite positive, and it is clear that relations and understanding between the city and ALUC improved markedly.
Role of Surrounding Jurisdictions

All the major projects in the Airport Planning Area are planned for eventual annexation by the City of San Luis Obispo. The map in Figure 46, taken from San Luis Obispo’s 1994 general plan, indicates the locations of the city’s largest planning areas—the Margarita, Orcutt, and Airport areas; it also shows (in the upper left corner) U.S. 101, the eastern boundary of the Dalidio project.

Margarita Area Specific Plan

The Margarita Area is one of the largest remaining open areas for residential expansion in San Luis Obispo. Eventually, the area could accommodate a population of 2,500. The city planning commission was reviewing a plan for Margarita in early 2004. “It will be a little bit of everything,” Mike Draze, the city’s Deputy Community Development Director, told the Tribune. “It will provide jobs, a southern east-west link the city has wanted and dreamed about for years [Prado Road], and real housing.” The Margarita area is slated for 868 homes on about 418 acres, extending from the ridge of the South Street hills to the northern boundary of the Unocal property along Tank Farm Road. The neighborhood will feature single-family attached and detached homes, apartments, and a commercial center. The mix will include housing for all income levels, which will help the city meet its affordable housing goals.531

The Margarita area has been targeted for residential development since the 1960s. In the city’s 1994 general plan update, areas designated for housing and parks were specified and expanded and policies were developed to shape the area. Initially, the Margarita plan called for about 1,200 homes to be built. The city agreed in 2002 to reduce the number of homes in response to Airport Land Use Commission concerns about the development’s proximity to the airport. The homes will now be built farther from where aircraft fly, to provide more safety and limit noise impacts to residents. “We do whatever we can to help the city achieve its objectives out in that area,” said Roger Oxborrow, ALUC member. “I am pleased with the progress we’ve made in reaching common ground.”532

The Margarita area will also offer affordable housing. George Moylan, director of the city’s Housing Authority, was pleased that the developers were willing to donate 2.7 acres of land for affordable housing. “The fact that the city, the county, and the Airport Land Use Commission could sit down and come to a solution is encouraging, although it’s not the magnitude of the development it was supposed to be a year ago,” Moylan said.533

Figure 47 and Figure 48, both taken from the Draft Margarita Area Specific Plan, detail the attention paid to the airport in the planning process. Specific plans are used in San Luis Obispo and other California cities and counties to address issues on large developments that involve several property owners.
Figure 46  San Luis Obispo General Plan Land Use

Orcutt Area Development

The Orcutt Area Specific Plan details a new neighborhood with up to 960 homes. In October 2002, the San Luis Obispo City Council voted to go ahead with the Orcutt area plan. Building in the area, mostly undeveloped fields between Orcutt Road, Tank Farm Road, and the railroad tracks, has long been stalled as city hall and property owners negotiated and consolidated their various visions for the parcels. The vote authorized an environmental study on the project and endorsed the description that its 13 property owners agreed on, according to city planners. Two of the major open questions for the Orcutt area are the school district’s desire for an elementary campus there, which would conflict with a plan that prevents such development anywhere near San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport; and the city’s general plan guidelines for density, which call for a maximum of 700 homes on the property.

Final approval of the Orcutt Area Specific Plan was still pending in late 2005. The plan had not been formally presented to the ALUC, since the City of San Luis Obispo was still in the design phase of the plan, but county ALUC staff reported that communications have been open and productive. At its regular meeting in January 2006, the ALUC discussed a request from the
City of San Luis Obispo to form an ALUC subcommittee to review the draft Orcutt Area Specific Plan, but no further action appears to have been taken on the plan by late 2007.

San Luis Obispo Marketplace Development (Dalidio Property)

For more than a decade, the proposed San Luis Obispo Marketplace has been controversial. To supporters, the 600,000-square-foot shopping center—set to include Target, Lowe’s, Macy’s, and a Larkspur Hotel—is an opportunity to provide more shopping, capture tax revenue, and build a key highway interchange (on U.S. 101 at Prado Road). Some critics, however, have long argued that the city should be more concerned with preserving the 131-acre Dalidio Farm, protecting downtown businesses, and providing low-cost housing. In early 2004, the Tribune compiled a brief summary of the development’s history:

- 1991: The Dalidio family offers about half of the property to the city for $6 million. In the early 1990s, after several years of community debate over whether to develop the property or preserve agricultural land, the family offers to allow half of the property to be developed. The remaining half would be open space.
• 1994: The City Council agrees to the compromise and incorporates it into San Luis Obispo’s 1994 General Plan.


• 2001: City Council denies project application and fails to certify the environmental impact report. Developer takes a proposal to the county, which designates less land to open space.

• 2002: The developers and city and county officials discuss the consequences of such a project being built in the county. The parties meet and an agreement is reached to process the shopping center proposal in the city.  

In 2002, a new proposal for the Dalidio land called for more open space than earlier plans, while adding some acreage to commercial uses. The plan proposed a business park to replace senior housing proposed earlier, because the County Airport Land Use Commission opposed homes in the area. The Dalidio land lies beneath a flight path to and from the primary runway of San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport. In January 2004, the City Council approved the potential terms of a deal, leading some detractors to fear it is not a matter of if, but when, the shopping center is built. Among the terms of the tentative deal:

• The developer would pay nearly 70 percent of the estimated $12 million to $13 million in construction costs for the Prado Road interchange.

• The developer plans to designate 54.67 acres as open space and provide $192,000, which the city would use to buy 24 acres of offsite open space at the southern boundary of the San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport. A 4-acre portion of the property would be dedicated for low-cost housing.

• The developer and city plan to share up to 50 percent of the net new sales and transient occupancy taxes generated by the shopping center.  

The Dalidio project was approved by the ALUC. However, voters in the city of San Luis Obispo put the project to a vote in 2004. The vote resulted in a denial for the project, and the applicant took it back to the county for processing. The original project was under county jurisdiction but was so close to the city limits and city utilities that the city, which always planned on annexing, had taken over processing with the applicant’s agreement.

The county took over processing the Dalidio project again. The project was redesigned and renamed the Dalidio Ranch. A new countywide initiative on the November 2006 ballot proposes 530,000 square feet of retail, 60 residences, an organic farm and farmer’s market, and other amenities. The initiative passed with nearly 65 percent of the vote. The project team wanted more housing but ultimately followed the guidance of the ALUC and the recently adopted Airport Land Use Plan, restricting the number of units and locating those units where safety and noise concerns are less prominent.
Airport Area Specific Plan

The San Luis Obispo Chamber of Commerce has encouraged city annexation of the Airport area for decades. Historically, land uses in the airport area had been limited to agricultural, small-scale manufacturing, and rural accessory uses in support of the airport. A 1993 update of the county’s San Luis Obispo Airport Area Specific Plan provided for allowable uses that are more consistent with city uses, specifically with regard to commercial, visitor-serving, and industrial uses. The Chamber recommended that the city take the initiative in the annexation process and take the lead on master planning and creating a strategic implementation plan for the airport area. They felt that master planning of the airport area would ensure that compatible businesses are grouped together in a logical manner. Annexation was a critical component in their smart growth concept of “compact urban form,” which seeks to avoid deflecting development into the surrounding countryside and greenbelt areas.539

The Sierra Club remains concerned about the Airport Annexation Area. They are concerned about how it will be planned, who will pay for new services provided by the city, what areas will be preserved, and how it will integrate into the greenbelt area.540

The Airport Area Specific Plan was released, along with a draft environmental report, in February 2002. The planning area stretches from South Higuera Street in the west to Broad Street in the east, and includes 298 acres of tainted Unocal property that would remain in open space. Other proposed uses include 170 acres of land for business parks and 282 acres for services and manufacturing. Although the 240-acre airport is included in the plan, the city is not proposing to annex it.541 The 1,006-acre airport area, south of the Margarita area and north of Buckley Road, allows for development of up to 693 acres, with a mixture of services, manufacturing, a business park, and airport-related facilities.542 No residential uses are proposed. Although a mobile home park (designated as medium-density residential in the plan) will remain, it will not be allowed to be redeveloped for residential uses.543 Figure 49 shows the intended zoning for the Airport Area.

Community Development Director John Mandeville said the plan was “mostly a refinement” of what the city envisioned in 1994 when it approved its general plan, including a vision for the airport area. Although the ALUC has been critical of residential development in the Margarita area, the city’s Airport Area Plan is not as great a concern, said Chairman Roger Oxborrow.544

In December 2003, the Prado Road extension, airport compatibility, and financing of infrastructure were some of the concerns on the table as San Luis Obispo proceeded with planning for the city’s Margarita and Airport areas. That December, the city’s planning commission held the first of several planned workshops to discuss the environmental report and draft Margarita Area Specific Plan and Airport Area Specific Plan.

The draft of the Airport Area Specific Plan was formally reviewed by both the Planning Commission and City Council in 2004.545 Several revisions were made to the text and details of the plan over the following year, including incorporation of changes recommended by the
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ALUC. Of particular interest is the addition of Policy 4.3.3, which states that “Airport Area development must be consistent with the requirements of the San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport Land Use Plan.” The Airport Area Specific Plan Program Environmental Impact Report was certified by the city council in October 2004.546 In August 2005, the Draft Airport Area Specific Plan was found consistent with the ALUP and was adopted by the city council.547

Changes in Airport Area Land Use
Recent commercial projects in the immediate airport environs are introducing elements of a small-scale version of John Kasarda’s Aerotropolis. In 2002, despite economic doldrums in the region, the 10-acre Aerovista Business Park next to the San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport was successfully signing new tenants. A San Luis Obispo software company was leasing about three-quarters of one 44,000-square-foot building. The remaining space was being taken by San Luis Obispo engineering firm Lampman & Smith.548 The 10-acre property was expected to eventually consist of six buildings covering a total of 183,146 square feet. The offices incorporate state-of-the-art infrastructure systems required by high-technology firms.549 By 2007, the plan had been reduced to five buildings with the next two buildings, 12,000 square feet each, due to be built in 2008.550
In 2004, the city, county, and ALUC approved two substantial commercial projects adjacent to the airport:

- The Morabito-Burke project—Up to 500,000 square feet could be developed for light industrial and commercial use over 58 acres near the airport
- The Senn-Glick project—Adjacent to Morabito-Burke, its plan calls for an 180,000-square-foot commercial development in three two-story buildings and an industrial park over 10 acres, north of Farm House Lane.  

Fully built and occupied, the projects would add nearly 700,000 square feet of commercial and office space near the airport. By comparison, the Marigold Center, the largest business center south of downtown, had 170,000 leasable square feet in 2003.

Extensive studies were done for each of the proposals, including a traffic analysis, an airport compatibility study, agriculture compatibility, neighborhood conflicts, and preservation of views, according to John McKenzie, county environmental specialist. The airport compatibility study looked at several safety issues, including the buildings’ height, proximity of the runway, and location. Buildings in the Senn-Glick development project were situated out of flight paths and limited to less than 35 feet so they would not be a hazard to aircraft. Ultimately the projects were found consistent with the Airport Land Use Plan.

**POTENTIAL ROLE AND IMPACT OF SMART GROWTH**

All the major projects in the ALUP are under the jurisdiction of the City of San Luis Obispo. They are intended to implement smart growth and are often so described by city staff. But even the original proposal for the Margarita area proposed only 1,200 dwellings on 412 acres—a gross density of less than three units per acre. By comparison, the city of San Diego advocates an average density of 18 dwelling units per acre in transit-oriented villages.

Density and in-fill are lacking in San Luis Obispo because of the preference for a single-family, small-town atmosphere. Moreover, there is an aversion to rentals and higher-density housing, in part because many citizens associate college students with such housing types. As a result, densities are often lower than planned, and the city is using up its land at a faster pace than anticipated in the 1994 general plan.

There is no public transportation to San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport terminal. A trial service in 2001–2002 failed in part because of circuitous routing. Several businesses provide shuttle or limousine service to the airport. But without a transit spine, it may be difficult for proposals offering significantly higher density to succeed. Many smart growth advocates argue that a high-capacity transit line is needed to provide a focal point and incentive for smart growth implementation.

A strong regional planning process can enhance the realization of smart growth. Starting in early 2005, San Luis Obispo County’s Council of Governments (COG) participated in a pilot program to explore regional development scenarios using interactive real-time models in a
workshop setting.\textsuperscript{555} The pilot study workshops were a success, although airport issues were not examined. The success of these workshops and of similar efforts in other regions helped lead to statewide funding for what has come to be termed the California Regional Blueprint Planning Program, launched in July 2005, to make support for interactive scenario analyses of growth impacts available to all regions of the state.\textsuperscript{556} San Luis Obispo COG received one of the first-year grants in early 2006 to continue its planning efforts through its regional Community 2050 program, with additional funding awarded later in 2006 to provide continued support through 2007.\textsuperscript{557}

**EFFECTIVENESS OF AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING PROCESS**

The recent history of the San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport shows that although airport land use conflicts can be intense, even at a small commercial airport, resolution may be easier when few local jurisdictions are involved. In the late 1990s, the San Luis Obispo County ALUC found itself in conflict with the city of San Luis Obispo's “smart growth” general plan, which had too much housing from the ALUC perspective. However, the general plan and a subordinate specific plan (the *Margarita Specific Plan*) were revised, and an amicable compromise reached. Both sides now proactively communicate on planning matters, and one positive result of the controversy is that the ALUC now generally meets monthly. The specific plan process seems to be working for a number of major developments in the vicinity of the airport.

Both the city and the airport now believe that their needs are understood by the other party, and for the most part each side's needs are reflected in both the ALUP and the city's general plan. The only loser in the process would appear to be housing production, particularly of affordable units. Cooperation between the city and county (which appoints the ALUC and is responsible for the ALUP) has made the prospect of compatible surroundings for the airport fairly likely. Few new homes will locate within the 55 dB CNEL noise contour. But housing challenges will escalate as new jobs and immigration continue to outpace production of homes in San Luis Obispo County.

Are solutions being overlooked? David Dubbink, a San Luis Obispo-based consultant on noise management issues and a professor of environmental planning at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, believes that much more is possible with available technology in terms of both the measurement and mitigation of aircraft noise. Although he was not a consultant to the recent master plan and ALUP updates, in his experience ALUP maps are only a rough indicator of locations where noise might be an issue. Better analysis, design, and mitigation might allow in-fill development closer to the airport, and might indicate areas outside the ALUP area where there could be significant impacts warranting special planning considerations and mitigation measures. Dubbink noted that in the realm of airport noise, California planners are limited by state and federal preemptions.\textsuperscript{558}
The San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport Manager reports that the advent of regional jets (which prompted the need for a second major master plan update in under a decade) seems to be reducing airport noise complaints. Regional jets are quieter than the turboprop commuter aircraft they supplant, and fewer are needed to accommodate the same passenger demand. Development and widespread use by pilots of detailed voluntary Quiet Flight Procedures also contribute to the perceived reduction of noise complaints received by the airport.

SUMMARY

After more than six decades of relative isolation since the airport first opened, the San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport’s immediate surroundings are facing urban development. At the same time, traffic at the airport is growing. Total airport operations are expected to nearly double from 155,000 to 301,000 in 20 years. The recent Airport Master Plan update proposed a 6,300-foot runway, enabling the airport to retain commercial service in the era of regional jets. The subsequent runway extension project that was completed in 2007 provided a 6,100-foot-long runway.

In the late 1990s, the San Luis Obispo County ALUC found itself in conflict with the city of San Luis Obispo’s “smart growth” general plan, which had too much housing close to the airport from the ALUC perspective. The general plan and a subordinate specific plan for the Margarita area were revised, and an amicable compromise was reached. Planning for subsequent specific plans is occurring on a more cordial basis. Both the county and the city have adopted policies that respect the ALUP. The resolution of airport-area planning has been largely successful, but the city’s and region’s affordable housing problem remains.

One observer has suggested that better noise analysis, design, and mitigation might allow infill development closer to the airport. The advent of regional jets seems to be reducing airport noise complaints. Voluntary Quiet Flight Procedures are also a contributing factor in the perceived reduction of noise complaints received by the airport.

The San Luis Obispo County Regional Airport is attracting substantial compatible commercial development—a win-win situation in that commercial uses are more compatible with airport operations and provide greater net revenue for the city compared to residential uses. Successful planning for, and implementation of, such airport-oriented development represents a different concept from the residential models of smart growth that are generally discussed. But at heart, this approach to achieving land use compatibility involves some of the same smart growth principles of interrelated land uses contributing to infrastructure and travel efficiencies.

This case study highlights the importance of ongoing communication and good interjurisdictional cooperation to successful smart growth planning around airports. While San Luis Obispo has become, over time, a relative success story in this regard, it should be noted that the interjurisdictional cooperation challenge is simplified by the fact that only two jurisdictions—the county and the city—are involved.
### APPENDIX I

**CASE STUDY—LONG BEACH AIRPORT**

**Long Beach Airport (LGB), City of Long Beach**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport location</th>
<th>City of Long Beach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport size</td>
<td>1,166 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of facility</td>
<td>Regularly scheduled passenger flights, cargo, and general aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of airport activity</td>
<td>3.0 million passengers, 49,000 metric tons of cargo and 353,000 aircraft operations (323,000 general aviation) in 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrictions</td>
<td>Noise Compatibility Ordinance limits number of daily passenger flights and restricts flights between 10 p.m. to 7 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent ALUCP</td>
<td>1991, last revised in 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearby cities (population 1/1/06)</td>
<td>Long Beach: 489,100; Signal Hill: 11,100; Lakewood: 83,100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Types of land use/airport conflicts**
- Surrounded by built-up cities with commercial uses adjacent to airport and residential uses further away
- Significant concerns over airport noise in surrounding residential areas
- Flight restrictions conflict with regional aviation growth pressures

**Major issues**
- Master Plan update delayed by strong no-airport-growth advocacy
- Neighbors continue to advocate for noise abatement measures
- Conflict over redevelopment of land adjacent to airport following closure of Boeing aircraft manufacturing facilities

**Approaches to solving airport/community conflicts**
- Use of Airport Noise and Operations Monitoring System (ANOMS) since 1992
- Fines based on violation of Single Event Noise Exposure Level (SENEL) violations at specific noise-monitoring locations

**Stakeholder groups**
- Aviation Advisory Commission (largely pro-aviation)
- Long Beach Homes Under Stress and Hazards (LBHUSH), a resident advocacy group

**Integration with smart growth policies**
- Smart growth, mixed-use development planned adjacent to airport includes residential uses (1,300–2,500 units)

**ALUC agency**
- Los Angeles County

**ALUC staff contact name**
- Susana Franco-Rogan

**ALUC staff contact phone**
- (213) 974-4885

**ALUC staff contact e-mail**
- sfranco-rogan@planning.lacounty.gov

### INTRODUCTION

The Long Beach Airport has existed on the current site since 1923, when the Long Beach City Council voted to set aside 150 acres for an airport named Daugherty Field. By 1928, the airport had grown to 380 acres, and three aircraft manufacturers were established there. Two paved runways were constructed in the mid-1930s, and in 1940 Douglas Aircraft began construction of its first aircraft manufacturing facility on land adjacent to the airport. This
facility was dedicated in October 1941, and over the following years Douglas Aircraft developed additional facilities adjacent to the airport to house its headquarters, design offices, and principal aircraft production facilities, until the company (by then McDonnell-Douglas Aircraft) was taken over by Boeing in 1997. Although reduced in scale, aircraft production continues at the facilities adjacent to the northeast boundary of the airport to the present day. The last airliner to be built at the Long Beach facility, a Boeing 717, was rolled out in May 2006. Production of the Boeing C-17, a military transport, continues, but Boeing has announced that it will close the production line in 2009 unless more orders are forthcoming.

Although Long Beach Airport (LGB) has been a major center of aircraft manufacture for the past 65 years and has supported a high volume of general aviation activity, airline service at the airport has been relatively limited and intermittent. Between September 1980 and April 1981, the airport had no scheduled air service at all. By 1990, 10 airlines were operating at the airport, with 41 daily flights handling over 1.4 million annual passengers. However, by 2000 there were only 11 daily scheduled flights and the annual passenger traffic had dropped to a little over 664,000 passengers. In spite of this, by 1998 the airport had grown to 1,166 acres and had five runways, the longest of which was about 10,000 feet. By the 1950s, suburban development had surrounded the airport and residents began complaining about the noise from jet aircraft. The airport acquired land to the east of airport between Lakewood Boulevard and Clark Avenue as a buffer area and developed it as Skylinks Golf Course. However, the primary runway is oriented northwest-southeast, with the arrival and departure flight paths directly above residential communities. The location of the airport relative to the surrounding communities is shown in Figure 50, which also shows the orientation of the five runways. The Interstate 405 freeway runs adjacent to the southern boundary of the airport, with some commercial and light industrial development between the freeway and the airport boundary.

Under pressure from nearby residents to reduce aircraft noise, in 1981 the City of Long Beach attempted to pass an ordinance to limit aircraft noise. This was challenged by Alaska Airlines and other airlines, and after a series of lawsuits by the airlines and Long Beach residents, the City Noise Ordinance was invalidated by the District Court in 1988, although the city was permitted to implement an interim noise compatibility ordinance pending an appeal. Subsequent negotiation led to a settlement agreement in May 1995 that established the current Noise Compatibility Ordinance. This establishes a noise budget that limits the number of daily departures. The City Noise Compatibility Ordinance was grandfathered under the Federal Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990 that effectively prohibits other cities establishing similar ordinances in the future. As a result, there is strong community support to preserve the Noise Compatibility Ordinance.

Although the level of airline activity at LGB has varied considerably over the years, by 2002 there was a surge of interest by several major airlines in serving the airport. JetBlue Airways began low-fare service between LGB and John F. Kennedy International Airport in New York in September 2001 and subsequently added service to Oakland and Washington DC. American Airlines responded by demanding some of the daily departure slots to enable it to
reenter the market that it had abandoned some years before. This service expansion used up all the available departure slots for large aircraft. The Noise Compatibility Ordinance provides for an additional 25 departure slots for commuter aircraft, although these went unused until February 2005, when America West Airlines petitioned the airport for three commuter flight slots in addition to its four commercial flight slots. The slots would be used for flights to Phoenix. In August 2005, a new company called Smooth Flight Holdings, Inc., submitted a request for the remaining 22 commuter flight slots at the airport. In early September, the city gave 19 slots to the company and three to Delta Airlines, which filed for the slots at the last minute after being notified of Smooth Flight's request. However, Smooth Flight withdrew its application before the end of 2005, deciding to wait until the airport terminal facilities were improved. In January 2006, Delta, which had not flown out of Long Beach since 1991, announced that it would begin using its three commuter slots for service to Salt Lake City in March. By the end of 2007, 16 of the 25 commuter flight slots were in use by four different airlines.
The relatively rapid growth in traffic resulting from this expansion of service led to overcrowded terminal facilities and the use of temporary buildings to provide additional floor space. The number of airline passengers using the airport increased from 664,000 in 2000 to 3.03 million in 2005, and has been projected to reach nearly four million annually.\textsuperscript{564} The airport terminal, originally built in 1941 to handle 15 daily commercial flights and 1.5 million people, had not had a permanent upgrade since 1985.\textsuperscript{565} The airport built several temporary holdrooms to handle the crowds and announced that new permanent facilities would be needed to handle the growth.\textsuperscript{566} In January 2002, the city and airline officials agreed on details for an estimated $7.2 million expansion plan for the airport terminal that would include new temporary passenger holding and baggage-claim buildings, a new permanent 12,000-square-foot passenger holding room, and expanded concessions areas.\textsuperscript{567} Efforts to update the airport master plan began, and in September 2003, the city released a “Notice of Preparation” for an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) that detailed the airport improvements and an initial analysis of possible environmental impacts. The draft EIR was scheduled for public review by late June 2004. According to the notice, “The proposed project would not be expected to have a significant impact on the noise environment because it does not propose changes in the number of flights, the type of aircraft used, or the operational procedures at the airport,” but the EIR would document the existing noise environment and the future noise environment with and without the project.\textsuperscript{568} Community response was immediate and vocal, with many opposed to the expansion. After a protracted public debate, involving an extension of the review period for the draft EIR, several City Council votes, the filing of two lawsuits against the city, and an unsuccessful attempt to negotiate a mutually satisfactory compromise, the City Council approved a 90,000-square-foot expansion of the terminal in April 2007. The lawsuits challenging the EIR were still unresolved at the end of 2007. The issues surrounding the master plan update are discussed in more detail below.

**AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING**

The land use pattern in the area surrounding LGB had not experienced much change in recent years, with developments in the immediate vicinity of the airport generally conforming to the existing uses. This situation changed dramatically in 2001 with the decision by Boeing to redevelop a large area of the former McDonnell-Douglas aircraft manufacturing plant adjacent to the northeast boundary of the airport as a mixed-use development. The controversy that this generated and the current status of the redevelopment are discussed in more detail beginning on page 279.

**History of Land Use Issues in the Airport Vicinity**

Conflicts over the level and type of activity at the airport have been a recurring issue for the past four decades. The debate generally has focused on the airport activity rather than the surrounding land uses, although of course the existence of established residential areas under the arrival and departure flight paths for the primary runway has been the principal source of
the conflict. The first major community division over commercial aircraft came when Douglas Aircraft Co. needed a longer runway at the airport to fly out its new DC-8 jets. It asked the city to finance the runway expansion with a $5.2 million bond issue on the February 1956 ballot. The bond issue passed by a wide margin, and Douglas kept its promises to invest in new plants and add jobs. Later in 1956, airport backers proposed turning the airport into a major terminal for commercial and cargo jets, which set off another uproar. Almost every proposed expansion of commercial activity was met with vocal protest. In 1970, a move was started to recall the city council after it approved flights for Pacific Southwest Airlines.569

Community concerns over aircraft noise culminated in the formation of the neighborhood group Homes Under Stress and Hazards (HUSH) that pressed the city to establish controls on aircraft noise. This led to the passage of an Airport Noise Ordinance in 1981 that capped the number of daily commercial flights at 15. That decision did not sit well with airlines and aviation groups, who filed a lawsuit against the city. Following 13 years of litigation that wound up in federal court, both sides eventually settled in the mid-1990s. An agreement signed by the city and the airlines put in place several restrictions, including a daily limit of 41 commercial flight slots (a slot equals one takeoff and landing) and 25 daily commuter flight slots. By that time, the federal government had enacted the Airport Noise and Capacity Act of 1990. Because litigation was under way before the legislation was passed, the restrictions were grandfathered in by the legislation.570

In addition to the requirements of the noise ordinance, LGB is one of 10 airports in California that have been defined as Noise Problem Airports under the state Noise Standards established by the State Aeronautics Act (Division 9, Part 1 of the California Public Utilities Code) and set forth in Title 21, Division 2.5, Chapter 6, of the California Code of Regulations. This requires the airport to apply for and obtain a variance from the California Department of Transportation and provide periodic reports on progress to reduce the extent of the Noise Impact Area comprising incompatible land uses within the 65 dB Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) noise contour, with the goal of eventually reducing this to zero.

Airport Noise Management

As a result of the requirements of the Airport Noise Ordinance and subsequent settlement agreements resulting from legal challenges to the ordinance, as well as the requirements of the California Noise Standards, the airport has developed a sophisticated process to control aircraft noise. A key component of this process is an Airport Noise and Operations Monitoring System (ANOMS) that the airport purchased in 1992 for $3 million to monitor the level of noise emitted from planes during takeoffs and landings and identify the specific aircraft generating a noise level above specified limits.

The city’s noise ordinance used data compiled for 1989/1990 to set the maximum number of daily commercial flights. Excess noise does not allow the city to reduce the 41 daily flights.571

The ordinance, one of the strictest in the nation, restricts flights at the airport after 10 p.m. and before 7 a.m., but can withhold penalties against an airline if it can demonstrate that late
flights between 10 and 11 p.m. were weather-related or due to circumstances out of its control. All flights after 11 p.m. carry penalties, no matter what the reason. No other airport of Long Beach’s size has such a low limit on flights. Orange County is the only other airport with grandfathered limits, and it has more than three times as many flights as Long Beach, as well as a later noise curfew. In addition to the operational curfew, the noise ordinance defines maximum allowable noise levels for takeoffs and approaches at specific noise monitoring locations, measured as a Single Event Noise Exposure Level (SENEL).

In mid-May 2002, the City Council reaffirmed its support for existing flight limits at Long Beach Airport but acknowledged the city was preparing a legal strategy for a potential battle over that cap. Council members expressed unanimous support for that limit, adopting resolutions both reaffirming the limit and endorsing a lobbying effort in Washington DC, on the city’s behalf. Council members also set in motion a possible environmental report to study the impacts of jet emissions and other possible health hazards that the 41 slots have on residents. Council members said that an independent analysis of health and safety hazards could boost the city’s defense of keeping the limit in place. “We wanted the FAA people to know that the council is united on the airport issue,” said Councilman Frank Colonna, referring to the panel’s unanimous reaffirmation of the 1995 Airport Noise Compatibility Ordinance. “Current FAA officials may not have a lot of institutional memory about our airport issues.”

A key component of the noise ordinance is the ability to levy fines on airlines that violate either the curfew or the defined single-event noise limits. In December 2002, the Long Beach city prosecutor filed misdemeanor charges against three airlines for continued noise violations. These complaints, the first charges filed under the Long Beach Airport Noise Compatibility Ordinance, alleged that the airlines continued flying aircraft after 10 p.m. despite repeated past administrative fines. Convictions could net a $500 fine or up to six months in jail or both. Flights after 11 p.m. are automatic violations and carry an initial $100 fine and $300 fine for subsequent violations. Residents have long complained that the punishments for violating the ordinance are too weak. The city has argued that it wanted to impose stiffer fines, but a federal judge who reviewed the noise ordinance said higher fines were too “onerous.”

In February 2003, the City of Long Beach reached a settlement agreement with American Airlines, JetBlue Airways, and Alaska Airlines to resolve a legal challenge to the noise ordinance. The agreement provided a mechanism to allow additional flights above the 41 daily departures as long as the additional flights would not cause the air carriers to exceed the maximum CNEL budget permitted for air carrier operations.

In early May 2003, federal regulators said that the 1995 court settlement capping the number of commercial takeoffs was legal. Airport operators had feared the FAA might put an end to noise limits. “This is very significant. We’ve never seen confirmation” of the noise ordinance in writing by the FAA, said Michael Mais, a Long Beach deputy city attorney. “This allows the city to avoid costly, time-consuming litigation” and to continue to limit air traffic. The announcement resulted from a settlement between the city and several airlines that put an end
to a dispute over valuable flight slots at the airport. The terms of the deal required airport officials to conduct a noise study once the airport reached its limit of 41 daily flights, which happened in June 2003.\(^{578}\)

In October 2004, a noise study was submitted to the city council showing that airlines at Long Beach Airport were not quiet enough to warrant more daily commercial flights, for the second consecutive year. The annual noise study is conducted to determine if there is enough room in an ordinance-controlled “noise budget” to add additional flights. Noise made by planes arriving at the airport was trending upward during the year.\(^{579}\)

**Airport Master Plan Update**

The update of the *Airport Master Plan* to provide additional terminal facilities that began in 2002 and the associated environmental documentation has continued to prove controversial. In August 2002, residents who live around Long Beach Airport revived the neighborhood group that fought for noise controls in the 1980s, under the name LBHUSH2. The goal of the group is to keep the 41-flight slot cap for commercial jets at Long Beach Airport. Residents just want to protect their property investment, their health, and the environment, said organizer Rae Gabelich.\(^{580}\)

In June 2004, the city proposed that permanent improvements and additions at Long Beach Airport be done in two phases. Officials unveiled the plan for phased airport improvements at a meeting of the city’s Airport Advisory Commission, which was charged with determining what new permanent facilities are needed and what an environmental study of the proposals should include. Under the proposed plan, the airport would be expanded from its current size of 58,320 square feet of enclosed facilities to 122,007 square feet during a first phase of construction. The terminal expansion would provide new lounges and create 11 passenger gates, up from eight. A new enclosed garage was also proposed. At that time, 25 daily commuter flight slots remain unused, but if they were to be used, a second phase of expansion would be triggered, adding more space to bring the airport’s total size to 133,243 square feet. Airport Manager Chris Kunze said the project “reasonably accommodates” forecasts for passenger growth and supports the city’s *2010 Strategic Plan* that the airport’s business opportunities be expanded and developed for maximum economic opportunity, within existing noise ordinances that limit daily flights.\(^{581}\)

The inclusion of a project-specific health risk study of proposed airport improvements in the project EIR was unanimously recommended in September 2004 by the Airport Advisory Commission. The study would look at what future health problems might be caused by the potential addition of up to 25 new regional commuter flights and up to 11 new daily commercial passenger jet flights, as well as any problems that are directly tied to the city’s improvement project. The vote allowed the EIR study to begin on the planned improvements. A new Notice of Preparation, to replace one from more than a year earlier, would be prepared for the project.\(^{582}\)
A major hurdle to the long-awaited expansion of the terminal facilities was cleared in early October 2004, when a divided Airport Advisory Commission approved the proposed developments after nearly 11 months of hearings. The commission forwarded a plan crafted by airport staff and the city’s consultant, HNTB Corporation, that would add 98,673 square feet of passenger and baggage security space, ticketing facilities, passenger holdrooms, offices, and concessions. In early 2005, the City Council established the guiding principles and the options to be studied for the Long Beach Airport Terminal Area Improvement Program EIR that were approved by the council on February 1, 2005.

On February 8, 2005, the City Council chose the preferred project for the EIR. The Airport Advisory Commission and airport staff recommended the terminal be expanded to 133,243 square feet, but the council unanimously chose the smallest recommended alternative (102,980 square feet) plus two smaller options for study. The council split 5–4 in favor of studying 12 to 14 airplane parking positions. A motion by council member Tonia Reyes Uranga to study only 12 positions failed to pass. The existing terminal is 58,320 square feet and has 10 parking positions.

The council action against the recommendations of the Advisory Commission prompted supporters of airport improvements to jump into action. By late February 2005, there was news of a possible citywide initiative on the airport improvement project. A new group called the Long Beach Alliance was announced on April 2, 2005, with Chamber of Commerce Board Chairwoman Lou Anne Bynum and former councilman Mike Donelon as its leaders. Initially, the alliance was focused on the initiative and on countering misinformation from opponents of the airport improvement project. The alliance soon hired public relations firm Glover Park Group and attorney Fadem & Associates. The formation of the alliance and talk of an initiative spurred city leaders to search for ways to speed up the EIR process.

The council managed to shorten the EIR schedule by about five months, from August 2006 to March 2006. At the same time, City Manager Jerry Miller also said that a health risk assessment was critical to the completion of the EIR, suggesting that the city was attempting to address the issues raised by both sides—the alliance pushing for improvements to begin as soon as possible, and the residents’ group, LBHUSH2, arguing against improvements because they would bring more flights. EIR scoping sessions took place on April 28 and May 7, 2005. The crowds at these meetings were smaller than expected, with about 70 attending on April 28.

The Draft Airport Terminal Area Improvement Program EIR was released for comment on November 7. The EIR found that the largest alternative was actually the environmentally superior alternative. In addition, the build alternatives would result in fewer emissions than the no-build alternative because there would be reduced automobile and airplane traffic on the ground around the airport. Analysis of each alternative was based on the maximum number of flights allowed under the noise ordinance (including 11 additional commercial flights that might be allowed if airplanes become quieter). The EIR also found that when the maximum number of flights is reached, there will be significant unavoidable impacts on air quality. The
only other significant impact documented in the report—the impact of construction on air quality—could be mitigated.591

Under the preferred alternative, the terminal would increase from 56,320 square feet to 102,850 square feet, with the capacity to handle up to five million passengers per year. Other features of the project include construction of passenger hold rooms, concessions, security screening areas, baggage claim, offices, ticketing facilities, airline gates, and parking positions, a parking garage, and circulation improvements. Two other alternatives would increase the terminal size to 97,545 or 79,725 square feet.592 All alternatives included 11 gates (up from eight) and 12 to 14 airplane parking spaces (up from 10).593

Three public meetings were scheduled to receive comments and questions about the EIR. The required 45-day review period, scheduled to end December 22, was extended to January 30, 2006, to make sure people had time to fully review the report.594 The final EIR was released on April 24, 2006, with few changes from the original draft. The city planning commission unanimously certified the EIR on May 11, 2006, despite an overwhelming majority of comments opposed to the project. The commissioners emphasized that the certification was not approval of the project—the size of the terminal and the number of parking spaces was a City Council decision. Approval of the Conceptual Site Plan was separated from the EIR certification and was approved later in the evening, with the condition that the plan is returned to the commission for review before development begins.595

By the deadline on May 22, 12 valid appeals had been filed against the EIR certification. The school district appealed based on the noise impact analysis, and LBHUSH2 appealed based on the possibility that the larger terminal would invite a challenge to the noise ordinance. Ten individuals filed appeals.596

In late May 2006, the city council received a report with preliminary cost estimates and a funding plan for the airport improvements: $50.4 million for the parking garage, and $108.5 million for the terminal improvements. The money would be raised through Insured Airport Revenue Bonds. Airline leases would have to be extended considerably, from month-to-month leases to five-year leases, in order to sell the bonds. Airline participation was not part of the financing plan in the report, although it said some upfront contributions could be considered.597

The Long Beach City Council held a hearing on the EIR on June 13, 2006, which was continued to June 20 when the council voted 5–2 to certify the EIR and 4–3 to approve a conceptual site plan for a 98,000-square foot development. At a subsequent council meeting on July 11, Councilmember Tonia Reyes Uranga introduced a motion to rescind the vote certifying the EIR, which failed on a 4–5 vote.598 A subsequent motion to extend the statute of limitations within which appellants could file suit to challenge the EIR until October 24, 2006, passed on a 7–2 vote. The motion also directed staff to hold discussions with a representative group of appellants regarding the size of the terminal project and mitigation measures and report back to council by September 19.599 On July 21, the Long Beach Unified
School District filed a legal action challenging the EIR, while continuing to participate in the discussions with the city. School district representatives stated that they did so to preserve their options in case the courts held that the extension of the statute of limitations was invalid. On September 19 the City Council voted to extend the statute of limitations for an additional 60 days to January 5, 2007, to provide additional time to resolve a number of issues in the discussion with appellants.

However, the discussions were ultimately unable to reach an acceptable agreement to all the parties and in March 2007 the Long Beach Council of Parents and Teachers (PTA) filed a lawsuit against the city challenging the EIR approved by the City Council the previous June. On April 23, 2007 the City Council voted 5–3 to proceed with an expansion of the airport terminal facilities to 89,995 square feet, although the two lawsuits by the School District and the PTA were unresolved. The lawsuits had still not been resolved at the end of 2007.

Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan

Long Beach Airport lies in Los Angeles County and is included in the Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) prepared by the Los Angeles (LA) County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC). The most recent version of the LA County CLUP was adopted in December 1991 and last revised in December 2004. This is a single document covering all airports in the county except for General William J. Fox Airfield in Lancaster, for which a separate Land Use Compatibility Plan was adopted in December 2004. The CLUP contains a brief description of each airport in the county, together with maps of the Airport Influence Area (AIA) for each airport that were prepared in May 2003. The airport descriptions have not been revised since the plan was adopted in 1991. Other than the description and AIA map, the plan contains no airport-specific discussion. There is a section on policies and programs that apply to all airports in the county except Fox Airfield, and a section that discusses requirements for consistency of city general and specific plans and airport master plans with the CLUP. In December 2004, the ALUC adopted a separate Review Procedures document that provides additional guidance to the ALUC and applicants for a consistency determination. The plan also contains a glossary, a brief bibliography, and appendices that present relevant sections of the California Public Utilities Code and FAA regulations and guidance related to control of objects that may affect navigable airspace.

The CLUP policies related to land use compatibility with respect to aircraft noise are based on the Community Noise Exposure Level (CNEL). For residential use, any development in an area exposed to less than 60 dB CNEL is considered satisfactory, while a development in an area between 60 dB and 70 dB CNEL requires review to determine noise insulation needs. Policy N-2 requires sound insulation to ensure a maximum interior noise level of 45 dB CNEL in new residential, educational, or health-related uses in areas subject to an exterior noise level of 65 dB CNEL or greater.
The AIA for LGB is shown in Figure 51, which also shows the boundaries of the adjacent cities as well as the extent of the airport property, the runway protection zones for each runway end, and the 65 dB CNEL noise contour used for the purposes of the CLUP. It can be seen that the 65 dB CNEL contour extends off the airport property for only a short distance to the southeast, but a somewhat greater distance to the northwest. This area to the northwest within the 65 dB CNEL contour but off the airport property is mostly commercial and industrial uses, although the contour extends a short distance into a residential area to the west of Cherry Avenue.

Although the ALUC policies indicate that new residential use in areas between the 60 dB and 65 dB CNEL should be subject to review for noise insulation requirements, the AIA map does not show the 60 dB CNEL noise contour, which would clearly extend further into the residential areas to the northwest and southeast of the airport. Figure 51 also shows that the airport has acquired a fairly large area of land to the west of Lakewood Boulevard, which provides a buffer between the airport and the residential area further east. However, with the primary runway in the northwest-southeast direction, this area is not exposed to the greatest aircraft noise levels. As can be seen from Figure 51, the area immediately off the northwest end of the primary runway is in the city of Lakewood, although the residential areas further to the northwest are in the city of Long Beach.

**ROLE OF SURROUNDING JURISDICTIONS**

As shown in Figure 51, the immediate surroundings of the airport include three cities: Long Beach, Lakewood, and Signal Hill. The city of Lakewood includes areas immediately adjacent to the airport on either side of the northwest end of the primary runway, and extends to the north away from the arrival and departure flight paths for the primary runway, although those areas will be overflown by departures to the north from the north-south general aviation runways or arrivals from the north to those runways. The city of Signal Hill lies to the southwest of the airport beyond the Interstate 405 freeway, well away from the arrival and departure flight paths to and from the primary runway. The eastern part of the city is overflown by departures to the south from the westernmost north-south general aviation runway or arrivals from the south to that runway. Because the city lies on a low hill (as its name implies), the northern parts of the city are subject to aircraft noise from airport operations in general.

The airport is owned and operated by the City of Long Beach, and the majority of the surrounding area is also in the city; therefore, the cities of Lakewood and Signal Hill have little input into decisions regarding the airport.

The Land Use Element of the *City of Long Beach General Plan* was originally prepared in July 1989 and last revised in April 1997.[604] The general plan defines a series of Land Use Districts (LUDs) shown on an LUD Mapbook that divides the area of the city into 29 panels and shows the boundaries of each LUD area on each panel. An illustrative panel for the area to
Figure 51  Long Beach Airport Influence Area
Source: Los Angeles County Airport Land Use Commission, Comprehensive Land Use Plan, revised December 1, 2004.
the southeast of the airport is shown in Figure 52, together with a key to the LUD codes. The general plan discusses general land use policies for each of the defined LUDs. The City Zoning Ordinance provides more detailed policies for a system of 47 different types of zoning districts to implement the general plan. The boundaries of these zoning districts are different from the LUDs, although they reflect the general uses for each LUD, and are shown on a zoning map.
that is divided into the same 29 panels as the LUD mapbook. The corresponding zoning map for the same area shown in Figure 52 is shown in Figure 53.

The land in the immediate vicinity of the airport is zoned in various commercial and industrial categories, but the land to the east of Clark Avenue and south of Interstate 405 off the southeast end of the primary runway is predominantly zoned residential (codes R-1-N and
R-2-N), as shown in Figure 53. Similarly (although not shown on Figure 53), the land to the west of Cherry Avenue off the northwest end of the primary runway is also predominantly zoned residential.

**POTENTIAL ROLE AND IMPACT OF SMART GROWTH**

A significant complex of industrial and commercial activities are located at and around LGB, including a major aircraft manufacturing plant, and the Blue Line of the Los Angeles Metro is just over a mile to the west of the airport. Nevertheless, there appears to have been no consideration of transit oriented development or other smart growth strategies in the vicinity of the airport until Boeing proposed to redevelop the site of its closed plant on the northeast boundary of the airport as a mixed-use development, which it has named Douglas Park. The location of the site is shown in Figure 54. One may question whether it is appropriate to use the term “smart growth” in the context of a proposal to locate a large number of residential units so close to a commercial airport, but since mixed use and density are key components of smart growth, it is relevant to consider whether the proposed development could be termed smart growth and what effect the proximity to the airport could have on the project or the development could have on the airport.

A third key element of smart growth is access to transit. Thus far this aspect appears to have been largely ignored by the planners developing Douglas Park or the city of Long Beach in approving the development, apart from mention of working with Long Beach Transit to provide a bus route to serve the development. This is one aspect of smart growth where there could be real synergies between the planned development and the airport. A frequent bus service linking the Blue Line with Douglas Park and the airport, and then via Spring Street on the south of the airport and Orange Avenue to downtown Long Beach, would both improve access to the airport and provide residents of Douglas Park with good transit access to the Blue Line and downtown Long Beach. The route also would improve transit access to the remaining Boeing aircraft manufacturing facilities on the east side of Lakewood Boulevard, as well as Long Beach City College and Veterans Memorial Stadium, both of which are located just to the east of the Boeing plant.

Proposals to redevelop the site were first revealed in February 2000, when Boeing announced that it planned to turn a large part of its aircraft manufacturing facilities in Long Beach into one of the region’s largest private commercial developments. Boeing said it expected to demolish most, if not all, of the surplus facilities on the plant’s west side and replace them with a mixed-use business park that would strive to attract mostly technology companies. Both Boeing and Long Beach officials said the move to develop the surplus plant space would benefit the company and the city. The 260 acres represents “one of the largest potential development opportunities” in or near central Los Angeles, said Craig Peters, a senior vice president with commercial real estate brokerage CB Richard Ellis. Long Beach City Manager Henry Taboada said the city was eager to expedite those approvals. He added that the Boeing
property is a prime site, close to freeways and the Long Beach Airport, and that the city hopes the land will attract high-paying, high-technology jobs.605

In October 2001, it was reported that CTG Energetics, an Irvine environmental consulting company, was working with Boeing Realty to earn the project a “green” designation. Boeing’s expectation was that PacifiCenter, as the development was called at the time, would become
the nation’s first master-planned development to meet the green certification standards of the U.S. Green Building Council. PacifiCenter was being designed to become a community within itself. The 2001 plans called for 2,513 residential units, two hotels, five million square feet of office space, and 150,000 square feet of retail space.

It was suggested that the project could also reduce emissions from vehicle use, since with so many employees living in a kind of college atmosphere, commuting would be cut drastically. Boeing planned to improve on this advantage by working with Long Beach Transit to bring a bus line onto the streets of the projects, as well as encouraging car pools and installing secure bicycle racks. PacifiCenter was also being designed to include storm-water management systems, on-site power generation, drought-resistant landscaping, and other green features.

In February 2004, the Draft Environmental Impact Report for PacifiCenter was released for public comments. It included the latest two proposals for how the project could look. Three alternatives were included in the EIR: Boeing Realty’s preferred plan, a “reduced-intensity alternative,” and an “all-commercial alternative.” Under the first two proposals, commercial space would include office, research and development, light industrial, retail, hotel, and aviation-related uses. Under the all-commercial plan, four million square feet of commercial and 1.1 million square feet of retail would predominate, with no residential units, hotels, nor parks. Boeing Realty officials said that the third option was the least-desired plan, and could create severe logistical transportation problems because of a proposed warehousing center. However, it was included as a response to those who were looking for a plan different than the others.

The conceptual land use plan for the reduced intensity alternative is shown in Figure 55.

In March 2004, Boeing Realty installed a new leadership team. Four neighborhood task forces were formed, with members chosen by neighborhood associations and meetings scheduled over several months to provide input about the project. Boeing Realty also met with representatives from Long Beach, Lakewood, and area school officials. In May 2004, reacting to community concerns about residential density, Boeing Realty significantly reduced the number of homes in the proposed development to 1,400 and renamed the development Douglas Park. When first conceived, the project called for more than 3,800 residences. The EIR listed two possible preferences—one with 2,500 homes and another with 1,400. The project had attracted considerable criticism from north Long Beach and Lakewood residents because of concerns about traffic, strains on area schools, and proximity to the busy airport.

An aerial rendering of the completed project showing the proximity of the residential areas to the airport is shown in Figure 56.

In August 2004, citing problems with locating new residences so close to Long Beach Airport, the city’s Airport Advisory Commission voted 4–3 to support the proposed Douglas Park project as long as it did not have homes or apartments. Executives with Boeing Realty said that while they were disappointed with the vote, the commission’s action was expected and was nothing more than an advisory opinion. Boeing Realty’s focus was on future Planning...
Commission and City Council votes, they said. The development was unanimously approved by the city Planning Commission in early October 2004.

Questions about safety and noise concerns affecting any new homes brought what appeared to be a strongly worded protest by the FAA, which stated in a September 22 letter that putting new residences adjacent to or near an airport was unacceptable. “We don’t consider homes built immediately next to or adjacent to airports to be a compatible land use,” said FAA spokesman Donn Walker. “That should be no surprise to anyone. Residential developments and airports do not make good neighbors.”

In October 2004, Boeing Realty obtained approval from the Los Angeles County Airport Land Use Commission, the California Department of Transportation, and the Department of Health that the project met compatibility plans, runway approach zone regulations, and federal and state noise standards arising from the project’s proximity to the airport. Boeing Realty project manager DeDe Soto said the closest planned home to a runway is 3,500 feet from the airport’s main runway, and 2,250 feet from a secondary runway. She indicated that Boeing Realty planned to institute an avigation agreement that would protect the city from any claims
against airport operations and require owners and tenants at Douglas Park to sign a covenant “stating they are aware of their proximity to the airport.”

In December 2004, as the city council prepared to debate Douglas Park, the FAA released an opinion that the proposed project was technically compatible with normal airport operations. The FAA was still concerned, however, that the project would introduce homes so close to the airport’s boundary. “Purchasers of these residences should not expect the City to take any action to mitigate aircraft noise at that site at the expense of the airport,” states the letter, written by David L. Bennett, FAA director of airport safety and standards. “The City should understand that the FAA will not support future restrictions on airport operations for the purpose of mitigating the impact of aircraft noise on these new residences,” Bennett wrote. Because Douglas Park fell outside of an existing noise contour, the project technically was in compliance. In mid-December 2004, the city council approved the controversial project in an 8-1 vote. Backers said it could create up to 11,000 new high-paying jobs and a cluster of new homes and condos for a housing-starved market, although more than 60 residents and airport-area business representatives who attended the meeting opposed the project as long as it had housing.

In January 2005, Boeing announced plans to close its Long Beach manufacturing facility for the Boeing 717 in early 2006, immediately fueling speculation about the future use of the site.
The 90-acre facility is located east of Douglas Park, across Lakewood Boulevard. At the time, local real estate broker Robert Alperin said that it would likely become a mixed-use project like Douglas Park, with residential, retail, office, light industrial, parks, and schools. The last Boeing 717 was completed in April 2006.

Demolition was completed at the Douglas Park site in 2005, and infrastructure work and grading began. Boeing Realty Corporation was planning to have the infrastructure design and grading completed in 2006 and to begin commercial development in spring 2007. Model homes might open in 2008. In June 2005, it was reported that a group of Lakewood residents would be allowed to take a suit to trial alleging that the Douglas Park EIR ignored input, especially from the east side of Lakewood Village, where residents strongly opposed the 1,400 single-family homes and condos and 250 apartments units planned for the project. The city claimed that the group missed the 30-day period for challenging the EIR because the suit was filed on January 31, three days after the January 28 deadline. The project approved by the city council in December 2004 also included 3.3 million square feet of office, research, and light industrial uses, 200,000 square feet of retail, a hotel, and 12 acres of parks and open space.

In mid-May 2006, Boeing announced that it would no longer build the 200 single-family homes planned for Douglas Park near the Lakewood County Club. Boeing will work with Long Beach and Lakewood to redevelop that area, perhaps building condominiums and townhomes instead. Boeing claimed that the decision had nothing to do with the Boeing 717 facility closing across the street—the decision about what to do with that property had not been made. Boeing said the change was made because the standards for soil contaminants are stricter for single-family homes than for townhomes and condominiums. A Boeing official said that the change would not affect the project approval, but some council members expressed concern because residential development had been the most controversial component of the plan, with residents pushing for lower-density housing and airport advocates questioning the wisdom of homes so close to the airport. The revised conceptual land use plan for Douglas Park is shown in Figure 57.

In February 2007 the City Council approved the establishment of a Melo-Roos District covering the 82-acre commercial area of the project that would allow Boeing Realty to issue bonds to pay for part of the infrastructure improvements that would be eventually paid off through taxes on the property. By the end of 2007 the first two parcels of land in the commercial and light industrial area had been sold.

**CHANGES IN LOCAL LAND USE**

Apart from the redevelopment of the Boeing property adjacent to the airport, there has been relatively little recent change in land use around the airport. The residential areas that surround the airport have all been established for several decades, although homes continue to
In the 1980s, Long Beach was embroiled in a bitter lawsuit against airlines and aviation groups over noise levels and the frequency of flights at Long Beach Airport. Left out of the debate were airport businesses, which found little support from the city. Even the pro-business Chamber of Commerce failed to acknowledge the vital effect of a healthy Long Beach Airport on the 200 or so companies that depend on it. In response, those businesses formed their own informal group in the early 1990s. Today that group of airport businesses is called the Airport Area Business Council (AABC), and it is a committee of the Long Beach Area Chamber of Commerce. The AABC’s goal is to promote Long Beach Airport and the mutual interests of the businesses that thrive off it.624

In January 2000, with a strong economy, the end of noise litigation, and the expansion of Gulfstream Aerospace’s completion and service operation, more than half a dozen construction projects around the airport had been completed recently, were in progress, or were planned. UPS completed its 8.2-acre Long Beach Gateway in late 1999. Kilroy Airport Center was constructing another building in its office park. The Long Beach Marriott was planning a 105-room expansion. AirFlite, a fixed-based operator, was considering building more covered hangar space. At an area of the airport known as Parcel J, Westland Construction, Inc., had

Figure 57 Revised Conceptual Land Use Plan of Douglas Park
begun construction on seven 60,000-square-foot executive hangars. Derek Fretheim, executive
director at Long Beach Area Transportation Resource Association, said, “There is a shortage in
this region for corporate and general aviation hangar and tiedown space.”

Construction on the second phase of the proposed Daugherty Sky Harbor development at Long
Beach Airport began in September 2002. The project was expected to add five new buildings
to the southwestern corner of the airport, including three main hangars for housing small
general aviation aircraft. Tenants at the development were expected to include charter
companies, a firm dealing in fractional jet ownership, a 5,000-square-foot restaurant, an
aviation museum, and a general aircraft terminal facility. A 215,000-square-foot lot will be
home to three buildings, including two hangars.

The Long Beach office market continued to outperform the rest of the South Bay in the first
quarter of 2003, according to a report by CB Richard Ellis. Suburban deals included a lease by
Advanced Medical Management, Inc., at the Long Beach Airport Business Park, and Polar
Tankers Inc., which signed a deal at the Kilroy Airport Center. In May 2003, the City of
Long Beach released the Airport Area Land Use/Development Update, a comprehensive list of
airport-area developments, from those under construction to projects in the proposal stage.

Projects in the development update included two hotels, at least three new office buildings,
and parking structures. Kilroy Airport Center has entitlements for a new five-story office
building, five-level parking structure, and two additional office buildings with five and six
stories, a surface parking lot, and a seven-story hotel. The Airport Business Park also has
entitlements for 288,000 square feet of new office space. However, some business people
believed that until Long Beach saw higher occupancy rates for commercial properties that
would make these potential new developments attractive for potential tenants, even the plans
that already had the legal entitlement to start building might take some time to become
reality.

EFFECTIVENESS OF AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING PROCESS

The airport land use planning process around Long Beach Airport can best be described as
completely ineffectual, in spite of the considerable success of the City of Long Beach at
managing aircraft noise through severe restrictions on the growth of airline traffic at the
airport. In the early 1950s, the airport acquired a considerable area of land as a buffer to the
east that is now used as the Skylinks Golf Course, while an area to the north of the airport and
northwest of the former Boeing plant in the city of Lakewood along the Isadore Creek is
occupied by the Lakewood County Club. However, neither area is under the arrival and
departure flight paths for the primary runway, and there are no equivalent buffer areas where
they are really needed. The addition of a significant number of residential units in the
immediate vicinity of the airport as part of the Douglas Park redevelopment will increase the
community pressures to limit the level of activity at the airport. It is an ironic commentary on
the state of the airport land use planning process in Los Angeles County that the ALUC, while
recommending that residential uses be excluded from the Douglas Park development, nonetheless had to agree that these uses were consistent with the CLUP.

In fact, although the CLUP was most recently updated in December 2004, this revision was limited to minor changes to reflect the development of a separate Land Use Compatibility Plan for Fox Airfield. The Airport Influence Area maps were added in May 2003 to comply with changes in state law, but apart from this, the Los Angeles County CLUP has been unchanged since it was first adopted in December 1991. Although the county includes the largest commercial airport in the state (Los Angeles International [LAX]), two secondary commercial airports with significant land use compatibility problems (Long Beach Airport and the Bob Hope Burbank Airport), and several major general aviation airports surrounded by dense urban development, the level of detail of the treatment of each airport in the CLUP is so minimal as to be almost useless, and the little information that is provided is completely out of date. It may be no coincidence that the LA County Regional Planning Commission serves as the ALUC. The commission obviously has many responsibilities, of which airport land use planning is only one, and apparently a fairly minor one at that. Unfortunately, the number and size of the airports in Los Angeles County and the complexity of the land use planning issues that need to be addressed could easily require the full-time attention of a dedicated ALUC. With recent decisions by the City of Los Angeles to limit the growth of traffic at LAX to 78 million annual passengers, so as to shift the future growth in air travel in the region to secondary airports, airport land use planning issues and controversies at those airports will become even more complex and sensitive. Without devoting far more time and resources to airport land use planning in the county, it seems unlikely that the ALUC will be able to contribute much to the resolution of these challenges.

**SUMMARY**

Long Beach Airport presents an interesting example of airport land use compatibility planning from several considerations. The redevelopment of the Boeing property adjacent to the airport to a mixed-use development called Douglas Park raises important questions about the appropriateness of current land use compatibility criteria as they relate to residential development in proximity to airports. Although the planned residential units have been located outside the Airport Influence Area and the 60 dB CNEL contour, and in fact the majority of the residential units are outside the 55 dB CNEL contour, the residential area lies directly under the flight path of one of the general aviation runways and between about a half-mile and a mile from the main air carrier runway. As a result of the proximity to the airport, the Los Angeles County ALUC recommended removing residential uses from the project, although they found that the planned uses were consistent with the CLUP.

A second consideration is the potential impact of expanded airline service at smaller secondary airports. Over the years, the City of Long Beach has implemented a number of measures to limit aircraft noise at the airport, including a limit on the number of scheduled commercial aircraft operations and a night curfew. Federal law now precludes other cities from imposing
similar restrictions, but the Long Beach restrictions were grandfathered in. Recent expansion of airline service at the airport has now used up all the available slots, and regional efforts to redistribute growth in air traffic from LAX to the secondary airports in the Southern California region appear likely to increase pressure on the city of Long Beach to find ways to allow more flights, although community groups are strongly opposed to this.

As a result of these concerns, there has been considerable opposition to the proposed expansion and modernization of the airport passenger terminal, with community groups expressing concern that providing the amount of space and number of gates proposed by the airport would allow the airlines to increase the number of flights above the current limit. In fact, they could only do this if the current ordinance was overturned or modified, and they could work to achieve this even if the passenger terminal was not expanded, since they have been operating out of the existing inadequate facilities for some time already. This brings up the question of the extent to which it is possible to limit the growth in air service at an airport by limiting the number of gates or size of the terminal facilities. Although this is not directly related to airport land use planning, it raises important questions about the ability of the CNEL metric to adequately reflect the community perceptions of the effect of increased aircraft operations on the level of aircraft noise. Community groups appear to be much more concerned about the number of operations than the extent of the noise contours, since it would be possible to both increase the number of aircraft operations and reduce the extent of the noise contours by using quieter aircraft. Furthermore, most of the opposition to additional flights comes from communities well outside the 65 dB CNEL contour.
APPENDIX J
CASE STUDY—JACQUELINE COCHRAN REGIONAL AIRPORT

Jacqueline Cochrane Regional Airport (TRM), Riverside County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport location</th>
<th>Riverside County</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport size</td>
<td>1,752 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of facility</td>
<td>General aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of airport activity</td>
<td>76,000 aircraft operations in 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curfew</td>
<td>None, 24-hour operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent ALUCP</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent Airport Master Plan</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearby cities (population 1/1/06)</td>
<td>Coachella: 35,300; Indio: 71,900; La Quinta: 38,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types of land use/airport conflicts</td>
<td>Presently surrounded by agriculture and open space, Rapid population growth in the Coachella Valley and attempts to expand nearby cities via large annexations in the direction of the airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major issues</td>
<td>Encroaching residential development, particularly development of Kohl Ranch to the south of the airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approaches to solving airport/community conflicts</td>
<td>Establishment of the Coachella Valley Enterprise Zone in a large area that includes the airport to encourage business development, which could help establish compatible land uses in the immediate vicinity of the airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder groups</td>
<td>Vista Santa Rosa Association (representing a nearby rural, horse-oriented community)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration with smart growth policies</td>
<td>None: due to the rural nature of the area there has been little consideration given to smart growth policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUC agency</td>
<td>Riverside County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUC staff contact name</td>
<td>John Guerin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUC staff contact phone</td>
<td>(951) 955-5132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUC staff contact e-mail</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jguerin@rctlma.org">jguerin@rctlma.org</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INTRODUCTION

Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport is located in the Coachella Valley in eastern Riverside County, south of the City of Coachella and just west of the unincorporated community of Thermal, as shown in Figure 58. It is owned and operated by Riverside County and managed by the county Economic Development Agency. Formerly known as the Desert Resorts Regional Airport, it was renamed in March 2004 to honor a local woman aviator who was the first woman to break the sound barrier and who set many flying records. The airport currently has no commercial air service and primarily serves general aviation aircraft visiting the nearby Desert Resorts region.
The region includes the communities of Palm Springs, Palm Desert, Indian Wells, La Quinta, Rancho Mirage, Cathedral City, Coachella, Indio, and Thermal, as well as a large number of spas and resorts offering golf and tennis activities and hosting many well-known professional tournaments. There are several private country club communities within a short drive of the airport. Many of the communities between Palm Springs at the west end of the valley and La Quinta a few miles northwest of Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport (JCRA) have been growing rapidly with retirees and second homes. In consequence, the airport serves a large number of private, corporate, and charter aircraft.

JCRA is located in an unincorporated area of Riverside County. There are a number of Indian reservations in the surrounding area, including an Augustine Indian reservation just beyond the northwest corner of the airport. The southern boundary of Coachella lies a short distance to
the north of the airport and the eastern boundary of La Quinta lies a few miles to the west. The area between the airport and La Quinta is known as Vista Santa Rosa, as shown on Figure 59.

Airport land use compatibility planning for all airports in Riverside County is the responsibility of the Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC), which until May 2006 was staffed by the county Economic Development Agency and has since then been staffed by the county planning department.

**AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING**

At present the area around JCRA is largely agricultural and low-density rural residential. The flight paths for aircraft departing to the north and arriving from the north generally pass to the east of most residential areas in Coachella, and the land to the south of the airport is currently undeveloped. However, development is starting to spread east from La Quinta and south from Coachella, and a major planned development has been proposed for an area immediately to the south of the airport called the Kohl Ranch. Although protection from residential encroachment has not been an issue in the past, this situation is changing.

**History of Land Use Issues in the Airport Vicinity**

The former Desert Resorts Regional Airport has long been the subject of grand plans that did not come to pass. Golf course proposals came and went, not once but twice. The talk then turned to a residential airpark for wealthy corporate executives who could park their private jets amid the fields of the lower Coachella Valley. In September 1999, Riverside County officials believed they had found the right recipe, a 610-acre industrial park geared to manufacturing. An existing state Enterprise Zone and federal Empowerment Zone meant that there were plenty of tax breaks already available to employers who set up shop in the area. Officials wanted to top that off with a Foreign Trade Zone, which they believed would be an extra incentive for companies that are attracted to the area but hesitant about the idea of doing business in the desert. Board members of the Desert Resorts Regional Airport Authority agreed that a trade zone would help attract new business and instructed county staff to pursue the possibility. However, to date no Foreign Trade Zone has been established.

At 56 square miles and covering 35,000 acres, the Coachella Valley Enterprise Zone was one of the biggest of its kind in California. By March 2003, it was credited with creating about 3,500 new jobs at 250 businesses ranging in size from mom-and-pop grocery stores to the immense I-10 Auto Mall, and in late 2002, a major guitar manufacturer. Yet for much of its brief life, the Coachella Valley Enterprise Zone existed in relative obscurity. Created by the state legislature in late 1991, the zone had relatively few takers in its first six years. Things have been on the upswing since the late 1990s, with eligible employee vouchers going from 56 in 1997 to 1,210 in 2002. The zone includes all of Coachella and Indio, plus the Thermal airport area and a long stretch of unincorporated Riverside County land along Interstate 10.
Figure 59  Surrounding Cities and Communities
Companies locating in the zone can get a hiring credit against state income taxes for the first five years of each new employee's tenure. There are also credits on sales and use taxes on equipment, as well as other business-related expenses. State law mandates that enterprise zones created after 1990 only have a 15-year life, meaning zones like the Coachella Valley zone were scheduled to expire in 2006. By 2003, state legislators had several measures on the table that would either extend existing zones or create additional ones around the state. In April 2003, the Senate Housing and Community Development Committee approved a bill to add five years to the life of the Coachella Valley Enterprise Zone. The measure, Senate Bill 172, then went to the Senate Appropriations Committee. This bill never passed. However, on November 3, 2007, Governor Schwarzenegger approved a 15-year renewal of the Enterprise Zone.

The post-World War II building boom helped the middle class grow, and air conditioning brought year-round residents to the desert, which turned into a major resort area. It also helped create communities where the best lands and homes with a view are often owned by part-time residents and where working-class people are confined to certain neighborhoods or walled out of others. Developers, who find it cheaper to build new communities on the fringe, rather than reinvest in faltering downtowns, perpetuate the pattern. The year-round population of the Coachella Valley doubled from about 138,000 in 1980 to about 275,000 in 1999, and is expected to increase by 200,000 people, reaching 475,000 by 2020. By 2003, developers and some government officials saw the buildout of La Quinta, the fastest growing city in the state, as a foregone conclusion.

Cathedral City was an unincorporated community of 4,130 residents in 1980. By 1990, there were subdivisions with 30,085 newcomers and strip malls. Officials expect some 49,000 residents by 2020. A decade later, it had blossomed into a resort city with 11,382 residents. Demographers in 1997 predicted that the city would have some 20,400 residents by the year 2000. But La Quinta had already surpassed that in 1999, with the count at 21,763. The once-tiny community is expected to have 30,530 residents in 2020 and probably will annex lands to the south and east. Meanwhile, businesses in nearby downtown Indio languish near extinction. In late 1999, the La Quinta City Council studied possible annexation of 13,277 acres of unincorporated Riverside County land, including Vista Santa Rosa and the then Desert Resorts Regional Airport. However, the airport would have remained under Riverside County control.

Surrounded on three sides by the fast-growing cities of Coachella, Indio, and La Quinta, the residents of the 22-square-mile community of Vista Santa Rosa have found themselves divided about which direction to take. In 2001, Vista Santa Rosa residents applied to the Riverside County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) for a Community of Interest designation. According to the Vista Santa Rosa web site, their goal was to “preserve the land and lifestyle in our portion of the valley.” Figure 59 shows the proposed boundary of the approximately 18-1/2-square-mile Community of Interest outlined in black. However,
after a public hearing on August 30, 2001, LAFCO voted to deny the application and suggested that the various jurisdictions meet and discuss the boundaries and land use issues and work out a plan for the future.

In 2003, Coachella was reported as taking formal steps that could have led to annexation of an undetermined portion of Vista Santa Rosa. Mayor Juan DeLara said Coachella was interested in incorporating land belonging to only those who favored aligning themselves with the city. Indio, too, had been in discussions with some Vista Santa Rosa residents about how the city would manage the land, if annexed. “The city does not have an interest in trying to kingdom-build and expand its boundaries,” Indio Mayor Michael Wilson said. If Vista Santa Rosa landowners choose to become part of Indio, Wilson said the city would preserve the area’s equestrian identity. Wilson said he also believed some on the La Quinta City Council had an interest in expanding southeastward to envelop the Desert Resorts Regional Airport, which at the time was within Coachella’s sphere of influence, although La Quinta Mayor Don Adolph said the city had no designs on the county-owned airport.640

In 2003, new county policies, designed to limit residential growth in Vista Santa Rosa and to cluster future commercial development, drove some property owners to pursue annexation by the surrounding cities. At least 80 Vista Santa Rosa landowners sent letters to the La Quinta City Council, asking the resort community to annex them before Coachella, which was working to shed its image as a bedroom community for the valley’s working poor. Many longtime residents said they would rather avoid any annexations and remain in the county. Yet, with their land stretching before developers who were steadily moving southward around the Santa Rosa Mountains toward the communities of Thermal and Oasis, that prospect was looking dimmer by the day.641

At the beginning of 2006, the LAFCO considered a proposal to expand the Sphere of Influence (SOI) boundaries for La Quinta to the west of Thermal, and Indio and Coachella to the north of Thermal. The proposal would have added 16 square miles to the 33,000-person city of La Quinta and 25.5 square miles to the 29,200-person City of Coachella (including all of Thermal and the airport). Riverside County LAFCO reviewed a revised Initial Study and Negative Declaration for the Coachella and La Quinta SOI changes in April 2006. LAFCO rejected Coachella’s request to include Thermal, and the SOI under study was limited by Avenue 62, still an increase of 23,374 acres to the south toward Jacqueline Cochran Airport.642 Avenue 60 is the airport boundary and the Airport Influence Area extends beyond Avenue 62. Most of Vista Santa Rosa was added to La Quinta’s SOI, and Indio’s SOI was expanded to the north (in the opposite direction from the airport).643

**Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan**

The Riverside County ALUC adopted an updated version of the Riverside County Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP) in October 2004. This consists of a Policy Document (Volume 1) and two other volumes that contain background data for the various airports. Volume 2 covers the west county airports; Volume 3 covers the east county airports, including
JCRA. Volume 1 contains an introductory chapter, a chapter on countywide policies, and a chapter with individual airport policies and compatibility maps for each airport. It also contains appendices that include legislative and regulatory requirements, land use compatibility guidelines, project referral forms, checklists, and sample implementation documents.

The ALUCP designates the Airport Influence Area (AIA) boundary as the outer boundary of the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 77 conical surface with an extension to the south to allow for a future precision instrument approach path, as shown in Figure 60. The ALUCP also defines a set of noise compatibility contours based on an ultimate traffic level of 220,000 annual aircraft operations, as shown in Figure 61.

The land use compatibility criteria for noise are defined with respect to the noise compatibility contours shown in Figure 61 as part of countywide policies. These generally are not tailored to the local circumstances of individual airports, although the criteria are adjusted downward by 5 dB for two low-activity outlying airports, Chiriaco Summit and Desert Center. Single-family residential uses are considered marginally acceptable in areas between 55 and 60 dB CNEL and normally unacceptable in areas between 60 and 65 dB CNEL. Multifamily residential uses are considered normally acceptable in areas between 55 and 60 dB CNEL and marginally acceptable in areas between 60 and 65 dB CNEL. Marginally acceptable uses are allowable under conditions where outdoor activities are minimal and construction features provide sufficient noise attenuation, such as installation of air conditioning so that windows can be kept closed. While new homes in the Coachella Valley are almost certain to have air conditioning, the climate is such that outdoor activities are quite likely.

Furthermore, for much of the year residents may want to have windows open. This suggests that single-family residential use should be restricted to areas outside the 55 dB CNEL contour, with multifamily residential use restricted to areas outside the 60 dB contour. Based on the noise compatibility contours shown in Figure 61, restrictions on single-family residential use could extend as far south as Avenue 64, with restrictions on multifamily residential use as far south as Avenue 63 under the flight path to Runway 17/35.

Airport Master Plan

An Airport Master Plan update was completed in December 2004. The plan proposes a 1,500-foot extension to Runway 17/35 to the south, with associated property acquisition and taxiway extensions. There would also be additional property acquisition and release on the north and southwest boundaries of the airport. The master plan incorporates the FAR Part 77 obstruction surfaces and aircraft noise contours developed for the update of the ALUCP, ensuring that the Airport Master Plan is consistent with the ALUCP.
Figure 60  Airport Land Use Compatibility Map
Role of Surrounding Jurisdictions

Although land use planning for the area surrounding JCRA has been under the jurisdiction of Riverside County until the present, with the recent changes in the SOIs of the cities of Coachella and La Quinta described above, this situation is changing. The SOI for Coachella,
which had extended to just south of the northern boundary of the airport west of Harrison Street (which forms the western boundary of the airport) but had not extended south of the city boundary to the east of Harrison Street, now extends to Avenue 62, a mile south of the airport, east of Harrison Street. The SOI for La Quinta now extends east to Harrison Street south of the city boundary of Coachella. Thus, the land use planning decisions of the cities of Coachella and La Quinta will significantly affect the immediate area surrounding the airport.

POTENTIAL ROLE AND IMPACT OF SMART GROWTH

Given the rural nature of the area, little consideration has been given to smart growth policies. The city of Coachella is fairly poor and is anxious to attract economic development to provide employment. Further west, the resort communities are primarily residential and recreational. The overall development style is very low density on a traditional suburban model and completely automobile oriented. The entire development pattern in the Coachella Valley is the complete antithesis of smart growth concepts, and presumably this environment is exactly what those moving to the area are seeking.

The development of Kohl Ranch to the south of the airport offers an opportunity for a more integrated community, but it remains to be seen to what extent this opportunity is realized. In any event, given the large amount of undeveloped land surrounding the airport, the project is in the worst possible location imaginable, from the perspective of both airport land use compatibility and smart growth, directly under the flight path to the south of the primary runway and separated from the city of Coachella by JCRA, which occupies a site approximately two miles square.

CHANGES IN LOCAL LAND USE

The development of Kohl Ranch will be the first significant change in land use in the area around the airport. A specific plan for the area has been approved by Riverside County. The location of the development is shown in Figure 62, and the approved specific plan is shown in Figure 63. The proposed land use includes an area of open space directly under the flight path for Runway 17/35 south of the current airport boundary along Avenue 60, extending south to the realigned Avenue 60. Beyond the realigned Avenue 60, the plan envisages a mixture of office and commercial uses, with some high-density residential uses to the west of the flight path. South of Avenue 62, less than a mile from the end of the planned runway extension, is an area of low-density residential development with some medium-density residential use on either side of the extended runway centerline. The low-density residential use between Avenue 62 and Avenue 64 under the flight path for Runway 17/35 appears to be incompatible with the criteria in the latest update of the ALUCP.
EFFECTIVENESS OF AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING PROCESS

At this time, it is difficult to assess the effectiveness of the airport land use planning process at JCRA because development pressures are not yet occurring in the vicinity of the airport, with the exception of the Kohl Ranch project. In many ways, the airport is well placed to prevent encroachment of incompatible development. The airport is owned and operated by the County of Riverside, which until recently also had land use planning jurisdiction over the surrounding area, and until May 2006 the same county agency that managed the airport and also staffed the county ALUC. After May 2006 the ALCUC has been staffed by the county planning...
department. The ALUCP for the airport and the airport master plan have been updated recently. All the elements are in place to ensure that development in the surrounding area is appropriately controlled.
However, the changes in the SOI of the adjacent cities have made it critically important that their land use planning is consistent with the ALUCP. This is likely to become increasingly important with the development of Kohl Ranch, since the availability of utilities, the provision of schools and commercial and retail activities, and improvement to the roads in the area are likely to attract other development. The approval of detailed development plans for Kohl Ranch will also need to address the potential incompatibility between some of the planned residential areas and the ALUCP.

Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport is a good example of a general aviation airport in a predominantly rural area that is starting to experience residential development in the surrounding area. At present it is largely surrounded by agricultural land and very low-density rural residential uses, with the small unincorporated community of Thermal on its northeast boundary. However, a large mixed-use development—Kohl Ranch—has been planned immediately to the south of the airport, and the nearby cities of Coachella and La Quinta have extended their designated planning spheres of influence to the area surrounding the airport. Cities to the northwest of the airport in the so-called Desert Resorts Region have recently experienced the rapid growth of resorts, second homes, and retirement communities, and this development is starting to spread eastward toward the airport. Largely as a result of these development patterns, the airport has been experiencing a growth in high-end general aviation activity from private jets and business and corporate aircraft visiting the region. Effective land use compatibility planning will be required to prevent new residential communities from encroaching on the airport and resulting in pressures to limit aircraft activity.

**SUMMARY**

The airport is owned and operated by Riverside County and managed by the county Economic Development Agency, which until recently also staffed the county Airport Land Use Commission. Also until recently, the county has also been responsible for land use planning for the area around the airport. Consequently, the county has been in an excellent position to ensure that development in the vicinity of the airport is planned appropriately, and within the last two years has updated both the *Airport Master Plan* and the *Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan* for all the county airports. This will become increasingly important as the cities of Coachella and La Quinta begin to play a larger role in land use decisions near the airport. Despite the strong position of the county to manage development around the airport appropriately, the specific plan for the Kohl Ranch development, which was approved by the county, appears likely to result in incompatible residential development under the airport flight path unless significant changes are made.
APPENDIX K
CASE STUDY—FRENCH VALLEY AIRPORT

French Valley Airport (F70), Riverside County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport location</th>
<th>Riverside County</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport size</td>
<td>261 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of facility</td>
<td>General aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of airport activity</td>
<td>98,000 aircraft operations (year ending 3/31/2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curfew</td>
<td>None, 24-hour operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent ALUCP</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent Airport Master Plan</td>
<td>1995; airport layout plan updated November 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearby cities (population 1/1/06)</td>
<td>Murrieta: 93,300; Murrieta Hot Springs (unincorporated): 2,948 (2000 census); Temecula: 94,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types of land use/airport conflicts</td>
<td>• Located in rapidly developing suburban area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Traffic pattern originally on side of airport away from residential development, but recent development plans approved for area completely surrounding airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major issues</td>
<td>Encroaching residential development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approaches to solving airport/community conflicts</td>
<td>• Specific plans for development in the area surrounding the airport have designated the areas immediately adjacent to the airport for industrial and commercial uses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Residential development kept outside the 55 dB CNEL contour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Requirement for avigation easements and purchaser notification for homes near airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder groups</td>
<td>None identified, although planned communities around airport still developing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration with smart growth policies</td>
<td>None: surrounding development is primarily residential to meet housing needs of employment centers elsewhere in the region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUC agency</td>
<td>Riverside County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUC staff contact name</td>
<td>John Guerin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUC staff contact phone</td>
<td>(951) 955-5132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUC staff contact e-mail</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jguerin@rctlma.org">jguerin@rctlma.org</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INTRODUCTION

French Valley Airport is a general aviation airport located in southwestern Riverside County adjacent to the cities of Murrieta and Temecula, as shown in Figure 64. The airport is located on State Highway 79 (Winchester Road) and lies in an unincorporated area of Riverside County that has been largely undeveloped but is now experiencing rapid suburban development. The airport is owned and operated by Riverside County and managed by the county Economic Development Agency. Recently, it has been the busiest general aviation airport in the county. It serves the nearby Interstate Highway 15/215 corridor, which has a large number of high-tech and manufacturing businesses.646
The Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC), which until May 2006 was staffed by the county Economic Development Agency and has subsequently been staffed by the county planning department, is responsible for airport land use compatibility planning for all airports in Riverside County.

AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING

As the area around the airport continues to develop, maintaining land use compatibility with the surrounding residential communities has become a major challenge. With the runway alignment parallel to Winchester Road, the arrival and departure flight paths do not overfly the established community of Murrieta Hot Springs to the west of the highway, and it was possible to keep much of the airport pattern traffic to the east of the airport and away from residential areas. However, as the unincorporated area to the immediate north, east, and south of the airport has begun to develop, this situation is rapidly changing.
History of Land Use Issues in the Airport Vicinity

Since the airport is owned and operated by Riverside County, which also has land use planning jurisdiction for the area around the airport to the east of Winchester Road, it would appear that the opportunity to prevent incompatible development near the airport was good and that it would have been possible for the ALUC to work effectively with the county land use planning process. Unfortunately, this was not always the case: several developments near the airport that were opposed by the ALUC were subsequently approved by the County Board of Supervisors.

Airport Master Plan

The most recent update of the Airport Master Plan was approved by the County Board of Supervisors in 1995. The plan proposed an extension of the existing 4,600-foot runway to the south, to give a total length of 6,000 feet, and the later construction of a 3,600-foot parallel runway on the east side of the existing runway.

Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan

The Riverside County ALUC adopted an updated version of the Riverside County Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP) in October 2004. This consists of a Policy Document (Volume 1) and two other volumes that contain background data for the various airports. Volume 2 covers the west county airports, including French Valley Airport, and Volume 3 covers the east county airports. Volume 1 contains an introductory chapter, a chapter on countywide policies, and a chapter with individual airport policies and compatibility maps for each airport. It also contains appendices that include legislative and regulatory requirements, land use compatibility guidelines, project referral forms, checklists, and sample implementation documents.

The discussion of French Valley Airport in the section on airports in Riverside County (page 73) was revised in October 2007 to add a number of compatibility policies addressing residential density and commercial/industrial usage intensity.

The ALUCP designates the Airport Influence Area (AIA) boundary as the outer boundary of the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 77 conical surface to the north and south of the airport and a specified distance from the runway on the east and west to encompass the normal aircraft traffic pattern, as shown in Figure 65. The ALUCP also defines a set of noise compatibility contours expressed in decibels (dB) of Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) and based on an ultimate traffic level of 185,000 annual aircraft operations, as shown in Figure 66.
The land use compatibility criteria for noise are defined with respect to the noise compatibility contours shown in Figure 66 as part of countywide policies. These generally are not tailored to the local circumstances of individual airports, although the criteria are adjusted downward by 5 dB for two low-activity outlying airports, Chiriaco Summit and Desert Center. Single-family residential uses are considered marginally acceptable in areas between 55 and 60 dB CNEL and normally unacceptable in areas between 60 and 65 dB CNEL. Multifamily
residential uses are considered normally acceptable in areas between 55 and 60 dB CNEL, and marginally acceptable in areas between 60 and 65 dB CNEL. Marginally acceptable uses are allowable where outdoor activities are minimal and construction features provide sufficient noise attenuation, such as installation of air conditioning so that windows can be kept closed. While new homes in the vicinity of French Valley Airport are almost certain to have air conditioning, the climate is such that outdoor activities are quite likely. Furthermore, for
much of the year residents may want to have windows open. This suggests that single-family residential use should be restricted to areas outside the 55 dB CNEL contour, with multifamily residential use restricted to areas outside the 60 dB contour.

**Role of Surrounding Jurisdictions**

Although the French Valley Airport is located in an unincorporated area of Riverside County, the boundary of the City of Murrieta runs along Winchester Road immediately to the west of the airport. The City of Murrieta has recently expanded to annex the community of Murrieta Hot Springs, immediately to the southwest of the airport on the west side of Winchester Road, and the area to the west of Winchester Road north of Murrieta Hot Springs. Figure 67 shows the current general plan and zoning map for the City of Murrieta. As indicated on the figure, the city Sphere of Influence (shown with the red boundary) extends even further north on the west side of Winchester Road.

**POTENTIAL ROLE AND IMPACT OF SMART GROWTH**

There are no projects in the vicinity of the airport that could be classified as smart growth. In fact, the general development patterns in this part of Riverside County is the complete antithesis of smart growth, with suburban housing tracts being developed in a hopscotch fashion in an area that was primarily agricultural and open space. There is minimal transit service and no attempt to balance jobs and housing. The residential developments are primarily to meet the housing needs of employment centers elsewhere in the region, resulting in classic bedroom communities.

While the airport could have been a focus for an integrated land use planning effort that would combine commercial and industrial developments in the area surrounding the airport, as a strategy to prevent residential encroachment, with affordable housing in less-noise-impacted areas to meet the needs of workers in the commercial and industrial enterprises, thus far there appears to have been only a limited effort to pursue such an approach, as discussed below.

**CHANGES IN LOCAL LAND USE**

The area around the airport has recently experienced a growing amount of residential development, with new housing developments under construction on either side of Benton Road north of the airport and starting to spread toward the airport from the city of Temecula south of the airport. Several specific plans have been approved by Riverside County in the unincorporated area around the airport, as shown by the orange areas in Figure 68. As can be seen from the figure, when these projects have been completed, the airport will be completely surrounded by development. The approved land uses in these specific plans have designated the areas immediately adjacent to the airport for industrial and commercial use, while keeping
Figure 67 City of Murrieta Zoning Map

residential development well outside the 55 dB CNEL contour. The county has also required avigation easements and notification.

**Figure 68** Approved Specific Plans in the French Valley Area


**EFFECTIVENESS OF AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING PROCESS**

At this time, it is difficult to assess the effectiveness of the airport land use planning process at French Valley Airport because the development in the vicinity of the airport is still underway and many of the planned residential areas have not yet been developed. It remains to be seen whether the existing noise compatibility criteria will be adequate to avoid future conflicts between the airport and the surrounding communities. In many ways, the airport has been well placed to prevent encroachment of incompatible development. The airport is owned and operated by the County of Riverside, which has land use planning jurisdiction over much of the surrounding area, while the same county agency that manages the airport also staffs the county ALUC. The ALUCP for the airport has been updated recently, and the *Airport Master Plan* was updated in 1995 to identify the long-term configuration of the airport. All the
elements are in place to ensure that development in the surrounding area is appropriately controlled.

SUMMARY

French Valley Airport is a good example of a general aviation airport located in a formerly rural area that is experiencing rapid suburban development. The Riverside County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) has thus far been reasonably successful in keeping residential development away from the ends of the runways and requiring avigation easements and notification of purchasers of homes near the airport. When residential development first began to occur in the vicinity of the airport, the ALUC attempted to keep the development even farther from the airport, but the county supervisors voted to override the recommendations, even though the ALUC is a county body.
APPENDIX L
CASE STUDY—McCLELLAN-PALOMAR AIRPORT

McClellan-Palomar Airport (CRQ), San Diego County

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport location</th>
<th>City of Carlsbad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport size</td>
<td>466 acres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of facility</td>
<td>Regularly scheduled commuter flights and general aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of airport activity</td>
<td>100,000 passengers and 209,000 aircraft operations in 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curfew</td>
<td>None (voluntary quiet hours, 10 p.m. to 7a.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent ALUCP</td>
<td>Adopted in 1994, amended in 2004 (update underway)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent Airport Master Plan</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearby cities (population 1/1/06)</td>
<td>Carlsbad: 98,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Types of land use/airport conflicts | • Surrounded by industrial, commercial, LEGOLAND theme park, open space, and vacant land  
                                           • Some conflict related to nearby residential development |
| Major issues               | • Majority of noise complaints from outside the 60 dB CNEL contour  
                                           • New residential development near the predominant arrival flight path close to the airport |
| Approaches to solving airport/community conflicts | • Voluntary noise abatement procedures including a handout for pilots (“Fly Friendly” program)  
                                                   • FAR Part 150 Study completed in 2006 |
| Stakeholder groups         | Palomar Airport Advisory Committee (representatives from airport users and nearby community) |
| Integration with smart growth policies | City of Carlsbad has attempted to balance the number of jobs created by the commercial and industrial development in the airport vicinity with residential development further away |
| ALUC agency                | San Diego County Regional Airport Authority |
| ALUC staff contact name    | Linda Johnson    |
| ALUC staff contact phone   | (619) 400-2463   |
| ALUC staff contact e-mail  | Ljohnson@san.org |

INTRODUCTION

McClellan-Palomar Airport is located within the city of Carlsbad in northern San Diego County, to the southeast of the city center on a ridge of land to the east of the Interstate 5 (I-5) corridor, as shown in Figure 69. It has a single east-west runway 4,900 feet long and primarily serves general aviation traffic with a small number of regional airline flights.

The airport is owned and operated by the County of San Diego and is the only airport in the county—other than San Diego International Airport—that has commercial air service. As of December 2007, the airport was served by US Airways Express with service to Phoenix, Arizona, and United Express with service to Los Angeles International Airport. In 2006, the airport handled about 110,000 air passengers, down from about 150,000 in 2000. In 1999, there were just under 300,000 aircraft operations at the airport. By 2003 this had dropped to
less than 200,000 operations, with a small increase in annual operations in the next two years to about 210,000. Annual operations declined slightly in 2006 to about 200,000, but activity as of late 2007 appears likely to reach 220,000 operations for the year.

The predominant direction of operations is with arrivals from the east and departures to the west. The runway is aligned 245/065 degrees magnetic, but departure procedures have been defined to keep jet departures from Runway 24 on a climb heading of 250 degrees magnetic to remain north of Palomar Airport Road until over water. The airport elevation is 328 feet above sea level; the airport traffic pattern altitude is 2,000 feet above sea level for jet and twin-engine propeller aircraft and 1,500 feet above sea level for single-engine fixed-wing aircraft. Helicopters are requested to remain above 1,000 feet above sea level and over major roads until entering the airport traffic pattern.

The airport has defined a number of voluntary noise abatement procedures and has published a handout for pilots that is designed to fit in the standard flight information publication binders, as shown in Figure 70. This indicates noise-sensitive areas and defines visual flight
rule (VFR) departure and arrival procedures. Arriving aircraft are requested to maintain a minimum altitude of 2,000 feet above ground level (AGL) until within three miles of the airport. Aircraft in the local traffic pattern or departing to the east from Runway 24 or west from Runway 06 are encouraged to fly the downwind leg north of the airport (north pattern) to avoid overflying residential areas to the sough of the airport. Jet takeoff and landing quiet hours have been defined from 10 p.m. to 7 p.m. and multiple touch-and-go operations or practice approaches are discouraged during these hours.

San Diego County maintains an airport noise report page on the county web site with links from the County Airport’s home page and the McClellan-Palomar Airport home page. There is no dedicated telephone number for reporting aircraft noise complaints, but noise reports can be filed by calling the general information number for the airport. The recent pattern of aircraft noise complaints is shown in Figure 73. The number of complaints increased significantly in the second quarter of 2001, reaching a peak of about 380 in June, then declined over the following quarter to between about 50 and 75 per month for the remainder of the year. Monthly complaints generally remained between about 25 and 75 for the next two years, increasing again during 2004 to a peak of a little over 300 in September. They declined steadily during the last quarter of that year and remained between about 40 and 100 per month for the first four months of 2005. They increased again during the summer to a peak of about 260 in August 2005, declining sharply to only 50 complaints in October.

An analysis of the October 2005 complaints presented in the “Airport Monthly Performance Report” shows that with the exception of one complaint from the city of San Marcos, they all were made by residents living to the southwest of the airport. About half the complaints were made by individuals who only made one complaint that month; the remaining 24 complaints were made by four individuals, one of whom filed 14 complaints. About 60 percent of the complaints related to jet operations, with a similar proportion reporting aircraft flying lower than they should be. A little over half the occurrences took place between 7 a.m. and 5 p.m., with about a third occurring between 5 p.m. and 10 p.m. In contrast, analysis of the August 2005 complaints shows a much larger proportion, almost half, reporting violations of the Voluntary Noise Abatement Procedures, while more than half of the reported occurrences took place between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. Thus, some of the monthly variation in complaints may be due to changes in the pattern of operations at the airport.

Over the past 15 years, the county has taken a number of steps to address resident concerns about aircraft noise. In 1994, the airport acquired a noise monitoring system with a $500,000 grant from the FAA. The airport was one of the first general aviation airports to implement such a system. The airport also appointed a noise officer and formed the Palomar Airport Advisory Committee, which included representatives of airport users and surrounding communities, to explore ways to reduce the impact of the airport operations on the communities, among other issues. Starting in March 2003, a Noise Compatibility Study in conformance with Part 150 of the Federal Aviation Regulations (“FAR Part 150 Study”) was undertaken. This study developed noise exposure maps and identified and analyzed measures
Figure 70 McClellan-Palomar Airport Noise Abatement Procedures

Source: County of San Diego, McClellan-Palomar Airport
that could be taken to reduce the noise impact of airport operations on the surrounding communities.\footnote{649} The draft report on the study was presented at a public meeting on January 10, 2006, that attracted some 80 people. The consulting firm that undertook the study reported that the airport is not generating enough noise to meet FAA standards for mandatory noise reduction measures, but the report recommended a lengthy list of voluntary measures.\footnote{650} The final report on the study was completed in March 2006\footnote{651} and approved by the FAA on December 5, 2006.\footnote{652}


### AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING

The pattern of existing land uses around the airport is shown in Figure 72, which also shows the 1990 Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) contours for the airport. The Legoland California theme park lies to the west of the airport, between the airport and the I-5 freeway, and several resort and sports facilities are located in the vicinity of the airport. The land immediately to the north and south of the airport is predominantly commercial and industrial. However, the land to the southwest of the airport between the airport and the I-5 freeway is largely residential. Residential development is also occurring in the area immediately to the southeast of the airport, east of El Camino Real, known as Bressi Ranch, as discussed further below.
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Figure 72 McClellan-Palomar Airport Land Use 2003

Source: Author analysis of land use data from San Diego Association of Governments.
History of Land Use Issues in the Airport Vicinity

The principal land use compatibility issue at the airport is the proximity of residential development in the surrounding communities. Although these are all outside the 65 dB CNEL contour, residents frequently complain about aircraft noise from overflight activity. The addition of a large number of new homes in the Bressi Ranch development immediately to the east of the airport, just south of the predominant approach path, is likely to exacerbate this problem significantly.

By early 2000, the combination of increasing activity levels at the airport and continued residential development in the airport vicinity was generating a groundswell of community concern. Over the previous 3 years, some 800 homes had been added within 3 miles of the airport, and in January 2000, more than 100 people attended a public meeting to complain about aircraft noise and demand better enforcement of flight path limitations. In March 2000, the San Diego County Board of Supervisors voted to apply for a grant from the FAA to conduct an FAR Part 150 noise study. In February 2001, an ad-hoc committee of homeowners and airport users presented a report to the Airport Advisory Committee with a series of recommendations on ways to reduce aircraft noise, one of which was for the airport to hire a permanent environmental noise specialist. In March 2003, the Part 150 study got underway. Throughout the process, residents of the surrounding communities continued to attend public meetings and demand actions to reduce aircraft noise, including the implementation of a Fly Friendly program.

Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan

Before the formation of the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority (RAA) in 2002, the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) served as the Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) for all the airports in the county, including McClellan-Palomar. Since March 2002, the RAA has served as the ALUC for the county. As described in more detail in Appendix M, as of late 2007 the San Diego RAA was still in the process of an extensive update of the Airport Land Use Compatibility Plans (ALUCPs) for all the airports in the county.

The Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) for McClellan-Palomar Airport was adopted in April 1994 by SANDAG and amended in 2002 to amend the boundary of the Airport Influence Area (AIA). The RAA began the process to update the ALUCPs (as they are now termed) for each of the airports in the county in July 2004, and adopted a revised version in October 2004 that contained mostly administrative changes to reflect the transition of the ALUC from SANDAG to the RAA. The RAA then embarked on a more comprehensive revision of the ALUCPs for each airport in the county. A draft of the revised ALUCP for McClellan-Palomar was released for public comment in March 2005. Following extensive controversy and public input on the process to update the ALUCPs, the RAA began a more extensive process to coordinate with the jurisdictions involved. Revised interim drafts of the ALUCP chapters on countywide policies and individual airport policies and compatibility maps were released in October 2005. The coordination with the affected jurisdictions and other stakeholders
continued into 2006 with the formation of an ALUCP Technical Advisory Group (ATAG) as described in Appendix M. In March 2007 the ATAG distributed preliminary noise compatibility maps for several airports, including McClellan-Palomar, for review and discussion. As of late 2007, the updated ALUCP for McClellan-Palomar Airport had not been finalized.

**Role of Surrounding Jurisdictions**

The area immediately surrounding the airport and under the arrival and departure flight paths is all within the City of Carlsbad. Further east, about three miles from the airport, the unincorporated community of Lake San Marcos lies a little to the south of the arrival flight path, while some residential areas in the city of San Marcos are directly under the flight path. The land to the north of the arrival flight path and immediately east of Carlsbad is in the city of Vista and is being developed primarily for commercial and industrial uses. The boundaries of the three cities, as well as the unincorporated county land containing the community of Lake San Marcos, are shown in Figure 73.

Since 1986 Carlsbad has been a “growth management” city in which the major public facilities are carefully planned and financed, and their capacities sized to serve a targeted ultimate population and number of residential units. Based upon that targeted number of residential units, the city had developed to about 72 percent of its capacity as of January 2004. Another 11 percent of the capacity had been planned or was under construction. The remaining 17 percent of residential capacity remained vacant and much of that land will consist of infill development.658

The zoning map for Carlsbad as of October 2006 is shown in Figure 74. The area to the east of the airport immediately under the predominant arrival flight path is zoned for a mixture of planned industrial (blue) and open space (green). The area to the south of Palomar Airport Road that runs east from the airport is zoned as planned community (light olive), which allows a mix of uses, including housing. The area immediately to the west of the airport is zoned planned industrial and open space; the area to the south of the predominant departure flight path is zoned for single-family residential (yellow) and higher-density multiunit residential (orange). The maroon area further west is the Legoland California theme park.

**POTENTIAL ROLE AND IMPACT OF SMART GROWTH**

Although the term “smart growth” has not been applied to any development in the vicinity of the airport, it is clear from the pattern of land use surrounding the airport that an attempt has been made to cluster commercial, industrial, and recreational uses adjacent to the airport, while keeping residential development further away. However, as can be seen from Figure 72, the residential areas to the southwest of the airport extend north to the 65 dB CNEL contour and, perhaps more significant, experience overflights by aircraft departing to the south that
Carlsbad has attempted to balance the number of jobs created by the commercial and industrial development in the airport vicinity with residential development farther away. However, single-family house prices in these developments are such that few of the workers employed in the commercial and industrial establishments can afford to live in the city. Far from reducing travel demand, this development pattern results in a large out-commute of city residents and a corresponding in-commute of lower-wage workers. In addition, most of the residential developments are traditional suburban developments, with single-family homes at relatively low density that discourages the use of alternatives to the private automobile or provision of local community services and retail.
Figure 74 City of Carlsbad Zoning Map
However, the imbalance between the nature of the employment in the vicinity of the airport and the predominant house prices in the area suggests that the need to keep the residential development away from the airport may not be such a disadvantage, and the usual goal in smart growth projects of achieving a balance between jobs and housing may not be applicable. The balance between jobs and housing needs to be viewed in a larger context, with affordable housing being provided well outside the airport noise contours targeted at the workers in the commercial and industrial areas and the Legoland park. These developments would almost certainly need to be higher density, with a significant fraction of multifamily units. This style of development would lend itself to being located closer to the I-5 transportation corridor and combined with retail and other residentially oriented commercial activities. These developments would need to be linked to the employment centers by public bus service to reduce the number of vehicle trips generated by the employment. Locating such developments adjacent to the I-5 corridor to the north or south of the airport, away from the departure flight path, could allow bus routes linking these areas to the employment centers adjacent to the airport to also serve the existing single-family residential communities to the southwest and north of the airport, which would be unlikely to justify regular service on their own.

Thus, a smart growth approach to land use compatibility planning in the vicinity of McClellan-Palomar Airport needs to consider the broader land use development pattern in the central part of Carlsbad, with a view to preventing the remaining undeveloped land within an expanded Airport Influence Area from being developed for residential use, and meeting the housing needs of existing and new employment through higher-density mixed-use development outside the expanded AIA, oriented toward the local and regional transit system.

**CHANGES IN LOCAL LAND USE**

The principal recent change in land use near the airport is the development of Bressi Ranch to the southeast of the airport and just south of the predominant arrival flight path. As of early 2006, this project was projected to include 623 homes at build-out, of which 523 would be single-family homes and 100 will be affordably priced multifamily condominiums. The development is divided into a number of designated communities, as shown in Figure 75. A future corporate center is planned along the frontage of Palomar Airport Road and El Camino Real, which will keep the residential development farther from the arrival flight path to the airport. Even so, many of the homes are only about 2,000 feet south of the flight path.

Although the Bressi Ranch development lies just to the south of the predominant arrival flight path, the boundary of the Airport Influence Area was defined to exclude the majority of the property, including the area planned for development, as can be seen from the AIA boundary shown in Figure 72. Based on the irregular shape of the AIA, and the fact that it extends much further to the north of the extended runway centerline than to the south, it would appear likely that the definition of the AIA boundary by SANDAG in its role as ALUC was influenced by political considerations to keep most of the Bressi Ranch property outside the AIA.
EFFECTIVENESS OF AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING PROCESS

Within the immediate vicinity of the airport, the airport land use planning process appears to have been moderately successful at preventing residential encroachment, with the exception of the Bressi Ranch development and the residential areas immediately to the south of the predominant departure flight path. The zoning of the area surrounding the airport for industrial and commercial users, combined with the steep terrain to the west of the airport and beyond that the Legoland California theme park, has ensured that housing development to the north of the airport has been kept well away from the predominant departure flight path, while the area to the east of the airport under the predominant arrival flight path is a mixture of industrial uses, open space, and vacant land. The extent to which the Bressi Ranch development will increase the pressure to develop additional housing to the east near the arrival flight path remains to be seen. This area currently is zoned as planned community south of Palomar Airport Road, so further residential uses are certainly a possibility, and keeping new homes away from the predominant arrival flight path will depend on how development applications are handled by the city.
SUMMARY

McClellan-Palomar Airport is a good example of the importance of careful land use planning around smaller commercial airports. Carlsbad has been proactive in zoning the area around the airport for industrial and commercial uses, which has largely prevented residential development from encroaching on the airport. However, the development of housing quite close to the approach path at Bressi Ranch illustrates both the inadequacy of current noise criteria for airport land use planning at smaller commercial airports, where the CNEL contour may not extend very far from the airport, as well as the consequences of allowing political pressure to distort the boundary of the Airport Impact Area to favor particular parcels for development.

Despite the efforts of the airport to implement noise management measures, the surrounding residential communities continue to generate a significant number of noise complaints. Almost all of these originate from areas outside the 60 dB CNEL contour, providing further evidence of the inadequacy of current noise criteria to reflect the community response to aircraft noise. However, these areas are sufficiently far from the airport that it would not have been realistic to prevent residential development in them, even if the land use planning criteria had been different. This suggests the need for a different approach to dealing with noise compatibility planning for residential areas that are well outside the 60 dB CNEL contours but still experience relatively high single-event levels of noise from aircraft overflights. Such an approach could include a more assertive program to notify potential home buyers of the proximity to the airport and the consequent presence of aircraft activity, more stringent sound insulation criteria, and a requirement for avigation easements, coupled with strong community outreach efforts by the airport to meet with community groups to explain the steps being taken to reduce aircraft noise, the reason that aircraft follow particular flight paths, and to understand and respond to community concerns.

The final observation from the experience at McClellan-Palomar Airport relates to the effectiveness of developing industrial and commercial land uses around airports from the perspective of smart growth planning. Although these uses can be a buffer preventing residential development from encroaching on the airport, in communities such as Carlsbad, the cost of housing precludes most of those working in these facilities from living in the surrounding area, and those living in the residential areas are likely to work outside the city.

Thus, there is an in-commute of industrial and commercial employees and an out-commute of local residents, the opposite effect of that intended by smart growth planners. Efforts to develop commercial and industrial land uses adjacent to an airport should be coupled with an aggressive program to ensure that there is sufficient affordable housing in the surrounding communities but away from areas that are exposed to significant levels of aircraft noise. The development occurring to the east of the airport, in the cities of Vista and San Marcos and the community of Lake San Marcos, show the importance of the AIA extending well beyond the 60 dB CNEL noise contour, so that land use planning for communities under the approach
and departure flight paths that are some distance from the airport but still subject to significant levels of aircraft noise can be coordinated with the ALUCP.
## APPENDIX M
### CASE STUDY—SAN DIEGO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

**San Diego International Airport (SAN), San Diego County**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport location</th>
<th>City of San Diego</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Airport size</td>
<td>661 acres (smallest of any large commercial airport in the U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of facility</td>
<td>Regularly scheduled passenger flights, cargo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of airport activity</td>
<td>17.4 million passengers, 188,000 tons of cargo, and 220,000 aircraft operations in 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curfew</td>
<td>Airport Use Regulations adopted in 1989 limit departures by Stage 2 aircraft to the period from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. and Stage 3 aircraft to the period between 6:30 a.m. and 11:30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most recent ALUCP</td>
<td>1992, amended in 1994 and 2004 (update underway)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearby cities (population 1/1/06)</td>
<td>San Diego: 1,306,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Types of land use/airport conflicts**

- Surrounded by built-up urban area
- Airport expansion constrained by surrounding commercial, industrial, and open space uses
- Extensive residential development under arrival and departure flight paths
- Airport approach flight path is constrained by high-rise buildings in downtown San Diego with continuing proposals for construction of new high-rise office and residential buildings

**Major issues**

- Airport Site Selection Study to replace airport has been underway for several years—recommendation for joint use at Miramar Marine Corps Air Station rejected by voters in November 2006
- Disagreement between ALUC and City of San Diego over land use compatibility criteria for aircraft noise and development density

**Approaches to solving airport/community conflicts**

- Extensive residential sound attenuation program
- San Diego County Regional Airport Authority is both the airport operator and the ALUC for the county

**Stakeholder groups**

- ALUCP Technical Advisory Group (about 80 stakeholders)

**Integration with smart growth policies**

- Smart growth strategies promoting high-density residential and mixed-use development are increasing density near the airport with little consideration to airport noise issues

**ALUC agency**

- San Diego County Regional Airport Authority

**ALUC staff contact name**

- Linda Johnson

**ALUC staff contact phone**

- (619) 400-2463

**ALUC staff contact e-mail**

- Ljohnson@san.org

## INTRODUCTION

San Diego International Airport, formerly known as Lindbergh Field, is the third-busiest commercial service airport in California and the principal commercial service airport serving the San Diego metropolitan region, handling over 99 percent of the region’s airline passenger
traffic. It is located adjacent to San Diego Bay about two miles northwest of downtown San Diego, and is surrounded by dense urban development, as shown in Figure 76. It has a single runway and the predominant operating direction brings arriving aircraft in over downtown San Diego, with departing aircraft climbing out over residential areas to the west of the airport. In 2006, the airport handled 17.5 million air passengers and a little under 221,000 aircraft operations. Until 2003, the airport was owned and operated by the San Diego Unified Port District (Port of San Diego), but on January 1, 2003, responsibility for operating the airport was transferred to a newly formed San Diego County Regional Airport Authority (RAA).

Before 2002, the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) served as the Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) for San Diego County. However, with the formation of the RAA in 2002, Assembly Bill 93 transferred responsibility for serving as the Airport Land Use Commission to the RAA Board, which has served as the ALUC for the county since March
2002. This places the board in the position of both operating the largest airport in the county and also serving as the ALUC for the county.

The airport and all the surrounding land are located within the city of San Diego. Prior to 1997, most of the land immediately to the west and north of the airport property was occupied by the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps. The U.S. Naval Training Center to the west of the airport closed in 1997, and by 2004, redevelopment of the site as a mixed-use development was well underway, as discussed in more detail below. The U.S. Marine Corps Recruit Depot lies to the north of the airport between the airport boundary and Pacific Highway and is still in operation. The area to the east of the Marine Corps Recruit Depot between the airport boundary and Pacific Highway consists of industrial facilities that have been occupied over the years by various aerospace companies.

San Diego International Airport (SDIA) is one of 10 “noise problem airports” in California that require a variance to the California Airport Noise Standards in order to operate. The eighth variance was issued by the California Division of Aeronautics in August 2001 and expired in August 2004. The Airport Authority requested the ninth variance on June 25, 2004, and as of late 2007 this request was still pending. Airport Use Regulations for the airport were adopted in 1989 and limit departures by Stage 2 aircraft to the period from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. (most Stage 2 aircraft weighing more than 75,000 pounds have since been phased out). Stage 3 aircraft may depart between 6:30 a.m. and 11:30 p.m. Lifeguard, emergency flights, or flights for military necessity may operate as needed and aircraft may land at any time. Violations of the night departure curfew may incur an administrative fine.

The airport maintains an Airport Noise Mitigation Office as part of the Environmental Affairs Department. This office maintains an Airport Noise and Operations Monitoring System—Geographical Information System (ANOMS-GIS) that records data from 24 noise monitoring stations in the surrounding communities. There also is an Airport Noise Advisory Committee that meets on a bimonthly basis.

Over the years, proposals have been made to explore the feasibility of relocating the airport. In 2001, an airport site selection process began under the Air Transportation Action Program, a joint project of SANDAG and the San Diego Unified Port District. With the creation of the RAA in 2002, the RAA assumed responsibility for the process, termed the Airport Site Selection Program. Phase II of the process began in November 2003. The legislation establishing the RAA required the recommendations of this study to be presented to San Diego County voters for approval no later than November 2006. In the meantime, in 2004 the RAA began an Airport Master Plan update to address the short-term needs of the airport to accommodate future demand until the outcome of the Airport Site Selection Program (ASSP) could be implemented. Even if the ASSP were to recommended a new airport and the recommendations were approved by the electorate, it woud undoubtedly take many years to acquire the land and develop a new airport, most likely well over a decade based on experience in other regions. Thus, the Airport Master Plan update, which was still under way at the end of 2007, has been addressing facility requirements at SDIA until 2030.
After extensive analysis of alternative sites, the ASSP recommended pursuing joint use with the military of Miramar Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS). However, the military opposed the proposal and in the November 2006 ballot, San Diego County voters overwhelmly rejected the measure. This left the RAA to complete the Airport Master Plan update with a focus on continued development of the SDIA for the foreseeable future.

AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING

Located as it is next to San Diego Bay with rising land and residential communities on the other three sides, land use compatibility has been major concern at San Diego International Airport for many years. For most of the communities, aircraft noise is the primary concern. However, some high-rise developments on the northern edge of the downtown area lie close to the arrival flight path to the east of the airport and create safety concerns as well.

The dual-track approach of the ASSP and the Airport Master Plan update presents a dilemma for land use planning in the vicinity of the current airport that has not been completely resolved by the November 2006 vote. If a suitable site for a new airport is identified in the future and the voters decide to relocate the airport, concerns over what are currently considered incompatible uses will eventually disappear. On the other hand, if the decision is made not to relocate the airport but to continue to develop the existing site for the foreseeable future, then it will almost certainly become necessary to expand the existing airside facilities with potentially significant impacts on land use limitations in the surrounding communities. While it is obviously in the interest of the Regional Airport Authority to preserve as much flexibility as possible until this issue is ultimately resolved, there are considerable opportunity costs in doing so.

Given the location of the airport and the character of the surrounding communities, airport land use planning issues take two forms: the redevelopment of former military and industrial land immediately adjacent to the airport, and infill development that has been occurring in the surrounding communities, including the conversion of former industrial and commercial facilities in the downtown area to high-density residential or mixed use.

History of Land Use Issues in the Airport Vicinity

Although airport land use planning seeks to discourage or prevent new incompatible uses within the Airport Influence Area, while also pursuing opportunities to improve compatibility between the surrounding land use and the airport, the extent of incompatible uses within the existing noise contours, particularly single-family homes, necessitates an approach that emphasizes reducing the noise impact generated by aircraft operations as much as, or even more than, preventing new incompatible uses.
Not surprisingly, given its location, aircraft noise has been a major concern of the communities surrounding SDIA for decades. The airport has been classified as a “noise problem airport” under California state law because of the existence of incompatible uses, including residences and schools, within the 65 dB Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) noise contour and needs a variance from state law in order to operate. To obtain the variance, which is issued by the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) and has to be renewed every three years, the airport must demonstrate that it is taking actions toward achieving compliance with the noise standards. The airport has implemented an 11:30 p.m. to 6:30 a.m. curfew on departures as a major component of its compliance effort, together with a Quieter Home Program that funds residential sound attenuation measures for homes located in the areas where noise has the most impact. The airport also has established an Airport Noise Advisory Committee and has established and maintains an Airport Noise Monitoring System. The 65 dB CNEL noise contour extends some distance to the east and west of the airport. Immediately to the west, the community of Loma Portal is a neighborhood of mostly owner-occupied single-family homes that lies below the primary departure flight path from the airport. The area immediately to the east of the airport, south of Laurel Street, lies below the primary arrival flight path and is also predominantly residential, with a higher proportion of multifamily residences. However, the 1990 65 dB CNEL noise contour extends much further to the west and east, reaching the communities of Ocean Beach on the coast and Greater Golden Hill to the southeast of Balboa Park, where the higher terrain causes the noise contour to extend as much as three miles from the airport boundary.

In January 1999, in an effort to reduce the noise impact on neighborhoods surrounding the airport and to respond to concerns that violations of the airport’s 11:30 p.m. to 6:30 a.m. curfew on departures were increasing, the Port of San Diego began requiring airlines to use only aircraft meeting the quieter Stage 3 federal noise standards at SDIA, one year earlier than the national deadline to phase out the noisier Stage 2 aircraft. However, it was suggested at the time that the reduction in noise from the early phase-out of Stage 2 aircraft would be limited because about 98 percent of the jets using the airport already met the Stage 3 standards. Nyle Marmion of the airport’s Noise Information Office was quoted in a July 1999 article in the *San Diego Union-Tribune* as reporting that in the first quarter of 1998 the noise contour included an area of 1.4 square miles, containing 13,000 homes and 31,000 people. In the first quarter of 1999, with 100 percent of the aircraft using the airport meeting the Stage 3 standards, the noise contour had reduced to an area of 1.2 square miles, containing 11,000 homes and 27,000 people. In fact, these statistics appear to refer to the “noise impact area,” defined in the California airport noise standards as the area of incompatible uses within the 65 dB CNEL noise contour, rather than the total area within the contour, which is much larger. By the fourth quarter of 2004, the noise impact area had further reduced to 1.03 square miles, which included about 11,300 homes and about 24,500 people. Thus, while some success has been achieved in reducing the geographical extent of the noise impact area and the affected population over the six-year period from 1999 to 2004, there has been little, if any,
progress in reducing the total number of homes affected. However, these aggregate statistics conceal important underlying trends discussed in more detail below, in which the reduction in the number of single-family homes within the noise impact area is being offset by an increase in multifamily units. This tends to reduce the population affected, since the average household size in the multifamily units in the noise impact area is smaller than that in single-family homes.

In November 2000, the results of a state audit of noise monitoring at SDIA showed that the Port District had been providing accurate information to the FAA, Caltrans, and the general public. However, the audit found that the San Diego County government had allowed its Noise Control Hearing Board to become inactive and recommended that the board start meeting again on a regular basis to review the quarterly noise reports prepared by the Port. At that time, the port was reported as receiving about 1,000 noise complaints a year, including allegations that aircraft taking off from the airport failed to follow established departure routes.664

In June 2001, the Quieter Home Program completed work on the first of about 700 homes under the aircraft flight path to receive sound attenuation measures under an accord reached between residents and the Port District after eight months of negotiations that had been required by the Caltrans Division of Aeronautics as a condition of granting the airport’s eighth noise variance. The port agreed to contribute as much as $9 million and to seek a further $21 million from the FAA to insulate those homes most affected by the noise. However, Julia Kelety, president of the Airport Coalition, stated in an article in the San Diego Union-Tribune at time that the program would only provide attenuation for a small fraction of the homes in the noise-impact area. The residential sound attenuation program involved the installation of special doors and double- or triple-paned windows, with air conditioning as an option because doors and windows must be closed to get the benefit of the insulation. The Port District also agreed to establish a noise monitoring system to track noisy planes. The 700 homes scheduled for sound attenuation were to be completed in three years. No other homes were scheduled to be retrofitted, but the program could be expanded as part of future variance agreements.665

The Quieter Home Program retrofitted its 500th home in August 2004, and was scheduled to complete about 200 homes a year. At that time, about 150 homes were on a waiting list for Phase I, which focused on the noisiest neighborhoods surrounding the airport, defined as those within the 70 dB CNEL contour with a one-block buffer added. The boundaries for a follow-on Phase II were being discussed with the Airport Noise Advisory Committee, a group of community planning board members. Work on Phase II was scheduled to begin that fall. The sound attenuation measures reduce interior noise levels about five dB when all the windows in a home are closed. Aircraft still can be heard, but the resulting noise levels no longer violate the California state noise standards.666
Building Height and Safety

The construction of high-rise office and residential buildings in the downtown area has also raised concerns about the proximity of these structures to the arrival flight paths into SDIA. For many years the Air Line Pilots Association (ALPA) has expressed concern about buildings close to the approach path to the airport. In April 1994, an ALPA spokesman called the airport unsafe, overcrowded, and fraught with “inadequacies [that] are insurmountable.” The ALPA spokesman said that the surrounding terrain, airport traffic patterns, frequent fog, and a six-story building close to the runway make the airport one of the toughest places in the world to land. The Laurel Travel Center, a six-story building that ALPA stated that pilots think descending planes come uncomfortably close to on final approach, was constructed in the mid-1980s after the owner obtained permission from the City of San Diego and the FAA over the strong opposition of the San Diego Unified Port District.

Two recent projects provide examples of the potential conflicts that can arise from high-rise development in the downtown area. In July 2004, the ALUC determined that a proposed 19-unit residential project at 2561 First Avenue in San Diego was not consistent with the Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) because its height exceeded the allowable height defined by the San Diego Airport Approach Overlay Zone (AAOZ) by some 21 feet. The project was submitted to the San Diego City Council for an override hearing, held on January 25, 2005. The City Council voted not to override the ALUC determination but gave the applicant the option of redesigning the project to comply with the CLUP and AAOZ requirements. The project was redesigned to eliminate three units and reduce the height and resubmitted to the city and ALUC, which on September 8, 2005, determined that it was conditionally consistent with the CLUP, provided that the residential units would be sound attenuated to an interior noise level of 45 dB and an avigation easement for noise and height be provided to the airport operator.

In September 2004, the ALUC determined that a proposed 128-unit condominium project beneath the approach flight path to the airport at 222 Laurel Street would penetrate safety surfaces established by the FAA and the City of San Diego, and that it was not consistent with the CLUP. According to an article in the San Diego Union-Tribune, the high-rise project would devote half its units to affordable housing and was not considered a hazard to aircraft under FAA guidelines. However, the building was reported as being located within an FAA buffer zone designed to provide additional safety protection. Airport Authority staff stated that the building would penetrate an FAA safety surface for the approach corridor by up to 45 feet and therefore would be regarded as an obstruction. It also would exceed an even more stringent building height restriction established by the City of San Diego by up to 95 feet. The article noted that building height guidelines cover a broad area surrounding the airport, and the condominium project would be near the edge of the area. On a normal approach to the airport, an aircraft would pass 1,500 feet south of the site and would be 100 feet above the roof of the proposed structure. The article reported that airport officials expressed concern about the potential cumulative effect of too many similar structures on the use of airspace on the
approach to SDIA, and the Airport Authority decided to oppose the proposed project if it came before the San Diego City Council for approval.

The issue of the height limitations at the site of the proposed project is more complex than suggested by the newspaper article. The rising terrain to the east of the airport prevents the application of the normal criteria for determining obstructions to aircraft operation defined in the Federal Aviation Regulations Part 77. The standard approach surface for an airport like SDIA would be below ground level for much of its area. Indeed, this prevents aircraft flying a standard approach based on the end of the runway. Instead, the FAA has defined a displaced threshold 1,810 feet from the end of the runway and a 20:1 approach surface from a point 200 feet before the displaced threshold. The building height limits specified in the AAOZ regulations require an additional 50-foot buffer below the FAA approach surface. According to the staff report prepared for the ALUC consistency determination, the originally proposed project not only penetrated the AAOZ height restriction surface but also the FAA approach surface. Despite this, the project applicant had obtained a “Determination Of No Hazard To Air Navigation” from the FAA, based on an aeronautical study undertaken by the FAA. The ALUC staff report argued that enforcing the AAOZ height restrictions would “serve to protect the airport’s operational flexibility in inclement weather and poor visibility conditions from potential future modification by the FAA as a result of cumulative impact of incompatible development(s).” There was no discussion of what this “potential future modification” might involve nor what criteria the FAA might use to assess the “cumulative impact of incompatible development.”

In addition to expressing concern about the height of the proposed project, the ALUC staff report also noted that the proposed number of units exceeded the density criteria defined in the SDIA CLUP, which limited the human occupancy of proposed projects to an intensity no greater than 110 percent of the average intensity of existing uses within a quarter-mile radius of the proposed site. The staff report stated that the average density within a quarter-mile radius ranged from 38 to 60 dwelling units per acre (although it is unclear how an average can be expressed as a range, unless this was intended to imply that the average could not be calculated with any precision). Thus, under this criterion the proposed project would be limited to no more than 91 units on the 1.37 acre site.

On May 1, 2006, a revised project for the site was submitted to the ALUC for a consistency determination. The number of residential units was reduced to 69 and the height of the structure reduced to comply with the AAOZ height restriction surface and the density limitations of the Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP), as the CLUP had been renamed in the meantime. The project was placed on the consent agenda for the ALUC meeting on July 6, 2006, with the staff recommendation that the ALUC Board determine that the project was conditionally consistent with the ALUCP, and approved.

While the ALUC review process appears to have been successful in these two cases at preventing the construction of buildings that penetrate the height restrictions around the airport, continued high-rise development in the area under the arrival flight path to the
airport is likely to present future challenges to meeting safety standards for aircraft approaches to the airport. Developers naturally will attempt to take maximum advantage of their sites by building to the limits allowed by the regulations. In principle, this should not be a problem as long as the building height restrictions in the Airport Approach Overlay Zone regulations are enforced uniformly.

The issue of changes in density is more problematical. The 1994 CLUP limits increases in density for projects located beneath the airport approach or departure surfaces designated in the AAOZ to 110 percent of the average intensity of existing uses within a quarter-mile radius of the project site, with some exceptions. However, this could significantly limit efforts to redevelop existing residential uses at higher densities, and thereby conflict with smart growth goals of increasing residential units within the general downtown area. The intent of density restrictions in airport land use planning is to prevent the introduction of significant increases in human occupancy in areas at higher risk from an aircraft accident. While this makes eminently good sense in areas of predominantly low residential density, the application of identical criteria to a dense downtown area of multiunit buildings suggests a failure to base the regulations on any sort of risk analysis. The RAA, in its role as the ALUC, will need to work closely with the City of San Diego to achieve a balance between the competing interests of downtown development and the requirements to protect the safety of airport operations and surrounding communities.

**Airport Comprehensive Land Use Plan**

When the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority assumed responsibility for acting as the ALUC for the county, the most recent *Comprehensive Land Use Plan for Lindbergh Field* had been prepared by SANDAG in 1992 and amended in 1994. The CLUP defined an Airport Influence Area (AIA) within which land use compatibility criteria were to be applied, the boundaries of which were based on 1990 aircraft noise contours. Although the noise contours at Lindbergh Field have changed considerably since 1990, as the Stage 2 aircraft were largely phased out, the AIA boundaries had not been revised since the CLUP was last amended in 1994. In April 2003, the RAA established Airport Authority Policy 8.30, which defined its role as the ALUC and undertook to update the CLUPs for the nine airports within its jurisdiction by June 30, 2005.

**The 2004 CLUP Amendments**

As an interim step, the RAA decided to pursue a number of amendments to the 1994 CLUPs that it hoped could be adopted relatively quickly, pending the more extensive update to be undertaken later. These amendments were primarily intended to resolve a number of inconsistent compatibility criteria between the CLUPs for different airports in the county and to reflect the role of the RAA as the ALUC. Specifically, the amendments were intended to accomplish the following:673
(i) Designate as “incompatible” all new residences and other noise-sensitive uses (i.e., neighborhood parks, playgrounds, hospitals and related uses, preschools, schools and libraries) proposed to be located within the 65 dB CNEL and greater noise contours of county airports;

(ii) Designate as “conditionally compatible” all new residences and other noise sensitive uses (i.e., hospitals, schools, and libraries) located within the 60-65 dB CNEL noise contours of county airports, provided that the interior noise levels attributable to exterior noise sources not exceed 45 dB CNEL in any habitable room, that an avigation easement be required as a condition of project approval, and that, for all property transactions, appropriate notice be provided to all purchasers, lessees, and renters of property which describes the potential for impacts from aircraft noise associated with airport operations;

(iii) Designate as “incompatible” any proposed development project that has been determined by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to be a “hazard” to airspace navigation pursuant to a Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 77 determination;

(iv) Replace the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) ALUC policies with the Airport Authority’s current policies relating to ALUC duties and responsibilities; and

(v) Make certain technical and legal modifications consistent with State requirements and the Airport Authority’s current policies related to the ALUC duties and responsibilities.

While the last two of the above five types of amendment affected all the existing CLUPs, the first three varied in their applicability to different airports because several of the existing CLUPs already incorporated some or all of the requirements. In particular, the San Diego International Airport CLUP already satisfied the third issue (consistency with FAR Part 77 requirements) but was not consistent with the first two compatibility issues addressed by the amendments.674

RAA staff presented preliminary recommendations for proposed amendments to the nine CLUPs to the ALUC on September 8, 2003, and indicated that staff had initiated coordination efforts with the other airport proprietors and local jurisdictions with a view to having the CLUP amendments and environmental documents certified in the November to December time frame.675 Staff made a further presentation to the ALUC on November 24, 2003, at which they gave an overview of the proposed amendments and described the implementation steps, coordination efforts, and timeline.676
The RAA circulated a Notice of Preparation and Initial Study (NOP/IS) for the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for what was termed the Annual Amendment to the Comprehensive Land Use Plans for San Diego County on January 16, 2004. Comments on the NOP/IS were requested by February 20, 2004, and the Initial Study (IS) anticipated the DEIR would be available in early 2004, followed by a 45-day public review period, a hearing before the county ALUC in mid-2004, and an action by the RAA Board in its capacity as the County ALUC shortly thereafter. The significance of the term “Annual Amendment” (later changed to “Annual Amendments” in the DEIR) is unclear. Throughout the body of the DEIR and subsequent Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR), the project is described as the CLUP Amendment Project. There is no suggestion in the discussion of the project that the ALUC envisaged amending the CLUPs on an annual basis, although the IS noted that the CLUP Amendment Project was separate and distinct from a CLUP update process in 2005 that the RAA was required to undertake for each of the nine county CLUPs.

The DEIR for the CLUP amendments was circulated for public review and comment for a period of 45 days beginning on May 19, 2004, and later extended for an additional 30 days to August 5, 2004. Comments were received from some 20 organizations, including San Diego County and the City of San Diego. The City of San Diego raised a number of concerns, including the difficulty that it would have amending its general plan to comply with the proposed changes before the comprehensive update of the CLUPs that was planned for 2005, as well as the need to recognize the unique situation of SDIA within a dense urban environment. At a meeting of the ALUC on September 9, 2004, several commissioners expressed concern about a letter from the City of San Diego dated August 25, 2004, that expressed concern that the city had not been involved in the preparation of the draft amendments and that additional housing that they felt was necessary would be prohibited. The issue was referred to the Strategic Planning Committee for further discussion. Staff from the City of San Diego attended the next meeting of the Strategic Planning Committee on September 13, and presented information about the extent of the changes that would be required to the city general plan, eight community plans, and the Local Coastal Program to incorporate the changes that were being proposed. The Director of the City Planning Department suggested that the entire process could take three to five years, and proposed that the city and the RAA take additional time to create language in the CLUP that could meet the RAA’s goal and that the city could implement. The board members present voted to direct staff to modify the CLUP amendments to eliminate the issues that the City of San Diego objected to and to work with the city to develop a Memorandum of Understanding addressing these issues.

The ALUC finally certified the EIR and adopted the CLUP amendments on October 4, 2004, more than a year after the amendment process had begun. To address the concerns of the City of San Diego and others, the issues addressed by the amendments were reduced from five to four by eliminating the first of the proposed amendments, and the requirement for an avigation easement was removed from the second of the original amendments (this provision only applied in the case of SDIA and two other airports).
The 2005 ALUCP Update

Authority staff began the process of preparing an updated Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan for each airport in the county in July 2004, with a view to completing the update by June 30, 2005. In addition to the nine airports included in the 1994 CLUP, the 2005 ALUCP update included four more public-use general-aviation airports and three military airports. It was decided to conduct the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) review process for the individual reports in the 2005 ALUCP update in parallel with the review of the draft 2005 ALUCP document. It was recognized that an EIR would be required for SDIA, but anticipated that Negative Declarations or Mitigated Negative Declarations would satisfy CEQA requirements for many of the other 15 airports.

A Notice of Preparation (NOP) of a DEIR for an Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP) for SDIA was released on February 24, 2005, together with an Initial Study. The IS defined a set of six compatibility zones within a redefined AIA and included a table of proposed compatibility criteria for each zone. These criteria included limits on residential density (in dwelling units per acre) and land use intensity for other land uses expressed as the maximum number of people per acre. The intensity limits specified the average usage intensity on a project site, the maximum intensity on a single acre, and an intensity bonus for single-acre areas that can be allowed if the building design includes features intended to reduce risks to occupants in the event of an aircraft collision with the building. The criteria also included prohibited uses and other development conditions in each zone. An NOP scoping meeting for the SDIA EIR was held on March 10, and public comments on the NOP were due on March 25.

ISs for the other 15 airports were announced on March 16, with public comment periods beginning between March 17 and March 29 and ending between April 18 and April 29, 2005. Four public workshops were scheduled between March 22 and March 29. The workshops were held in different areas of the county and discussed the ALUCPs for the airports in that area. These workshops were intended to provide the community with information about the updated ALUCPs and solicit public input on those plans before their approval by the ALUC. The workshop on March 24 was devoted solely to SDIA. Two workshops were held between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. and two, including the SDIA workshop, were held in the afternoon.

The draft ALUCP and associated draft environmental documents were released by the end of March 2005, with a public comment period that began on April 1 and initially ended on May 15. Additional public workshops were held in April. On April 15, 2005, the City of San Diego wrote to the RAA expressing several concerns with the provisions of the draft ALUCP and recommending specific changes to address the city’s concerns. The city letter also expressed concern that there had been insufficient outreach to the affected community planning groups and other stakeholders because of the time pressure to adopt the ALUCP by the end of June, 2005, and recommended that the RAA Board delay action on adopting the proposed ALUCP for six to 12 months to provide sufficient time to refine the proposed policies with local jurisdictions, community planning groups, and affected stakeholders.
A presentation on the status of the ALUCP update was made to the RAA Strategic Planning Committee on April 25. In response to public comments about the need for better notice of RAA meetings addressing the ALUCP update, for more time for input from the public and affected jurisdictions, and for more extensive environmental review, the committee endorsed staff’s recommendation to extend the timeline for adoption of the plans for several airports. The ALUC accepted the recommendation at its next meeting, on May 2, and at the following meeting, on June 6, directed airport authority staff to work with local jurisdictions and airport operators to develop a revised ALUCP completion schedule and return to the board within 90 days with a new adoption timeline. The revised timeline presented to the ALUC on September 8 envisaged that the Strategic Planning Committee would consider the updated plans for six rural airports in September 2005, followed by a board decision on policy issues for these plans in early October and adoption in early November. The plans for the remaining airports would be considered first by the Strategic Planning Committee and then by the board in three groups between October 2005 and February 2006, with the plan for SDIA considered last.

At the meeting of the Strategic Planning Committee on September 12, Airport Authority staff was directed to conduct public workshops for discussion of countywide ALUCP policy issues and provide additional time for community stakeholder input. A further revision to the timeline, presented to the Strategic Planning Committee on September 26, envisaged group stakeholder meetings between mid-October and mid-January 2006, with draft ALUCPs for the six rural airports and three others presented to the Strategic Planning Committee in February, followed by a 30-day review period and public workshops to discuss the draft ALUCP document in March 2006. The draft ALUCPs for the remaining airports would be presented to the Strategic Planning Committee in mid- to late March, followed by Strategic Planning Committee recommendations to the ALUC in April and adoption of the ALUCPs by the ALUC in May and June 2006, a full year after it was originally planned.

The proposed timeline was presented to the ALUC on October 3, 2005. At this meeting, the City of San Diego requested that the board schedule a separate workshop for Lindberg Field. Several board members expressed concern about the amount of time that might be required to address all the issues that were likely to arise. After some discussion, it was recognized that RAA staff would not be prepared for a workshop on Lindbergh Field until some time in 2006.

Subsequently, revised interim drafts of Chapter 2 (“Countywide Policies”) and Chapter 3 (“Individual Airport Policies and Compatibility Maps”) of the ALUCP were released later in October 2005, with a discussion paper on major policy issues in early November.

On November 9, 2005, the ALUC held a special meeting to discuss policy issues regarding the update of the ALUCPs. RAA staff identified seven major policy issues that required policy direction, and two minor outstanding issues to be resolved in ongoing discussions with jurisdictions and interested parties. Staff also identified three outstanding issues related to Lindbergh Field to be deferred to a future workshop. Representatives of the City of San Diego,
the Centre City Development Corporation, the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce, and several other cities in the county, as well as several members of the public, urged the ALUC to work more closely with the stakeholders. The City of San Diego proposed the creation of a technical group to pursue the policy issues in more detail together with the municipalities and other stakeholders. After discussion, the ALUC directed staff to form a technical working group that would include municipalities and other stakeholders and would come back to the board with policy recommendations. The ALUC also directed staff to have more interaction with community planning groups.684

The ALUCP Technical Advisory Group

The ALUCP Technical Advisory Group (ATAG) was formed in January 2006 and held its first meeting on January 25. Participation in the group comprised more than 80 individuals representing some 50 cities, local agencies, associations, community planning groups, and other stakeholders. Meetings of the group were held about every two weeks from February 1 to April 18. Initial discussions addressed how to define existing development for the purpose of land use compatibility as well as establishing standards for density and land use intensity. The discussion moved on to objectives and criteria for land use compatibility zones. ATAG members expressed concern with the use of a composite approach to defining compatibility zones that combined the effect of different criteria, such as noise and safety, and argued for a layered approach that clearly showed the application of the different criteria. At the meeting on March 3, it was agreed to form a subcommittee to work on the language of the proposed recommendation on existing land use definitions and at the following meeting, on March 14, a further subcommittee of representatives of jurisdictions was formed to develop language addressing proposed policy on in-fill, reconstruction, and development.685

The group continued to discuss the alternative approaches to compatibility zones at its meeting on March 30 and agreed to form a third subcommittee to analyze the advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches, to present to the ALUC Board on April 17. During the subcommittee discussion it became clear that the layered approach could be used to create a composite system of compatibility zones that would be easier for some jurisdictions and RAA staff to use. Therefore, the RAA staff agreed that they would prepare layered maps for all the airports and no longer saw a need for the ALUC Board to choose between the two approaches. The ATAG met again on April 18 and May 16 without coming to a final resolution of either the existing land use definition or infill, reconstruction, and redevelopment policy issues, although both subcommittees reported that they were fairly close to having recommended wording to present to the full group. It was also decided at the May 16 meeting to form three additional subcommittees on overflight and noise, airspace protection, and safety to address the remaining policy issues that had been identified at the first meeting, and that were grouped into these three areas.

The three new subcommittees met on May 26 and June 1, and together with the existing land use subcommittee on June 6 and 15. At the June 1 meeting, the noise and overflight subcommittee divided into separate subcommittees to address each topic. The safety
subcommittee met again on June 19, and a subgroup of the safety subcommittee met on the morning of June 22, before a meeting of the full ATAG that afternoon. That meeting reviewed the consensus recommendations of the existing land use, airspace protection, overflight, and noise subcommittees, and reviewed status reports from the infill/reconstruction/ redevelopment and safety subcommittees. The consensus recommendations were presented to the ALUC Board on July 6 for approval. At that time, it was anticipated that the ATAG would finalize its recommendations on the remaining issues at its next meeting on July 17, with ALUC Board approval at a subsequent meeting.

Even if this schedule could be met, this still left the other airports to address, with a number of major issues affecting Lindbergh Field that the RAA staff and the relevant stakeholders had not even begun to consider. It appeared unlikely that the 2005 ALUCP update would be completed for all the airports before 2007. Since the ATAG represented a broad range of countywide jurisdictions and interests, it was also unclear what changes would be needed to this structure to address more local issues at Lindbergh Field.

Also at the July 6 ALUC Board meeting, RAA staff presented a proposed adoption timeline for the ALUCP update that envisaged preparing revised draft ALUCPs and environmental documents for seven airports (Agua Caliente, Borrego Valley, Fallbrook, Jacumba, Marine Corps Air Station Camp Pendleton, Ocotillo, and Ramona) in August, with public review in August and September, and adoption of the ALUCPs for these airports by the ALUC Board in November 2006. As of July 2006, it was unclear how this timeline could be achieved, since policy direction from the ALUC Board on the two outstanding policy issues would be required and the next regular meeting of the ALUC was not scheduled to occur until September. In fact the ALUCPs for each of these airports with the exception of MCAS Camp Pendleton were not adopted in December 2006. The Draft ALUCP for MCAS Camp Pendleton was not released for public review and comment until April 2008, together with the Draft ALUCP for MCAS Miramar.

Although the formation of the ATAG appears to have provided a process that engaged a large number of diverse stakeholders in the county and resulted in a set of consensus policy recommendations on a number of controversial issues, this required an enormous commitment of time from the RAA staff and ATAG members. Between January and July 2006, the ATAG met 10 times as the full group, while its subcommittees held 20 separate meetings. From August 2006 to December 2007 there were a further seven meetings of the full group and 17 subcommittee meetings.

**Role of Surrounding Jurisdictions**

The area surrounding SDIA lies entirely within the City of San Diego, which has overall jurisdiction for land use planning. Planning functions are divided between two city departments: the Planning Department is responsible for the development of the city general plan and long-range planning in general; zoning and development permits are the responsibility of the Development Services Department. The current zoning for the city is
shown on an Official Zoning Map that was adopted by the City Council on February 28, 2006. The map can be viewed on, or downloaded from, the Development Services Department website. In addition, the address of a property can be entered on the website to display the current zoning for that property.

The city general plan is also being updated. The Progress Guide and General Plan was originally adopted in 1979, and has been expanded, revised, and updated periodically thereafter. The Strategic Framework Element was adopted by the City Council in October 2002 to replace the chapter on Guidelines for Future Development that was adopted in 1992. The Strategic Framework Element defines a strategy termed The City of Villages, that in turn defines a set of 55 Community Planning Areas, as shown in Figure 77. For each area, a community plan has been developed by city staff and the community, coordinated through community planning groups that are formed and operate following city policies and provide official recommendations to the city. The Community Planning Areas surrounding SDIA that include land within the AIA are Peninsula and Ocean Beach to the west, Midway-Pacific Highway to the north, Uptown to the northeast, and Centre City to the southeast. Further east, parts of Balboa Park, Greater Golden Hill, Southeastern San Diego, and small areas of the City Heights and Encanto neighborhoods are also within the AIA. Thus, airport land use issues potentially affect a significant number of community plans.

Development within the Centre City Community Planning Area is coordinated through the Centre City Development Corporation, a public, nonprofit corporation created by the City of San Diego to implement redevelopment projects and programs in the downtown area. The boundaries of the redevelopment area and the Centre City Community Planning Area coincide.

Community profiles for each of the Community Planning Areas are provided on the City of San Diego Planning Department website, along with the current Community Plan, information on the Community Planning Group, community contact and demographic information, and other community-related resources (at www.sandiego.gov/planning/community/index.shtml). The community profile for the Centre City area provides links to the relevant pages of the Centre City Development Corporation website.

The July 2005 Draft General Plan provided the first complete public review draft of the updated general plan. Since then, significant revisions have been made to the draft plan based on public comments and input from the Planning Commission, Land Use and Housing Committee, and other decision-makers. New working drafts of 12 of the general plan elements were posted on the Planning Department website between May and July 2006, with a subsequent public review draft released in October 2006 and September 2007. A Draft General Plan Program EIR was released for public comment in April 2007, with the final EIR released in September 2007. The updated General Plan was adopted by the City Council and approved by Mayor Jerry Sanders in March 2008.
Figure 77  San Diego Community Planning Areas
(accessed November 2, 2005).
The General Plan comprises the following elements:

- Introduction
- Strategic Framework
- Land Use and Community Planning
- Mobility
- Urban Design
- Economic Prosperity
- Public Facilities, Services and Safety
- Recreation
- Conservation
- Noise
- Historic Preservation
- Housing

The Land Use and Community Planning Element primarily focuses on the relationship between the general plan and community plans in terms of land use classification and the associated zoning. This element contains a General Plan Land Use Map and Street System map showing the planned land uses throughout the city in terms of eight use categories: residential; commercial employment, retail, and services; multiple use; industrial employment; institutional and public and semipublic facilities; parks, open space and recreation; agriculture; and military use. The element discusses the City of Villages strategy, general plan land use categories, and the community planning process. It also addresses such aspects of land use planning as the plan amendment process, planning for coastal resources, achieving balanced communities with housing for all income levels and equitable development, environmental justice, transfer of land from Future Urbanizing to Planned Urbanizing Area phase of development, and annexation of land into the city.

The Land Use and Community Planning Element includes a section on airport land use compatibility that discusses the role of the ALUC and the relationship between the ALUCP and the city’s land use planning process. This section defines city policies to work with the ALUC to develop policies that are consistent with state and federal regulations and guidelines, that balance airport land use compatibility goals with other citywide and regional goals, and ensure that the general plan, community plans, specific plans, airport plans, development regulations, and zoning ordinances affected by an Airport Influence Area are consistent with the ALUCP unless the city council has taken steps to overrule the ALUC.

The Noise Element contains a section on noise and land use compatibility and a section on aircraft noise. The section on noise and land use compatibility addresses all sources of noise and contains a table showing the exterior noise levels in CNEL for which different land uses
are considered incompatible or conditionally compatible. Single-unit residential use is considered incompatible above 65 dB CNEL and conditionally compatible between 60 and 65 dB CNEL, provided that interior noise levels are mitigated to 45 dB CNEL. Multiple-unit residential use could be conditionally compatible between 65 and 75 dB CNEL, subject to mitigating interior noise levels to 45 dB CNEL and other restrictions discussed in policies on aircraft noise. The section on aircraft noise identifies these policies as follows:

**NE.D.1** Encourage noise-compatible land use within airport influence areas in accordance with federal and state noise standards and guidelines.

**NE.D.2** Limit future residential uses within airport influence areas to the 65 dBA CNEL airport noise contour, except for multiple-unit, mixed-use, and live work residential uses within the San Diego International Airport influence area in areas with existing residential uses and where a community plan and the Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan allow future residential users.

**NE.D.3** Ensure that future multiple-unit, mixed-use and live work residential uses within the San Diego International Airport influence areas that are located greater than the 65dBa and CNEL airport noise contour are located in areas with existing residential uses and where a community plan and Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan allow future residential uses.

a. Limit the amount of outdoor area subject to exposure above the 65dBA CNEL, and

b. Provide noise attenuation to ensure an interior noise level that does not exceed 45 dBA CNEL.

**NE.D.4** Discourage outdoor uses in areas where people could be exposed to prolonged periods of high aircraft noise levels greater than the 65 dBA CNEL airport noise contour.

**NE.D.5** Minimize excessive aircraft noise from aircraft operating at Montgomery Field to surrounding residential areas.

a. Implement a noise monitoring program to assess aircraft noise

b. Implement nighttime aircraft noise limits and a weight limit for aircraft using the airport

**NE.D.6** Encourage civilian and military airport operators, to the extent practical, to monitor aircraft noise, implement noise-reducing operations measures, and promote pilot awareness of where aircraft noise affects noise-sensitive land uses.
The Noise Element does not discuss what would be considered “prolonged periods of high aircraft noise levels in outdoor areas.” Without defining what is considered a “high aircraft noise level” or “prolonged period,” policies to discourage or avoid uses that result in such exposure are difficult to apply in a defensible way.

The section on aircraft noise establishes a goal of “Minimal excessive aircraft-related noise on residential and other noise-sensitive land uses.” The subsequent discussion does not specifically address what is considered “excessive” aircraft-related noise, although it notes that the state-required *Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan* “incorporates the California Airport Noise Standards that establishes the 65-dBA CNEL as the boundary for the normally acceptable level of aircraft noise for noise-sensitive land uses including residential uses near airports.” However, when the working draft of the Noise Element was released in May 2006, the San Diego County ALUC had not yet addressed appropriate noise standards around San Diego International Airport as part of its ongoing update of the ALUCP, as discussed above.

Surprisingly, given the varied character of different neighborhoods in the city, from the dense urban environment of the downtown to the quieter atmosphere of more suburban areas, there is no discussion in the Noise Element of how the characteristics of a given neighborhood might influence what the local community would consider an acceptable level of ambient noise for different uses.

**Zoning in Nearby Areas**

The large number of Community Planning Areas has resulted in a large number of different zoning classifications. To standardize these for the draft *Official Zoning Map*, a system of zoning designators has been defined comprising two letters followed by two numbers separated by hyphens, for example, RS-2-4. The two letters indicate the type and category of zone (for example, RS is residential, single-family), and the two numbers refer to packages of permitted uses and development regulations respectively. There are currently 82 such designators. In addition, other zoning designators have been defined for specific Planned Districts identified in the Municipal Code (for example, CCPD-A is Centre City Planned District land use district A). Planned Districts are not the same as Community Planning Areas, although their boundaries may coincide. However, a Community Planning Area may contain more than one Planned District as well as land that is not in a Planned District. Planned Districts typically contain a number of defined land use districts. There are 166 more designators for zoning within the various Planned Districts. The detailed rules for each zoning classification are contained in the Land Development Code chapters of the Municipal Code.

There are five types of zone in the standard designator system, indicated by the first letter of the designator, as follows: agriculture (A), commercial (C), industrial (I), open space (O), and residential (R). Single-family residential is assigned the two-letter designator RS and multifamily residential is assigned the two-letter designator RM.

The land use zoning in the area immediately to the west of SDIA shown in the *Official Zoning Map* is shown in Figure 78, which contains information from two of the map grid tiles, Grid
14 (Peninsula Community Planning Area) and Grid 18 (Midway-Pacific Highway Community Planning Area). (The Official Zoning Map for the entire city is divided into 49 panels, termed grid tiles.) The legend shown in Figure 79 applies to zoning designations in Grid 14, but the same colors are used for the same zoning designation in other grid tiles, and for similar land uses with different zoning designators. Thus yellow tones indicate single-
family residential; brown tones indicate multifamily residential; orange, red, and pink tones indicate different types of commercial zoning; blue tones indicate industrial zoning.

The end of the SDIA runway can be seen on the right edge of Figure 78. Directly across the channel to the west of the runway end lies the former Naval Training Center (NTC) site, which is mostly zoned commercial with open space adjacent to the channel and some residential zoning at the southeastern end. A large area zoned for single-family residential use lies beyond the NTC site. Further west, the zoning changes to multifamily residential use with some pockets of commercial use. Immediately to the northeast of the NTC, quite close to the end of the runway, is a smaller area zoned for multifamily residential use.
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**Figure 79 Land Use Zoning Color Codes**

The land use zoning to the east of the airport is shown in Figure 80. The land immediately beyond the runway end is zoned for commercial, industrial, and mixed use, but beyond that is an area zoned for multifamily residential use, with an area of predominantly commercial use on the west side of Balboa Park. Further north in the Uptown Community Planning Area is an area predominantly zoned for single-family residential use, with multifamily residential use between this and the highway corridor adjacent to the airport. These areas to the northeast of the runway end are not directly under the arrival flight path; however, they are fairly close to the runway end, and because of the rising terrain to the east of the airport are exposed to greater levels of aircraft noise than would be the case if the land were at the same elevation as the airport.
Figure 80  Land Use Zoning in Nearby Areas to the East of SDIA
The northwest corner of the Centre City Community Planning Area, an area referred to as Little Italy, includes two land use districts close to the end of the airport runway and partly under the arrival flight path. The larger of these has been designated a mixed-use district (marked CCPD-D and shown in light blue on Figure 80) while a narrow strip closer to the waterfront has been designated a recreation/visitor/marine district (marked CCPD-B and shown in pink on Figure 80). According to the land use district definitions in the Municipal Code, a mixed-use district “is intended to provide for commercial services that support office, business, professional, and personal needs” while a recreational/visitor/marine district “is expressly designed for application to the waterfront and is intended to accommodate major tourist and local visitor attractions, recreation areas, and marine-related industry.” Multifamily residential use is permitted in both types of district.

The remainder of the Centre City Community Planning Area lies farther south of the arrival flight path, with the land immediately to the south of the Interstate 5 freeway designated as mixed-use/residential-emphasis districts (marked CCPD-C and shown in red on Figure 80) and hotel/residential district (marked CCPD-G and shown in brown on Figure 80). The zoning rules for mixed-use/residential-emphasis districts in the Municipal Code generally require at least 80 percent of the total gross floor area of a project for residential use. Multifamily residential use is permitted in all zones within the Centre City Planned District (CCPD) and the zoning rules for hotel/residential districts require at least 75 percent of the total gross floor area of a project other than a hotel development to be for residential use.

Farther south, the land is designated as a commercial/office district (marked CCPD-A and shown in yellow on Figure 80). According to the land use district definitions in the Municipal Code, this classification “is intended to accommodate government, business and professional offices, hotels, judicial facilities, and a variety of support commercial services and residential development.” Thus, while the area is not predominantly residential, multifamily residential use is not precluded, and there are some apartment, condominium, and live/work loft developments in this area.

In addition to the land use rules for different zones, the Municipal Code defines two Overlay Zones, an Airport Approach Overlay Zone and an Airport Environs Overlay Zone. The Airport Approach Overlay Zone (AAOZ) establishes height limitations for structures in the vicinity of approach paths to SDIA and requires an applicant for a development or building permit within the AAOZ to obtain a letter from the FAA stating that the proposed development either does not require notice to the FAA or the FAA has issued a Determination of No Hazard. The AAOZ regulations also provide for notification of the airport authority and procedures for the airport authority to appeal an FAA Determination of No Hazard, as well as procedures to be followed if the FAA issues a Determination of Hazard.

The Airport Environs Overlay Zone (AEOZ) provides additional regulations for conformance with land use compatibility zones defined by the CLUPs for four airports in the county. In the case of SDIA, the overlay zone regulations require that interior noise levels attributable to airport operations for residential development within the 60 dB CNEL noise contour defined
in the CLUP shall not exceed 45 dB. However, there are no limits on the type of use that is permitted. The regulations also specify that an avigation easement shall be required if a development increases the number of dwelling units and is located within the 1999 65 dB CNEL noise contour for SDIA.

As of the end of 2007, the AEOZ regulations contained in the Municipal Code had not been updated to reflect the creation of the San Diego County RAA and its role as the ALUC, although the AAOZ regulations were amended in August 2006 to reflect the role of the RAA as the airport operator.

**POTENTIAL ROLE AND IMPACT OF SMART GROWTH**

Both SANDAG and the City of San Diego have made significant commitments to the principles of smart growth. SANDAG recently established a Smart Growth Incentive Program based on the *Regional Comprehensive Plan*. The program is designed to provide funding incentives to encourage coordinated regional planning to stimulate smart growth development that combines transit service, housing, and employment. In September 2005, SANDAG approved $19 million funding for 14 projects as part of a Pilot Smart Growth Incentive Program. A longer-term smart growth incentive program will begin in 2008 with $280 million funding from a local half-cent sales tax for transportation projects. None of the projects so far approved in the pilot program are located in the immediate vicinity of SDIA.

The City of San Diego has structured its long-range planning around the “City of Villages” strategy, and since its creation in 1975, the Centre City Development Corporation (CCDC) has promoted residential development in the downtown area. The increasing residential density in the downtown (Centre City) and the Uptown area to the northeast of the airport is greatly expanding the number of residential units in or close to downtown commercial, retail, and entertainment activities, and in areas well served by the San Diego Trolley. However, many of these locations are also close to or under the primary arrival flight path to the airport and a significant part of the Uptown area is within the 1990 65 dB CNEL noise contour.

The redevelopment of the Naval Training Center site immediately to the west of the airport is creating a new mixed-use development with a significant number of residential units close to the primary departure end of the airport runway, although mostly outside the 1990 65 dB CNEL noise contour. However, the site is not served directly by the San Diego Trolley light-rail system, the closest station being about a mile from the northern boundary of the site.

This debate has been complicated by the fact that the noise analysis on which the ALUC has continued to base its land use planning activities and to define the Airport Influence Area before the 2005 update of the ALUCP is well over a decade old; therefore, it fails to account for all the changes that have occurred in traffic levels, aircraft fleet composition, and noise characteristics during that period. The noise contours that were used to define the AIA were developed by SANDAG in February 1992, based on air traffic conditions for 1990. The 2004 *Environmental Impact Report for Annual Amendments to the Comprehensive Land Use Plans for San Diego County* provides more information on the noise analysis and the development of the noise contours.
San Diego County Airports prepared by the RAA includes detailed maps showing land uses and noise contours around SDIA. These noise contours were still based on the 1990 traffic level and composition, as noted in comments on the Draft EIR from the City of San Diego (Final EIR, Volume 3, comment L5-114, p. 114). In General Response NS-6 (Final EIR, Volume 3, p.16) the RAA noted that the noise contours might expand in the future from their current extent, and in any event, the amendments for which the EIR had been prepared did not involve changing the assumptions and forecasts for the projected noise contours.

The proximity of SDIA to the downtown, while an advantage from the perspective of airport access, creates a conflict with respect to efforts to increase residential density and to encourage mixed-use development in and near the downtown area and along the San Diego Trolley line to the west of downtown. Although highly desirable from the perspective of smart growth, this places increasing numbers of residential units close to the airport and under the primary arrival flight path. The seriousness of this conflict is a matter of some debate. The RAA, in its role as the ALUC, is concerned that creating additional incompatible uses, as defined by established California airport land use planning criteria, in proximity to the airport may lead to greater pressures to restrict the operation of the airport or at least to expose large numbers of people to unacceptable noise levels. On the other hand, city planning staff and the CCDC have suggested that these criteria might be inappropriate for a dense urban environment like the downtown area, where noise levels from other sources are already fairly high, most modern high-rise buildings are well insulated against noise, and those moving into residential units in these areas are well aware of the nearby presence of the airport and presumably have made a conscious choice to balance any disamenity from aircraft noise against the advantages of proximity to downtown.

These concerns over the dated noise analysis will be addressed by the 2005 ALUCP update, but the underlying issue of the uncertainty over the extent of future air traffic growth at SDIA will not go away in the foreseeable future. Therefore, considerable conflict is likely to continue between those promoting future residential development in the communities around SDIA and the efforts of the ALUC to protect the airport from incompatible uses.

Naval Training Center Redevelopment

The planned redevelopment of the former U.S. Naval Training Center (NTC) site immediately to the west of SDIA is one of the largest mixed-use developments in the vicinity of the airport and a perfect example of the conflicts that can arise when pursuing smart growth goals in the vicinity of an airport. The NTC closed in 1997 and the site is being redeveloped as a joint project between the City of San Diego Redevelopment Agency and The Corky McMillin Companies as a new urban village under the name Liberty Station. Following a request for qualifications for a master development/partner for the NTC development and a selection and negotiation process, a Disposition and Development Agreement was approved by the Redevelopment Agency in June 2000.
The redevelopment project involves a 361-acre site divided into several specific planning areas, as shown in Figure 81, including a 37-acre residential district at the southwest end of the site, a 28-acre civic, arts, and cultural district, a 22-acre educational campus, 60 acres of retail and commercial uses, a 22-acre office district, a 37-acre hotel area, and 70 acres of public parks and open space. The retail/commercial and civic, arts, and cultural districts occupy rehabilitated buildings in the NTC historic core at the northeast end of the site, directly under the departure flight path from the airport. Although the residential district lies outside the 1990 65 dB CNEL noise contours, it is bisected by the 1990 60 dB CNEL contour, and its northwest corner is only about 2,500 feet from the extended runway centerline. The promenade that forms the central axis of the NTC historic core, as shown on Figure 81, lies directly under the departure flight path about 3,000 feet from the end of the runway.

Figure 81 Naval Training Center Redevelopment Planning Areas
Figure 82 Aerial View of Airport and Naval Training Center Site


The location of the site in relation to the airport can be clearly seen in the aerial photograph shown in Figure 82, which shows the state of the redevelopment in 2004. The golf course and buildings in the NTC historic core can be seen at the head of the boat channel.

The educational district is even closer to the departure flight path than the residential areas. Although there are no established criteria for exterior noise levels for schools or other educational facilities in the California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook, state law requires Caltrans to review proposed sites for public schools or community colleges within two miles of an airport runway and submit findings and recommendations to the California Department of Education or the Community College Board of Governors before sites are acquired. This review is primarily intended to address safety concerns, although it also can address aircraft noise issues. In July 2003, the Gary and Jerri-Ann Jacobs High Tech High, a public charter high school within the San Diego Unified School District, completed the purchase of four buildings in the educational district. Operating at Liberty Station since September 2000, initially in a rented building, High Tech High was serving 400 students by 2003. One of the four buildings was acquired for an associated middle school to serve 240 students, which opened in September 2003, and another for a new high school for international studies that opened a year later. Two additional charter schools were added to the campus in September 2005: High Tech High Media Arts and High Tech Middle Media Arts. By August 2007, two other educational organizations had located in facilities in the educational district, including an elementary charter school and the Rock Academy and Church.

The first residents began moving into the new homes at Liberty Station in June 2003. Most of the homes planned as part of the development had been sold by the summer of 2004, and home construction was nearing completion by early 2005. The first of the new office buildings was being occupied by the spring of 2004; by June 2004, five firms occupied space in the
office building. An off-airport parking operator opened a facility at the site in August 2004, and additional firms occupied office space during 2005 or made commitments to purchase buildings or lease space for occupancy in 2006. In May 2005, plans were announced for a new medical campus at the development. By the end of 2007 there were almost 20 firms in the office buildings, with seven retail and 18 food service establishments on the site. A hotel opened in September 2007 with another planned to open in 2008 and a third scheduled to open in 2010.

In summary, while the development of Liberty Station may satisfy the technical requirements of the CLUP and has been steadily attracting residential, educational, and commercial occupants, the location of the site, directly off the departure end of the SDIA runway, is hardly the most promising setting for developing a new “urban village.” However, those choosing to locate in the development are presumably well aware of their proximity to the airport and therefore must have decided that the aircraft noise and overflights are an acceptable tradeoff for the other advantages of the site. How long they will continue to hold this view after moving to the development remains to be seen. If the occupants continue to find the levels of aircraft noise and overflights acceptable, while communities further to the west continue to complain about aircraft noise, this would raise important questions about the justification for applying the same land use compatibility criteria to a new planned development as is used for an established neighborhood. Whatever else it may do, the redevelopment of the NTC site is performing a dramatic experiment in airport land use compatibility planning, the outcome of which could significantly influence future criteria for planning similar developments in the immediate vicinity of airports.

**Changes in Local Land Use**

To examine the effectiveness of the local land use planning process at preventing incompatible development within the AIA, the changes in land use from 1990 to 2003 were analyzed as part of the current study. SANDAG maintains geographical information system (GIS) files of actual land use within the region and provided copies of these files for both 1990 and 2003. This allowed an analysis of changes in the pattern of land use around the airport over the 13-year period.

The land use data in the GIS files was classified using 68 different land use codes. To simplify the depiction and analysis of the land use, these codes were consolidated into the 18 land use categories shown in Figure 83. Each category was assigned a color to facilitate the depiction of land use patterns on figures showing the land uses in the vicinity of the airport.

The land use patterns in the vicinity of the airport in 1990 and 2003 are shown in Figure 84 through Figure 87, classified using the defined categories shown in Figure 83. The figures also show the boundary of the Airport Influence Area in red and the 1990 noise contours in blue. The outermost noise contour is 60 dB CNEL and the innermost is 80 dB CNEL. The areas shown in white are uses that were not assigned a specific land use code in the GIS file.
larger areas to the east of the downtown are cemeteries, and the smaller area between the downtown and waterfront is a convention center.

The most obvious change in land use between 1990 and 2003 is the conversion of the former Naval Training Center site from military use to a combination of vacant land, multifamily residential, and other residential use (under construction). The multifamily residential area is not part of Liberty Station. The remainder of the NTC site was not strictly vacant because redevelopment was in progress; some buildings were occupied by 2003. More subtle land use changes are harder to identify at the scale of the four figures. Some apparent changes in land use between the two years may reflect corrections in the land use database rather than changes in use. Also, the land use database only reflects the use of each parcel, not the intensity of use. Thus, replacement of a two-unit duplex by a 12-unit condominium would not change the land use classification.

Using the GIS files, the change in the total land area in each of the land use categories between 1990 and 2003 was analyzed. The analysis measures the land area within the AIA and between each of the 1990 CNEL noise contours. The results of the analysis for the areas between the noise contours in each year are summarized in Table 5; the change in area for each land use category is shown in Table 6; the change in land use within the AIA as a whole is shown in Table 7.
Figure 84  Airport Vicinity Land Use 1990—West of Airport
Figure 85  Airport Vicinity Land Use 1990—East of Airport
Figure 86  Airport Vicinity Land Use 2003—West of Airport
Figure 87 Airport Vicinity Land Use 2003—East of Airport
## Table 5 Land Use Within CNEL Noise Contours—1990 and 2003

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Use</th>
<th>1990 Area Between 1990 CNEL Noise Contours (acres)</th>
<th>2003 Area Between 1990 CNEL Noise Contours (acres)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60-65</td>
<td>65-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-family residential</td>
<td>360.3</td>
<td>359.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily residential</td>
<td>247.4</td>
<td>314.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other residential</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>36.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel/motel</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>103.9</td>
<td>47.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>58.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public facilities</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>50.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools and colleges</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>74.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious facilities</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military use</td>
<td>169.1</td>
<td>85.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation/utilities</td>
<td>597.7</td>
<td>549.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airports</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>110.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation and entertainment</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks, beaches, golf courses</td>
<td>161.7</td>
<td>164.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open space</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>115.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacant land</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>46.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>324.2</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,426.8</td>
<td>2,133.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: There was no agricultural land within the 60 dB CNEL contour
### Table 6  Change in Land Use from 1990 to 2003 Within CNEL Noise Contours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Use</th>
<th>Change in Area Between 1990 CNEL Noise Contours (acres)</th>
<th>60-65</th>
<th>65-70</th>
<th>70-75</th>
<th>75-80</th>
<th>80+</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-family residential</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily residential</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other residential</td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>-5.4</td>
<td>-3.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>-11.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel/motel</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td></td>
<td>-19.3</td>
<td>-26.4</td>
<td>-22.2</td>
<td>-10.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public facilities</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools and colleges</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious facilities</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military use</td>
<td></td>
<td>-60.7</td>
<td>-26.6</td>
<td>-55.3</td>
<td>-11.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-154.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation/Utilities</td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airports</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation and entertainment</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks, beaches, golf courses</td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open space</td>
<td></td>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>-4.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>-9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacant land</td>
<td></td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>209.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7  Change in Land Use from 1990 to 2003 Within AIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Use</th>
<th>1990</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-family residential</td>
<td>1,191.2</td>
<td>1,213.3</td>
<td>22.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily residential</td>
<td>770.1</td>
<td>813.4</td>
<td>43.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other residential</td>
<td>110.3</td>
<td>111.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel/motel</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>402.6</td>
<td>410.8</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>403.9</td>
<td>316.8</td>
<td>-87.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public facilities</td>
<td>221.0</td>
<td>220.3</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools and colleges</td>
<td>166.9</td>
<td>167.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious facilities</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military use</td>
<td>605.4</td>
<td>355.7</td>
<td>-249.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation/Utilities</td>
<td>2,338.2</td>
<td>2,337.7</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airports</td>
<td>459.2</td>
<td>476.7</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation and entertainment</td>
<td>290.9</td>
<td>305.0</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks, beaches, golf courses</td>
<td>522.7</td>
<td>523.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open space</td>
<td>398.1</td>
<td>388.6</td>
<td>-9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacant land</td>
<td>164.3</td>
<td>409.4</td>
<td>245.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>752.8</td>
<td>749.9</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The principal changes are a reduction in military and, to a lesser extent, industrial land and a corresponding increase in vacant land. The increase is vacant land is largely a result of the revised classification of the NTC site, and in fact comprises a mix of uses, including residential, commercial, schools and colleges, parks, and open space. The reduction in other residential use between the 60 dB and 75 dB noise contours is mostly due to the removal of military barracks, which are classified as other residential rather than military use.

Within the 60 dB CNEL contour there was an increase of 7.2 acres of single-family residential use and 24 acres of multifamily residential use. However, most of this increase occurred outside the 65 dB contour, with an increase of only 2.5 acres of single-family residential use between the 65 and 70 dB contours and a reduction of 1.6 acres of multifamily residential use between these contours. The areas of both single-family and multifamily residential use within the 70 dB CNEL contour decreased by an insignificant amount. Even so, in 2003 there were still 453.3 acres of single-family residential and 333.4 acres of multifamily residential use within the 65 dB contour, with 91.7 acres of single-family residential use within the 70 dB contour.

Within the AIA as a whole, the area of single-family use increased by 22.1 acres, and the area of multifamily residential use increased by 43.4 acres. It may be argued that the land use planning process appears to have been reasonably successful at keeping the majority of the increase in residential use outside the 60 dB CNEL contour and limiting most of the increase in residential use within that contour to the area outside the 65 dB contour. However, these data do not include the residential district within the NTC site (which was classified as vacant land in the database). As can be seen from Figure 86, about half of this lies between the 60 and 65 dB CNEL contour, which would increase the total change in residential use within the AIA by about 55 percent and the increase in residential use within the 60 dB contour by about three times to about 28 acres, or about a quarter of the total increase in residential use within the AIA.

Other changes in land use all seem to be fairly positive. Most of the increase in commercial use occurred outside the 60 dB CNEL contour, with the majority of the increase within that contour occurring outside the 65 dB contour. The small increase between the 65 and 70 dB contour was more than offset by the reduction within the 70 dB contour and the elimination of all commercial land use within the 80 dB contour, although the latter appears to result from expansion of the airport area rather than conversion to a more compatible nonairport use.

The area of public facilities within the 65 dB CNEL contour decreased by 3.1 acres, with an increase in public facilities use between the 60 dB and 65 dB contour of 1.1 acres. Since the total area of public facilities within the AIA decreased by 0.7 acre, this implies that there was an increase of 1.3 acres outside the 60 dB contour but within the AIA. On balance, there was a shift in the distribution of public facilities outside the 65 dB contour. However, this still left more than 50 acres of public facilities within the 65 dB CNEL contour in 2003.
Similarly, there was no increase in the area of schools and colleges within the 65 dB CNEL contour from 1990 to 2003, while the small increase within the AIA of 0.7 acre was mostly outside the 60 dB contour. However, in 2003 there were still almost 82 acres of school and college use within the 65 dB CNEL contour. These areas do not include the educational district at the NTC site, which mostly lies between the 60 dB and 65 dB CNEL contour, as can be seen from Figure 86. This would increase the total area of schools and colleges within the AIA by about 22 acres, or about 13 percent, and the area between the 60 dB and 65 dB CNEL contour by about 70 percent.

There was a net loss of parks, golf courses, and open space of 8.6 acres within the AIA and 1.1 acres within the 65 dB CNEL contour. However, this excludes the 70 acres of planned park and open space within the NTC site. Most of this lies within the 60 dB contour with perhaps half of that within the 65 dB contour, so on balance there will be a significant increase in these land uses. There was also an increase in recreation and entertainment land use of 13 acres between the 65 dB and 70 dB contour.

To put these changes into context, the change in the area of each land use classification within the 65 dB CNEL contour between 1990 and 2003 is shown in Table 8 as a percent of the total area of each land use within the contour in 2003.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Use</th>
<th>Area within 65 dB Contour (acres)</th>
<th>2003 Change from 1990</th>
<th>Percent of Area in 2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-family residential</td>
<td>453.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily residential</td>
<td>333.4</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>-0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other residential</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>-9.1</td>
<td>-22.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotel/motel</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>-1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>-59.2</td>
<td>-80.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public facilities</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
<td>-6.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools and colleges</td>
<td>81.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious facilities</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military use</td>
<td>175.0</td>
<td>-93.7</td>
<td>-53.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation/utilities</td>
<td>752.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airports</td>
<td>421.0</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreation and entertainment</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parks, beaches, golf courses</td>
<td>195.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open space</td>
<td>117.8</td>
<td>-4.7</td>
<td>-4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacant land</td>
<td>188.0</td>
<td>136.1</td>
<td>72.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>101.8</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>-1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3,129.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The change in single-family and multiple-family residential use is less than one percent of the resulting area, while that of commercial use is less than two percent. However, there was a
large reduction in industrial use of about 80 percent of the resulting area, while the area of military use was reduced by more than 50 percent of the resulting area. The increase in recreation and entertainment use accounted for about 24 percent of the resulting area, and the increase in hotel and motel use accounts for about 10 percent of the resulting area. The large percentage increase for vacant land is accounted for by the change in classification of the NTC site, while the percentage changes in the area of parks and open space are relatively small, accounting for about two and four percent of the resulting area, respectively. In fact, the area of parks and golf courses (there are no beaches within the 65 dB CNEL contour) increased by a little less than the area of open space decreased, and the net change was less than 0.5 percent of the resulting area for the combined uses.

**Airport Quarterly Noise Reports**

As a designated noise problem airport, SDIA is required to submit quarterly noise reports to the California Department of Transportation as a condition of the operating variance that it requires under the State Noise Standards for airport operation. These quarterly reports include data on the population, dwelling units, and single-family residences within the noise impact area. In general, the noise impact area is defined by the 65 dB CNEL noise contour for the quarter (strictly the area of incompatible land within the contour). However, excluded from the calculation of the noise impact area (and from the calculation of population, dwelling units, and single-family residences) are any residential properties that have been acoustically treated to be compatible with the Noise Standards or for which an avigation easement has been acquired, as well as schools, hospitals and convalescent homes, or churches or other places of worship for which an avigation easement has been acquired or which have an interior noise level of 45 dB CNEL or less. Thus the residential sound attenuation undertaken through the Quieter Home Program implemented by the RAA at SDIA and requirements to provide the RAA with avigation easements as a condition of development permits would reduce the extent of the noise impact area over time, even if the land uses and aircraft noise contours remained unchanged. In contrast to the land use analysis described above that used the same CNEL contours to measure the change in land use over time, the 65 dB CNEL noise contour used to define the area of incompatible land in the Quarterly Noise Reports changes every quarter, reflecting the change in the number of aircraft operations and fleet composition, and other operational factors.

Thus, the previous analysis and the Quarterly Noise Reports provide two quite different perspectives on the change in land use around the airport over time. The former focuses on changes in use within the AIA and geographical areas defined by the noise contours used in the CLUP, without considering the intensity of that use, efforts to mitigate the impact of aircraft noise, or changes in the noise environment over time. The latter focuses solely on the area that is deemed incompatible and the population and dwelling units within that area, without considering the extent to which a given property experiences noise levels above the 65 dB CNEL threshold.
To examine recent trends in the area of incompatible land use around SDIA, the relevant data from the Quarterly Noise Reports for the two-year period through the second quarter of 2005 are shown in Table 9. The extent of the noise impact area and the associated population and dwelling units show a declining trend with some fluctuation from quarter to quarter.

**Table 9** Recent Trends in Incompatible Land Use at SDIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 Qtr</td>
<td>4 Qtr</td>
<td>1 Qtr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise impact area (sq mi)</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military land (sq. mi)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>24,932</td>
<td>26,119</td>
<td>26,119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwelling units</td>
<td>11,191</td>
<td>12,047</td>
<td>12,047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-family residences</td>
<td>3,017</td>
<td>3,114</td>
<td>3,114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: San Diego County Regional Airport Authority, Quarterly Noise Reports

On the basis of the data shown in Table 9, the average annual decrease in extent of the noise impact area and associated population is about four percent, with a somewhat greater average annual decrease in the number of dwelling units in the noise impact area of about 6 percent and an average annual decrease in the number of single-family residences in the noise impact area of about 14 percent. It seems reasonable that the number of single-family residences would decline faster than the number of dwelling units, since those residences are eligible for the residential sound attenuation program. The slower rate of decline of the population in the noise impact area than the number of dwelling units is presumably because of the population in military residential accommodation, which is not included in the count of dwelling units.

**EFFECTIVENESS OF AIRPORT LAND USE PLANNING PROCESS**

The analysis of land use changes in the previous section suggests that the overall airport land use planning process at SDIA has been fairly effective at reducing the area of incompatible land use, notwithstanding the concerns expressed by the RAA, although the changes are relatively modest compared to the total area for each use within the 65 dB CNEL contour. Nevertheless, given the development pressures in the surrounding communities, particularly the downtown area and the redevelopment of the NTC site immediately to the west of the airport, even preventing any increase in incompatible land is no small achievement. The data from the RAA Quarterly Noise Reports suggest that the residential sound attenuation program and the requirements for avigation easements have contributed more to the reduction in the area of incompatible land than land use development controls. However, this is only a partial solution to the impacts of aircraft noise. While reduction of interior noise is clearly better than doing nothing, it does not reduce the adverse impacts of exterior noise. Given the large number of single-family homes to the west of the airport and the climate of the San Diego region, it can be expected that people in these areas will want to have their windows
open for much of the year and spend time outdoors in their gardens, or on their patios, decks, and balconies, as well as in local parks and other public outdoor areas.

Although the analysis in the previous section has suggested that the land use compatibility situation is steadily improving in the vicinity of SDIA, these data may be misleading for two reasons. First, the analysis of changes in land use from 1990 to 2003 only considered the area of each parcel, not the number of dwelling units or people occupying it. An increase in residential density as property is developed could result in a situation in which the residential land area in a particular zone is decreasing but the number of dwelling units is increasing. This analysis also takes no account of the type of construction in different areas, or the typical floor area ratios (the ratio of building floor area to the size of the parcel). Second, the measurement of incompatible land and associated dwelling units contained in the Quarterly Noise Reports is only concerned with satisfying the requirements of State Noise Standards, not with ensuring that the surrounding communities are exposed to an acceptable level of aircraft noise. When a property owner signs an avigation easement, that property is no longer considered to be an incompatible use, no matter how loud the noise levels are. Similarly, when a residence, school, or other noise-sensitive use is constructed or modified to ensure that the interior noise level is 45 dB or less, that property is also no longer considered an incompatible use, no matter how intolerable the exterior noise levels are. Furthermore, the State Noise Standards only consider whether or not the property is within the 65 dB CNEL noise contour, not what noise level it is exposed to. No distinction is made between a property that is experiencing a CNEL of 66 dB and once exposed to a CNEL of 75 dB.

While the existing procedures for controlling heights of building and other obstacles around SDIA appear to have been reasonably effective at ensuring that new development does not intrude into the 50-foot buffer below the FAA approach surfaces, the rising terrain to the east of the airport makes establishing reasonable height restrictions challenging. The City of San Diego Municipal Code allows the height of any development to be at least 40 feet above the highest point of the site, irrespective of the height of the FAA approach surface above the ground at that point. While the FAA approach surface is at least 90 feet above the ground over most of its extent, there are places where it is not.

Land use intensity is another difficult issue, particularly in the relatively densely developed area under the approach flight path. The land use density criteria in the California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook clearly were not developed with situations like San Diego in mind. Resolving the conflicting interests of the City of San Diego and the RAA, while also achieving an appropriate level of safety for aircraft using the airport and those on the ground under the flight paths, requires a careful assessment of the risks involved. The need for such an assessment was identified in the 1994 CLUP, but to date does not appear to have been performed, although the ATAG formed a safety subcommittee to develop criteria for development intensity in various airport safety zones as part of the ALUCP updates.

The effectiveness of airport land use planning around SDIA over the past decade has been compromised by the fact that the CLUP has not been updated or revised from 1994 until the
interim amendments were adopted in late 2004. Even so, this was only a limited revision, and continued to base the land use compatibility criteria on 1990 aircraft noise contours. A more extensive effort to prepare a new ALUCP for each airport in the county will help greatly to resolve these issues, although the update for SDIA was still in progress at the end of 2007. The transfer of the ALUC responsibilities to the RAA also created considerable disruption to airport land use planning around SDIA during several critical years while the RAA Board became familiar with its new duties and struggled to find the time to attend to ALUC matters while also addressing two major airport planning studies and attending to the ongoing operation of the airport.

SUMMARY

San Diego International Airport presents an interesting and challenging case study from the perspective of airport land use planning and smart growth. The airport is located in a dense urban environment than is undergoing a substantial amount of redevelopment. The creation of the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority as both the operator of SDIA and the ALUC for the county is a unique institutional arrangement for a major commercial airport in California: it provides the RAA Board acting as the ALUC with staff resources that other ALUCs do not have, but also raises difficult questions about the ability of the board to approach its duties as the ALUC in a neutral way. The primary duty of an ALUC is to create a comprehensive land use plan that balances the need to protect airports from incompatible development with the legitimate interests of the surrounding communities. The composition of most ALUCs reflect this either by including representatives of the county and cities within the county or by designating an existing body with broader planning interests to serve as the ALUC, such as a regional planning agency or county board of supervisors.

San Diego has been successful in promoting in-fill residential development in the downtown area. However, the new RAA acting as the ALUC attempted to limit the ability to add new residential units within the noise impact area of SDIA through amendments to the CLUP that were finally adopted in October 2004, after agreement was reached with the City of San Diego to defer the more controversial of the proposed restrictions to a comprehensive update of the renamed ALUCPs for each airport in the county. This update was started in late 2004 and was still in progress at the end of 2007. Airport land use planning for SDIA is further complicated by an Airport Site Selection Study that was in progress for several years exploring potential sites for a replacement airport for SDIA, while in parallel, an airport master plan update was undertaken to define near-term development needs for SDIA. This created considerable uncertainty over the likely future expansion needs of SDIA and the resulting noise impacts and need for land use controls in the surrounding communities.

With the rejection of the Airport Site Selection Study recommendations by the San Diego voters in November 2006, the RAA has focused on completing the airport master plan update. However, the fundamental capacity limitations of the existing highly constrained site at SDIA that had led to the Airport Site Selection Study remain, and thus the long-term future of SDIA
and the resulting implications for land use planning in the surrounding area is as uncertain as ever.

The San Diego region has been aggressively pursuing smart growth development policies. The City of San Diego has structured its general plan around a concept termed the City of Villages, while the San Diego Association of Governments has recently initiated a Smart Growth Incentive Program. The Centre City Development Corporation has been promoting residential development in the downtown area, and the San Diego Redevelopment Agency has undertaken a major redevelopment of the former Naval Training Center site immediately to the west of SDIA to create a new urban village. Unfortunately, many of these development projects in the vicinity of the airport lie under the arrival and departure flight paths and are exposed to significant levels of aircraft noise, and in the case of development under the arrival flight path may also present height conflicts. The City of San Diego has objected to the application of conventional airport land use compatibility criteria in what is a dense urban environment out of concern that these will unduly limit the ability to meet housing and other needs. While there is no disagreement over the need for height limitations, there is significant disagreement with the RAA over land use compatibility criteria for aircraft noise and development density. It remains to be seen how these will be resolved in the ongoing update of the ALUCP.

Whether the established airport land use compatibility planning process has been effective in San Diego depends greatly on what are considered appropriate land use compatibility criteria for the urban environment that surrounds SDIA. The RAA has expressed concern about continued residential development within areas exposed to aircraft noise in excess of 65 dB CNEL and increasing density under the arrival and departure flight paths. On the other hand, San Diego argues that the market has shown that people are willing to tolerate these noise levels in order to live close to the downtown, and that limiting density of new development when the surrounding parcels are already built to a much higher density makes little sense. This debate has thrown into sharp relief the limitations of the scientific basis for most of airport land use compatibility criteria. It is obvious that the reaction to aircraft noise is likely to be different for someone living in a high-rise condominium in a downtown urban environment than for someone living in a single-family home in a suburban setting. Yet the data presented in the California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook and most other guidance documents do not distinguish between these two situations. Similarly, a thoughtful treatment of the safety issues posed by infill development under aircraft flight paths needs to carefully consider the nature and magnitudes of the risks involved and economic consequences of reducing those risks, rather than applying standard safety zones that are based on the past occurrence of accidents that happened under different circumstances elsewhere, irrespective of the traffic levels or local circumstances. Unfortunately, the information and guidance needed to develop appropriate criteria in a more considered way have not yet been developed, much less accepted by the airport land use planning community.
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Table 10 COMMENTS FROM INDUSTRY DISCUSSIONS

The following comments were noted in the course of the industry discussions described in “Case Study Analysis” beginning on page 49. They reflect the statements and opinions of the agency staff and others involved in the discussions and have not been checked for accuracy.

Commercial Airports

Chico | Residential development is occurring around airport.

Lake Tahoe | Planning has involved the Tahoe Regional Planning Agency. The airport was constructed in the late 1950s. Development occurred between the airport and the lake, and controversy erupted when Air Cal began operating B737s into the airport. A noise ordinance was established in response that established single-event noise limits, but the issue became moot when service was suspended.

Long Beach | Boeing has been trying to develop the site of the old McDonnell Douglas plant adjacent to the airport with a combination of commercial and residential uses. Initial proposal ran into heavy opposition from local citizens and has been redesigned to better comply with state regulations. The City of Long Beach does not want to see airport activity increase beyond 41 daily commercial operations.

Los Angeles International | There has been considerable controversy surrounding efforts to update the Airport Master Plan. There have been efforts to control development in Inglewood to establish compatible uses.

McClellan/Palomar | A large number of corporate jets (about 40) are based there for access to the Los Angeles basin. Residential development is occurring in what was previously an agricultural area.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modesto</td>
<td>The City of Ceres approved a residential development and issued an override on the ALUC recommendation opposing the development. Litigation was brought by the City of Modesto (owner of the airport). The court found against the City of Ceres on the grounds that their decision was not based on any “findings” as required by legislation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey</td>
<td>The airport wanted to lease property off the end of the runway to the east for a commercial development. The land drops about 200 feet from the runway end. The runway has a displaced threshold but no runway safety area. There were concerns with occupancy and density, but the ALUC found the development compatible on grounds of special circumstances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxnard</td>
<td>The old high school to the east of the airport has been closed. There is continuing pressure for residential development, with a housing development proposed to the east of the airport.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento</td>
<td>The airport is generally regarded as a successful example of the land use planning process. One issue has been the role of military training operations in establishing the 60 dB CNEL contour. Urban development is occurring on previously undeveloped land near the airport. High-end housing has been developed along the Sacramento River off the departure end of the runways to the south and the airport settled a lawsuit by the residents. Sutter County has been approving development to the north of the airport.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacramento Mather</td>
<td>Conflicts have arisen between the role of the airport as an economic engine and desires for nearby residential development. The ALUC has defined an Airport Land Use Policy Area that is considerably larger than the 60 dB CNEL contour. The village of Zinfandel was developed fairly close to the runways with appropriate restrictions. The town of Independence was a former military housing area, but has not generated many complaints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>The ALUC has been moved into the Regional Airport Authority. The airport has environmental planners on the staff and has posted the Airport Influence Area maps on their web site. They are updating the ALUCPs and plan to post these on the web site. The City of San Diego has requirements that they have to meet in order to approve infill development, but constant effort is needed to enforce this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>The U.S. Navy Facilities Command had an approximately 10-acre parcel with office buildings in San Bruno on El Camino Real off the centerline of Runway 28L. The City of San Bruno acquired the site and proposed a mixed-use development, but when the market for commercial development collapsed, they converted the proposal to entirely high-density residential use. The city argued that they needed the development to meet state housing goals. The ALUC was concerned about the development and the Community Noise Roundtable recommended against the development, but it went ahead anyway.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Obispo</td>
<td>The City of San Luis Obispo considers the Airport Area Specific Plan to be its most successful example of smart growth policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara</td>
<td>Land to the west of the airport is in the jurisdiction of the county. A proposal for a regional shopping center would have compromised a planned runway extension in the Airport Master Plan but was approved anyway.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockton Metropolitan</td>
<td>A good example of an airport that has worked with the local land use planners to encourage commercial development and has done a good job protecting the airport from incompatible development in spite of difficulty retaining air service.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### General Aviation Airports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Camarillo</td>
<td>The airport is a former Air Force airfield currently owned by Ventura County within the boundary of the city of Camarillo. The county agreed to shorten the runway to 6,000 feet, but keep the airport boundary to provide additional buffer to the residential areas to the east.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chino</td>
<td>A large residential development has been proposed in conjunction with closing the airport.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Table 10  COMMENTS FROM INDUSTRY DISCUSSIONS (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Desert Resorts</strong> <strong>(Thermal)</strong></td>
<td>Development has been proposed off the end of the runway at Kohl Ranch. The developer has tried to tailor the plans to meet the ALUC requirements, but the ALUC is still opposed to the development. The airport has become a major center for corporate jet activity. The runway has been extended, but not as much as had been proposed when air cargo activity was envisaged in the past. A high school was approved in the Kohl Ranch development, with Caltrans agreement. Riverside County has an integrated planning process with countywide policies that are applied at each airport on an airport-specific basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Livermore</strong></td>
<td>The airport established an Airport Protection Area that went well beyond the extent of the noise contours typically used for land use planning, but the airport and ALUC were only able to hold the line on development to the boundary of Pleasanton to the west. The airport was previously located to the east of the town closer to the urban core and was relocated to the present site. The biggest encroachment on the new airport prior to the establishment of the Airport Protection Area was to the east, within Livermore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oceanside</strong></td>
<td>There has been pressure from a homeowners’ group to close the airport, but there was an organized effort by airport users to counter this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reid Hillview</strong></td>
<td>There is a long history of the development of incompatible land uses in the area surrounding the airport.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rio Vista</strong></td>
<td>The City of Rio Vista authorized a residential subdivision across the street from the new airport.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sonoma County</strong></td>
<td>Several adjacent developments were proposed by influential local developers. The ALUC opposed the developments but the county supervisors were supportive of the developments. There were concerns about the currency of the CLUP. The ALUC was trying to update the CLUP and was sued by one of the developers over its adequacy. The Windsor School District wanted to build a new high school near the airport that was opposed by the ALUC but approved by Caltrans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tracy Municipal</strong></td>
<td>The airport prepared a master plan update about 5 years ago that envisaged an extension of the runway to 6,000 feet. The city was also preparing an update to the general plan that projected growth occurring in the area proposed for the runway extension. The city considered moving the airport to New Jerusalem Airport to the south (also owned by the city) but this was resisted by the existing airport users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Truckee-Tahoe</strong></td>
<td>The City of Truckee has done a good job controlling land use in the past, but a high-end residential development has been proposed near the airport.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Watsonville</strong></td>
<td>The airport puts on a popular air show every year. The city has already approved development off one end of the crosswind runway and wants to see development off the other end. This may result in closing the crosswind runway. Development has also occurred fairly close to the approach end of the main runway. Santa Cruz County is exempt from ALUC legislation, so there is no ALUC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yuba County</strong></td>
<td>A good example of an airport that has had compatible development occur around it. The airport developed an enterprise zone and industrial area to protect the airport from incompatible development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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# ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAAE</td>
<td>American Association of Airport Executives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AABC</td>
<td>Airport Area Business Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAC</td>
<td>Aviation Advisory Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAOZ</td>
<td>Airport Approach Overlay Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACE</td>
<td>Altamont Commuter Express</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACI-NA</td>
<td>Airports Council International—North America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADP</td>
<td>Airport Development Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEOZ</td>
<td>Airport Environs Overlay Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGL</td>
<td>Above ground level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIA</td>
<td>Airport Influence Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIP</td>
<td>Airport Improvement Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPA</td>
<td>Air Line Pilots Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUC</td>
<td>Airport Land Use Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUCP</td>
<td>Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUP</td>
<td>Airport Land Use Plan or Airport Land Use Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALUPP</td>
<td>Airport Land Use Policy Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMP</td>
<td>Airport Master Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOMS8</td>
<td>Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System Version 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOMS-GIS</td>
<td>Airport Noise and Operations Monitoring System—Geographical Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APA</td>
<td>American Planning Association or Airport Protection Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPA</td>
<td>Airport Planning Policy Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCE</td>
<td>American Society of Civil Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSP</td>
<td>Airport Site Selection Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BART</td>
<td>Bay Area Rapid Transit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRT</td>
<td>Bus rapid transit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caltrans</td>
<td>California Department of Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/CAG</td>
<td>City/County Association of Governments (San Mateo County)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCDC</td>
<td>Centre City Development Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCPD</td>
<td>Centre City Planned District</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEQA</td>
<td>California Environmental Quality Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASS</td>
<td>Citizens League for Airport Safety &amp; Serenity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLUP</td>
<td>Comprehensive Land Use Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNEL</td>
<td>Community Noise Equivalent Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRE</td>
<td>Commercial Real Estate (Port of Oakland Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dB</td>
<td>Decibel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEIR</td>
<td>Draft Environmental Impact Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>Downtown-Natomas-Airport (Sacramento Light Rail line)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNL</td>
<td>Day-Night Average Sound Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DU/AC</td>
<td>Dwelling units per acre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIR</td>
<td>Environmental Impact Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMAS</td>
<td>Engineered Material Arreting System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESI/R</td>
<td>Environmental Impact Statement and Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAA</td>
<td>Federal Aviation Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAR</td>
<td>Federal Aviation Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBO</td>
<td>Fixed base operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEIR</td>
<td>Final Environmental Impact Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTA</td>
<td>Federal Transit Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIS</td>
<td>Geographic information system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBIA</td>
<td>Harbor Bay Isle Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLUET</td>
<td>Housing, Land Use, Environment, and Transportation Committee (Santa Clara County)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOV</td>
<td>High-occupancy vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUSH</td>
<td>Homes Under Stress and Hazards (Long Beach)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS</td>
<td>Initial Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Information technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCRA</td>
<td>Jacqueline Cochran Regional Airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIT</td>
<td>Just-in-time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPAC</td>
<td>Joint Planning Advisory Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAFCO</td>
<td>Local Agency Formation Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>Local area network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAX</td>
<td>Los Angeles International Airport (airport code)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBHUSH(2)</td>
<td>Long Beach Homes Under Stress and Hazards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ldn</td>
<td>Day-Night Average Sound Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGB</td>
<td>Long Beach Airport (airport code)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPA</td>
<td>Locally preferred alternative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRT</td>
<td>Light rail transit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUD</td>
<td>Land Use Districts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVK</td>
<td>Livermore Municipal Airport (airport code)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Municipal Advisory Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>Million annual passengers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPA</td>
<td>Mather Airport Planning Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOIA</td>
<td>Metropolitan Oakland International Airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOU</td>
<td>Memorandum of understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPO</td>
<td>Metropolitan Planning Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTC</td>
<td>Metropolitan Transportation Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTI</td>
<td>Mineta Transportation Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCP</td>
<td>Noise Compatibility Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMS</td>
<td>Noise monitoring system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPIAS</td>
<td>National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOP</td>
<td>Notice of Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOP/IS</td>
<td>Notice of Preparation and Initial Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTC</td>
<td>Naval Training Center (San Diego)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAK</td>
<td>Oakland International Airport (airport code)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPR</td>
<td>Office of Planning Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>Research and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAA</td>
<td>Regional Airport Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAPOC</td>
<td>Research Associates Policy Oversight Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFP</td>
<td>Request for Proposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROW</td>
<td>Right-of-way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTD</td>
<td>Regional Transit District (Sacramento)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SACOG</td>
<td>Sacramento Area Council of Governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANDAG</td>
<td>San Diego Association of Governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAS</td>
<td>Sacramento County Airport System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCJAP</td>
<td>South County Joint Area Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDIA</td>
<td>San Diego International Airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENEL</td>
<td>Single Event Noise Exposure Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFO</td>
<td>San Francisco International Airport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHRA</td>
<td>Sacramento Housing and Redevelopment Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMNA</td>
<td>San Martin Neighborhood Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMPAC</td>
<td>San Martin Planning Advisory Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOI</td>
<td>Sphere of Influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOD</td>
<td>Transit-oriented development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSA</td>
<td>Transportation Security Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGB</td>
<td>Urban Growth Boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPS</td>
<td>United Parcel Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMT</td>
<td>Vehicle miles of travel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOR</td>
<td>VHF Omni Range (a type of radio beacon used in aircraft navigation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTA</td>
<td>Valley Transportation Authority</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This report updates the General Aviation Element of the *Regional Airport System Plan* for the San Francisco Bay Area, and addresses the 19 publicly owned and operated general aviation airports in the region as well as general aviation activity at the four commercial service airports and two military/federal airfields. The report reviews general aviation trends and issues, including land use compatibility and the role and operation of the ALUCs in the region, environmental issues at each of the airports, and community perceptions about general aviation. The report provides an inventory of based aircraft and operations at each airport, and a table (Table 4-1) that summarizes a variety of information for each airport, including plans for future improvements; environmental, land use compatibility, and noise issues; runway approach protection considerations; and the status of updates to airport master plans or land use plans. A second table (Table 4-2) provides more detailed information on the most recent airport land use plan covering each airport, as well as selected environmental documentation and any FAR Part 150 Airport Noise Compatibility Plans. The report includes a number of recommendations, including seven that address land use compatibility issues and identify ways to increase the effectiveness of the ALUCs in the region. A separate Appendix report contains more detailed information assembled in the course of the study on a variety of aspects, including land use compatibility.


Senator Christine Kehoe requested this review of airport land use planning and airport governance in California, which examines issues relating to land development near airports and airport expansion. The report evaluates the state of airport land use regulation, airport land use commissions (ALUCs), and airport expansion in California. The key findings are:

- the benefits of airports are regional while the impacts are localized
- for the most part, airport land use compatibility planning and review is under local control;
- despite the efforts of ALUCs, conflicts over airport noise and other impacts have affected the operation and development of airports in California;
• ALUCs effectiveness is limited because only new development is subject to review, compatibility plans are out of date, and local conflicts or litigation can override compatibility plans;
• regional airport planning bodies are more effective for airports that play an important regional or national role;
• regional strategies to distribute air traffic have not been implemented in California, but interest in the idea has increased.

A survey examined ALUC characteristics, planning activities, and approaches to compatibility planning (the survey is contained in Appendix D). The survey was sent to all ALUC contacts on a list maintained by the Division of Aeronautics. From 52 potential respondents, 23 responses were generated. The survey found that 12 plans were updated between 2002 and 2005, three had not been updated since 1993, and another three since 1989. The most frequent reason given for not updating a plan was lack of funding and staffing. This is not surprising given that 10 of the 23 ALUCs had less than one full-time staff to support their efforts, and five ALUCs did their last update with no outside funding. On the other hand, seven ALUCs acquired state, federal, and/or local funding. The survey also found that noise criteria vary widely. The highest noise contours in which residential uses are considered compatible ranged from 55 dB CNEL or less to 70 dB CNEL or less, and compatibility for retail and commercial uses ranged from 60 dB CNEL or less to 75 dB CNEL and even above 75 dB in one case. Additional issues discussed include local general and specific plan consistency, CEQA compliance, defining Airport Influence Areas, and litigation.

The report also describes different airport governance structures and current conflicts related to airport operations and development, including community opposition to airport development projects, curfews and other operating restrictions, and existing development and natural features of the terrain. Appendix A discusses governance in more depth. Airport profiles are included in Appendix and tables in Appendix B summarize facts such as operator type, land use jurisdiction, and governing boards.


This article reviews recent literature on the adverse health effects of aircraft noise and argues that greater efforts are needed to reduce the number of people exposed to harmful levels of aircraft noise. However, the article is silent on what levels of noise exposure are likely to result in the harmful effects identified in the article, beyond noting that many agencies involved in setting noise standards have adopted a threshold criterion of 55 dB for defining noise impacts in urban residential areas, whereas the Federal Aviation Administration and the Department of Defense have adopted a criterion of 65 dB. The article suggests that growth in aviation activity is increasing the number of people exposed to aircraft noise, although no data are presented to quantify this assertion. The
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The article makes no mention of land use planning strategies as a way to reduce the exposure of residential areas to aircraft noise, nor how these strategies might interact with urban growth patterns. Many of the points made in the article are self-evident to anyone who has studied airport noise issues, but the article fails to acknowledge or address the inherent trade-offs involved in reducing the exposure to aircraft noise while meeting other social goals, such as achieving economic use of land around airports or keeping the cost of air transportation as low as possible.


The handbook is divided into two parts. Part I, consisting of Chapters 1 through 5, describes Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) procedures and plans. These five chapters discuss the establishment of ALUCs, the preparation and adoption of airport land use compatibility plans, formulation of airport land use compatibility polices, ALUC review of local actions, and responsibilities of local agencies. Part II, Chapters 6 through 9, discusses in more detail the two principal airport land use compatibility issues of aircraft noise and safety. These four chapters address measurement of airport noise, establishment of airport noise compatibility policies, aircraft accident characteristics and data, and the establishment of airport safety compatibility policies. The handbook also contains a 14-page summary and 10 appendices, including a summary of California laws related to airport land use planning, federal regulations governing obstructions in the vicinity of airports, sample implementation documents and guidance on performing supporting analysis, general aviation accident data, and a list of reference documents.


Four policies are specifically directed at issues relevant to airport land use planning: Policy 5–Regulatory and Safety; Policy 6–Noise; Policy 8–Environmental; and Policy 9–Land Use Compatibility. These policies identify 17 implementing actions related to airport land use planning. In addition, Policy 12–Funding, includes an implementing action to provide a long-term funding mechanism for ALUC/CLUP activities through state and federal funding, and Policy 14–Local Assistance, includes an implementing action to provide services, including land use planning expertise, to ALUCs.


This report summarizes the findings and recommendations of a study of airport ground access needs, issues, and problems at 47 airports throughout California and one in Mexico close to the border. The policy recommendations focus on institutional roles and funding
issues in addressing airport ground access needs, and the report presents recommended criteria for selecting ground access projects. The report does not discuss the relationship between airport land use planning and ground access considerations.

In addition to the Executive Summary, there are three working papers prepared as part of the study. *Working Paper One: Roles and Responsibilities* contains a brief description of Airport Land Use Commissions in California. However, there is no discussion of the role of airport land use planning in airport ground access issues beyond noting that although the relevant legislation did not intend the commissions to address airport land use compatibility issues related to ground access traffic, there is no law excluding consideration of such matters.


The book provides an overview of airport systems planning from a global perspective and addresses how the concept of strategic system planning can be applied to planning airports and airport systems. The authors examine the evolving context of airport planning, including environmental concerns and economic considerations, as well as institutional issues. One chapter is devoted to community response to aircraft noise. The book describes both the regional and national airport system planning process, and presents a wide range of case studies from the United States, Canada, Europe, Brazil, and Japan. The chapter on the community response to aircraft noise provides a brief review of selected literature on the effect of aircraft noise on property values and discusses some of the implications for noise mitigation measures, including soundproofing homes and compensation. However, there is little discussion of the role of land use planning.


*Author abstract:* This study examines two main issues surrounding the increasing demand for airport capacity: the effects of globalization and transportation on each other as expressed through local land use, and the politics of scale in struggles over airport expansion. The study centers around three case studies to illustrate how globalization, air transportation, and local land use are connected at the municipal, metropolitan, and regional levels. Each case study investigates a specific issue. The Minneapolis-St. Paul (MSP) case investigates the geographical distribution of economic impacts of the airport. The Chicago (ORD) case documents the changing land uses over time around O'Hare, as well as a detailed investigation of the current land use controversy in the vicinity of an expanding airport. The Boston (BOS) case study examines the regionally based solution to airport demand, specifically the attempts to encourage passengers to use smaller regional airports in the area instead of the crowded Logan Airport in Boston.

This report documents the findings of a comprehensive study of the effects of airports on land uses in surrounding communities. It includes a fairly extensive review of relevant literature addressing airport land use planning, aircraft noise and property values, strategies for controlling aircraft noise, and economic development issues in areas around airports. The report discusses methodologies for studying the effect of airports on nearby land use and includes 12 case studies of major airports in the United States, with more detailed attention given to Minneapolis–St. Paul International Airport and Denver International Airport.


This Communication serves as the point of reference for the Commission’s work program from 1999 to 2005 and beyond. The work program includes measures to be applied at the level of airports, and stresses the integration of environmental goals into airport policy, dealing in particular with CO₂ emissions and aircraft noise. Proposals include development of a common noise measurement and classification system for the EU and implementing noise monitoring, noise zoning, and land use rules around airports. Compatible land use planning is essential to ensure that the gains achieved by the reduction of noise at source are not offset by further residential and other incompatible developments around airports. However, since land use planning is under local control, the commission recommends a guidelines approach and the possibility of leveraging airport development funds to encourage proper land use.


The article reports that with large tracts of land becoming scarcer in urban areas, developers and politicians are turning their attention toward general aviation airports. Keith Freitas, director of airports for Contra Costa County, California, admitted that there was no precedent for the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) allowing a federal land-grant or AIP-funded airport to be closed and replaced by another field, which cuts to the heart of the discussion: If development interests can convince the FAA that the alternate-airport concept is sound and the agency buys off on the Buchanan proposal, then CCR becomes the precedent, and the developers have found the instrument by which they can finally circumvent federal regulations obligating airport managements to keep these fields open. In the final analysis, the subcommittee chairman
said the proponents of the closure did not make a strong enough case for closing the airport.


**Author abstract**: The effects of aircraft noise following airport expansion on the willingness to pay (WTP) for residences is examined, using a contingent valuation approach. WTP estimates are elicited for a standard residence whose noise settings are systematically changed. The results show that most current compensation programs are inadequate, as they do not fully compensate homeowners or renters for the loss associated with higher noise exposure. This analysis also shows that such valuations should analyze noise as a multiattribute externality, rather than by a single composite measure. Finally, the results indicate that household WTP structures are kinked, whereby, beyond a certain disturbance threshold, households are unwilling to pay anything for the residence; yet, different households have different thresholds. This kinked WTP structure helps explain the higher noise premiums obtained in CVM studies relative to hedonic price estimates.


**Author abstract**: This study uses methods that control for noise level and data quality to objectively evaluate the evidence on 22 personal and situational explanations for annoyance with environmental noise in residential areas. The balance of the evidence from 464 findings drawn from 136 surveys suggests that annoyance is not affected to an important extent by ambient noise levels, the amount of time residents are at home, the type of interviewing method, or any of the nine demographic variables (age, sex, social status, income, education, home ownership, type of dwelling, length of residence, or receipt of benefits from the noise source). Annoyance is related to the amount of isolation from sound at home and to five attitudes: fear of danger from the noise source, noise prevention beliefs, general noise sensitivity, beliefs about the importance of the noise source, and annoyance with nonnoise impacts of the noise source. The evidence is too evenly divided to indicate whether changes in noise environments cause residents to be annoyed more, less, or about the same as would be expected in long-established noise environments. The evidence shows that even at low noise levels (below DNL 55 dB) a small percentage are highly annoyed and that the extent of annoyance is related to noise exposure.


The authors discuss the following sustainable transport concepts in relation to airports: the relationship of airports to sustainability; the integration of air and ground
transportation; and the contribution of airports to regional and economic development. Sustainable transport is defined as satisfying “current transport and mobility needs without compromising the ability of future generation to meet these needs” (W. R. Black, “Sustainable Transportation,” in R. D. Knowles and B. S. Hoyle (eds.) Modern Transport Geography, 1998). The authors note that the relationship between airports and regional economic growth is not well understood. They propose a series of studies to determine the developmental role of UK airports, under the assumption that airports both compete with each other and complement each other, and cannot be viewed in isolation. A policy that more effectively integrates sustainability, modal integration, and regional growth is still needed. Airport land use compatibility is not addressed.


This paper analyzes the Swedish EIA process to see if it results in effective sustainable development in the context of an airport expansion proposal. The impacts of the project were identified as increased air pollution, increased noise, and increased environmental risk (to birds). The process is confused by the fact that the municipality has a dual role as both promoter of economic growth and protector of the environment. The authors note the following problems:

• In cases where the public does attend, they have little impact on the decision. The local population does not attend public meetings.
• The EIA is done too late in the planning process.
• The descriptions of impacts are often technical and difficult for nonexperts to understand.
• The EIA is not objective and neutral, as it often includes arguments that the project will not lead to environmental risks.
• The EIA considers the environmental impact only of a single project.

In short, airport planning would be more effective if surrounding communities were included.


The resource guide aims to help local officials and the public address airport land-use compatibility issues. It includes policy information, recommends engaging all stakeholders in discussions, and provides several lists of questions to ask when reviewing land-use proposals around an airport. The guide encourages the following actions: “1) review General Plans, Specific Plans, and zoning regulations for consistency with
ALUC plans, and revise as necessary; 2) consider the checklist of key land use compatibility questions; 3) use available information resources to evaluate the compatibility issues; 4) engage stakeholders in a forthright and open dialogue about the future impacts of the potential new land use on the airport; 5) search for reasonable compromises when they are available; and 6) in the end, make a careful and informed decision that ensures that the interests of both the aviation community and the local community will be well served in the future.”


Author abstract: The increasing trend of charging for aircraft noise nuisance to encourage the sustainable development of the air transport industry has resulted in a need to evaluate the real social costs of such externalities for the formulation of effective charge mechanisms. After comparing the current charge mechanisms at world airports as well as reviewing existing externality measurements, mathematical models are developed to calculate the noise social cost in monetary terms, and noise charge mechanisms are subsequently established. The hedonic price method is applied to calculate the annual social cost of aircraft noise during the landing and take-off stages of the flight. This is done by estimating the implicit costs of aircraft noise imposed through a decline in property values in the vicinity of the airport. The empirical results, using Amsterdam Airport Schiphol as the case study, show that the current noise charge level imposed by the Dutch Government is lower than the actual noise social cost resulting from aircraft movements. Several noise charge mechanism scenarios are derived according to the modelling results, as well as the environmental objectives of the airport-related authorities.


This report discusses the results of a study about the environmental impacts of airports. A questionnaire that addressed land use, water quality, air pollution, expansion plans, and basic geographical information was sent to the nation’s 125 busiest airports; 46 responded. In-depth research was conducted on the 50 busiest airports. The issues “found to be most significant [were] noise and land use, ground-level air emissions, water pollution, and, on a more global scale, climate change and energy efficiency.” Findings indicate that noise will increase, that average sound level measurements do not accurately reflect noise problems, that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) could play a greater role in addressing airport noise impacts, and that efforts focus on noise reduction and outreach rather than land-use planning. The report recommends that the FAA use 55 dB CNEL instead of 65 dB DNL contours for measuring noise impact and that single-event noise be taken into account. Further recommendations include site-specific noise
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mitigation plans, disclosure of noise impacts, and more EPA research on the health effects of noise.


This publication includes a request for comment on 14 CFR Parts 91 and 150. Comments are requested on concepts for maintaining land-use compatibility around airports, given that noise contours are shrinking. Background information includes a short history of the FAA's land-use compatibility efforts.


This report provides “information on (1) the key concerns and challenges associated with airports’ current operations and future growth—particularly concerns about noise, water pollution, and air pollutant emissions—and the actions being taken by the nation’s busiest airports to balance environmental concerns with such operations and growth and (2) the actions taken by FAA and other federal agencies to address environmental concerns associated with airports’ current operations and future growth.” Through a literature review and survey, the study found that noise is the primary environmental problem.
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concern and challenge for airports. The top concern was older aircraft, followed by incompatible local zoning, pressure for residential development, and increasing population. Appendix I cites the San Francisco Airport Roundtable as a model for community involvement in the airport development process and the identification of environmental effects and concerns. Appendix II discusses Europe’s approach, which would link specific land-use criterion in noise impact zones to funding for airport expansion and improvements.


The Subcommittee on Aviation, House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure asked the GAO to determine the types of projects that are eligible for federal funding to reduce or mitigate airport-related noise, the differences in the major methods for measuring the impact of airport-related noise, FAA’s current noise standards for turbojets, and the status of FAA’s Land Use Planning Initiative. Most funds used for noise-related projects have been used to acquire land and to soundproof buildings. The Land Use Planning Initiative is intended to assist state and local governments to prevent future incompatible land uses near airports. Under this initiative, FAA announced in May 1999 five short-term actions it would undertake: develop an information package on land-use planning; develop an information package on land-use statutes; establish an information clearinghouse; develop procedures to rapidly respond to inquiries from local communities and airports; clarify the actions it will consider when noise levels begin to rise in certain areas. The initiative has highlighted some key questions about how best to address airport-related noise:

1. Should FAA’s role in land-use planning be more proactive or should it focus its limited resources on activities over which it has direct jurisdiction?
2. Should the noise exposure level defining compatible land use be lowered or retained at 65 decibels using the Day-Night Sound Level method?
3. Should the use of supplemental information, such as single-event noise measures, be required when measuring noise impacts for environmental impact analyses of airport development projects?
4. How should federally authorized investment in the growth of airport capacity be directed in view of the noise and physical expansion constraints facing so many of the nation’s airports?


This paper defines the environmental capacity of an airport in terms of “aircraft noise, air quality, third-party risk, biodiversity, climate change, and community opposition to
growth.” Aircraft noise is the most important capacity issue. The positive effects of quieter aircraft have been offset by growth in air traffic. Impact can be mitigated in the short term through air traffic control procedures. Effective land-use planning is mentioned as a long-term measure. The recommendations for maximizing the environmental capacity of airport do not address land-use compatibility. Long-term airport planning, including planning for ground transportation infrastructure, is recommended.


This research investigates the effectiveness of Regional Development Plans in the Atlanta region. Chapter 7 analyzes land-use planning around airports. Rapid growth in both air travel and population in this region resulted in a situation with huge land-use conflicts. Around two of the region’s airports, more than 3,000 homes were bought out and more than 10,000 were soundproofed. 1976 and 1985 regional plans urged local governments to restrict residential uses in airport noise zones. Waldner examines the following issues:

1. The effect of voluntary regional airport/land-use policies on local government comprehensive plans and ordinances;
2. The factors [that] inspire the adoption of—and failure to adopt—land-use measures near the airport;
3. The implementation challenges encountered by local governments that chose to adopt implementation measures.

Waldner found that airport land-use ordinances proved difficult to implement because of “property rights concerns, fear of lawsuits, developer power, homeowner opposition, and desire to increase the tax base.” Industrial zones established to protect airport uses were often eroded through later rezoning decisions. The problem is “misaligned incentives”—airports want to promote compatible land uses but have no authority over land use, and local governments that have authority over land use have little incentive to promote compatible uses. This is complicated by the fact that airport impacts almost always affect more than one jurisdiction, and collaborative planning efforts may be needed. Perhaps regional agencies could facilitate interjurisdictional communication and “help identify areas of mutual gain and joint incentives.”

In Atlanta, regional airports are struggling both to provide enough capacity and to deal with incompatible land uses. The region has been attempting to site a new airport for more than 10 years. The biggest conflict for airports is caused by residential neighbors who are vocal about noise impacts and airport expansion plans. In the long run, airports have a negative impact on nearby residents, just as nearby residential uses have a negative impact on airports. One way to approach the impacts of airports is through land-use regulations such as those required by Federal Aviation Regulation Part 150.
Communities that participate in this program must “develop noise exposure maps, use standard noise measurement techniques, and identify land uses that are compatible, possibly compatible with modifications, or incompatible with the airport.” In turn the jurisdiction is eligible for “federal funds for noise compatibility planning, home purchase, soundproofing, and other noise measures.” However, this program tends to be less beneficial for airports that are already surrounded by developed land.

Operational measures recommended by Part 150 “include changes in runways or flight track use, changes in flight track location, modifications to aircraft performance (e.g., altitude or airspeed), or changes to airport facilities (e.g., berms). Land-use measures recommended “include zoning changes, noise overlay zoning, transfer of development rights, subdivision regulation changes, building code changes, noise or avigation easements, disclosure regulations, comprehensive planning, [and] capital improvement programming measures.”

There are several reasons why local jurisdictions do not address land-use issues near airports “including desire to increase the tax base, loss of development potential, fear of the costs of soundproofing, neighborhood advocacy from residents near the airport, [and] lack or awareness of the economic benefits of airports.” FAA studies of communities attempting to regulate land use near airports through zoning and building code regulations identify the following 10 roadblocks to implementation:

1. noise zones that encompass more than one jurisdiction
2. absence of cooperative relationships between the jurisdictions
3. lack of local government awareness about the ill effects of airport noise and the benefits of compatible land uses
4. frequent changes in local government administration
5. small amounts of vacant or developable land around an airport
6. low market demand for residential construction near an airport
7. low priority of airport noise problems compared to the economic advantages of residential development
8. need for additional housing stock
9. organized opposition from property owners (claiming that the zoning is a threat to private property rights and/or that monetary compensation is needed to avoid property devaluation)
10. fear of takings lawsuits

(Federal Aviation Administration, undated)

Appendix D, “Practical Recommendations—Airports,” includes specific recommendations for local planners and officials, regional and federal government, researchers, the Georgia Legislature, and regional and state agencies in Georgia. One recommendation for researchers is for further research “on smart practices for promoting
compatible land uses, particularly for airports that are already surrounded by development.”


This volume is an introduction to airport land-use compatibility planning as applied in Washington State. Part I covers the state interest in aviation, including the legislation authorizing the Airport Compatibility Program. Part II covers the challenge of encroachment and the Airport Land Use Compatibility Program. The program includes general technical assistance, a best practices handbook, comprehensive plan review, and technical outreach workshops. Part III discusses the impact of the challenge: height hazards, safety, and noise. The description of noise attributes and issues is concise and complete, including a clear definition of Ldn (yearly day-night average sound level). Part IV discusses the dimensions of the challenge: understanding risk and liability. Risk is discussed in terms of probability, perception, comparing risk, risk acceptability, and communication about risk. A short discussion of liability and negligence with respect to airport planning is followed by material about taking responsibility on both the state and local level. Part V concludes that airports and local jurisdictions must be willing to work together on long-term solutions. Some methods for achieving airport land-use compatibility are highlighted: “overlaying noise contour maps on comprehensive plan maps, recognizing airports as essential public facilities, [and] fanning incompatible uses and high densities away from noise and safety affected areas.”

This report outlines the tenets of sound land use and transportation land use planning. It asserts that there is an increasingly awareness that the United States cannot sustain the approach to development followed over the last 50 years for two distinct reasons, both of which are related to transportation: on the one hand, governments are finding it harder and harder to provide safe, efficient transportation services; on the other hand, the negative environmental effects of America’s increasing auto dependence and a new awareness of how the ways we develop make it harder to give all citizens real accessibility to vital goods and services have brought the focus onto how we build our cities.

The actions localities can take to achieve this new vision of more integrated communities that provide both livability and accessibility are grouped into five basic strategies: compact and balanced communities, a greater mix and intensity of land uses, an integrated transportation network, pedestrian-friendly development standards, and incentives to reduce driving.

These would appear to apply to airport area planning, with some modifications and caveats, for example, pedestrian-friendly airport development will primarily affect ancillary trips, such as midday errands, rather than primary trips, such as journeys from home to work or journeys from workplaces to access air transportation.


This report summarizes a major regional study leading to a smart growth land use strategy for the nine-county San Francisco Bay Area. In 1999, five regional agencies involved in transportation planning, environmental protection, and local government coordination came together to discuss how to nurture these seeds of “smart growth” and propagate them across the region’s nine counties and one hundred one cities. As part of their work, this group sought to identify and obtain the regulatory changes and incentives that would be needed to implement a new growth vision in the Bay Area. Simultaneously, the Bay Area Alliance for Sustainable Development embarked on an ambitious public participation exercise to reach consensus on, and generate support for, a “regional livability footprint”: a preferred land use pattern to suggest how the Bay Area could grow in a smarter and more sustainable way. Although the two efforts represent diverse interests, they agreed on the urgent need to address the region’s mounting traffic congestion, housing affordability crisis, and shrinking open space. In 2000, they merged
their respective outreach efforts, becoming the Bay Area Smart Growth Strategy and Regional Livability Footprint Project. The full documentation of this process may be found at www.abag.ca.gov/planning/smartgrowth/.

In essence, the Smart Growth Strategy and Regional Livability Footprint Project convened a county-level planning workshop comprising interested citizens, organizations, and local government policymakers. The workshops generated alternative development concepts that were distilled into three potential scenarios to accommodate forecasted population and employment growth through the year 2020. Each of these alternatives envisioned modifying the form and intensity of development near the Bay Area’s three major airports (mainly in the form of Town Center development around BART, Caltrain, and San José light rail (VTA) stations). Airport area land use compatibility issues were not a major focus of the study.


This paper raises two questions: What conclusions can be gleaned from research about the urban form effects of information technology (IT)? And what are the implications for Smart Growth? The author recognizes that on a subject as dynamic and volatile as telecommunications and information technology, answers to these questions must remain tentative. However, there is an emerging research consensus regarding IT and urban form effects that raises important issues for Smart Growth policy.

*Source: Page 2 of the report.*

The author argues that the New Economy’s effects on urban form and structure may challenge, at least in three ways, the smart growth objectives of enhancing citizens’ quality of life by reducing sprawl via incentives that direct growth to inner neighborhoods, away from agricultural land at the urban periphery: the first challenge relates to the form and tempo of the information-age metropolis—an increasing emphasis on speed in IT-driven businesses; the second to its social polarizing tendencies (IT creates high-income jobs and low-income jobs, with few middle-income jobs); the third to the New Economy’s proclivity to divert resources to new emerging digital landscapes on the
urban periphery. Collectively, the author asserts this favors auto-oriented peripheral locations.

The author overlooks the fact that development of peripheral land is not inconsistent with smart growth principles. While smart growth does emphasize infill development/redevelopment, it recognizes the need for some peripheral growth and seeks to foster more efficient and attractive development at the edges of the region. Efficient and attractive peripheral developments should have economic and social advantages over less efficient and less attractive development. Furthermore, many metropolitan airport sites are increasingly surrounded by development, meaning that airport area development is increasingly infill development.


This monograph introduces green infrastructure as a strategic approach to land conservation that is critical to the success of smart growth initiatives. Green infrastructure is “smart” conservation that addresses the ecological and social impacts of sprawl and the accelerated consumption and fragmentation of open land. This monograph describes the concept and values of green infrastructure and presents seven principles and associated strategies for successful green infrastructure initiatives.

Green infrastructure is defined as an interconnected network of green space that conserves natural ecosystem values and functions and provides associated benefits to human populations. Green infrastructure is presented as an essential ecological framework for environmental, social, and economic sustainability. Green infrastructure differs from conventional approaches to open-space planning because it looks at conservation values and actions in concert with land development, growth management, and built infrastructure planning. Other conservation approaches typically are undertaken in isolation from, or even in opposition to, development.

While airports are mentioned only in passing, the concept of green infrastructure seems relevant to airport area planning, since airports often promote preservation of open space as a buffer against incompatible uses. If such areas have further value as large nodes in a green infrastructure network, they will be easier to preserve.


This article provides an overview of the San Francisco Bay Area, a region comprising seven million residents, nine counties, three major cities (San Francisco, Oakland, and San Jose), and more than one hundred incorporated cities. Most of these jurisdictions are struggling thoughtfully with the challenges of housing supply and affordability, traffic
congestion, community opposition to more sustainable growth patterns, preservation of critical open space, redevelopment of underused sites, infrastructure financing, and maintaining strong economies during economic downturns.

In the public policy arena, local government officials are exploring ways to respond to pressure from their constituents (including economic, environmental, and social equity leaders) to do a better job of managing growth. The article describes the Association of Bay Area Governments project as reinforcing and significantly expanding smart growth in the region and notes that hope for further expansion of smart centers rests on creating a regional smart growth vision linked to long-term transportation investments.


This article outlines the American Planning Association (APA) multiyear research initiative titled “Airports in the Region.” The author notes airports and their surrounding districts increasingly shape urban and regional growth patterns, yet planning efforts focus on impacts, particularly airport noise and land use compatibility, as required by federal law. While important, the federal requirements are limited and designed only to reduce conflicts relating to airport expansion and to identify mitigation strategies, not to maximize the social and economic benefits inherent in an airport district, which Blanton terms the “airfront.” Blanton sees the following as basic requirements for a successful air district plan:

• good regional highway and transit access to other regional centers
• room for expansion, both for airport and airport-related facilities
• organizing land use, environmental, and transportation systems for the entire airport district
• addressing economic development and marketing for the district
• creating a governance framework that facilitates communication between the public and private sector and promote a shared sense of responsibility and purpose

Bochner, Brian S. “Smart Growth Transportation Tools.” In Institute of Transportation Engineers 2000 Annual Meeting and Exhibit, Nashville, Tennessee, 6-9 August 2000, CD-ROM.

Author Abstract: This paper gives a summary of activities and resources provided by ITE on transportation and its support for smart growth. Many of these resources were initiated through ITE’s Smart Growth Task Force, created to help ITE focus attention on smart growth. Among the resources described are an upcoming recommended practice (RP) on smart growth transportation guidelines, another RP on neighborhood street design guidelines, transportation-oriented smart growth definitions, publication articles on smart growth, and ongoing committee activities.

Bochner specifies that smart growth practices may have the following results:

• job/work force/housing balance
• compact, balanced, complementary mix of land uses consistent with community and regional needs
• economic vitality and competitiveness with other areas
• attractive aesthetics
• environmental sensitivity, sustainability, and integrity at local and regional levels
• building upon exiting infrastructure where possible to provide sufficient but not excess capacity
• effective and efficient use of resources
• feasible and sustainable over time

The following goals are related to transportation:

• provision of a range of travel choices
• integration of various transportation/mobility services
• management of both demand and supply sides of mobility provision
• elimination or reduction of barriers to accessibility


This report is a useful primer is based on a manual prepared for the Florida Department of Transportation. It describes and illustrates more than 20 features, both essential and desirable, to encourage pedestrian- and transit-friendly design. The report does not contain any direct discussion of airport area planning.


Author Abstract: This report addresses aspects of the smart growth concept related to transportation, that is, the effects of transportation and land use on each other, and the characteristics of transportation systems and services that can encourage and support desirable methods to achieve urban growth. The primary focus is transportation concepts for accommodating growth and improving quality of life by providing more mobility choices and reducing dependence on personal vehicle use. This report provides guidance on the types of transportation systems that support and are most efficient with smart growth development, and information on how to best meet these new transportation needs. Land use development trends, the land use/transportation relationship, the role of transportation systems and urban-form factors are examined. Smart growth is found to be a complex mix of land use and transportation design. Five goals are developed as the foundation for the smart growth guidelines in this document: 1) pursuing compact, efficient land use patterns to maximize transportation efficiency and improve neighborhood environment; 2) improving multimodal mobility within developed areas;
3) improving accessibility within existing built-up areas; 4) making the most efficient use of transportation infrastructure; and 5) supporting smart growth through pricing and sustainable funding. Guidelines are provided for pursuing and supporting smart growth objectives derived from these goals. The information contained in this report provides a basis for planning and implementing smart growth transportation concepts consistent with local objectives and policies in both developing and redeveloping areas.


Widespread frustration with sprawling development patterns has precipitated an explosion in innovative smart growth thinking and action across the United States in recent years. This approach contends that neither the current shape nor quality of metropolitan growth in America is sustainable. It also assumes that metropolitan areas could grow in radically different ways if major government policies on land use, infrastructure, and taxation were overhauled. This essay, published by the London School of Economics, reviews the current state of smart growth and metropolitan thinking in the United States. It outlines the demographic, market, and development trends that are affecting metropolitan areas and the consequences of these trends for central cities, older suburbs, newer communities, and low-income and minority families. It describes how current government policies facilitate the excessive decentralization of people and jobs and how smart growth reforms are being enacted, particularly at the state level, to shape new, more urban-friendly, growth patterns. It concludes by identifying the major challenges the smart growth cause needs to address if it is going to succeed in shaping sustainable metropolitan communities. The report does not contain any direct discussion of airport area planning.


**Author Abstract:** This study reviewed the current and potential utility of California’s general plan process as a tool for promoting more sustainable local transportation systems. The study used multiple methods to investigate this issue, including:

- an extensive literature review on California’s general plan process, the nature of sustainability and sustainable transportation, and criteria and evaluation methods for plans
- detailed analysis and scoring of policies from 26 exemplary general plans against criteria designed to measure both transport sustainability and plan quality
- in-depth case studies of the general plan process in seven diverse california communities
- key informant interviews
The results of these several lines of analysis and inquiry were synthesized into a series of observations, conclusions, and recommendations. Chief among these are the desirability of encouraging more frequent general plan updates, the need for greater emphasis on implementation of plan policies, and the need for and utility of educational and outreach efforts aimed at enhancing the proliferation of general plan policies that promote more sustainable transportation systems at the local level.


This study examines the relationship of three Clean Water Act (CWA) programs to patterns of land use and development. It addresses whether these programs encourage and enhance opportunities for smart growth or, conversely, lead to sprawl. The study also identifies ways in which federal, state, and local governments can reduce compliance costs and increase environmental benefits through the mutually reinforcing components of smart growth strategies and CWA programs. Although airport lands are often key elements of local and regional watersheds, the report does not contain any direct discussion of airport area planning.


This study examines the interplay between air pollution, its control (mainly through the U.S. Clean Air Act and its many amendments), and urban sprawl, which it characterizes as areas exhibiting:

- low population density
- rapid population growth in areas adjacent to the metropolitan center
- rapid development of rural, wilderness, and agricultural areas
- changes in school attendance and quality
- low transit boardings per capita
- high numbers of vehicle miles traveled per person
- low average occupancy per vehicle
- heavy roadway congestion
- lengthy commute time and distance


This paper reviews the research on urban containment generally, and also examines the experience of such policies in particular metropolitan areas. It discusses some lessons learned and raises relevant research questions for practitioners as well as policymakers at
the state and local level. The authors note urban containment goals are diverse, and that the precise impacts of containment policies are not well understood at present.


This report discusses the challenges to both new and older communities in Orange County for accommodating continued growth and for maintaining the current “quality of life.”

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, Orange County now ranks as the fifth most populous county in the United States. Official demographic projections by the Orange County Council of Governments indicate that an additional 576,747 people will locate in Orange County during the next 25 years. In this same time frame, the county will experience annual growth of some 10,000 new housing units built and 35,000 jobs created. This growth will not be confined to new communities and undeveloped spaces in southern Orange County but will also occur in the central, western, and northern areas that are already considerably dense and generally thought of as being built out. The report does not contain any direct discussion of airport area planning.


These two 100-plus page primers are part of an ongoing series by the International City/County Management Association (ICMA) and the Smart Growth Network. Each describes what are termed “concrete” techniques of putting the following 10 smart growth principles into practice:

1. Create Range of Housing Opportunities and Choices
2. Create Walkable Neighborhoods
3. Encourage Community and Stakeholder Collaboration
4. Foster Distinctive, Attractive Communities with a Strong Sense of Place
5. Make Development Decisions Predictable, Fair, and Cost Effective
6. Mix Land Uses
7. Preserve Open Space, Farmland, Natural Beauty, and Critical Environmental Areas
8. Provide a Variety of Transportation Choices
9. Strengthen and Direct Development Towards Existing Communities
10. Take Advantage of Compact Building Design

*Getting to Smart Growth* and *Getting to Smart Growth II* shares a similar format. Both volumes list and describe unique sets of 100 policies for implementation. The policies
and guidelines presented in these primers have been successful in communities across the United States, and range from formal legislative or regulatory efforts to informal approaches, plans, and programs.

Of the 200 policies listed, only one (Policy 10 in the first volume) mentions airports: cluster freight facilities near ports, airports, and rail terminals. The commentary notes that efficient goods movement within a region can help reduce congestion and create healthier, more livable communities.


A useful collection of essays on the theme of the urban form and social, economic, and political consequences of smart growth; none focuses on airports or airport area planning issues. In the introduction, Szold poses the following questions about smart growth that still need to be answered: Have the most important lessons from past development practices been fully absorbed and learned? In striving to advance alternatives to low-density, where are viable models to be found? Have practical, ethical, and distribution considerations been appropriately brought to bear on proposed smart growth interventions? Are the components of smart growth constitutionally permissible? What consequences might unfold to affect various stakeholders and constituencies? In Chapter 5, Arthur Nelson attempts to answer the question “How Do We Know Smart Growth When We See It?”


In recent years, many of EPA’s stakeholders have explored using land use activities as strategies for improving air quality. These stakeholders, including state and local planning agencies, have suggested that EPA provide guidance on how to recognize land use strategies in the air quality planning process that result in improvements in local and regional air quality. In a survey conducted by EPA in 1998, staff and managers in state air agencies and regional transportation planning agencies said that being able to quantify and account for the air quality impacts of beneficial land use activities would have the following benefits:

- encourage funding for research into the impacts of such activities
- educate state and local government officials about land use planning as a tool for achieving clean air
- add support to these kinds of activities in regional and local debates

This guidance document is designed to describe how existing EPA regulations and policies can be used to account for the air quality benefits of land use activities that encourage travel patterns and choices that reduce vehicle miles of travel, consequently
reducing emissions from motor vehicles in your communities. This document lays out general guidance on quantifying the potential benefits of land use activities that your area may choose to adopt. The report notes that the EPA intends to provide additional guidance on quantifying benefits from specific types of land use strategies in the future.


This report summarizes the ULI California Smart Growth Initiative. This project seeks to address growth challenges in California by examining growth and development trends, identifying barriers to smart growth, and making recommendations for specific local, regional, and state actions that can advance a collaborative smart growth agenda. The project was launched in September 2000 and is coordinated by ULI in collaboration with its five California district councils.

Eight guiding smart growth principles are delineated:

1. Prepare for the Future
2. Promote Viable and Livable Communities
3. Encourage Transportation Linked to Efficient Land Uses
4. Provide Greater Housing Opportunities
5. Preserve Open Space, Natural Resources, and the Environment
6. Protect California’s Agricultural Areas
7. Foster Governmental Collaboration and Coordination
8. Encourage Education and Community Engagement

The ULI project’s goals include the following:

- encourage collaboration at the local, regional, and state levels among key stakeholders in the smart growth dialogue
- foster the active participation of the private development community in local, regional, and statewide efforts to implement smart growth and sustainable development
- organize forums involving a diversity of community leaders who could be expected to take the lead in developing and implementing local and regional smart growth strategies
- inform decision-makers about the impediments and barriers to making smart growth work at the local, regional, and state levels, and suggest to them solutions

This report summarizes efforts in 2003–2004 by the ULI California Smart Growth Initiative to move forward its state-level agenda through educational and outreach efforts to implement the specific recommendations developed by the Statewide Coordinating Committee in 2002. In pursuing these state economic incentives and regulatory reforms, the ULI program collaborated with California district council executive committees, as well as stakeholder organizations represented by members of the ULI committee, to gain useful input and strengthen the potential for implementing these actions.

The program centered on achieving five specific outcomes:

1. Modifications to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and its guidelines that will streamline environmental review for urban infill projects
2. New laws and administrative procedures that promote joint use and smaller schools
3. Streamlining brownfield liability rules
4. Tax-increment financing (TIF) to support transit-oriented development (TOD)
5. State financial rewards to cities and counties that address their housing needs and pursue the implementation of smart growth planning policies and projects
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